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Introduction

A leg of lamb, butcher-dressed, oven-ready. A portrait of the extinct South
Island kōkako (Callaeas cinerea cinerea). These two things seem to have nothing
to do with each other, so why are they together at the centre of Maryrose Crook’s
painting Lamb of Constant Sorrow (fig. 0.1)? By superimposing one upon the
other – so that the image of the recently extinct bird appears to be emblazoned
or branded onto the flesh of the recently dispatched lamb – the painting invites
its viewers to make some kind of connection between these two dead animals.
The lamb joint, with its avian tattoo, lies on a bed of luxurious pink silk, surrounded by gem-like icons: a bejewelled cross and an eye with pendant pearl
tears, surmounted by a crown. Presented in this way, as though for some ritual
display, these objects seem to call out for symbolic interpretation, which would
be easy enough to make: a leg of lamb and an extinct endemic bird both have
pretty clear and immediate iconographic associations. The kōkako’s song is
generally considered the most beautiful of any New Zealand bird, and since
one of its subspecies has recently been declared extinct while the other remains
critically endangered, the bird seems an obvious representative for the lost or
severely threatened endemic natural beauty that remains one of New Zealand’s
standard defining features.1 Operating in a rather different register, the leg
of lamb is an emblem of the pastoral agriculture upon which, according to a
still-current historical truism, modern New Zealand was founded both economically and culturally. Lamb and bird, then, symbolise two of the most familiar
constituents of New Zealand national identity.
Very different connotations arise, however, as soon as we think of this leg of
lamb and this bird not as symbols but as realities. Once again, features of their
presentation in the painting invite us to do so. The colours and textures of the
1
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voluptuously rumpled silk resemble those of the cut meat and its glistening
sheath of fat. But the viewer knows those visual similarities are misleading: if
this were a real leg of lamb sitting on real silk, the meat would be cold and slimysticky to the touch, whereas the material would be as smooth and softly warm
as it looks – to say nothing of the difference in smell. Part of the force of Crook’s
painting arises from this uncomfortable discordance between the visual appeal
of the lamb and bird and the material realities to which they draw attention.
‘Material’ in two senses: not just what the pictured objects would be like in
real life, but also what kinds of practical, everyday realities their presence (or
absence) entails. Thinking this way reveals a very material and direct relationship between the leg of lamb and the extinct bird. Because of their diet and
habits, ‘kōkako need large unbroken areas of diverse forest’.2 Unfortunately for
them, large-scale sheep-farming has always demanded the exact opposite: vast
areas of monoculture pastureland. Forest clearance for agricultural purposes
and the decline of endemic forest species are different sides of the same story;
the extinction of one of the species in Crook’s painting is causally related to the
life and death of the other.
By inspiring us to read its animal subjects both symbolically and materially,
Lamb of Constant Sorrow also challenges us to think about how we organise our
feelings and our knowledge about animals. The opulent display raises questions
about value. How do we assign worth to different kinds of animals? How do we
decide which should live and which should die? The superimposition of extinct
bird on dead meat creates a vivid contrast between two different human–animal
sensibilities: our relationship with food animals and our relationship with rare
native species. Yet this contrast obscures a connection: although we place these
animals in completely different categories, there are in fact very real relationships between them which, although they are not hidden, are seldom addressed
(for example, the impact of pastoralism on native species).
The painting’s religious iconography, including its title, also reminds us
that we are capable at the same time of treating the very same species of animal
simultaneously as mere raw material (livestock), as the object of sentimental
veneration (in springtime, New Zealand city folks take their children into pastureland to see the new lambs), and as the most sacred of Christian religious
icons (the Lamb of God). In this sense the painting invokes not animals themselves but the numerous and often contradictory categories that we employ to
organise our relationships with them. Stock animal, food animal, iconic animal,
sacred animal; endangered, protected, extinct animal; native, endemic and
introduced animal; pet and pest animal: each modifier that we attach to the
2
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word animal evokes differences not amongst animals themselves but in how our
cultures value and treat them. And yet this taxonomy is fundamentally illogical and pervasively self-contradictory: its categories are not self-contained, nor
generated by consistent principles of selection, nor mutually exclusive. Lamb,
as Crook’s painting shows, could go in half a dozen of the categories listed above;
so could rabbit, dog, paradise duck, kererū, moa, possum, dolphin, whale . . . The
diagrammatic table of New Zealanders’ relationships to animals, then, has little
in common with the abstract ideal of a logical taxonomy; it is much more like
the apocryphal Chinese Encyclopaedia famously evoked by Jorge Luis Borges,
in which
it is written that animals are divided into: (a) those that belong to the emperor;
(b) embalmed ones; (c) those that are trained; (d) suckling pigs; (e) mermaids;
(f) fabulous ones; (g) stray dogs; (h) those that are included in this classification;
(i) those that tremble as if they were mad; (j) innumerable ones; (k) those drawn
with a very fine camel’s-hair brush; (l) etcetera; (m) those that have just broken the
flower vase; (n) those that at a distance resemble flies.3

Maryrose Crook’s painting, like Borges’ encyclopaedia, has a defamiliarising
effect on our taken-for-granted attitudes to and relationships with animals.
We are invited to notice how odd, how paradoxical and inconsistent, and how
artificial are the ways in which humans think about and behave towards other
living species – and yet, at the same time, how natural these thoughts and
behaviours seem to us.
Since the meanings and values that we attach to animals are shaped by
culture, moreover, they are inextricably bound up with questions of cultural
difference and cultural politics. Lamb of Constant Sorrow invites the viewer to
reflect on these questions too. The kōkako, with its charismatic music, can be
interpreted as a symbol not only of the endemic nature but also of the indigenous human culture of these islands, while the leg of lamb is emblematic of
European colonialism as well as pastoralism. Seen in this light, Crook’s painting
reminds us of the historical and economic forces that have endangered te ao
Māori, just as forest clearances for agriculture have decimated the kōkako.
Ongoing contemporary threats to indigenous culture are also suggested: for
example, the ways in which tikanga Māori can be appropriated and exploited
today, in the context of global commodity capitalism, are indicated by the
kōkako’s apparent reduction to a logo or branding device for the agricultural
product upon which it appears. Crook’s work remind us, then, that in examining
3
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the role of animals in culture we are also always required to think about the relationships between cultures – relationships that can involve mutual influence
and cooperation, but also appropriation, exploitation and erasure.
We begin with this extended reading of Crook’s mesmerising painting
because it exemplifies the crucial motivations underlying this book, as well as
the key approaches taken and the motifs encountered in the chapters that follow.
In setting out to explore the place of animals in the cultures and histories of
Aotearoa New Zealand, this volume aims to consider both our symbolic and our
material use of animals, as well as the structures of feeling and knowledge that
govern our relationships with them, and to relate these findings to the growth
and movement of our nation’s cultural traditions.
The fresh ways of thinking about our relationships with animals offered here
belong to a new interdisciplinary field of research, variously labelled ‘anthrozoology’, ‘zoocriticism’, ‘animal studies’, or (our preferred term) ‘human–animal
studies’. There are two main differences between the human–animal studies
approach and conventional ways of thinking about animals. The first is that
human–animal studies demands that we attempt to think non-anthropocentrically: that is, instead of assuming that all value, power and meaning reside
with human beings, human–animal studies scholars try to take into account
the interests and actions of nonhuman animals themselves. The difficulties
and benefits of this effort will be one of the pervading themes of the following
chapters.
The second distinctive feature of the perspective adopted here is that, for
human–animal studies scholars, there is no such thing as an objective or neutral
point of view towards relationships between humans and other animals. Every
position we occupy, every perspective we take, is partial – in two senses: both
incomplete and partisan. The most powerful and enduring of our assumptions
about animals are those we are most inclined to accept without question, those
that have become taken for granted because they serve our interests and investments – whether because we have grown up with them, or because they suit our
lifestyles, or because they are necessary to the way we make our living. They
have come to seem natural to us, all the more so because we are in the habit of
thinking of animals themselves as embodiments of nature, as part of a biologically given order of things.
Yet our tendency to take our animals, our relationships with them and our
thinking about them so much for granted is also, paradoxically, what makes
animals so very worthwhile to think about. As demonstrated by Maryrose
Crook’s painting, thinking more carefully about animals and our relations with
4
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them is an excellent way of observing and understanding better those bits of
culture that are usually invisible to us because they are the most automatic and
unconscious. In the medieval bestiaries (or ‘books of beasts’) that this volume
is named after, religious or moral meanings were presented explicitly as part
of the animals’ descriptions: the sheep going willingly to slaughter stood for
Christian sacrifice and obedience to the will of God; the whale represented diabolical deception, as it masqueraded as an island on which sailors could land,
only to plunge them into the depths. In our New Zealand Book of Beasts we
take it as axiomatic that all cultures, including so-called ‘modern’ ones like our
own, continue to attach important meanings and values to animals, most often
without being aware of it. In opening New Zealand’s book of beasts, then, we are
also opening the book of our culture.
This volume is organised into four parts, each written primarily by one of
the three co-authors. Each part follows its own arc from the nineteenth century
through to the present, in order to provide a preliminary cultural history of
the animal motifs considered. Such historical narratives are critical, because
examining the changes that occur over time in the ways animals are treated
(both representationally and materially) provides the clearest understanding of
those taken-for-granted and naturalised attitudes referred to above. Aside from
these shared features, however, each part varies in style, shape and perspective
according to the particular approach taken by its author.
In the first part, Philip Armstrong focuses in turn upon four animals that
have attracted long-standing and powerful iconographies: moa, sheep, dolphin
and whale. By exploring different ways in which these animals have been
treated – via text and image, fiction and non-fiction, high culture and popular
culture, representation and practice – Armstrong explores the working out of
uniquely Aotearoan ideas about animality and humanity, and about the relationships between humans and animals and between culture and nature. The
first two chapters address the different ways in which human inhabitation
of these islands, first by the Polynesians who became Māori and later by the
Europeans who became Pākehā, has been enacted and continues to be understood in relation to the moa (along with various other endemic birds) and the
sheep. Chapters three and four focus on the most radical period of change in New
Zealanders’ attitudes to animals – the three decades from the 1960s to the 1980s
– by considering stories about human encounters with dolphins and whales.
In the second part, Annie Potts concentrates on the animals whose lives are
most intimately bound up with our own. Chapters five, six and seven offer a
cultural history of pets or companion animals in Aotearoa New Zealand – the
5
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first such history to be written – from traditional Māori culture to present-day
consumer capitalism, from kurī to cats, from kākāpō to chooks. Potts shows how
surprisingly diverse and variable these relationships with our companions – our
mōkai, familiars, extended family members – turn out to be, as they shape and
are shaped by changes occurring elsewhere in our society.
In the third part, Deidre Brown lays the foundations for another so far
neglected field of study: that of the role of animals in the visual arts of Aotearoa
New Zealand. Chapter eight concentrates on the complex uses of ngā kararehe
and ngā manu – beasts and birds – in pre-European Māori art, and chapter nine
on the prolific, versatile and diverse places occupied by animals in contemporary art. Building on the modes of human–animal interaction described in the
first two parts, Brown demonstrates how these have been embodied by the work
of artists throughout the history of human habitation of these islands.
Our aim in this book is to open up debate, rather than to offer conclusive
answers or definitive facts. Accordingly, in the volume’s final part, Annie Potts
zooms in on two of the most vexed areas of human–animal relations in contemporary New Zealand. Chapter ten examines pest control, and in particular New
Zealanders’ attitudes to and treatment of the possum; chapter eleven explores
meat consumption, with a special focus on the viewpoint of vegetarians. In this
way, after following a series of pathways through the complex story of animals
in New Zealand’s culture, we return at the end of this book to an examination of
the questions raised at its start.
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PART ONE

Animal Icons
Philip Armstrong

One
Moa Ghosts

All species of moa (Dinornithiformes) have been extinct for three or four centuries.1 At least that is the consensus among professional palaeo-biologists; not
everyone agrees with them. But whether or not moa are long dead in biological
terms, culturally speaking they seem to be enjoying a vigorous afterlife. Indeed
they have gone quite feral; you can spot them in the most unexpected places.
Visitors arriving at Auckland Airport pass a flock of three on their way out of
the domestic terminal car park. A life-sized moa can be found in the middle of
Queenstown, with a sign prohibiting tourists from climbing on its back. Others
can be seen in Auckland’s Queen Street and Wellington’s Tory Street, behind the
war memorial in Palmerston and in the foyer of the Otago Museum. The Bealey
Hotel in Arthur’s Pass has a lone specimen standing very tall out the front, and
a few more nesting in a back paddock. There is a chainsaw-sculpted wooden
moa outside the Owaka Museum and another in Mataura; a wire-mesh moa in
Moa Flat and a macrocarpa topiary moa in Edendale.2 Images of moa appear on
road signs in the Canterbury high country and in the Christchurch suburb of
Redcliffs – as though at any moment one could lumber out in front of your car.
And they are multiplying elsewhere too. They can be seen on beer bottles and
clothing,3 and the covers of music albums – for example, Don McGlashan’s 2009
Marvellous Year and, more flamboyantly, Joe Wylie’s cover art for the Patea
Maori Club’s Poi E, featuring the eponymous number-one hit from 1984, which
shows male and female superheroes riding moa, kāhui rere (flying men) and
biped tuatara (fig. 1.1).4 Meanwhile, painterly depictions of moa are displayed
on coffee tables around the nation, in gorgeously illustrated volumes like Alan
Tennyson and Paul Martinson’s Extinct Birds of New Zealand,5 and on the walls
of fine art collectors and galleries. The big birds have also appeared on TV, in
9
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natural history shows that re-create their meetings with early human inhabitants of these islands, and in some entertaining clips on YouTube.6 There are
moa-themed picture books for children, adventure stories for young adults and
novels for adults.7 Moa have provided the theme for a board game, The Amazing
Moa Hunt.8 They have even ventured into the perilous realm of online gaming:
the wiki for the role-playing game Guild Wars describes the ‘moa bird’ as a
‘charmable animal found in Ascalon after the Searing’: subspecies include the
elusive White Moa and the fearsome Black Moa, which is capable of inflicting
‘slashing damage’.9
Why so many moa? How can we account for the longevity and ubiquity of
the big birds, for their role as the avian undead of the New Zealand imagination? The most obvious answer would be that, in these islands devoid of large
native terrestrial mammals, the moa fulfils the role of charismatic megafauna.
But there is more to it than that. From the outset, our fascination with the moa
has been part of both local and global developments in science and politics.
Fledglings
Initial discovery of the remains of moa by Europeans was intimately connected with the emergence of scientific and popular enthusiasm for prehistoric
animals that began in the mid-nineteenth century and continues to this day.
It was in the decade from 1835 to 1845 – during which Darwin was incubating his
theory of natural selection – that moa were first recognised by Europeans, and
in particular by European science. Richard Owen, the patriarch of professional
palaeontology and the founder of London’s Natural History Museum, identified a bone sent from New Zealand as the remains of a ‘giant struthious bird’, to
which he allotted the scientific name Dinornis (prodigious bird), in imitation
of his earlier coinage, dinosaur (fig. 1.2).10 Moa, mammoths and megalosaurs
thus strode into the cultural imagination at the very historical moment at which
the life sciences were joining battle with the forces of religious orthodoxy. This
helps explain our enduring investment in prehistoric species: theories about
them, and the accompanying notions of evolution and extinction, were (and
remain) powerful weapons in the conflict over what counts as the truth about
the natural world.
At the same time as they provoke scientific enquiry, though, extinct species
also inspire fantasy and invite the projection of cultural values. We have never
seen them in the flesh, so they exist for us only as competing constructions,
based on ambiguous traces left in bone and stone. As creatures of interpretation
they are inevitably shaped by our shared preconceptions and taken-for-granted
10
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assumptions. Certainly the moa were no sooner called back from oblivion than
they were weighted down with human meanings. And the kinds of significance they bore were dictated by the historical moment of their rediscovery,
which was also that of New Zealand’s creation as a British colony. It was in the
years on either side of 1840 that accounts of moa were first recorded: by Joel
Polack in 1838, and by William Colenso in 1844.11 These two men are more often
remembered in our history for their roles in the creation of New Zealand as a
British colony. Polack signed the 1837 petition to William IV that prevailed
on Britain to protect the interests of New Zealand’s European settlers in New
Zealand. Colenso is most famous for his association with the Treaty of Waitangi:
he printed the Māori version of the Treaty and (vainly) warned LieutenantGovernor Hobson of potential misunderstandings between the two signatory
parties. Afterwards he was to write ‘the most reliable contemporary European
account of the signing’.12
Summoned up at the same historical moment as the fledgling colony, the
moa remained harnessed to its social politics, economics and cultural identity.
First, and most obviously, the moa functioned as a totem animal for an emerging
sense of New Zealandness.13 An image by J. E. Ward, published in the Auckland
Star newspaper early in the twentieth century, brings together in exemplary
fashion the key elements of the imaginary realm known as Maoriland, a primordial wilderness populated by ancient species (avian and human), a version of
the country created for the growing Victorian tourist market (fig. 1.3).14 Against
a conventional background of misty-alps-mirrored-in-a-crystal-lake, a Māori
maiden and chief lead a harnessed moa; their three children ride on the bird’s
back while the youngest boy, with an impressive display of balance, performs
a haka. These associations were familiar enough at the time for Mark Twain to
add his own spin when he visited the South Pacific. In Following the Equator
(1898) he includes the following account of the moa’s extinction, which he
attributes to an English naturalist resident in New Zealand:
The Moa stood thirteen feet high, and could step over an ordinary man’s head or
kick his hat off; and his head, too, for that matter. He said it was wingless, but a
swift runner. The natives used to ride it. It could make forty miles an hour, and
keep it up for four hundred miles and come out reasonably fresh. It was still in
existence when the railway was introduced into New Zealand; still in existence,
and carrying the mails [fig. 1.4]. The railroad began with the same schedule it has
now: two expresses a week-time, twenty miles an hour. The company exterminated
the moa to get the mails.15
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Brought back into vigorous life by turn-of-the-century writers and painters, the
moa found itself a conceptual beast of burden, a carrier of human meanings.16
For some time Dinornis even rivalled Apteryx for the role of national bird.
Trevor Lloyd’s early cartoons celebrating All Black victories in Britain are often
cited as the first use of the kiwi as a collective symbol for New Zealanders (fig. 1.5)
– yet Lloyd used the moa to perform the same function, as a cartoon from 1905
demonstrates (fig. 1.6). It was only after the First World War that the kiwi surpassed the moa as the dominant animal totem for New Zealanders, mainly
because both the name and stylised image of the smaller bird had become
internationally well known thanks to the widespread use of Kiwi boot polish
(gallingly enough, an Australian product).17 Fittingly, it was also Trevor Lloyd
who produced Te Tangi o te Moa/The Death of a Moa, an image that seemed to
anticipate this second, figurative extinction of Dinornis (fig. 1.7).
But if the living moa was now obsolete as the official symbol of the New
Zealander, the dead moa – the moa as an emblem of extinction – retained a fundamental significance in the ongoing definition of New Zealand endemicity. In a
well-known Māori whakataukī the moa is the very figure of loss itself: ‘ka ngaro
i te ngaro a te moa’; ‘lost, as the moa is lost’. For Pākehā, too, the most significant
cultural function of the moa has been as an embodiment of loss: an image in
negative, a memento mori, an x-rayed skeleton. In the recent Natural History
New Zealand (NHNZ) documentary Primeval New Zealand (2011), animated
moa are portrayed as glowing translucent spectres roaming the forests, giving
off little wraiths of ectoplasmic mist as they move.18
Skeletons
Experts have identified many species of Dinornithiformes, of different sizes and
shapes. And they stress that the birds most likely held their necks curved in
front of their bodies rather than stretched up high: ‘[m]oa were very long birds,
not tall ones’.19 Nevertheless, the original and still the most popular image of
the moa is that of an upright biped standing 2 metres or taller – as portrayed in
the first widely published artist’s impression, which appeared in Ferdinand von
Hochstetter’s 1867 natural history of New Zealand (fig. 1.8).
All moa species were flightless – indeed the characteristics that allow birds
to become airborne were, in the moa, absent or reversed. Instead of being
hollow their bones were filled with marrow, and they had flat sternums instead
of the keel-shaped breastbones required to support flight muscles. The barbicels that lock feathers together into rigid vanes for flying were missing from moa
plumage, which hung in fine filaments, designed for warmth and shelter from
12
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the rain. They had no tails. Finally, unlike any other bird – unlike even other
flightless species such as their little relative, the kiwi – moa were utterly devoid
of wings.20
Two-legged, tail-less, wingless, clad in woolly fibres: like looking in an imaginary prehistoric mirror. Similarly, in Māori accounts cited by Colenso, the moa
was said to have a human face and to live in a cave.21 And Elsdon Best quotes ‘Pio
of Awa, born about 1823’, who describes ‘certain folk on this island in ancient
times’ who were ‘like birds in appearance, and also resembled man in structure.
. . . They stood on one leg and held the other up — drawn up.’ Pio recounts a
conflict between Apa, one of his ancestors, and ‘one of these creatures [who]
looked like a man standing there. Apa struck a blow at the leg it was standing
on, whereupon the creature kicked Apa so violently with the drawn-up leg that
he was hurled over a cliff and killed.’22 According to Best, detailed accounts of
moa were rare among Māori in the nineteenth century. The few that were documented, like Pio’s testimony, would seem to European ears to describe the moa
very anthropomorphically; perhaps only these versions of the moa caught the
imagination or stayed in the memory of listening Europeans because of their
own inclination to anthropomorphise the moa.23 That inclination was part of a
complex process whereby the bird came to signify an authentic, unique, indigenous – and irretrievably lost – inhabitation of these islands. Envisaged as the
dominant figure in New Zealand’s primordial landscape – a population prior
to Europeans, prior to Māori, prior even to the putative original human settlers
allegedly supplanted by Māori – the long-lost moa came to stand, in the mind of
European colonists, as the totem for an absolute New Zealand endemicity.
So it is that one of the best-known of all New Zealand poems, Allen Curnow’s
‘The Skeleton of the Great Moa in Canterbury Museum, Christchurch’ (1949),
uses the moa as a framework on which to hang ideas about mid-twentiethcentury national identity:
The skeleton of the moa on iron crutches
Broods over no great waste; a private swamp
Was where this tree grew feathers once, that hatches
Its dusty clutch, and guards them from the damp.
Interesting failure to adapt on islands,
Taller but not more fallen than I, who come
Bone to his bone, peculiarly New Zealand’s.
The eyes of children flicker round this tomb

13
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Under the skylights, wonder at the huge egg
Found in a thousand pieces, pieced together
But with less patience than the bones that dug
In time deep shelter against ocean weather:
Not I, some child, born in a marvellous year,
Will learn the trick of standing upright here.24

The final couplet depends on an unspoken reference (pervasive in Curnow’s
poetry) to the convention of the antipodes as a world-turned-upside-down.
‘Standing upright’ in such a place is at the same time a marvel and a trick – a
reversed reflection of the moa’s uprightness, which was once natural but
is now an artifice effected by ‘iron crutches’. The poet wistfully imagines a
future in which the Pākehā might not fail to adapt, might achieve a self-sufficient, free-standing endemicity. Yet the very articulation of this mature settler
identity betrays its artificiality, the props that hold it upright: the scaffolding of
archaeological reconstruction, the dependence upon identification with prior
inhabitants of these islands.
Curnow’s poem is a virtuoso performance of these contradictory associations but it does not invent them: they are already familiar by the start of the
twentieth century. Within a few decades of its discovery by European settlers
the moa had become central to a powerful narrative about New Zealand history
and identity.
Myths
The moa skeleton in Curnow’s poem was assembled under the direction of
Julius von Haast, surveyor, explorer, geologist and founder of the Canterbury
Museum, who acquired much of his early collection by trading moa skeletons
with overseas museums keen to have their own exhibits of Owen’s surprising
bird. In the 1860s Haast advanced the theory that New Zealand had been
inhabited by a pre-Māori people. Naming these first human inhabitants the
Moa-hunters, Haast modelled his portrayal of their palaeolithic culture on the
Ice Age mammoth hunters of Europe. Although Haast himself considered the
Moa-hunters to be Polynesian in origin, his two-people theory of New Zealand
colonisation was later extended and reinforced through combination with
another idea, one deriving from European interpretations of selected Māori traditions. This was the notion that the first human settlers in New Zealand were
a people called the Maruiwi or Mouriuri, who were of Melanesian descent, and
14
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were subsequently displaced by the Polynesian ancestors of the Māori. The key
figures in the blending together of Haast’s palaeolithic Moa-hunters and the
non-Polynesian Maruiwi were Edward Tregear, S. Percy Smith, Elsdon Best and
Peter Buck (Te Rangi Hiroa).25 As well as holding high public office, these men
were all prominent ethnographers, and they were the most influential gatekeepers of knowledge about Māori and New Zealand history.
It was Tregear who first ‘discovered’ that Māori were
part of the Aryan Great Migration whereby one group of peoples left the Aryan
heartland near the Caspian Sea and went westwards eventually to found the great
civilisations of Greece, Rome and now Europe, while another group moved south
through India and beyond into the Pacific. Now these two ‘vast horns of the Great
Migration have touched again’ in New Zealand, where the ‘Aryan of the West greets
the Aryan of the Eastern Sea’.26

Tregear’s model was consistent with an influential strain in nineteenth-century
racial theory, which insisted that cultural advancement in human history
came only from the diffusion of Aryan influence.27 Moa and moa-hunting were
therefore central to the development of a historical model that portrayed New
Zealand as the site of successive waves of human colonisation, each more
Aryan than the last. First came the Maruiwi, ‘a primitive, Palaeolithic, nomadic,
moa-hunting people’ whom Elsdon Best described (citing Māori accounts)
as having ‘flat noses, distended nostrils, bushy hair, and restless eyes’.28 They
were ‘replaced by a superior, Neolithic, agricultural people’, the Māori, whose
Caucasian or Aryan ancestry was emphasised by Percy Smith and Peter
Buck. Yet, having ‘subdued an existing people [and] developed an “advanced”
Polynesian culture’, the Māori ‘now were in turn dying out’ in the face of a
more vigorous Aryan incursion from Europe.29 Despite their individual doubts
and their disagreements with one another about its various elements, Haast,
Tregear, Smith, Best and Buck shared joint authorship of this synthetic account,
which ‘became orthodox Maori history by the 1920s’, and remained influential
in popular culture well into the 1970s.30
So the moa were made extinct by Melanesian Moa-hunters, who in turn
were made extinct by Māori, who in turn would be made extinct (or assimilated) by Europeans. The simplicity, elegance and popularity of this narrative
made it an important myth for the first hundred years of Pākehā settlement
in New Zealand. Here I use the word ‘myth’ in the sense given to it by Roland
Barthes: a cultural idiom that a society uses to naturalise its dearest values and
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assumptions. Such myths may take the form of historical narratives, images, or
appeals to ‘common sense’, but their defining feature is their claim to describe
simply the way things are. For Barthes ‘the very principle of myth’ is that ‘it
transforms history into nature’.31
Yet however natural they appear in their day, such myths are not immortal.
As ideologies change, the myths that embody them become endangered, and
in the middle of the twentieth century two events occurred – a global cataclysm and a local upheaval – that rendered extinct the myth that emerged from
the work of Haast, Tregear, Smith, Best and Buck. The local upheaval was the
investigation of the archaeologically rich burial sites at Wairau Bar during the
1940s by Jim Eyles and Roger Duff (one of Haast’s successors as director of the
Canterbury Museum). Having identified indisputably Polynesian artefacts
alongside moa remains of the same age, Duff was able authoritatively to reject
the long-standing orthodoxy of the Moa-hunters as a Melanesian people who
occupied New Zealand prior to, and were displaced by, the Polynesian ancestors of the Māori. Instead Duff advanced the notion of ‘a Moa-hunter period of
Maori culture’. Rather than the colonisation of one (non-Aryan) race by another
(Aryan) one, Duff asserted that ‘Moa-hunter culture merged insensibly and
unconsciously into Maori culture, indeed became Maori culture’.32 Duff’s intervention represented a major ideological shift in New Zealand historiography:
the replacement of racial difference with cultural evolution as the motor of
historical change. In this sense it was shaped by the global cataclysm of World
War II, which rendered theories of racial hierarchy obsolete. Hence Duff registers ‘the strongest objections’ to the implication that the Moa-hunters ‘were an
inferior Melanesian people who thoroughly deserved their fate’.33
Scholars soon accepted Duff’s thesis of continuity between Moa-hunter and
Māori culture, but the mechanism by which the former transformed into the
latter remained vague. In 1967 L. M. Groube pointed out that Duff had described
the kind of change that occurred between the Moa-hunter and Māori periods as
‘self-motivated or spontaneous’, and as determined by ‘chance’ and ‘accident’.34
This acceptance of unknowability and contingency – conditions that professional researchers usually find insufferable – betrays the ideological vacuum left
by the abandonment of a formerly dominant grand narrative: that of the Aryan
Māori conquerors of primitive Moa-hunters. But ideology, like nature, abhors a
vacuum, so over the next few decades a new myth was bound to emerge. It did
so in the form of a story that reconceived the origins of Māori culture, but once
again by focusing on the moa and its extinction. Thus reconceived, the moa
totem remains standing today.
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Protein
The new myth can be found in its simplest and most easily digestible form in a
1998 television documentary entitled The Future Eaters, based on the book of
the same name by influential Australian environmental historian Tim Flannery.
Episode two focused on New Zealand and so also drew on the authority of New
Zealand’s most telegenic historian, James Belich, who appeared alongside
Flannery as a ‘talking head’ expert. This episode describes the arrival of the first
Polynesian settlers in New Zealand:
. . . of all the flightless creatures found in this land, there was one that amazed the
first human arrivals: a walking giant that seemed to offer them the promise of food
for life, and which they called therefore moa, meaning chicken. . . . These were the
endemic megafauna of Aotearoa, the dominant herbivores. . . . But their reign was
about to come to an abrupt end with the arrival of the people who were later to be
known as Maori.
. . . in the early days of colonisation, the Polynesians would have fed on moa. . . .
This abundance of meat supported huge settlements, where people lived in peace.
But then suddenly, the moa were gone.35

Here the voiceover ceases while Tim Flannery comes on screen to explain that
this sudden extinction occurred because the early Māori ‘were still newcomers’,
whereas ‘it takes a tremendously long time to build up the knowledge you need
to manage resources sustainably’.
The voiceover resumes with a series of assertions central to the new moa
myth: ‘As hunger began to stalk the land, Maori had no choice but to expand
their farming’; ‘undernourishment became widespread’ so hunters ‘moved
further and further inland in search of elusive bird protein’; ‘For many, this
was a time of hardship and hunger, but it forced Maori to organise in order to
survive, and triggered a period of rapid cultural change and turmoil’; ‘This
was the beginning of the so-called “classical” period of Maori history’. By the
European sixteenth century, Flannery explains, ‘we start to see the first glimmerings of conservation in Maori society’. Māori conservationist and farmer
Kevin Prime appears to confirm this assumption: although he states that ‘the
Maori do not believe they caused the demise of the moa’,36 he does agree that
the loss of ‘the one bird that could provide a feed for the whole tribe’ led to ‘the
development of a lot of Maori conservation ethics’. He discusses the example
of rāhui, which he describes as ‘a sort of a temporary, or sometimes permanent,
reservation status . . . that sets aside certain areas to protect the species or allow
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the numbers to build up’. Finally, James Belich reinforces the point with all the
authority of his position as a pre-eminent historian: the emergence of ‘classical’
Māori culture is characterised, he asserts, by ‘an increased use of tapu, rahui,
sacred prescriptions to prevent the taking of vulnerable resources outside the
appropriate times’, representing a shift ‘from extractive economics to sustainable economics’. And the narrator sums up: Māori had ‘confronted the resource
crisis they had created and found a new way of living’, including ‘strict rules for
enforcing the conservation of nature’.
This tidy narrative, with its neat moral, exemplifies the currently dominant
account of pre-European Māori history.37 The old myth of racial supremacy
has been superseded by a new myth of environmentalist virtue. Instead of
an inferior race of Moa-hunters wiped out by Māori Aryans, an ecologically
rapacious culture of moa-hunting evolves into an ecologically harmonious
Māoridom. The human relationship to the moa, however, remains the fulcrum
upon which this narrative pivots.
We can distinguish myth from other kinds of utterance, Barthes suggests,
because it ‘abolishes the complexity of human acts’ and presents ‘a world
which is without contradictions’ in which ‘things appear to mean something
by themselves’.38 The new moa myth does precisely this. It does not emerge
from a consensus among specialists, whose painstaking studies are dense
with regional and temporal differences and who warn against any single or
simplistic narrative about the transition from moa-hunting to classical Māori
cultures.39 The new moa myth steps clear of these thickets of local contradiction, striding fully formed into the public consciousness. It is by abolishing
complexity and difference that myth makes certain social values and ideologies
appear to be natural, common sense, simply ‘the way things are’. What ideological investments are naturalised by the new moa myth? At least four are clearly
distinguishable.
The most obvious one is indicated by repeated references to sustainable economics and the management of resources. Such language displays the blend
of cautious conservationism and mildly chastised capitalism that has become
orthodox in New Zealand society and politics. In the new moa myth, however,
this position is combined with a second ideological investment: that of settlement reconceived as a process of indigenisation. The new moa myth radically
redefines indigeneity – a concept that has often provoked bitter dispute in New
Zealand – in such a way that it becomes a state available to anyone. The parable
of future-eaters-become-conservationists embodies a notion of indigeneity that
has nothing to do with being the first human inhabitants of a place, but instead
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depends on the development of a sustainable relation to the local environment.
Indigeneity becomes something that can, and must, be earned and learned
by all human inhabitants of an ecology, whether Māori or Pākehā or tauiwi.40
This is precisely Michael King’s conclusion at the end of his Penguin History of
New Zealand, where he identifies the ‘most important political and social challenges of the new era’ as ‘those surrounding the sustainable use of the country’s
primary resources’, which might be surmounted by learning from ‘the cautionary examples of the “future-eating” activities of early Maori’.41 More frankly
still, King’s Being Pakeha Now bears on its cover his assertion that ‘Pakeha New
Zealanders who are committed to this land and its people are no less “indigenous” than Maori’; the book illustrates the kind of commitment that constitutes
indigeneity by referring to conservationist attempts to ‘restore an ecosystem
annihilated by Maori’.42 The new moa myth provides the foundational moral
fable for this wider project of redefining what it means to be people of the land
(tangata whenua): to be native now requires adherence to values that appear to
be natural, appear to belong to no one culture in particular, but in fact coincide
with the ethos of contemporary orthodox environmentalism. This is an evident
distortion: as we will argue in chapter eight, pre-European-contact Māori
culture had its own distinctive ways of relating to nonhuman species which
ought not simply be conflated with a modern Western ecological perspective.
The third covert investment of the new moa myth involves its deployment
of a particular theoretical construct. Belich asserts that the crisis of the fifteenth century – the crisis that transformed archaic into classical Māori culture
– ‘stemmed from a simple physical fact: the progressive extinction of big game in
region after region’.43 Yet this appeal to ‘simple physical fact’ obscures the way
New Zealand prehistory and history are actually being shaped by the theory
of evolutionary ecology. This theory is nowhere made explicit in the histories
above, but is glossed by Anderson as centring on ‘the economics of consumer
choice’ and as assuming that ‘pre-European Māori operated as optimal foragers,
exploiting natural commodities in ways that expended the least effort for the
greatest return’ and without consideration for ‘the sustainability of any particular resource’.44 Like its cousins sociobiology and evolutionary psychology,
evolutionary ecology represents the return of biological explanations for
human behaviour after its period of disgrace following World War II. As such
it serves the function of myth perfectly, naturalising certain assumptions by
reading culture as biology. The character of those assumptions can be seen in
Anderson’s terms: to speak of ‘the economics of consumer choice’, of ‘natural
commodities’, and of the ‘sustainability’ of ‘resource[s]’ is to project back into
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prehistory a set of contemporary assumptions that derive – once again – from
commodity capitalism and conservationist environmentalism.
The shaping influence of evolutionary ecology also explains a peculiar idiom
that recurs, persistently but without justification or explanation, in the work of
all the historians mentioned above. This is the notion of protein hunger. Each
of the recent major histories of New Zealand refers to moa not as animals but as
‘protein’, and to moa extinction as a ‘protein shortage’. So, for example, Walker
associates the ‘particular importance [of] the moa’ with its role as a ‘source of
protein’;45 King describes the environment into which the ancestors of the Māori
ventured as a ‘larder of protein’;46 Belich refers to ‘a sustained protein boom’;47
Howe writes of ‘socio-economic crises as a result of collapses in protein supplies
– with the rapid extinction of the moa’;48 Andrews comments that the moa ‘were
no match for protein-hungry humans and their weapons’.49
Of course some kind of motive is needed to replace the evolutionary urge
for racial supremacy that dominates the nineteenth-century Moa-hunter
myth. But why protein, rather than, for instance, vitamin C or carbohydrate or
selenium (an essential micronutrient in which New Zealand soils are exceptionally lacking)? Why protein hunger rather than the appetite for sex or status, or
religious fervour, or tribalist zealotry? The answer, again, lies in the theory of
evolutionary ecology, and in particular the model of ‘optimal foraging theory’,
which asserts (as in Anderson’s account cited above) that organisms are fundamentally driven to consume the greatest amount of energy while expending the
least amount of energy.50
Yet even if the reductive premises of optimal foraging theory are accepted,
it seems highly unlikely that protein hunger would ever be a significant
problem in a country with an extensive coastline rich in marine species, settled
by a people unusually expert in agriculture, fowling and fishing. Indeed the
evidence suggests that pre-European Māori were ‘rather healthy in comparison
with many in other parts of the world’. Janet Davidson concludes that their ‘diet,
despite considerable regional variation in content, was adequate in most if not
all regions’, and goes on to assert that ‘[p]rehistoric New Zealanders were tall
muscular people even by present world standards’.51 Certainly they were more
so than the scurvy-ravaged Europeans who encountered them at the end of
the eighteenth century: James Cook described ‘a strong raw-boned well made
Active people rather above than under the common size’.52 That hardly sounds
like a population struggling to sustain itself on a diet lacking in protein or any
other essential nutrient. So, far from justifying the promotion of protein to the
rank of a fundamental motive in historical change and a paradigmatic cause of
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the transition from archaic to classical Māori culture, both archaeological and
eyewitness evidence appear to undermine it.
An alternative explanation is that the emphasis on protein hunger in New
Zealand historiography has less to do with nature and more to do with the projection backwards of a very twentieth-century investment (economic, cultural
and conceptual) in the farming and consumption of animal products. This
investment, of course, has both a global and a local history, both of which
Belich describes insightfully when he turns, in Paradise Reforged, to the late
nineteenth century. That book opens by identifying the invention of refrigerated shipping in the 1880s as the key event that would define New Zealand’s
economic and cultural life for the next century. Once meat and dairy products
farmed in New Zealand could be exported across the world to Britain, a ‘protein
bridge’ was constructed that intimately linked the economic, political and
cultural fate of the colony to that of the mother country.53 As Belich points out,
the British had long associated heavy consumption of meat and dairy products
with high social status, so that the rise in upper-working-class and middle-class
incomes following the industrial revolution brought an increasing demand for
animal protein. ‘The new mass consumers wanted much meat instead of little
meat; prime cuts instead of scrag ends and offal; butter instead of dripping; and
full-cream cheese instead of lesser varieties’, and New Zealand, using the new
technology of refrigeration and large steamships, was ‘well placed to join the
rush for the new market’.54 Yet, although he clearly perceives this nineteenthcentury appetite for animal products as a result of cultural, social, economic
and technological forces, when Belich writes about prehistoric New Zealand
he portrays protein hunger as a force of nature – not a consequence of historical
change but its cause.
So it is that all the large histories discussed here project back into prehistory an exaggerated appetite for animal protein. In so doing they naturalise the
dominance of meat and dairy products in the diet, taste and economy of contemporary New Zealand (and the Western world more generally), smoothing
over the conflict between this centrality of animal production and the increasingly high environmental costs it entails.55 This is the new moa myth’s fourth
ideological investment.
Prodigies
Since the late 1830s, science and history have summoned the moa back to life
time and again. But throughout this period other kinds of moa experiences have
also been taking place. Such experiences, unlike the official moa narratives
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discussed above, offer no tidy moral and are subject to no easy interpretation.
Controversial and disreputable, they defy the authority of expert opinion
and resist the demand for empirical proof, the constant reference to rock and
artefact and bone. These are not citings of the moa as a thing of the past, dead
and passive; they are sightings of moa in the present, alive and active. Many
encounters with living moa have been reported. The moa in these accounts do
not stand for any stable meaning; rather they evoke a rush of feelings: wonder,
fear, curiosity, fascination. They are not totems but prodigies – astonishing
events, prodigious birds.
William Colenso reported that in 1842 two Americans hoping to shoot a
moa were taken by a Māori guide to the mountains in Cloudy Bay, where they
observed ‘the monster majestically stalking down in search of food’, but found
themselves ‘so petrified with horror at the sight as to be utterly unable to fire
on him’.56 In 1857 Major Lockett (‘an ex-officer of the Imperial Forces’), during a
night camping in the hills between Riwaka and Takaka, was awoken by ‘a most
unearthly scream’ followed by a ‘drumming sound’, noises he was certain were
‘not produced by any quadruped’. Returning to Riwaka he described the experience to a local Māori man known as Tommy Brunner, who replied: ‘“I know
what it was – a good many years ago I saw some – it is a large kiwi, as big as this”
– standing up and holding his hands aloft’. The following year four men prospecting in Golden Gully, about 75 kilometres from the site of Lockett’s encounter,
were ‘thoroughly frightened’ by a sudden encounter with an ‘enormous bird
. . . standing about 8ft. or 9ft., of a brown colour, with a red mark around the
eye’. According to Lockett these men had only just arrived in the country from
England and ‘had never heard of a moa’, and were ‘quite unable . . . to invent
such a story’.57 In 1863 miners in the Southern Alps, travelling between the
Shotover River and Lake Wanaka, were surprised by a 9-foot-tall bird that thrust
its head over their campfire.58 In 1870 another moa, ‘which must have stood 16 ft.
or 17 ft. high, and the body a tremendous size’, came out of the bush and ‘frightened the life out of’ a group of a dozen men on a stretch of the Rangitikei River
between present-day Ohingaiti and Mangaweka.59 And a decade later, sevenyear-old Alice McKenzie came upon a ‘large bird’ resting in the sandhills at
Martins Bay in Fiordland. After she tried to yoke it with a piece of flax the bird
rose and turned on her with a ‘harsh grunting cry’. ‘It seemed to be as high as
I was’, the adult Alice recalled, ‘and I ran for my life’.60
There is something exhilarating in these accounts – perhaps because
they attest to a continuing wild unpredictability in nonhuman nature, or in
the human imagination, or in the two combined. At any rate, after 1900, moa
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sightings became less frequent – or at least less frequently reported by either
researchers or the media.61 Perhaps the last survivors became even rarer;
perhaps our openness to being surprised by nature dwindled. No doubt modernity’s increasing reliance on empirical evidence and documentation made us
dismissive of mere stories unaccompanied by visual proof.
The last moa sighting to make a real impression was accompanied by the
only (alleged) photograph of a live moa. In 1993 Paddy Freaney, publican of
the Bealey Hotel in Arthur’s Pass, along with his partner and a friend, claimed
to have surprised a moa in the Craigieburn area. When the bird ran, Freaney
followed it and took a blurry snapshot, which subsequently appeared in all the
major New Zealand newspapers (fig. 1.9). During the flurry of media interest
that followed it was reported that Kevin Taylor, a postgraduate student at the
University of Canterbury’s Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
had spent two days conducting computer analysis on the photograph and concluded that it showed a three-dimensional object that appeared to be a large
bird.62 On the other hand Dr Richard Holdaway, a palaeo-ecologist associated
with the same university (whose recent work includes one of the most authoritative books on moa), described the picture as being ‘like the poor image of the
back end of a red deer going west’.63 Meanwhile cartoonists had a field day. Tom
Scott ingeniously managed to portray the incident as a hoax and an authentic
encounter at the same time: his cartoon shows one of Freaney’s companions,
enveloped in a clumsy moa suit, saying ‘Ouch! Quit mucking around Paddy
and take the bloody photo so we can get out of here’, while an enormous and
bad-tempered moa pecks his backside.
The conflicting views about the Craigieburn event exemplify a significant
cultural dimension of moa sightings: the ongoing tension between ‘amateur’
or lay people’s knowledge of the natural world and the expertise of professional scientists and naturalists. To believe in the survival of moa is to call into
question the authority of scientific knowledge of the natural world – a subversive thing to do in a culture dominated by technoscience.64 In this respect,
moa-sighting stories remain open to a nonhuman nature more agentive, more
unpredictable and more prodigious than evolutionary and ecological narratives
tend to allow. And so, while the experts warn us to be sceptical of moa sightings, the sightings in turn remind us to mistrust the overconfidence of expert
discourse – to mistrust its sense of mastery, and its excessive faith in human
knowledge of the world. It is fitting, therefore, that the most thorough and
methodical assessment of the Craigieburn sighting has been undertaken by a
researcher who is not a professional biologist or geologist. In the last and longest
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chapter of his three-volume Moa Sightings, Bruce Spittle provides 300 pages of
transcript material relating to the claims of the moa spotters: interviews, statements, newspaper reports, even a meeting of the Sceptics’ Society at Canterbury
University; he also documents his own painstaking examination of the site of
the encounter with photographs, maps and diagrams.65 He concludes that ‘there
is no definitive evidence’ to prove that the Craigieburn sighting was a hoax, nor
that moa could not exist in the area.66
Unless some unequivocal new evidence appears it will remain impossible to
prove, to everyone’s satisfaction, either the extinction of the moa or its survival,
and no doubt the majority will continue to accept the prevailing scientific consensus. At any rate, for the cultural historian, the authenticity or otherwise of
moa sightings is of secondary importance to another set of questions which
can be more fruitfully addressed: What is the significance of these experiences?
Why do they inspire such passionate feelings? Why do people respond with such
delight – or contempt – to the idea that they might be genuine?
As early as the 1860s, Samuel Butler – hard at work among his sheep in the
Canterbury high country – associated moa survival with fantasy, albeit of a particular kind. Butler writes that surveyors in Nelson ‘found fresh foot-tracks of a
bird, which were measured for fourteen inches’; he remarks that ‘[f]ew people
believe in the existence of a moa’ and speculates that ‘[i]f one or two be yet living,
they will probably be found on the West Coast, that yet unexplored region of
forest which may contain sleeping princesses and gold in ton blocks, and all
sorts of good things’.67 Here Butler – displaying even as a young man that odd
blend of scepticism and fantasy that would later typify his literary persona –
associates the survival of moa with the dream of a land of plenty. Living moa
occupy the same utopian mirage that helped motivate the colonisation of New
Zealand, and which was already, disappointingly and demonstrably, proving to
be so different from the reality. Butler, of course, returned to England after a
few years, and never revisited this country. But writing in 1901, having famously
identified the region ‘over the range’ from Canterbury with his own invented
country of Erewhon, he once more associates the quest for fairy-tale lands
with the search for surviving moa. In Erewhon Revisited, as the discoverer of
that skewed utopia sets off to revisit the place after a 20-year absence, he tells
a Canterbury shepherd who offers him shelter that he is actually looking for
‘traces of a large wingless bird, whose existence had been reported as having
been discovered among the extreme head waters of the river’.68
Butler gives us the visitor’s perspective. For permanent residents of New
Zealand, though, stories about the survival of the moa – simultaneously
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the strangest and the most readily anthropomorphised of New Zealand’s
lost endemics – embody a more specific wish, and a more specific anxiety.
To imagine that somewhere, somehow, some species of Dinornithiformes are
still alive is to hope that human dominion over New Zealand nature, and the
accompanying despoliation of the organic environment, is not as complete or
permanent as we often fear. This structure of feeling has from the outset had a
particular force in New Zealand, which, as the last substantial landmass on the
planet to be settled by Homo sapiens, has been subject to the most rapidly extensive anthropogenic environmental change in recorded history.
Revenants
In their six centuries of inhabitation prior to the arrival of Europeans, the
various populations of Māori are thought to have burnt a large proportion –
perhaps as much as half – of New Zealand’s original forest cover; during that
time, 30 or 40 native bird species became extinct and the New Zealand fur seal
population was severely depleted.69 Such a pace of ecological change was swift
enough, but the first century of European settlement brought an even sharper
acceleration. Colonised during the industrial revolution, New Zealand underwent an abrupt transformation into a farm-supply and population-overflow
unit for the British Empire. In the first few decades of the nineteenth century
the remaining fur seals were hunted almost to extinction for fur and oil, and the
southern right whales for baleen and oil, to clothe the citizens and lubricate the
factories and illuminate the streets of northern hemisphere cities. By the end of
that century half the remaining native forest had been cut for timber, or burnt
off (along with the protective fern and scrub cover in areas already deforested
by Māori) to make space for pastureland. Eighty-five per cent of New Zealand’s
wetlands were drained for the same purpose. ‘Virtually no terrain, other than
the higher mountains, was left untouched by agriculture’: today 60 per cent of
the total landmass of New Zealand is taken up by farms or production forests.70
Meanwhile European settlers flooded the country with new species: ‘an astonishing 28,000 plant species’, of which the number now established in the wild
equals two-thirds of the number of indigenous species; 34 terrestrial mammal
species and the same number of bird species; 20 freshwater fish, three frogs, one
reptile and some 2200 invertebrate species.71
When a people’s lived environment changes so rapidly and radically, reactions are inevitable. The industrial revolution in Britain, for example, had
already produced a powerful and enduring cultural response in the form
of Romantic art, literature and philosophy that celebrated the sublime or
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numinous vitality of ‘nature’ – or mourned its degradation by industry. In New
Zealand, similarly, settler writers and artists praised, or lamented the demise of,
a local nature which they portrayed as especially charismatic and primeval. One
of the best-known examples, William Pember Reeves’ ‘The Passing of the Forest’
(1898), was described after Reeves’ death by James Cowan as ‘a tangi for the
vanished glory of the most lovely forest in the world’ that had done ‘more than
any other work of pen or tongue to turn the people’s attention to the need for
saving the remnants of the New Zealand bush from destruction’.72 Reeves’ poem
does not mention the moa specifically, but other turn-of-the-century poets and
painters envisage the great bird as the walking embodiment of this lost, sublime
New Zealand. The ‘mighty moa’, as he73 was habitually called, was a ‘great lord
of the flax swamp’, a ‘feathered monarch’ of ‘primordial race’ – but he was also
usually dead by the end of the poem, ‘Never more to strut triumphant / Through
his former flaxy kingdoms’.74 Achieving a similar effect in oils rather than ink,
Kennett Watkins’ Haunt of the Moa (1885) portrays a primeval pūriri forest as
a hall of arboreal columns, carpeted with grass and flowers, where moa may
safely graze – although one is just looking up, half-aware that human hunters
are approaching from the far right of the canvas (fig. 1.10). The viewer’s knowledge of the inevitable consequence gives the painting’s title a poignant double
meaning.
Over the next few decades, public and parliamentary concern over the
environmental changes wrought by European settlement grew, eventually
producing conservationist organisations and legislation. Reflecting this more
overt, active and widespread regret for the demise of primeval New Zealand,
Trevor Lloyd drew a vivid representation of the precise moment at which the
moa ceased to exist. In The Death of a Moa (1907; fig. 1.7) Lloyd portrays Dinornis
as the fallen sovereign of a colourful court of pre-European beings: kiwi, weka,
kea, tūī, kākāpō, pūkeko (swamp hen), pīwakawaka (fantail), kōtare (kingfisher),
kōtuku (white heron) – and also a delegation of tiny, tiki-faced patupaiarehe
(forest spirits) who have come to pay their respects: one rides a tuatara while
another begins a farewell haka. Like Reeves, Lloyd portrays the forest as an
entangled, densely interdependent living network, both natural and supernatural, a biological, social and cultural habitat. The moa’s death portends the loss
of this ecosystemic totality.
In the 1940s, however, the loss of the moa suddenly began to seem rather less
certain, or at least less distant. As described above, the excavations by Jim Eyles
and Roger Duff at Wairau Bar showed that moa had been living, and plentiful, in
the relatively recent world of the pre-European Māori, rather than in the more
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ancient period associated with a pre-Māori – and also long-extinct – people.
Around the same time, the nation was astonished by another discovery: that
another endemic bird species long thought extinct was actually still surviving.
In 1948 Geoffrey Orbell came upon live takahē in a remote part of Fiordland.
The takahē had always been closely associated with the moa in the European
mind. The species first became known to science during the ‘moa rush’ of the
1840s, when a few takahē bones were accidentally acquired by Walter Mantell
while he was seeking Dinornis remains in Taranaki. And as with the moa, it
was Richard Owen who identified the new species from these fragments and
named it. Notornis mantelli (‘Mantell’s southern bird’) was assumed to be as
extinct as the moa – until Mantell purchased the skin of a bird recently killed
and eaten by sealers. It was like a resurrection: ‘a bird once thought extinct was
now authoritatively declared a living species’.75 Despite many attempts to locate
more specimens of recently living takahē, only three were acquired: one shot
by whalers in 1851, the others caught by dogs in 1879 and 1898.76 In the ensuing
decades, as no more evidence of live takahē was forthcoming, the scientific
establishment concluded that the species was, this time, truly extinct.
Not so. It was left to ‘a shrewd, well-informed amateur in the Victorian tradition’, Geoffrey Orbell, to discover fresh tracks of the takahē, and then the
living birds themselves, in the isolated Murchison Mountains.77 Orbell was
also inclined to believe in the survival of some species of Dinornithiformes in
Fiordland, and in 1949 was reported as planning ‘a further private excursion into
Fiordland, this time in search of the moa’.78 Although this expedition never took
place, ten years later Orbell wrote a newspaper article suggesting there might
still be moa living in Fiordland. He claimed to have seen droppings and footprints from a much larger bird than the takahē, and described his receipt of
letters that ‘did not deal with the sightings of a notornis but with the sightings
of a much larger bird which could only be a bush moa’ – one of which, ‘the most
convincing of all’, was from Alice McKenzie, whose purported encounter with a
moa in Martins Bay is described above.79
As well as reopening the question of moa extinction, Orbell’s rediscovery of
the takahē represented a highly significant turning point in the history of New
Zealand conservation. ‘It inspired what might be called the “Lazarus” approach
[that] New Zealand scientists have, of necessity, become so expert in: bringing
back endangered species from the brink of extinction’.80 Captive breeding
programmes of takahē, pāteke (brown teal) and whio (blue duck) were all undertaken successfully during the 1960s; today the most high-profile efforts are
with kiwi and kākāpō. The most miraculous Lazarus achievement of all was the
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resurrection of the Chatham Islands black robin population after the species
had declined to the smallest possible viable number – a single breeding pair.
Don Merton pioneered an approach that employed parents from other species
to incubate eggs from the last remaining black robin female, nicknamed ‘Old
Blue’, who became a national hero for her efforts on behalf of her species.81
These real-life stories of species saved from extinction are contemporary,
secular myths of redemption – a function exemplified by their retelling in the
form of uplifting moral fables for children. For example, Mary Taylor’s Old
Blue: The Rarest Bird in the World (1993), presented as a ‘story of hard work and
miracles, and of people who cared enough to help save a little black bird on a
group of lonely south-sea islands’, allows Don Merton himself to draw out the
wider moral of the tale: ‘[i]f the rarest bird in the world can be rescued, then
given human determination and effort, no species need become extinct’.82 Janet
Martin and Ivar Treskon’s Noah the Moa (2012) returns to the iconography of the
moa to embody the same lesson:
‘But how did [moa] die? Why aren’t they around?’
People and Haast’s eagles hunted them down,
making moa extinct – no more can be found.
A very sad fact, but we know better now.
We try to keep birds from extinction these days,
like the kiwi and kakapo, in lots of ways.
Help raise the chicks, try to keep them from harm.
If we see numbers dwindling we’ll raise the alarm!83

The resurrection of the takahē, black robin and others, and the ongoing
efforts to rescue from extinction other severely threatened species such as
the kiwi and kākāpō, manifest an intense and widespread cultural desire to
redress the ecological wrongs of the past. Clearly the fascination with moa sightings, and the proliferation of moa in various cultural forms and domains, are
products of the same structure of feeling. Although there has been, so far, no
real-life return of the moa from extinction – at least none that has convinced the
majority of people – there has been a multitude of fictional and artistic instances.
Martin and Treskon’s book, for instance, invites the reader to ‘imagine what
Noah the Moa would do / if he came back to life, and he could see you!’; the following pages portray the child riding the moa out of the museum, past traffic on
the street and back to the ‘ancient forest’.84 An earlier novel for older children,
The Brave One by George Joseph (1980), takes a comparable scenario rather
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more seriously. Several children find a moa in a patch of West Coast bush. She
is alive but critically ill so they nurse her back to health and hide her from the
inquisitive eyes of adults whom they know would put Manu Toa (‘brave bird’) in
a zoo. The narrative associates the bird’s apparently impending death – which
would be a repeat-extinction event, a kind of ‘second going’ – with various kinds
of environmental depredation, including the unprecedented disappearance of
whitebait from the river Torrance, the historical gold rush that ‘drained the river
of its great wealth’, and the forest fire in which Manu Toa received her injuries.
Hints of a spiritualised quest for the replenishment of a diminished natural
world include a pointed reference to the story of Lazarus and, as the sick moa
starts to recover, the reappearance of whitebait in greater numbers than ever
before. Returning to the place where Manu Toa has been lying during her convalescence the children find her gone, leaving behind her own and a larger set of
footprints that indicate she has been led away by another of her kind.85
Moa also return from extinction in a number of recent New Zealand paintings, but in a rather more self-reflexive way. These works combine the wonder
of ‘Lazarus moa’ narratives with a sceptical questioning of their cultural
function. In these paintings, moa are spectral: like ghosts they are both present
and absent at once, and their return is less a reassuring sign of the continued
vitality of nonhuman nature than a haunting of human culture by what it fails
to value. In Nigel Brown’s Out of Extinction (1991; fig. 1.11), for example, an
inquisitive moa – accompanied, according to the painterly convention seen in
the earlier works of J. E. Ward and Lloyd, by an avian retinue consisting of a kiwi
and a pīwakawaka – seems more alive and vigorous than the prone tramper,
who can only lift a hand in faint astonishment. Here, as in other contemporary paintings, the presence of a moa strongly implies either a backstory or an
impending event; it demands that we read the painting not only as an image
but as a narrative. As Brown himself remarks, ‘the painting shows an outdoors
bloke resting near a hut on the track with this moa discovering him. Maybe it
was about who might discover who, or tall stories’.86 As much as anything else,
then, this work is about surprise. It imagines the wonder of discovery – the
foundational trope of European settlement – turned on its head. It evokes a
very late twentieth-century uncertainty about what ‘nature’ might do next. And
it is alive to the possibility of hoaxes, and to the awareness that our favourite
stories – not just those wild tales about the return of extinct species, but also the
narratives constructed by history and science – might be tall stories, inventions
or exaggerations like those early, vertically hyperbolic reconstructions of moa
skeletons.
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Brown’s moa is a confiding, curious, fearless and affable bird, bending down
to look her ungainly human discovery right in the eye.87 In Caroline Williams’
Onward (1987; fig. 1.12), by contrast, the striding bird stretches her long neck up
away from the human viewer, while her monumental legs and feet continue
goose-stepping through a vague and troubled landscape. Again the viewer
cannot help but imagine a past and future series of events. Do the dim smudges
in the foreground and midground indicate a desolate, burnt environment, or a
fertile wetland? Following the direction of the moa’s gaze is that smoke we can
see, rising from the dark line of trees in the distance? Should we read the painting’s title at face value, or ironically?
No matter how the viewer answers these questions, Williams’ moa is as
vigorous and forceful as Brown’s, albeit in a more defiant way. By contrast, in Bill
Hammond’s recent paintings Dinornis appears as a different kind of revenant
altogether. So ghostly as to appear transparent, the moa in Giant Eagle (2006;
fig. 9.10) and Ancient Pitch (2007) have been made into a kind of mutant stringed
instrument, a moa-cello, plucked by a humanoid Haast’s eagle.88 Perhaps the
anthropomorphised eagle functions as an avian equivalent of human over-consumers, the top predators of New Zealand’s fauna and flora, and parodies our
increasingly instrumentalist treatment of the nonhuman organic world.
Each of these artistic reanimations, then, somehow betrays an awareness
of the moa’s function as a kind of beast-fable, a reconstructed creature whose
return via the human imagination shows more about the species viewing than
the species depicted. Graham Percy has produced the clearest and wittiest
example of this self-consciousness. In a picture that recalls J. E. Ward’s and
Mark Twain’s depictions of moa as beasts of burden from a century earlier, Percy
shows a makeshift moa effigy used by a gang of shabby kiwi to dupe a tribe of
pigs into opening their enclave in the bush (2005; fig. 1.13). The caption fills in the
backstory in this case: To Get into Where the Wild Pigs Live, The Kiwis Have Made
a Giant Moa – Just Like the Wooden Horse of Troy. Percy denies us the temptingly
obvious race relations allegory by imagining (native) kiwi using their dinornithiform siege engine against the pā-like defences of the (introduced) pigs. If there is
any allegory here, it is an allegory of the limitations of allegorical thinking itself,
of the figurative process by which humans turn animals into symbols and metaphors for our own thoughts and feelings; the process by which, for example, the
moa myths discussed earlier in this chapter smuggle their versions of kiwiness
into the lush heartland of the New Zealand imagination.
Finally, Michael Shepherd’s work – reversing this emphasis on how we
construct moa for our purposes – reflects the ways moa have shaped us, or our
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lived environment, and continue to do so even in their absence. As large and
abundant herbivores, moa would have been collectively responsible for the consumption of a huge volume of vegetation, and botanists believe that the unusual
prevalence and diversity of divaricating plant species in New Zealand’s native
flora results from the evolutionary pressure represented by moa. A divaricating
plant has a dense, interlocking pattern of branches with small leaves, tough wiry
stems and many internal growing tips – features that evolved to help it resist
and recover from browsing by a bird that weighed up to 240 kilograms, could
stretch to a height of 3 metres, and possessed ‘a secateur-like bill and a gizzard
full of rounded stones for crushing plant matter, especially woody twigs’.89
Shepherd presents the design of divaricating plants as a kind of natural or
found art. In 2005 he ‘painted an entire exhibition of detailed portraits of these
unpretty but very clever moa-proof plants’, but in addition,
[a]round his recently built house in Onehunga, Auckland, Michael has planted a
garden exclusively made up of plant species which adapted so that moa couldn’t
get them. His neighbours figure his garden will hold up very well if the moa ever
return.90

Shepherd’s garden, like his paintings, laments the loss of the moa – although his
amused neighbours see it as a preparation for their return – but it is also a recognition of the ways moa have fashioned the environment we now inhabit, which
still bears their imprint. In the growth habit of its flora and the composition of
its forests, New Zealand itself, it seems, still remembers the moa.
Indeed our country (as we think of it) might be dinornithiformed in other
ways we are unaware of. In 1863 James Hector, the prominent geologist and
surveyor, discovered
numerous well-beaten tracks about sixteen inches wide intersecting the dense
scrub in all directions, and which . . . could only have been formed in the first
instance by the frequent passage of a much larger bird than the kiwi or the kakapo.

Since the tracks were near Jacksons Bay in Westland, a part of the country not
yet penetrated by pigs or any other introduced animal, he concluded they had
been produced by the regular passing of moa.91 About 50 years later George
Graham also described well-defined tracks through the scrub, this time in the
Waitemata district, which he said were known by local Māori as aramoa or ‘moa
paths’ (also called awamoa, ‘moa furrows’), along which moa gizzard stones
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could be found in profusion. The tracks ‘resemble abandoned sheep and cattle
tracks’ but ‘old natives assure me that they existed in their youth; before ever
cattle came to these districts’.92 Peter Horn’s 1989 article on moa tracks finds that
‘at least six independent accounts’ attest that moa used regular beaten tracks,
and that these were also used by Māori to snare the birds or trap them in pits.
Horn suggests that the moa tracks most likely still to be discernible are those
that ‘occur in areas which people would not have visited often enough to create
a worn track’. But he also raises an even more intriguing possibility: ‘[a]lthough
tracks were formed and used by moas, humans could well have used them too’;
indeed, ‘[s]ome moa tracks may have been incorporated into the human traffic
network and used long after moas had disappeared’.93
There is perhaps no more intriguing example of the everyday haunting of our
lives by moa. Who can say which of the highways and byways now in use might
have originated as aramoa, later to be followed by Māori and subsequently by
Pākehā as well? How often, as we travel New Zealand’s roads and walking tracks,
are we taking directions set down for us over past centuries by moa, the endemic
surveyors of these islands?
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Two
Sheepishness

The Travels of Sir John Mandeville, a popular fourteenth-century travelogue,
describes how in the Far East ‘there groweth a manner of fruit, as though it
were gourds. And when they be ripe, men cut them a-two, and men find within
a little beast, in flesh, in bone, and blood, as though it were a little lamb without
wool. And men eat both the fruit and the beast’ (fig. 2.1).1 This curious organism,
variously known as the Barometz or the Vegetable Lamb of Tartary, occurs
rather differently in the Talmudic tradition, which describes the lamb attached
by its navel to a stem rooted in the earth (fig. 2.2). Once the lamb consumes all
the grass within reach of its tether, the stem withers and the creature dies.2
During the European Enlightenment, when the study of nature provided the
crucible for the emergence of modern science, the vegetable lamb became the
subject of expert debate. In 1781 the poet-naturalist Erasmus Darwin (grandfather of Charles) envisaged the creature implanted through its legs rather than
its navel:
Rooted in earth each cloven foot descends,
And round and round her flexile neck she bends,
Crops the grey coral moss, and hoary thyme,
Or laps with rosy tongue the melting rime;
Eyes with mute tenderness her distant dam,
Or seems to bleat, a vegetable lamb.3

A century later Henry Lee concluded that both versions of the vegetable lamb
derived from European travellers’ descriptions of the cotton plant, citing as
evidence the words of ancient writers like Herodotus, who referred to trees that
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‘bear for their fruit fleeces surpassing those of sheep’ from which warm clothing
could be made.4
Although Lee’s explanation has been generally accepted, the story has an
interesting antipodean coda. New Zealand, it turns out, has its own species
of vegetable lamb. Two in fact: Haastia pulvinarius and Raoulia eximia are
endemic alpine mat plants belonging to the daisy family, with cushion-forming
leaves densely covered in tawny or grey-white hairs. Lying in clumps a metre
or two in diameter amongst rocks and scree, they vividly justify their popular
names: vegetable sheep and sheep plant (fig. 2.3). On first encountering Haastia
and Raoulia, Victorian naturalists responded with a characteristic blend of
astonishment, calculation and disdain. ‘Although singular and interesting
to the botanist’ – wrote John R. Jackson, Curator of the Museum of Economic
Botany at the Royal Gardens in Kew, in 1867 – ‘these plants are of no value economically, but, on the contrary . . . certain species of them are a plague to the
shepherds, inasmuch as they give them much trouble and annoyance to discern
between an animal sheep and a vegetable sheep.’5 More than a century later in
Philip Temple’s Beak of the Moon (1980) the same confusion recurs. Temple’s
novel evokes the anthropomorphised perspective of a young kea, Strongbeak,
who while flying home from exile notices the alpine vegetation has been
replaced with pasture, along with other forms that he originally mistakes for
mat plants.
The surfaces of the terraces and flats . . . showed a new greenness, like the scum of
algae on a stagnant pool. The tussocks, tematakoura bushes, speargrass and flax
had almost entirely gone . . . and dotted everywhere were new plants, like the white
tutahuna which cushions bare screes. New plants he thought, until he saw them
move.6

A footnote glosses tutahuna as ‘Haastia and Raoulia species, commonly known
by humans as vegetable sheep’. As we discover, Strongbeak is mistaken: the
kea’s range has been taken over by high-country farmers and the pastures
are full of actual sheep. Yet uncertainty persists over these newcomers. When
Highfeather, the authoritarian leader of the kea, suggests compensating for the
loss of forage by eating sheep instead, a debate ensues. Since their dietary code
prohibits the consumption of flesh, the kea can only justify preying on sheep by
classifying them as plants, comparing the sight of their blood with ‘berries’ and
the taste of their meat with ‘roots and berries and grass altogether’.7
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Meat or Vegetables?
What is the significance of this blurring, in the case of sheep, of the categorical
distinction between fauna and flora? After all, it seems unlikely that Haastia
or Raoulia – or for that matter the cotton plant – has often genuinely been
mistaken for Ovis aries. Still, these stories about ‘oviflora’ embody an enduring
perception that when it comes to the border between the animal and plant
kingdoms sheep somehow sit on the fence (or perhaps they sit, as sheep will,
hard against the fenceline). This perception, that sheep are somehow both meat
and vegetables, derives from the stereotype that they are so passive and docile
they approach a vegetative state – which derives in turn from the heavily overdetermined symbolic place of Ovis aries in Western cultures.8
In the Judaeo-Christian tradition the sheep has always been, materially and
symbolically, the archetypical sacrificial victim and the incarnation of passive
surrender. In Genesis the original animal sacrifice occurs when the shepherd
Abel, son of Adam and Eve, offers to God the ‘firstlings of his flock’. The original
‘scapegoat’ is actually a sheep: God provides Abraham with ‘a ram caught in a
thicket by his horns’ as a substitute victim for his son Isaac. Ovis remains stuck
with this role throughout the Old Testament. Examples include the Passover
lambs’ blood that preserves the Israelites from the death of the firstborn in
Egypt and the proverbially meek and self-sacrificing ‘lamb to the slaughter’
foreseen by the prophet Isaiah, who ‘as a sheep before her shearers is dumb . . .
openeth not his mouth’. These archetypes are taken up in the New Testament,
where Jesus becomes the ‘Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world’.
And in both testaments the shepherd’s flock provides the conventional symbol
of submission of God’s people to his will: the Psalmist sings ‘he is our God; and
we are the people of his pasture, and the sheep of his hand’, while St John writes
‘he goeth before them, and the sheep follow him: for they know his voice’.9
Subsequently, everywhere in Western cultures, the sheep has remained the
epitome and emblem of obedience to the will of God. The medieval bestiarists
– writing their books of beasts on parchment made from sheepskin – described
Ovis as ‘a soft animal with wool, a defenceless body, and a peaceful nature’ who
‘represent[s] the innocent and simple among Christians’.10
It is to Judaeo-Christianity, then, that we owe the understanding of sheepishness as self-abnegating passivity, an understanding so deeply inscribed that
it remains in force well beyond its religious origins. So, for instance, in Thomas
Shadwell’s The Virtuoso (1676), which satirises the experiments conducted by
members of the Royal Society in the name of the ‘New Science’, a transfusion of
sheep’s blood into a man’s body produces a rapid change in disposition: ‘[t]he
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Patient from being Maniacal, or raging mad, became wholly Ovine or Sheepish;
he bleated perpetually, and chew’d the Cud’.11 The same contrast between
violent energy and pathologically docile sheepishness occurs in H. G. Wells’
The Island of Doctor Moreau (1896), where the doctor explains why Ovis is not a
suitable subject for his project, which is to turn an animal into a human being
by means of vivisection: ‘[t]hese animals without courage, these fear-haunted,
pain-driven things, without a spark of pugnacious energy to face torment – they
are no good for man-making’.12
The weight of this tradition means that even in New Zealand, despite the
unusually high frequency of exposure to real-life sheep, Ovis remains conventionally associated with passivity, vulnerability, docility and sacrifice.
Portraying life on her Canterbury sheep run in 1873, Lady Mary Anne Barker
introduces a chapter entitled ‘Our Pets’ by distinguishing between dogs, cats,
horses and fowls – all of whom possess ‘individuality’, the capacity necessary
for them to be companions of humans – and sheep, who do not:
I never heard them spoken of with affection . . . . This must surely arise from their
enormous numbers. ‘How can you be fond of thousands of anything?’ said a
shepherd once to me, in answer to some sentimental inquiry of mine respecting
his feelings towards his flock. That is the fact. There were too many sheep in our
‘happy Arcadia’ for any body to value or pet them . . . . Even the touching patience
of the poor animals beneath the shears, or amid the dust and noise of the yards,
was generally despised as stupidity.13

A century later Janet Frame’s novel Intensive Care (1970) engages with this
stereotype, during a scene in which Tom Livingstone, weighed down by the
knowledge that he must soon depart for the trenches of the First World War,
stops outside the abattoir on his way to work, gazing at a mob of sheep ‘waiting
patiently huddled together’ prior to slaughter.
As one sheep moved the others rippled in a wave. They were mostly silent sheep . . .
that turned Tom’s guilty thoughts of escape to an overpowering gloomy calm, as
if he were one of the waiting sheep. He stood watching them. They stared back at
him with a nothingness of expression that was worse than plain hostility or pity or
curiosity or disdain in that it provided a blank pool for the watcher to sink his own
feelings.14

These sheep waiting for death have become nothing but embodiments of subjection to power. Moving only according to the currents of nervous energy
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passing through the flock, they lack even the capacity for individual autonomous movement that typically distinguishes animals from plants. Their silence
and absence of facial expression make them – like their forbears whose skins
provided parchment for medieval scribes – blank slates for the inscription
of human meanings. And like Barker’s sheep they possess only one positive
quality: they are patient. Janet Frame of all writers would have been sensitive to
the connotations of that word, including both its etymological associations with
suffering and its significance in the context of clinical medicine – in Frame’s
work, always an institution of social subjugation.15
Yet there is more here than another rehearsal of the familiar convention of
sheepish self-sacrifice. The following clause occurs in the ellipsis in the passage
quoted above, just after the description of the animals’ silence: ‘sheep were
usually complaining, communicating animals, bleating and pushing and struggling’.16 Here, then, in the middle of a passage that epitomises the long-standing
association of sheep with passivity, Frame includes an observation that overturns the conventional assumptions. These animals are not blank and patient
because they are sheep, but because they are caught in an industrial mechanism so vast and relentless they have lost the will to resist. That, of course, is
the real point of connection between the sheep and the human observer in this
passage, which does not merely project human meaning onto the animals, but
also prompts recognition of shared subjection to a death-dealing industrial
modernity. The mournful irony is that, whether or not the reader appreciates
this point, Tom misses it: he walks ‘abruptly away from the silly sheep’.17
Frame’s perspective is unusual here, as it often is.18 The association, usually
contemptuous, of sheep with mindless passivity remains the default setting in
New Zealand culture generally. An obvious recent example is the comedy horror
film Black Sheep, in which, to quote the tagline, ‘[a]n experiment in genetic
engineering turns harmless sheep into blood-thirsty killers that terrorize a
sprawling New Zealand farm’. This might seem like another departure from the
conventional associations of sheepishness: animals so herbivorous they are virtually part of the vegetable kingdom transform into man-eaters, the ultimate in
carnivores. But of course the film would never work if the conventional view of
sheep were not so well established in the first place: the film-makers trust that
their audience will laugh at the departure of sheep from their docile and passive
typecasting.
Something similar is at work in the story of Shrek, a merino wether from
Bendigo Station who became a media celebrity after evading muster for six
years. Again, Shrek’s career might seem to contradict the conventions described
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above. Yet the whole media event was based on the assumption that Shrek
was exceptional because he rose above the vegetative passivity typical of his
species, resisted human control, separated himself from his flock and became
an individual and hence worthy of respect. At the same time, mockery of Shrek’s
supposed uniqueness, and intimations of his ‘real’ sheeply status and proper
destiny, were never far from the surface. The shearing of his six-year fleece
was broadcast live on national television and, more oddly still, re-enacted two
years later on an iceberg off the Otago coast. When television cameras captured
Shrek’s meeting with Prime Minister Helen Clark on the steps of Parliament,
one reporter asked how this photo opportunity compared with the lamb dinner
she had served the visiting President of Chile the evening before. Subsequently,
the satire Eating Media Lunch screened a story that claimed to break news
of Shrek’s slaughter, due to ‘clerical error’, in a ‘routine home kill’. ‘Secretly
obtained footage’ showed a merino draped in a red cape emblazoned with the
name Shrek, dragged from his flockmates, slaughtered and skinned, while
Jeremy Wells’ voiceover parodied the language of media sensation:
[T]his afternoon, the stellar career of the world’s most recognisable sheep came
to an abrupt end . . . . After spending a few final moments with friends, the former
prime-ministerial confidant is taken aside and led to a custom-built killing shed.
With his trademark jacket still draped round his soon-to-be-slit neck like a superhero’s cape . . . under the gaze of our cameras, the maverick merino was martyred.19

Following the broadcast, anxious online discussants asked about the wellbeing
of the real Shrek and were assured he was still living in luxury. The point was
well made: to the eye of most New Zealanders, Shrek remains indistinguishable
from any other merino wether draped in a red cape. We are not accustomed to
identifying individual animals from the national flock; nor was there anything
that distinguished Shrek from the millions of his conspecifics who are routinely
slaughtered, other than a media-created myth that anointed him for special
treatment.
So it is that even at moments when our culture entertains the possibility that
sheep might have individuality the next instant most often brings a mocking
reversal, a return to the association of sheepishness with mindlessness and vegetative passivity. ‘Common sense’ brands Ovis aries as the exemplary domestic
animal – utterly pliant and disposable, and so taken for granted that a flock of
sheep can seem part of the landscape, like a patch of gorse or a stand of macrocarpa. Paradoxically, it is precisely this that makes sheep rewarding to think
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about, since nothing reveals the fundamental structures of a culture better than
close examination of its most automatic attitudes – of what it perceives to be
‘common sense’.
The Way of All Fleece
Most often we think of colonisation as an entirely human process, something
that happens between an incoming and a pre-existing human population. Yet
there are always many other actors involved – not least the exotic animals introduced by human settlers, and those species native to the colony. Alfred Crosby
calls this process ‘ecological imperialism’, and describes how European settlers
such as those arriving in New Zealand brought with them ‘a scaled-down, simplified version of the biota of Western Europe’, a ‘grunting, lowing, neighing,
crowing, chirping, snarling, buzzing, self-replicating and world-altering avalanche’.20 In New Zealand we would add ‘bleating’: in the European settlement
of this country no species bore a greater burden than Ovis aries, the domesticated sheep, which functioned simultaneously as raw material, means and
motivation. Pastoral farming provided the most effective lure for new settlers,
the longest-enduring major source of economic growth and the strongest driver
of environmental transformation.
By 1840 it was clear that the industries that had first brought Europeans to
New Zealand, particularly sealing and shore whaling, were faltering. In their
place settlers were turning to a new primary export, wool: the commodity upon
which Britain’s industrial revolution and economic hegemony were based at
the time. As James Belich writes, the ‘power mills and factory-production techniques’ of Britain were ‘clothing and blanketing a good part of the world’, and
as the empire expanded so did its pastures: to the Indian subcontinent, South
Africa, Australia and eventually New Zealand. During the 1830s and 1840s,
merinos were brought across the Tasman from Australia in large numbers, but
soon breeding within New Zealand took over.21 There were over a million sheep
in the country by 1860, thirteen million by 1880 and 20 million by the end of the
century.22
The second major boost to pastoralism began in 1882 when the Dunedin set
sail for Britain with the first shipload of frozen mutton and lamb. Refrigerated
shipping allowed the development of what James Belich calls ‘the great New
Zealand–British protein industry’, a vast expansion of meat and dairy production for export to the British market which fundamentally shaped the social,
political and economic character of New Zealand over the ensuing century.23
Throughout that time pastoralism continued to expand: one hundred years
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after the inauguration of refrigerated shipping, the country’s sheep population
peaked at 70 million.24
It is to the traffic in ovine fleece and flesh that we owe the stereotypical New
Zealand landscape of the twentieth century: plains or rolling paddocks, dotted
with sheep all the way to a horizon marked by snowy mountains. New Zealand
in the nineteenth century was transformed into a land of pasture, another of
Great Britain’s ‘empires of grass’.25 And this transformation – the felling of native
forest, the burning of undergrowth and scrub, the draining of wetlands and the
sowing of exotic grasses – was largely the work of sheep-farmers.
During the 1850s and 1860s the ready availability of ‘[f]ree land, free grass
and a large local market could mean staggering profits for those first in. “Sheep
farming,” observed the Otago Witness in the 1850s, “presents visions of quite
dazzling wealth.”’26 Among the British immigrants who took advantage of this
boom was a young man called Samuel Butler, who would achieve fame in later
life as the author of Erewhon (1872; 1901) and The Way of All Flesh (1901). During
his four years on a Canterbury sheep run from 1860 to 1864, Butler ‘doubled his
£4,000 capital . . ., which helped make up for the paltry £69 3s 10d he received in
royalties from his famous book Erewhon’.27
Of course Erewhon was itself a product of Butler’s time in New Zealand. Like
Butler’s own emigration – described in A First Year in Canterbury Settlement
(1863) – that of George Higgs, the narrator of Erewhon, is inspired by the
entrepreneurial opportunities promised by imperial pastoralism – that is,
the transmutation of waste into prosperity: ‘when I left home it was with the
intention of going to some new colony, and either finding, or even perhaps
purchasing, waste crown land suitable for cattle or sheep farming, by which
means I thought that I could better my fortunes more rapidly than in England’.28
Reaching an unnamed settlement on the other side of the globe, Higgs describes
the prospect he encounters as Nature’s own invitation to the pastoralist:
‘millions on millions of acres of the most beautifully grassed country in the
world, and of the best suited for all manner of sheep and cattle’.29 Of course this
description, based on 1860s Canterbury, ignores the strenuous labour by which
human beings had constructed this agrarian idyll: the cutting or burning of the
podocarp forest, the draining of the wetlands that originally covered the plains,
the introduction of European grasses.
By the time Butler reached Port Lyttelton in 1860, the readily accessible land
in Canterbury was already spoken for, and he had to seek further inland and
higher than his predecessors, eventually finding free pastureland in the upper
valley of the Rangitata River. Higgs, facing the same lack of ‘waste’ land, repeats
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Butler’s exploration. The first five chapters of Erewhon are based on Butler’s
quest, including his discovery (in the company of his friend John Holland
Baker) of the Whitcombe Pass.30 In transforming his experience into satirical
fiction, however, Butler dissects the colonial enterprise that drove settlers like
himself, showing it to consist of three distinct but cooperating forms.
The first of these is aesthetic pastoralism, the evocation of what Lady Mary
Anne Barker (in the passage cited above) called ‘happy Arcadia’. Originating in
antiquity, this trope gained a renewed life in eighteenth-century Britain, where
its characteristic features – the amorous adventures of shepherds and shepherdesses, set amidst an idyllically fertile landscape of fruiting trees and gentle
livestock – fulfilled several cultural functions: as a compensatory fantasy for a
population that was increasingly urbanised and thus separated from rural life;
as a satirical counterpoint to metropolitan values; and as an idealisation of the
agricultural industry upon which British dominance depended. In addition, as
John Andrews suggests, neo-classical Arcadianism helped to mythologise and
celebrate the necessary outsourcing of British agricultural production during
the nineteenth century.31 Entrepreneurs of colonialism like Edward Gibbon
Wakefield drew on the fertile landscapes and utopian social relations of the
Arcadian tradition to promote settlement to prospective emigrants.32
The second form of pastoralism anatomised by Butler is the capitalist and
agricultural practice, the real-life investment of labour and money in livestock
and land for profit. In the early chapters of Erewhon, Higgs’ outlook alternates
between Arcadian and mercenary impulses. At one moment he will respond
to a new vista with the kind of descriptive rhapsody – a valley ‘blue with
evening shadow’, a hillside ‘brilliant with the sunset gold’, a river ‘boisterous
and terrible’, a climate of ‘ineffable purity’, a region of ‘solemn peacefulness’ –
that was familiar to Victorians as the stuff of the Arcadian picturesque.33 The
next moment he dismisses the landscape as ‘nothing but a few flats covered
with scrub on either side the river, and mountains which were perfectly worthless’. Higgs’ aesthetic appreciation quickly fades if it is not accompanied by
the promise of economic reward: ‘my curiosity about the nature of the country
above the gorge was now quite satisfied’, he declares, since ‘there was no available sheep country’ and hence ‘no money in it whatever’.34 This attitude reflects
Butler’s knowledge of the disposition of real-life pastoralists, as expressed
in his autobiographical A First Year in Canterbury Settlement: ‘our motive
was pounds, shillings, and pence: and where this failed us, we lost all excitement and curiosity’.35 Later in the same volume Butler reprimands himself for
‘admiring a mountain which is of no use for sheep. This is wrong. A mountain
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here is only beautiful if it has good grass on it. . . . If it is good for sheep, it is
beautiful, magnificent, and all the rest of it; if not, it is not worth looking at.’36
In Erewhon, aesthetic inspiration and capitalist aspiration sometimes meet to
produce a heightened effect – for example, when Higgs, on the verge of defeat,
sees the clouds part to reveal ‘an easy pass in the mountains directly opposite
to me, through which I caught a glimpse of an immeasurable extent of blue and
distant plains’. The vanishing-point composition of this scene – which Butler,
an accomplished painter, borrows from the tradition of perspectival landscape
painting – parallels the profit motive, drawing the imagination of the reader into
the distance just as Higgs resolves to continue, despite exhaustion and danger,
in ‘the hope of finding an immense tract of available sheep country’ that he can
‘monopolise’ and ‘grasp at the possible profits therefrom’.37
Bathetically, though, unlike Butler himself, Higgs never achieves his
quest, for the territory over the range is already occupied by a pastoral society.
Erewhon is ‘a land of shepherds’ on the Arcadian model; a ‘highly cultivated’
landscape of towns, cities, villages, orchards, forests and plains. The first
humans he meets are ‘two lovely girls’ tending their flock, nubile shepherdesses
straight out of a pastoral idyll; the first house he visits resembles ‘a shepherd’s
hut upon [his] master’s sheep-run’; his first meal is milk and mutton.38 Instead
of an area of ‘waste’ land from which he can make his fortune, Higgs has discovered a mirror image of the pastoral fantasy that shapes the settlement he has
left behind. It seems he cannot go beyond the reach of the pastoral economy;
even his subsequent departure from Erewhon and return to Britain are bound
up with it. Accompanied by his love interest, Arowhena, Higgs escapes Erewhon
in a hot-air balloon that lands in the ocean, to be rescued by a ship en route from
Calloa to Genoa with a cargo of guano, and transferred thence to ‘an English
vessel bound from Melbourne to London with wool’.39 Wool was of course one
of nineteenth-century sheep-farming’s two primary projects, and guano a
crucial raw material. First appearing on the British agricultural market in the
1840s, superphosphate fertilisers derived from guano, amongst other sources,
were integral to New Zealand pastoralism from the outset. Butler’s framing of
his Erewhon narrative reminds us that New Zealand’s European agriculture has
always been both globalised and industrialised in scale and practice.40
The final chapter of Erewhon brings into focus the third form of pastoralism
that combines with the aesthetic and agricultural forms. Higgs announces his
intention to form an association and raise capital for a navy of armed vessels
to transport cargoes of Erewhonians – ‘packed closely and fed at a very reasonable cost’ – to Queensland, where they will be sold under indenture to ‘the
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sugar-growers of that settlement, who are in great want of labour’.41 Modestly,
Higgs acknowledges this scheme is inspired by a (real-life) article in The Times
in which the governor of Queensland attempted ‘to set at rest an uneasy feeling
which at present existed in the country’ regarding the importation of indentured
labourers from Polynesia, by pointing out that their detention allowed them
to be given ‘religious instruction’.42 In the same way, Higgs assures prospective investors that the Erewhonian labourers will be ‘lodged in the households
of religious sugar-growers’ so that ‘[e]ach day, as soon as they could be spared
from their work in the plantations, they would be assembled for praise, and be
thoroughly grounded in the Church Catechism’. Higgs’ scheme will ‘convert
the Erewhonians not only into good Christians but into a source of considerable profit to the shareholders’, who will have ‘the comfort of reflecting that they
[are] saving souls and filling their own pockets at one and the same moment’.43
In the familiar symbolic language of the Gospel parable, the Erewhonians are
lost sheep to be gathered into the fold; in the more pragmatic argot of the market
they are stock to be fleeced. This association between the mission of the pastor
and that of the pastoralist, between the pastoral ambitions of Christian evangelism and those of agricultural capitalism, recalls the parodic sacrament enacted
at the start of the journey to Erewhon by Higgs and his native guide Chowbok,
which makes use of wool bales and sheep’s-tallow candles and takes place in
a woolshed ‘built somewhat on the same plan as a cathedral’.44 This sardonic
portrayal of Christian evangelism, the third form of ‘pastoral work’ satirised in
Erewhon, is infused not only with Butler’s long-standing hostility to organised
religion, but also with his awareness that the systematic colonisation of the
Canterbury district involved a carefully organised collaboration between the
New Zealand Company and the Church of England.45
Concluding Erewhon with references to blackbirding reinforces the point
that agricultural colonialism is not a benign realisation of Arcadian and
Christian ideals but a project entailing the large-scale dispossession, transformation and exploitation of humans, as well as of animals and ecosystems. Higgs’
advocacy of this scheme also, of course, finally destroys any lingering confidence the reader may have in his worldview, or in the values and perceptions
expressed by him in earlier chapters. Higgs is exposed as an unreliable narrator
whose point of view is not just a medium for the novel’s social critique but also
a target of it – a radically unstable satirical structure in which meaning can
reverse and reverse again.
From beginning to end, then, Butler imbues Erewhon with a pervasive scepticism – presumably well informed, since it comes from a formerly enthusiastic
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participant – towards ‘pastoral’ colonialism, that form of imperialist enterprise
which blends aesthetic, agricultural and religious motives and motifs.
Eating Sheep Mechanically
Within the three superimposed forms of pastoralism described above, the functions of animals, in particular sheep, are decorative, economic or symbolic.
In aesthetic pastoralism sheep are supplied to furnish the Arcadian idyll; in
agricultural pastoralism they are units of capital, live stock; in religious pastoralism they symbolise the souls of the faithful. It is very striking, though, that
when Butler revised the novel and published an extended edition in 1901 he
chose to add two chapters that addressed whether the lives of animals have
meaning or value beyond their use by human culture and agriculture. For the
most part, critics have tended to dismiss these chapters as weak additions to the
text proper, and unworthy of extended critical attention.46 Looked at carefully,
though, this material offers important insights into Butler’s developing thought,
his project in Erewhon, and his broader engagement with his intellectual and
social milieu.
In the first place, these two chapters clearly represent a response to one of the
defining ethical debates of the time. Questions about animal welfare and rights,
vegetarianism and vivisection were centre stage in late Victorian culture. This
was the historical moment at which science was consolidating its emergence
as the dominant form of modern knowledge, and animal advocacy constituted
one of the last sources of resistance to the authority of biology (in particular,
experimental medicine) and industrial technology (in particular, intensive agriculture).47 Many British and American writers of the period wrote passionately
about these matters so it is no surprise that Butler, a lifelong controversialist,
should join them.48 By 1901 animal advocates could be found in the conservative
mainstream – Queen Victoria herself patronised the animal welfare movement
and expressed concern about vivisection49 – as well as among the avant-garde,
and such ubiquity made the issue an irresistible target for Butler as he undertook to update his satire against ideological whimsy.
In the first edition of the novel, the chapters set in Erewhon are designed
to portray a back-to-front reflection of Victorian values, especially those that
naively associated social advancement with science, medicine, industry, bourgeois morality and rationality. Hence, in Erewhon technological progress is
rolled back, machines are forbidden, universities teach ‘unreason’, crime is
treated as an illness and illness as a crime. Yet throughout these chapters the
satire remains unstable: sometimes the target of mockery is the Erewhonian
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position and at other times it is Higgs’ complacent Victorian assumptions; often
it is the investment of any ideological or conceptual position with the status of
fundamental truth and authority. This instability requires us to approach the
two chapters added to Erewhon in 1901 with caution.
At first reading they are apparently contemptuous of animal rights and vegetarian viewpoints. The first one, ‘The Views of an Erewhonian Philosopher
Concerning the Rights of Animals’, differs immediately from the satirical
shiftiness of the original novel by announcing its target outright – namely, the
eagerness of the Erewhonians ‘to offer up common sense at the shrine of logic’
and to be ‘easily led by the nose’ by philosophers and ideologues. As a prime
example the chapter recounts the emergence, in Erewhon’s ancient past, of a
prophet who ‘took it into his head to disquiet himself about the rights of animals
– a question that so far had disturbed nobody’. This prophet asserts that ‘sheep,
cattle, deer, birds, and fishes are our fellow-creatures’; that although ‘[t]hey
differ from us in some respects’ these are ‘few and secondary, while those that
they have in common with us are many and essential’; and that therefore, since
it is ‘wrong of you to kill and eat your fellow-men, it is wrong also to kill and eat
fish, flesh, and fowl’. Erewhon’s narrator directly undermines this syllogism by
mocking the prophet as a ‘fussy . . . old gentleman’, an ivory tower academic
‘maintained at the public expense’ who therefore possessed ‘ample leisure’ to
indulge his impractical speculations. The prophet’s self-proclaimed role as the
privileged mouthpiece of divine truth, his repeated insistence that his teachings come from an ‘unseen power who has revealed himself to me alone’, further
identifies him as a target of the same anti-clericalism that pervades Erewhon
Revisited, also published in 1901.50
The consequences of the prophet’s teachings are no less risible. Although
the deliberate slaughter of animals for food is outlawed, it remains legal to eat
animals who die ‘a natural death’, those who ‘have committed suicide’ and those
killed ‘in self-defence’. Consequently, Erewhonian animals begin to die ‘natural
deaths under more or less suspicious circumstances’. Suicide becomes ‘alarmingly prevalent even among such for the most part self-respecting creatures
as sheep and cattle’, who develop a tendency to ‘scent out a butcher’s knife . . .
and run right up against it’. In addition, ‘hitherto harmless’ creatures including
calves, lambs and kids take to ‘attacking their owners with such ferocity, that it
[becomes] necessary to put them to a natural death’.51
In reconceiving death-by-butcher’s-knife as the livestock animal’s ‘natural
death’ the subversive Erewhonians practise a kind of ironic reversal. They
also, contrary to the animal rights position, restore to meat-eating its status
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as a natural act – a status the narrator reinforces with a salutary tale about the
debilitating moral and physical effects of vegetarianism.52 A young man finds
himself growing ‘weaker and weaker’ and his doctor tells him ‘that he ought to eat
meat, law or no law’. Despite being ‘much shocked’ by this advice, the young man
begins visiting ‘those dens in which meat was surreptitiously sold’. The more
flesh he consumes, the healthier he becomes in body, but the more troubled in
mind: the voice of ‘Common Sense and Nature’ urges him to remain carnivorous
but the voice of ‘Duty’ chides him for doing so. Ultimately the authorities catch
him ‘coming out of the den with half a shoulder of mutton concealed about his
person’; unable to face ruin and imprisonment, he takes his own life.53
The animal rights chapter thus offers the least complex satirical formula
anywhere in Erewhon: vegetarianism equals ideological puritanism and meateating equals natural common sense. In its simplicity of structure, singularity
of target and consistency of tone, the chapter seems to contrast strikingly with
the original 1872 edition of the novel. Yet satire is a volatile medium, and Butler
usually aims for a more unstable form of satire. And so it proves, as we read on,
because the second of the two chapters added in 1901 complicates the simplistic
conclusions of the animal rights one. Read in conjunction, and considered
in the context of Butler’s time and against the background of his non-fiction
writing, these two chapters reveal a far more radical view of animals, and of
human–animal relations, than is apparent at first glance.
As shown above, Butler likes to undermine not just the attitudes of the
Erewhonians but also those of his own narrator, even (or especially) when
(as in the animal rights chapter) Higgs seems most certain of his ground.
This is what happens in the second of the new chapters. But it happens in
quite a complex fashion. This chapter, entitled ‘The Views of an Erewhonian
Philosopher Concerning the Rights of Vegetables’, seems at first consistent
with the preceding one in its mockery of vegetarianism, since it tells the story
of another Erewhonian philosopher who argued, as an extension of the animal
rights position, that vegetables too should be immune from exploitation by
humans. This reductio ad absurdum is a familiar, indeed clichéd, challenge
commonly posed to ethical vegetarians by meat-eaters. Butler deliberately
draws the reader’s attention to his own satirical practice by suggesting that
the Professor of Botany who espoused the rights of vegetables ‘did not believe
his own teaching, and, being in secret a great meat-eater, had no other end in
view than reducing the prohibition against eating animal food to an absurdity’
and thereby undermining it.54 This botanist-philosopher, in other words, was
engaging in satire.
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His case for the rights of vegetables rests on the claim – which the reader (so
it seems initially) is supposed to find absurd – that they possess problem-solving
intelligence, a capacity traditionally considered the monopoly of human
beings and denied to nonhuman animals, let alone plants. By extended use of
anthropomorphism, the botanist-philosopher blurs or erases the line between
consciousness and unconsciousness, between rational decision-making
and instinctive response, and between purposeful thought and organically
unfolding design. He refers, for example, to the efforts made by plants
‘to protect themselves against their enemies. They scratch, cut, sting, make bad
smells, secrete the most dreadful poisons . . ., cover their precious seeds with
spines like those of a hedgehog, frighten insects with delicate nervous systems by
assuming portentous shapes, hide themselves, grow in inaccessible places, and tell
lies so plausibly as to deceive even their subtlest foes.
‘They lay traps smeared with bird-lime, to catch insects, and persuade them to
drown themselves in pitchers which they have made of their leaves, and fill with
water . . . . If, on the other hand, they think that any insect can be of service to them,
see how pretty they make themselves.
‘What is to be intelligent if to know how to do what one wants to do, and to do it
repeatedly, is not to be intelligent?’55

This passage ascribes to members of the vegetable kingdom a particularly
highly valued form of intelligence, indeed the one that nineteenth-century scientific and industrial culture considered to be the key to human uniqueness and
superiority over other species – namely, the capacity to produce technological
artefacts designed for a range of purposes: poisons, perfumes, baits, lures, traps,
disguises, camouflages, defences, armaments and works of beauty.
As he quotes from this text, Higgs suggests it may have inspired some of the
passages in The Book of the Machines, the more recent Erewhonian philosophical tract discussed in earlier chapters. The author of that book – which still
holds sway over the contemporary Erewhonian attitude to machines – broadens
the scope of the botanist-philosopher’s claims about intelligence by arguing
that machines and animals, as well as plants, possess forms of consciousness
that cannot be categorically distinguished from human consciousness. Again,
this argument depends on the capacity of nonhuman entities to effect their
own purposes by creating artefacts. The Book of the Machines refers to a leaf as
‘textile fabric’ and argues that ‘“[t]he shell of a hen’s egg is made of a delicate
white ware and is a machine as much as an egg-cup is . . .; the hen makes the
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shell in her inside, but it is pure pottery. She makes her nest outside of herself
for convenience’ sake, but the nest is not more of a machine than the egg-shell
is.”’56 Not only are nonhuman beings ascribed the capacity for technological
invention, they are also ascribed the ability to make purposive choices. Alluding
to the action of a Venus flytrap, which closes on a fly but ignores the touch of
a stick or a drop of rain, the author of The Book of the Machines remarks how
‘curious’ it is ‘“that so unconscious a thing should have such a keen eye to its own
interest. If this is unconsciousness, where is the use of consciousness?”’ He goes
on to compare the plant’s discriminating action with the mode of consumption
fundamental to the human pastoral economy: ‘“If it seems to us that the plant
kills and eats a fly mechanically, may it not seem to the plant that a man must
kill and eat a sheep mechanically?”’57
Reading these chapters together makes it apparent that they are not really
concerned with machines or vegetarianism at all. Rather, Butler here uses his
Erewhonian philosophers to mount a philosophical challenge to the distinction
between deliberate choice and automatic action. More broadly, these passages
embody his passionate commitment to the belief that the whole of organic
nature – including animals and plants alongside human beings – is pervaded
by various forms of mindfulness, intentionality and purpose. To conflate the
ideas of the Erewhonian philosophers at their most radical with those of Butler
himself might seem perverse. But Butler was a perverse thinker, and he makes
this conflation himself. In the preface to the 1901 revised edition of Erewhon
he declares that in chapter XVII – the chapter on the rights of vegetables – he
has put ‘into the mouth of an Erewhonian philosopher’ a theory originally
advanced in his own non-fiction writing – a theory that, as he states parenthetically, ‘I believe to be quite sound’.58 And indeed, various ideas presented
in Erewhon regarding consciousness among machines, animals and plants
are argued at length and with sincerity in Butler’s four books on evolutionary
theory: Life and Habit (1877), Evolution, Old and New (1879), Unconscious
Memory (1880), and Luck? or Cunning? (1886). More precisely, the Erewhonian
botanist-philosopher’s description of plant intelligence, cited above, repeats
verbatim passages from a lecture Butler delivered in 1887 and then published in
Science and Art.59
Butler’s additions to Erewhon in 1901, then, far from being straightforward, actually deploy the most unstable and reversible of satirical structures,
a kind of triple bluff. The position closest to Butler’s own is not that of the
Erewhonian prophet of animal rights, nor that of the sceptical narrator Higgs
and the subversive Erewhonians who disagree with the prophet, nor that of the
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botanist-philosopher who claims to extrapolate from animal rights philosophy
but is instead undermining it. Butler’s position actually equates with the nonironic, literal reading of the passages that ascribe forms of consciousness to
plant life – apparently the most untenable position of all, held as it is by no one
in the novel, not even the character who voices it.
This contrarian structure reflects the unconventionality of the position itself.
By insisting on the presence of ‘mind’ in organic nature Butler was swimming
against a strong current of intellectual history. At the conclusion of the lecture
on consciousness in animals and plants, on which the second of the chapters
added to Erewhon draws, Butler summarises his argument in favour of ‘the
omnipresence of mind and intelligence of a limited, but none the less effectual, kind as indwelling in, and informing, organic life’, and adds that ‘you are
probably aware that this is the very point which the followers of the late Mr.
Charles Darwin most peremptorily reject’.60 Elsewhere Butler advanced these
ideas by explicitly attacking the ‘Charles-Darwinian’ school of thought – as he
called it to distinguish it from the philosophy of Charles’ grandfather, Erasmus
Darwin, which he greatly preferred – and by championing Lamarckism. For
Butler, Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection – whereby randomly
occurring mutations are preserved and passed on if they happen to assist the
organism’s survival and reproduction – reduced all life to a meaningless, purposeless, mechanistic lottery. In contrast, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s theory
of inherited modification held that each organism’s body changes during its
lifetime according to the choices it makes in pursuit of its desires and needs –
the neck of a giraffe grows longer from a lifetime of stretching upward for leaves;
the coat of a bear grows thicker as it moves further north and encounters colder
winters – and that these changes are inherited and further developed by its
offspring and descendants. This model gave Butler what he wanted: acknowledgement of the determining role of mind and choice in the organic world and
the evolutionary process in particular.61
Even at the time he was writing, though, it was clear Butler was fighting a
losing battle. Lamarck’s theory of ‘intentional’ modification had already fallen
into disrepute due to the lack of empirical evidence, and the development of
genetic science would replace it definitively with the theory of ‘accidental’
mutation.62 Yet, even if Butler’s preferred evolutionary model has not aged
well, another aspect of his insistence on pan-organic mindfulness now begins
to seem quite prescient. His richly anthropomorphic accounts of various kinds
of ‘mind’ (consciousness, knowledge, desire, volition, choice, memory) and
activity (poisoning, trapping, manufacturing, deceiving, hiding, showing off)
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at work amongst animals and plants can be seen as reaching towards something
that, in today’s thought, would be called a ‘theory of nonhuman agency’.
Over the last two decades, theorists have challenged the assumption that
human intentions and actions are the only, or necessarily the most significant,
factors that govern events in the world, even (what we think of as) the human
world. These theorists have proposed models that recognise the parts played by
other actors, including nonhuman organisms (animals, plants, microorganisms)
as well as climatic, chemical, technological and cultural entities. According to
these models, events arise from interactions amongst various forms of agency – a
word that in this context means simply the capacity to make things happen. This
paradigm shift makes it possible to speak of the agency of animals (or plants,
or other nonhumans) without needing to argue that such agency necessarily
involves consciousness, rationality, calculation, deliberation or intention. It also
allows consideration of human beings’ own unconscious, irrational, automatic,
reactive or unintentional behaviours – which are arguably more voluminous
and decisive than our considered choices. In this way the misleading anthropocentrism typical of modern thought, which assumes Homo sapiens has rational
mastery over the nonhuman organic world, is replaced with a conception of
agency as a collective, diverse, multi-dimensional and unpredictable process.63
Samuel Butler’s insistence on the presence of ‘mind’ throughout the organic
world, and his disruption of the accepted distinction between conscious and
unconscious behaviour, can be seen as attempts to formulate a theory of networked agency avant la lettre – even though, lacking the developments in
post-humanist thought and terminology that would occur in the late twentieth century, he had to rely on self-conscious and ironic anthropomorphism:
machines who breathe, plants who tell lies, hens who make pottery. This insistence on more-than-human forms of agency can be retraced from the end to the
beginning of Butler’s career. He inserts it into the penultimate chapter of the
revised Erewhon, one year before his death; it pervades his earlier and prolific
writing on evolutionary thought; it appears in embryonic form in the pieces
he published in the Christchurch Press during his time in New Zealand, which
were later reworked for inclusion in Erewhon. It also pervades the letters and
diary entries he wrote during his time as a pastoralist – which were gathered
together and published by his father as A First Year in Canterbury Settlement
– although here the descriptions of nonhuman agency are offered in a more
matter-of-fact and non-philosophical manner. As James Smithies has pointed
out, what Butler experienced in New Zealand was not simply a ‘frontier society
consisting of pastoralism and wide open spaces’, but a location in which
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‘modernity was impacting with obvious and increasing force’, a place that
offered a ‘stark reminder of the complex relationships’ between nonhuman and
human agencies.64
In particular, Butler’s sheep – his actual sheep – were evidently far from
being the mindless vegetables or automata of the popular ovine stereotype.
On the contrary, Butler attests that the only hope of dealing with them successfully depended on engaging with their own designs. Describing how to transfer
a mob of sheep across a river, he suggests the stockmen should first split a
smaller group from the main flock and then ‘dog them, bark at them yourself
furiously, beat them, spread out arms and legs to prevent their escaping, and
raise all the unpleasant din about their ears that you possibly can. In spite of all
that you can do they will very likely break through you and make back’. Here the
emphasis on the determined and resistant agency of the sheep is combined with
a transformation of the human drovers into bipedal sheepdogs. If these sheepdog-men keep at it, though, eventually ‘a single sheep will be seen eyeing the
opposite bank, and evidently meditating an attempt to gain it’. At this point the
humans can do nothing but allow this animal to complete its decision: ‘[p]ause
a moment that you interrupt not a consummation so devoutly to be wished; the
sheep bounds forward with three or four jumps into midstream, is carried down,
and thence on to the opposite bank’. Now the others ‘will cross in a string of their
own accord, and there will be no more trouble from the moment when the first
sheep entered the water’.65
Butler’s experience as a pastoralist in New Zealand teaches him that humans
are not masters of nature, imposing order on a mindless and passive jumble of
potential resources. Instead, the relationship between humans and nonhuman
nature is a field of possibilities in which agency emerges from interactions
within a network of actors and events: the mindful decision-making of a single
sheep, the cooperative social will of the flock, the barking of dogs, human behaviour that includes barking like dogs, the current of the river, the topography and
vegetation of the riverbanks, the delivery by the wind to the sheep of attractive
or aversive smells and sounds.
Later in First Year, Butler will even assert that the sheep ‘are the real masters
of the place – the run is theirs, not yours’, a statement repeated a few pages on:
‘they are your masters, and not you theirs; you exist for them, not they for you’.
This is droll hyperbole at work, but its aim is to undermine an overly complacent
assumption of human mastery over nature. The human–ovine relationship is a
dialectic, represented here in a series of parallel antithetic sentences – the syntactical equivalent of the mirror structures that give Erewhon its form. There
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must be fences, but these must not create ‘a little corner too small to give the
sheep free scope and room’. To prevent their ‘straying beyond your boundaries’,
the sheep must be watched, but ‘at a distance . . ., so far off that they shall not be
disturbed by your presence, and even be ignorant that you are looking at them.
Sheep cannot be too closely watched, or too much left to themselves.’ These
chiastic relationships provide the best media for communication and negotiation transaction between human and animal. Thus the stockholder must turn
the sheep back every time they approach the boundary by ‘show[ing] yourself
with your dog in your most terrific aspect’; if this lesson is consistently repeated,
allowing the sheep ‘peace on their own run, and none anywhere off it’, then in
time ‘you will find the sheep begin to understand your meaning’.66
Of course, as long as we remain in thrall to our cultural preconceptions
about sheep, Butler’s characterisation of them will sound like nothing more
than fanciful anthropomorphism. Yet recent scientific studies demonstrate that
sheep do possess the traits Butler refers to. Merinos tested in mazes have shown
extensive spatial memories and the capacity to learn from experience.67 In
other tests sheep have proven their ability to identify individuals (both human
and ovine) by their faces, which they can remember for years. The researchers
conclude ‘that sheep may be capable of using the same [neural] system [as
humans] to remember and respond emotionally to individuals in their absence’,
thereby contradicting the assumption that sheep are unintelligent, as well as
the association of sheepishness with a mindless herd mentality, an incapacity
to operate as or with individuals.68
The Chartographers of the Station
Samuel Butler died in 1902; two decades later another British-born New Zealand
pastoralist published a book that portrays human and nonhuman agency very
much as Butler does, but with much more attention to detail. H. Guthrie-Smith’s
Tutira: The Story of a New Zealand Sheep Station is in this sense a sequel to both
Erewhon and A First Year in Canterbury Settlement.
Born in Scotland in 1861, William Herbert Guthrie-Smith sailed for New
Zealand in 1880, just as Butler had done 20 years earlier, to make his fortune
as a pastoralist. He spent two years in Canterbury learning the basics of sheepfarming from his uncle. Then he purchased Tutira, a sheep-run in Hawke’s
Bay, in partnership with his friend Arthur Cuningham, whose share was later
taken over by Thomas Stuart, whom Guthrie-Smith bought out in 1903. Over the
ensuing years Guthrie-Smith became well known as an ornithologist and nature
writer. His masterpiece was first published in 1921, although Guthrie-Smith
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continued to add to it until his death in 1940.69 As Alex Calder has recently
observed, Guthrie-Smith’s significance as a natural historian rests on his genius
for ‘noting small things most people would overlook’ while ‘seeing through to
the patterns they suggest’; on his ability to observe familiar things – ‘weeds,
sheep, sparrows, hillsides’ – in a way that ‘wrench[es them] free from the blanket
of habitual perception’.70
Tutira is the ecological biography of a specific locale. The first eight chapters
describe the run’s geography, topology and geology, establishing GuthrieSmith’s perception of the place as a confederation of lively elemental agencies.
His prose, which blends precise scrutiny and metaphorical flamboyance, vigorously brings to life the relationships of rock and soil and water. Materials of
different substance and structure – layers, textures, volumes, currents – interact
in a multiplicity of processes including earthquake and erosion, slip, sedimentation and subsidence, deluge, deposit, drought and desiccation. The next eight
chapters add the stories of Tutira’s pre-European inhabitants: the forests and
other flora, the avifauna, and a succession of Māori groups. Here again the narrative emphasises interconnection and mutability: the advance and retreat
of forests, the welling up and draining of wetlands, the dialectic of fire and
regrowth, the establishment and abandonment of crops and pā, the conquests
and defeats of one hapū by another, the spread and diminution of bird species.71
It is not until chapter seventeen, after more than a hundred pages, that the
focus moves to the European history of the station. Here, like Butler, GuthrieSmith satirises the blend of Arcadian dream and pecuniary promise that
motivated would-be pastoralists to cross the world to New Zealand.
For a young man what an ideal existence! – to make a fortune by the delightful
labour of your hands – to drain your swamps, to cut tracks over your hills, to fence,
to split, to build, to sow seed, to watch your flock increase – to note a countryside
change under your hands from a wilderness, to read its history in your merinos’
eyes. How pastoral! How Arcadian!72

The very next chapter, ‘Hard Times’, immediately discredits this mythology.
‘The truth is’, Guthrie-Smith writes, ‘that from the beginning these pioneers
were doomed – they were predestined – to failure’, because they had not yet
acquired ‘knowledge of local conditions – the most important knowledge of
all’.73 This insignificant-sounding phrase, ‘knowledge of local conditions’, encapsulates Guthrie-Smith’s entire project: to bear witness to the highly specific
complexities of the ecology of Tutira, to the run’s permeation by innumerable
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and unpredictable agencies, amongst which the designs of humans comprise
no more than a fraction. Indeed at the outset Guthrie-Smith warns the reader
that Tutira will treat Homo sapiens ‘without fear or favour as a beast of the field’;
it will portray the ‘acclimatisation’ of human beings – ‘the stocking of the run
with man’ – on the same terms as the introduction ‘of the weasel or rabbit’.74 Nor
is it accidental that the two examples of species coeval to Homo are, in the eyes
of the naturalist and farmer respectively, the most destructive.
Conversely, Guthrie-Smith describes nonhuman agents in deliberately
anthropomorphic terms. For example, he portrays the attainment of local knowledge as an exercise in colonial reconnaissance – but one undertaken by sheep.
‘[T]he first action of a mob in a strange enclosure [is] to map it out, to explore it,
that is, by lines radiating from established camps.’ In this way, over time, the
best tracks and crossings are discovered, while treacherous localities, those
‘mined with under-runners, blind oozy creeks, cliffs and so forth are avoided’.
Just as empires consolidate their acquisition of terrain by the shedding of heroic
blood, by the sacrifices of explorers, missionaries and pioneers, Tutira’s frontier
missions have their ovine martyrs: ‘to paraphrase Kipling, by the bones of the
sheep of Tutira, Tutira has been made. These early losses were . . . as unavoidable as the mistakes of travellers exploring lands of unknown races of men, of
unknown diseases, of unknown climates.’75
Guthrie-Smith employs this anthropomorphic idiom with a persistence
and versatility that pushes it beyond the level of mere metaphorical whimsy.
He wants the reader to understand the agency embodied by the sheep as a
literal, effectual and material force. Hence the title of the chapter that describes
the initial surveying and landscaping of Tutira, ‘The Chartographers of the
Station’, refers once again not to Homo sapiens but to Ovis aries: ‘[i]t is sheep
that have surveyed Tutira’. Profitable human occupation of Tutira depends
and capitalises on the path-breaking agency of the sheep: shepherds access
the run via sheep paths, which (like the ‘aramoa’ or moa tracks discussed in our
preceding chapter) are cut by the animals and subsequently incorporated into
human traffic networks. Forty years after the introduction of sheep to the region
their paths ‘number hundreds of thousands. From every camp they radiate like
roads from a city. They are, in fact, roads from a city, for to sheep their camping-ground is as his town to man, at once a refuge and a resting-place.’76
Not only do the hooves of the sheep cut tracks into the ground, they also build
‘viaducts’, an engineering accomplishment ‘dependent upon a multiplicity of
special conditions’. In particular locations ‘[t]he ancient plateau system of the
run, the varying elevation of its existing fragments, its attrition by earthslips
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and rainstorms’ have left ridges or ‘junctioning spurs’ between ‘blocks of higher
land’. The sheep walk along these crests on their way to and from their hilltop
feeding grounds. They do so habitually because they are merinos, members of
‘an easily scared breed’ who feel safer ‘on the heights’. So the complex of ‘special
conditions’ required for construction of the viaducts includes the composition of the geology, the effects of weather, the temperament peculiar to these
animals and the shape of their hooves. These agencies, in cooperation, build
causeways at the lowest points of the ridges,
as if the little builders were deliberately taking thought of the morrow, scheming
to save themselves toil. The tools of the sheep are his toes, his sharp hoofs act as
gouges and chisels in the work; rain, sun, and wind, carrying down silt and dust
from the heights on either side, supply building material; the centre of the path
constantly scooped out is as constantly refilled. Though infinitely slow, there is no
cessation in the raising of the little embankment . . . .

Guthrie-Smith watches the viaducts ‘increase, inch by inch, until after forty
years their height has risen to a yard and a yard and a half. The finished article,
its close-nibbled verdant banks fed with rich dust and silt, is a beautiful bit of
animal architecture.’77 In addition to the viaducts, ovine agents can be observed
constructing ‘sleeping-shelves, ledges built by sheep themselves for their own
convenience’, as well as ‘returfing the naked windblows, hardening the erstwhile dangerous fords, drying the bogs and marshes . . ., exposing pitfalls and
chasms’. In all these ways, ‘remodelling the run to suit their peculiar requirements’, Tutira’s sheep carry out the typical roles by which any colonial society
establishes itself: exploration, discovery, surveying, settling, agricultural
improvement, civil engineering, public works, architecture and construction.78
Reading these narratives it becomes apparent that Guthrie-Smith’s ‘knowledge of local conditions’ has everything in common with present-day theories
of networked or distributed agency. And just like modern theorists of such
forms of agency, Guthrie-Smith contrasts knowledge of local conditions with
the overestimation of human mastery. He exemplifies the latter by describing
the mistaken confidence that predestined earlier runholders, along with the
younger Guthrie-Smith himself and his friend Cuningham, to failure. Taking
possession of Tutira in 1882, the two young men were ‘wild with anticipations
of sport, of riding, of the mastery of animals’.79 Early attempts to subdue the
land relied on a ruthless and self-defeating instrumentalism, illustrated by the
deployment of sheep as ‘fern-scythes and mowing-machines’ for the grazing
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and crushing of bracken in order to create pasture. Unable to thrive on this diet,
the sheep died in large numbers. With the benefit of hindsight, informed by a
more sophisticated comprehension of the interrelationships amongst human,
animal and environmental agencies, Guthrie-Smith condemns this mechanistic approach as ‘“making” the country’ by ‘murdering the sheep’.80
Even when evoking this earlier phase, however, Guthrie-Smith does not
portray the sheep as simply passive victims of murder or instrumentalist
exploitation; nor as merely unconscious contributors to environmental change.
Instead, here as everywhere else, he characterises Ovis – individually and collectively, at various times and in various ways – as mindful, stubborn, nervous,
courageous, determined, impulsive, passionate, sulky, decisive, strongly possessed of certain tastes and preferences, and accordingly resistant to any kind
of human pressure that conflicts with these. So, for example, we are told that
‘[a]ll sheep suffer from nostalgia, but the merino is perhaps the most miserably
home-sick beast on earth’. Every new purchase of stock, then, involves a clash of
wills, an engagement in ‘the long conflict between sheep determined to return
to their own pastures and owners determined to hold them on the station’.
Sometimes the sheep employ passive resistance – for example, self-confinement to the point of starvation beside the boundary-line closest to their former
home. Guthrie-Smith finds in the diary of his predecessor ‘a note to this effect:
“The newly-purchased wethers persist” – he underlines the word persist – “in
lying against the new fence.”’81 Alternatively the sheep rebel against their human
oppressors in more active ways – for example, the first merinos on Tutira, some
of whom hate the place so much that although swimming is ‘distasteful to sheep,
and especially to merino sheep’, they risk the ‘passable though highly dangerous fords’ of the Waikoau River.82
Guthrie-Smith also documents fulsomely the agencies of other introduced species, whose colonial activities interact with – sometimes reinforcing,
sometimes undermining – those of human settlers. As well as documenting
deliberate introductions – by prominent individuals such as Sir George Grey,
and by the acclimatisation societies established for that purpose – GuthrieSmith gives detailed histories of unintended introductions and accidental
effects of introductions. His most animated writing – which combines fascination, horror and delight – occurs when he describes the unforeseeable webs
of interaction that redirect the itineraries of introduced species: the migration
of rabbits to Tutira following ‘the same general line’ as the first red deer stag
40 years earlier;83 the entry of the mason fly ‘in chinks and knots of Australian
lumber’ and of the black cricket ‘either in matting from the islands, or in the
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bedding of troops from India’; the arrival of mynahs accompanying the roadbuilding crews, and of hedgehogs, leaving a trail of squashed martyrs, along
the roads themselves.84 Sometimes the movements of species directly reverse
the logic of planned acclimatisation: insofar as mustelids were introduced to
combat the rabbit population, Guthrie-Smith finds it ironic ‘that the weasel
should have arrived on the station before the rabbit . . . – that the cure, in fact,
should have preceded the disease’.85
Something Occult
Like Butler, Guthrie-Smith is determined to focus his reader’s attention on
the many forms of lively agency at work beyond the human – and beyond the
animal, too. So in Tutira, as in Butler’s work, the botanical domain is no less
vigorous and active than the zoological. If we think of ‘the colonisation by
England of the temperate regions of the globe as for the benefit of her citizens
alone’, writes Guthrie-Smith, we overlook the ‘scores of tribes of smaller living
things . . . whose desire to multiply, whose lust for land, is quite as keen as that
of man himself’. ‘In the wake of our sailors, explorers, soldiers, and pioneers,
they steal unnoticed, unobserved. The proverbial sun that never sets on the
flag never sets on the chickweed, groundsel, dandelion, and veronicas that
grow in every British garden and on every British garden-path.’86 Evoking the
land-grabbing opportunism of weeds, Guthrie-Smith opens up a large new perspective on the history of migration – one that, as environmental philosopher
William Cronon points out, anticipates and influences later works like Alfred
Crosby’s Ecological Imperialism.87
Here, again, Guthrie-Smith brings to life the multitude of alliances, contests,
transactions and scams that operate amongst different species. The sheep, for
example – already identified as both the subordinate agent of territorial acquisition (in the role of fern-crushing machine) and the possessor of a nonhuman
agency that resists settlement (as a nostalgic escapee) – now features as the
vehicle for other colonial venturers. ‘The grasses and clovers, for instance,
bargain with him for the right to live; whilst providing him with food and
raiment, they utilise his body as a distributing agent.’ For other plants, interaction with the sheep is a competition for survival, a relation of flight or fight, a
struggle to the death that could go either way: they have to
elude destruction by enormous seed production, or nauseate him by their taste, or
escape him on cliffs and rocks, or quietly withstand him and endure his perpetual
crop and nibble. One plant alone – the blackberry (Rubus fruticosus) – is his master,
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seducing him to destruction with the bait of its black fruit, openly trailing great
runners for his entanglement, and finally feeding on his carcase.

Noting that the blackberry produces a berry beloved by sheep and a root system
adapted to following the lines of sheep tracks, Guthrie-Smith suggests the plant
‘possesses an intelligence and energy worthy of a better cause’.88 Not content
merely to debunk the conventional association between sheep and vegetative
mindlessness, Guthrie-Smith – again, as Butler did before him – challenges the
association between mindlessness and vegetation itself.
Once again, too, anthropomorphism provides the indispensable rhetorical
tool for precise description of ecological relationships. One paragraph discusses
the sporadic spread and flourishing of the prickly thistle (Cirsium lanceolatum):
some plants grow without flowering, some flower and disseminate, and some
remain ‘flat on the ground’ until the next year. These plants are described as
‘feeling’, ‘reason[ing]’, ‘admitting’, ‘reckoning’, ‘decid[ing]’ and even ‘retain[ing]
liberty of choice, option, alternative’ in regard to their various options. Yet,
however individual plants ‘comported themselves’ in this case, the passage
concludes, ‘[w]e may be sure they had their reasons, however interpreted by
man’. Again, Guthrie-Smith stays with this extended anthropomorphism long
enough to ensure the reader understands it as something more than a figure
of speech. ‘Finality in the matter resided in the plants themselves, not in the
ground’, he concludes, adding that it is not given to humans to know fully the
minds of other species: ‘something occult rests in the seed of the plant as in the
mind of man’.89 In Tutira, then, the anthropomorphic disposition, so resolutely
outlawed by the natural sciences from the late nineteenth century onwards,
continues to offer a way of recognising the complex network of nonhuman
agencies, while accepting they can never be fully understood – insights problematically neglected by mechanistic Cartesianism and parsimonious scientific
positivism.
Guthrie-Smith especially enjoys observing how, as if to mock human beings’
overconfidence, during the age of science, in our own power to bend nature to
our will, plants discover especially intimate and ingenious ways of using us
for their purposes. He envisages the tactics of ‘yarrow (Achillœa millifolia), of
which several million seeds are required to weigh a pound’. The story begins in a
Napier seed store, where
the seedsman inadvertently brushes against the purchaser’s coat; in another, a
draught from the dusty floor overhead is blown down the ladder by which he
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mounts; his hand touches the tiny seeds, or his sleeves; dusting himself with his
handkerchief, they are transferred from pocket to pocket; they hide themselves
beneath his finger-nails, they fall into his shoes; departing, he carries away seed
lifted unbeknown in a dozen ways. Reaching the station, they are shed on floors
and carpets, they are swept out dry in dust; they are carried abroad glued to wet
boots; they adhere to gaiters and saddle-gear.90

While some plant species use sheep, human beings or inanimate objects as
their vehicles, others ‘to all intents and purposes reach . . . Tutira on their feet’,
spreading along the road margins. Some make this journey ‘with celerity and
confidence, by leaps and bounds’; others ‘hesitatingly, slowly, step by step,
feeling their way’; some, like St John’s wort, ‘saunter . . . southwards in a very
leisurely fashion’.91 ‘These exuberant anthropomorphisms’, as Calder calls them,
provide the rhetorical means to achieve precision and accuracy in the documentation of otherwise indescribable ecological relationships.92
In many ways Tutira resembles a classic Disney animation – a sequence
from Fantasia perhaps – in which everything comes alive and acts, everything
moves and dances and misbehaves in a wayward but exhilarating choreography.
Meanwhile the intentions of humans recede into the background, still visible
but diminished in proportion to the designs of nonhuman actors. As Calder
puts it, ‘the role of [human] intention in the historical patterning of events is
much reduced’, while ‘[u]nconscious behaviour . . . and unplanned outcomes
play a greater role’.93 Guthrie-Smith mobilises anthropomorphism in order to
reveal the operation, amongst animals and plants, of various capacities conventionally thought unique to humans, and to question the conviction that only
humans have agency. In so doing he challenges anthropocentrism and turns
the notion of anthropomorphism back upon itself. How do we know that those
capacities whose ascription to nonhumans we label ‘anthropomorphic’ (mind,
for example) are the exclusive prerogative of ‘anthropos’, after all? If we observe
the living world with unblinking attentiveness and unblinkered openness, can
we remain certain about what makes humans unique? Are we really as exceptional as we think we are?
By observing and documenting the myriad agencies at work in Tutira,
Guthrie-Smith aims to understand and respect ‘the rights of the land’; to recognise ‘in it something more than the ability to grow meat and wool’.94 There is
accordingly an explicit tension between the two overarching stories he narrates:
the creation of pastureland out of ‘wasteland’ and the consequent changes in
Tutira’s ecology. In his preface to the third edition, written in 1940, the year of
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his death, Guthrie-Smith wonders sadly whether he has ‘for sixty years desecrated God’s earth and dubbed it improvement’.95 Sometimes he envisages
pastoralism, including his own lifelong labours, as a form of mechanistic
exploitation that will prove unsustainably brutal to both animals and environments. The year he arrived in Tutira, 1882, coincided with the first shipment
of refrigerated meat to Britain, the initiative that installed pastoralism as the
primary economic and cultural motor of New Zealand society. Reflecting on the
half-century of farming history since that date, Guthrie-Smith envisages the
land itself as a sacrificial lamb, all too vulnerable to the increasingly industrialised depredations of mass agriculture. ‘The country under my régime has been
shorn of its fleece’, he writes regretfully, and ‘in the time to come it will be flayed
of its very skin’.96
Tutira delivers a forthright and prescient assessment of the impact of
pastoralism upon what is nowadays called ‘biodiversity’. On one hand, GuthrieSmith states bluntly that ‘[t]he real cause of diminution of native birds’ lies in
the changes made by agriculturalists: ‘At one time there were on Tutira many
hundreds of acres alive with forest birds; not one single individual now exists
on many of these localities, because not one single tree remains.’97 On the other
hand he finds cause for optimism in the unexpected ways some native species
have ‘actually been attracted to the place by novel conditions’ or ‘adapted themselves to changed environment’.98
These two attitudes – optimism at the possibilities and regret at the
losses created by new conditions – both result from Guthrie-Smith’s meticulous tracing of the interactions, large and small, between a multitude of
environmental actors. A fitting summary of Tutira thus might be found in
Bruno Latour’s call for a new political ecology based not on certainty but on
uncertainty, for which the maxim should be ‘[n]o one knows what an environment can do’.99
Both W. H. Guthrie-Smith and Samuel Butler, then, turning to the labour of
writing after the labour of farming, are determined find a new and less arrogant
way of perceiving the agency of nonhuman species. This effort seems remarkable for several reasons: because it occurs in the thick of the most rapid and
radical of ecological colonisations, because it so accurately anticipates future
needs and currents of thought, and, finally, because it depends most heavily
on collaboration with that most routinely underestimated of New Zealand’s
citizens, the sheep.
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Three
Opo’s Children

For 24 years, between 1888 and 1912, a Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus) popularly dubbed ‘Pelorus Jack’ met ships travelling from Wellington to Nelson
and escorted them through French Pass. It was said that despite the dangerous
currents and reefs, no shipwrecks occurred when Pelorus Jack was present,
and sometimes ships’ crews would wait for the dolphin to appear before proceeding through the pass. Following an unsuccessful attempt to shoot Jack
from the SS Penguin, the dolphin came under protection according to the Sea
Fisheries Act on 26 September 1904 – one of the first legal moves of its kind
in the world.1 In more ways than one, then, Pelorus Jack led New Zealanders,
from the end of the nineteenth century into the start of the twentieth, into a
new way of thinking about and relating to marine mammals. Since then, cetaceans have continued to draw us into a changed relationship with the natural
world. Following these encounters we have learnt to think differently, but also
to feel differently.
These kinds of shifts in feeling can be difficult to document or analyse –
despite the fact that history is surely moved by emotion, no less than by ideology
or economics. We are accustomed to thinking that social and cultural change
occurs because of the impact of ideas whose time has come: this is the humanist
view of history. And we are familiar with the alternative theory, that the beliefs
and actions of people are largely determined by their material conditions: this is
Marxist historiography. We tend to be far less adept, however, at accounting for
the role of emotional states in shaping historical phenomena.
One reason is that emotional realities are evanescent and hard to document
empirically. Even the most powerful of feelings might leave little record of their
passing. In fact, paradoxically, the difficulty of tracking emotional moods might
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increase with their dimensions. It is easy enough to accept autobiographical or
biographical evidence of an individual’s emotional life, but nearly impossible to
verify positively the existence and impact of shared states of feeling dispersed
throughout a culture, social group or population.
There is a second reason for the tendency to underestimate the historical role of states of emotion. Over the last few hundred years, in accordance
with the emphasis on reason and empirical observation that is the legacy
of the European Enlightenment, attentiveness to emotional realities has
come to be associated with subjectivism, lack of scholarly rigour, intellectual
weakness – all the epistemological vices that we tend to associate with the term
‘sentimentalism’.
Raymond Williams confronted this historiographical blind spot when
he suggested the term ‘structure of feeling’ to refer to those shared states of
emotion that operate in specific historical moments and places, as they are
influenced by, and as they influence, the surrounding socio-cultural forces
and systems. Williams defined ‘structure of feeling’ as a ‘lived’ or ‘practical
consciousness’ of meanings and values, prior to their explicit articulation,
definition, classification or rationalisation in fixed or official ideologies: ‘it is a
kind of feeling and thinking which is indeed social and material but each in an
embryonic phase before it can become fully articulate and defined exchange’.2
Because societies so often express their collective emotional dispositions
in relation to other species, interactions between humans and other animals
provide one crucial source of data on the structures of feeling that move history
along. Hence, for example, the provenance of taken-for-granted structures of
feeling such as compassion, humaneness, sympathy and sentiment cannot
be understood properly without reference to their conceptualisation vis-à-vis
nonhuman animals during the modern period. Time and again, changes in
structures of feeling have been not just expressed via, but enacted through, relationships with animals. In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, no class
of animals has been more central to this kind of process than cetaceans. In the
New Zealand context the best-known and most striking example is that of Opo.
A Children’s Playmate
For Raymond Williams, literature was the best source of data for studying
the way structures of feeling reflect and shape social histories. But of course
any cultural practice, text, product, site or event might be just as fruitful. For
instance, ‘human interest stories’ on TV news, because they are specifically
designed to evoke or appeal to the feelings of a wide audience, offer a rich source
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for this kind of enquiry – and not least because, very often, they are actually
‘animal interest stories’.
In 2006 New Zealand’s TV3 News featured a story of this kind. The piece
started with footage of children jumping off a jetty into a blue-green sea at
Opononi, a small settlement on New Zealand’s Hokianga Harbour. The voiceover begins: ‘Another Opononi summer, where the kids play in the water. But
there was a time, a magical time, when someone else played with them, and
made their town famous. It was the summer of Opo, in the mid-fifties.’ At this
point colour fades to black and white as the contemporary scene is replaced by
film footage from the 1950s: a crowd of adults and children standing knee-deep
in the shallows and a dolphin swimming amongst them, chasing a beach ball.
The reporter, Bob McNeil, describes how, over eleven weeks in the summer of
1955–56, a wild dolphin visited Opononi Beach almost every day, swimming and
playing with the increasingly large numbers of people who came to see her. ‘Opo
was a two-year-old bottlenose dolphin’, continues the voiceover, ‘who loved
and trusted human company.’ The story is intercut with short interviews with
locals who were children at the time, and accompanied by archival film footage
and photos. Included are extraordinary images, moving and still, of the dolphin
ducking between people’s legs, bouncing balls and beer bottles off her nose, and
allowing small children to be placed on her back.3
Opo’s visit became embedded in New Zealand popular culture with extraordinary speed, potency and durability. For half a century, in many different
genres, it has been told and retold. The events were relayed to the New Zealand
public via extensive newspaper and radio reporting at the time, and the story
was picked up by many overseas papers as well. The first extensive eyewitness
account was written by Piwai Toi, a local farmer, and published in Te Ao Hou,
the journal of the Maori Affairs Department, in 1958.4 But perhaps the longevity
of the story has more to do with the way it entered so quickly into various genres
of popular culture. Almost immediately the events in Opononi generated a
hit song, ‘Opo the Friendly Dolphin’, which can be heard in the background
of the TV3 story. Around the same time there was a children’s book, Opo: The
Gay Dolphin by Avis Acres, which is still in print today.5 Prominent film-maker
Rudall Hayward was sent to Opononi; his remarkable footage is used in the TV3
piece along with some of the stills taken by Eric Lee-Johnson, part of a photographic sequence that became justly famous (figs 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3).6
Extensive retellings of the Opo story were forthcoming throughout
the ensuing decades. In 1960 cultural historian Antony Alpers produced
a book-length treatment of the story which placed Opo in the context of
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dolphin–human friendships in ancient times.7 A novel based on the events was
published by well-known New Zealand writer Maurice Shadbolt in 1969, featuring a striking cover painting by artist Michael Smither, who was so struck
by the theme he continued to paint Opo-inspired images for the next decade.8
Another documentary, ‘Opononi: The Town that Lost a Miracle’, was made in
1972 by firebrand Māori film-maker Barry Barclay.9 Meanwhile Opo’s place in
New Zealand children’s culture was confirmed by a Little Golden Book version
of the tale, Opo the Happy Dolphin, written by Julia Graham in 1979.10 The story
has continued to circulate in the new millennium. The People-Faces, a novel by
Lisa Cherrington published in 2002, uses the memory of the dolphin’s close relationship with one particular child as the emotional fulcrum for a novel about
mental illness and Māori–Pākehā relations in contemporary Northland.11 And
in 2006, 50 years after the original events, popular kiwi singer-songwriter Don
McGlashan had a hit with a song about Opo entitled ‘Miracle Sun’.12
Most strikingly, in all these different versions (with only one significant
exception, which we will come back to later) the Opo story has retained certain
key elements unchanged. The first is the animal’s particular connection with
children, and with one child in particular, a thirteen-year-old girl called Jill
Baker. Piwai Toi wrote that Opo
was really and truly a children’s playmate. Although she played with grownups she
was really at her charming best with a crowd of children swimming and wading.
I have seen her swimming amongst children almost begging to be petted. She had
an uncanny knack of finding out those who were gentle among the young admirers,
and keeping away from the rougher elements.13

Lonely animal and lonely child make friends: a classic sentimental trope.
Literary historian Philip Fisher suggests that ‘the typical objects of sentimental
compassion are the prisoner, the madman, the child, the very old, the animal,
and the slave’.14
Another trait of sentimental narrative, according to Fisher, is the experimental extension of selfhood, subjectivity, and of ‘normal states of primary
feeling’ to those ‘from whom they have been previously withheld’.15 This is
also the second feature of the Opo story that remains consistent throughout
its 50-year history. All the retellings accord the dolphin two attributes of subjectivity: agency and personality. A conventional prejudice about wild animals
– that they only operate on instinct – is suspended and replaced with the
repeated assertion that this animal made an intentional choice to consort with
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humans over an extended period of time. Opononi publican Ian McKenzie, who
played with Opo as a child, sums this up in the TV3 news story: ‘it was her choice
to make friends with human beings and she didn’t hold back’.16 Moreover, as
shown by the remarks of Piwai Toi cited above, Opo was also ascribed a charismatic personality typified by gentleness combined with exuberance, a benign
sense of fun embodied in the dolphin’s apparently smiling face.
A third important element common to the many Opo narratives involves the
operation of a special period of grace, attributable to the presence of the animal,
which suspends the competitiveness, aggression, violence and grief of everyday
human life. In a detail that became inextricably associated with the Opo legend,
Toi describes how ‘[s]ome people got so excited when they saw Opo that they
went into the water fully clothed just to touch her’.17 This moment is wonderfully captured in one of Lee-Johnson’s photos, which shows a crowd of men,
women and children standing thigh-deep in luminous water, gazing seaward
in apparent rapture (fig. 3.1). As Alpers put it a few years later, ‘[o]ften it must
have suggested some Biblical scene, with simple believers crowding to touch
the garment of a Holy prophet and gain redemption’.18
Furthermore, in a statement confirmed by every other source, Toi asserted
the following:
With the record traffic on the roads I never heard of a single motoring accident
in coming to or returning to Opononi. As for swimmers there were easily over a
hundred young and old in the water but there was not a single drowning fatality.
With all these people coming during the weekends, Saturdays in particular when
up to 1500 people were jammed on the beach, there was no case of drunkenness,
fights or arguments.19

For the duration of the dolphin’s visit, as Alpers comments wryly, ‘Saturdays, for
all the crowds and all the beer, were not as New Zealand Saturdays so often are’.
Instead it was as if ‘[o]n this mass of sun-burned, jostling humanity, the gentle
dolphin had the effect of a benediction’.20
The reconciliatory atmosphere also extended to Māori and Pākehā relations.
The name of the harbour the dolphin visited, ‘Hokianga’, means ‘returning-place’, so called because it is believed to be the landing site of Kupe, the
Polynesian discoverer of Aotearoa, on his return voyage to the north. Toi cites
kaumātua Hohepa Heperi’s assertion that ‘Opo is the fish of peace, a legacy from
Kupe’.21 In other accounts it is said that Opononi Māori believed the dolphin to
be Kupe’s incarnation or at least his messenger. One kaumātua announced that
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‘Opo’s mission in life is to bring together all people, of all races, in peace and
friendship’.22 When Opo died, her funeral included extensive Māori ceremonials
as well as a message of condolence from the governor-general (fig. 3.2).
The final characteristic of the Opo story worth highlighting concerns the
time-scheme that typifies sentimental tragedy. According to Fisher, sentimentalism tends to evoke two kinds of temporality.23 The first is the moment
at which action comes just too late to prevent a tragedy. This is how McNeil
portrays Opo’s death in his commentary for the TV3 item:
But the sunny days of Opo’s summer were short-lived. There were already fears for
her safety, and on March the eighth 1956 dolphin protection legislation became law.
But it was all too late. A day later she was found dead, jammed between rocks at a
point across the harbour. The cause of her death has never been determined, but
many believe Opo was accidentally killed by someone using gelignite to catch fish.24

The second time-scheme Fisher associates with sentimental narrative is the
event ‘in the deep past’ which has ‘left irreversible damage’.25 This is how the
Opo story is recalled now; hence, McNeil finishes his news item as follows:
The summer of 1955 and ’56 was a time of innocence, a time when the days seemed
warmer, without the UV rays, a time when people seemed friendlier; but when Opo
was found dead in the rocks, it was over. The summer had ended, and there’s never
been another one like it since.26

The TV3 item thus concludes by inviting a classic sentimental nostalgia for
the golden days of childhood – so often associated in New Zealand with the
1950s. Like most forms of shared nostalgia, however, this structure of feeling
relates closely to contemporary anxieties. When the 1950s sun is said (surely
inaccurately) to be ‘without the UV rays’, we are reminded of current health
and environmental concerns (melanoma, the depletion of the ozone layer).
Even the friendliness of the people who shared Opo’s beach recalls various
present-day problems: their lack of drunkenness highlights our struggle with
substance abuse; their lack of aggression contrasts with our rates of violent
crime; their safe driving reminds us of our road toll. Of course it is not suggested
that Opo’s death is the cause of these contemporary ills, but the implication
(which operates according to the associative logic typical of sentimentalism) is
that the tragic termination of Opo’s visits symbolised our loss of innocence as
a society.
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The same mood – that of nostalgia for an irrecoverable innocence, and of
sorrow for an irremediable tragedy – is evoked by McGlashan’s ‘Miracle Sun’.
The song’s melody moves from repetitive, meditative verses into a soaring and
plaintive chorus, and its lyrics reflect the same tropes described above:
They say when people get to the water
they don’t undress, they just keep on walking out from the beach.
They say men weep when they see the dolphin.
He27 comes in close and does tricks for the children just out of reach.
They say he lets you go right up and touch him.
They say he lets you ride on his back, all slippery and cold.
Miracle Sun, shine on the water, shine in my heart.28

Benediction
The characteristics of sentimentalism that this chapter has borrowed from
Philip Fisher derive from his discussion of Charles Dickens’ Hard Times and
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. It might be asked why, in considering mid-twentieth-century events and their subsequent reworkings, it
makes sense to draw on ideas formulated in response to nineteenth-century
sentimental narratives. The answer is that throughout the twentieth century
sentimentalism was treated by scholars and researchers of all species, from scientists to literary critics, with almost universal contempt. The overwhelming
tendency in critical or theoretical discourse written over the last century is to
dismiss sentimentalism, or to refer to it in an unthinkingly pejorative manner.
As Fisher comments, today the term ‘sentimental’ is widely used to denote ‘false
consciousness of a particularly contemptuous kind’, or to describe cultural
effects that are ‘cheap, self-flattering, idealizing, and deliberately dishonest’.29
Yet this disdain for sentiment is a ‘peculiarly twentieth-century mistake’.30
During the eighteenth and much of the nineteenth centuries, the sentimental
structure of feeling was considered vital to Western aesthetic and philosophical
discourse. The development of one’s capacity for sentiment, characterised as a
heightened sensitivity to the experience and especially the suffering of others,
was thought a most appropriate means to achieve both private and public virtue,
and the main function of the arts was to achieve this disposition. Yet the end of
the nineteenth century and the start of the twentieth saw the emergence of an
aesthetic and critical ‘campaign to purge the [arts], generally by means of irony,
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of [their] sentimental texture’.31 For the modernists of the first half of the twentieth century, Victorian sentimentalism represented everything they wished
to leave behind: the consolation of miraculous escapes, the mordant sorrow of
drawn-out tragedies, clichéd forms of affect and aesthetics, and most of all the
complacencies of the bourgeois family.
The emergence of a cultural and intellectual contempt for sentimentalism
– especially in relation to nonhuman animals – had everything to do with the
simultaneous rise of positivist science and industrial capitalism. In both of these
domains, compassionate feelings for nonhuman animals in particular were perceived as obstacles, either to progress or profit. The industrialisation of animal
farming and slaughter, proceeding apace in locations such as the Chicago stockyards, required a radically dispassionate view of nonhuman animals.32 At the
same time, the increasingly strict intellectual separation between the arts and
the sciences was working hard to arrogate to the latter domain sole expertise in
regard to animals, and indeed all of nonhuman nature. The official triumph of
the culture of science over the culture of sentiment can be seen in turn-of-thecentury conflicts such as the ‘Old Brown Dog’ riots in Battersea, where a militant
and powerful anti-vivisection movement – largely female and working class in
membership – was finally defeated by the middle-class and overwhelmingly
male-dominated London School of Medicine.33 For the next several decades – at
least until the 1970s – the operations of commerce, industry and science would
be more or less invulnerable to challenges based on human sympathy for the
suffering of animals, precisely because such challenges could be assigned to the
increasingly devalued category of the merely sentimental. During much of this
period, for those charged with the task of considering animals at a professional
level – biologists, or those in agribusiness, or literary and cultural scholars – the
dominion of science, industrial capitalism and modernism made sentimentalism something between a crime and a sickness.
The manifestation of this anti-sentimentalist hegemony in the arts is well
illustrated by what happened when prominent New Zealand novelist Maurice
Shadbolt undertook to write a literary version of the Opo event. His novel This
Summer’s Dolphin relocates the story to a fictional offshore island in the late
1960s, and although the general contours of the narrative are the same, the novel
is shaped by Shadbolt’s determination to divest the event of its sentimental
pathos and give it instead a bold, savage, modernist authenticity. Accordingly,
in his novel the dolphin is not gentle at all, but rough and dangerous in his
play; the experience of his presence is sublime rather than sentimental, a kind
of exhilaration bordering on terror and annihilation. Indeed one of the novel’s
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characters, a university professor who sees the dolphin as an invitation for
reunion with the spirit of nature, walks fully clothed into the ocean towards
the circling fin, only to find that his inadequate training in marine zoology has
betrayed him, since the fin in question actually turns out to belong to a large
shark. His remains are washed up on the beach the next day.34
Similarly, instead of choosing as his special companion a gentle, lonely thirteen-year-old girl, Motu (the dolphin in Shadbolt’s novel) bonds with David, a
spectacularly troubled eighteen-year-old boy, traumatised by having shot his
twin sister dead the year before in a game of dare that went too far. The townsfolk also are far less benevolent in the novel than they are in other versions of
the Opo legend. Shadbolt’s imagined community resolves to confine Motu in
a concrete pool in order to retain tourist interest in the town. Consequently
(since the novel was written in 1968) a contingent of hippies arrives from the
mainland to defend the dolphin’s freedom and there ensues a violent confrontation with police. Finally one of the townsfolk, a returned serviceman
disgusted by the disorderly state of contemporary society, shoots the dolphin
from the beach. In keeping with the modernist aesthetics of alienation, This
Summer’s Dolphin includes a graphic, drawn-out and cruel depiction of the
animal’s death. Finding Motu washed up on the beach, dying from the gunshot
wound, the boy attempts to return him to the water and becomes so desperate
that a woman who has befriended him takes a rock and smashes the dolphin’s
skull to pieces; the boy then attacks her viciously in turn.35
Although This Summer’s Dolphin is a powerful novel, not even Shadbolt
claimed that it represented a more accurate version of the story. By a curious
coincidence, Shadbolt was himself resident in Opononi during that summer
of 1955–56, and witnessed Opo’s visits first-hand. Some years after publishing
his novel, he wrote a non-fiction account of the actual events, which in every
respect agrees with the sentimental content and tone of all other manifestations
of the Opo story – and therefore contrasts markedly with his modernist version
in This Summer’s Dolphin. Thus, in his eyewitness account, Shadbolt agrees
with other documentarians that ‘no one was ever hurt by Opo’. Describing Opo’s
real-life friendship with Jill Baker, he writes: ‘A lonely girl, an only child, she
thought the dolphin lonely too. Their friendship, in all that human turbulence,
became the more moving.’ And reflecting on the reaction of the Opononi townsfolk and the visiting tourists to their cetacean companion, he insists that, far
from causing the kind of self-interest and conflict he describes in his novel,
‘Opo had the effect of a benediction on the growing throng of humanity. . . . Opo
offered more than enough to the mystical; the event had all the atmosphere of
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a miracle.’ In the final words of this account he even describes ‘that half-lost
summer’ as ‘the only fairy-tale I am ever likely to live in my life’.36 The contrast
between Shadbolt’s two accounts of Opo – the sentimental but true-to-life recollection, and the artificial exercise in modernist realism – illustrates perfectly
the conflict between sentimentality and modernism as described by Fisher.
New Forms of Feeling
Perhaps the reason Shadbolt felt able to reconfirm the popular, sentimental
version of the Opo story a decade after his novel was published was that during
the 1970s such narratives were achieving an increasingly widespread and significant place in public discourse and action. In this respect, stories like that
of Opo demonstrate another aspect of the mistake made by twentieth-century
thinkers in relation to sentimentalism, in considering it not only a failure of
taste, but a form of failed politics: at best ineffectual, and at worst conservative or reactionary. In spite of these prejudices against it, sentimentalism has
often had a very strong relationship with progressive politics. Fisher describes
the function of nineteenth-century sentimental narrative as ‘a radical form of
popular transformation’ which proved capable of ‘massing small patterns of
feeling in entirely new directions’. Sentimentalism, deployed in this way, ‘trains
and explicates new forms of feeling’, offering ‘a necessary practice for a transformation of moral life that is approaching’.37
In the second half of the twentieth century, experiences like the Opo event
acted in precisely this way. Such stories were circulated over and over again
because they provided concentrated, vivid, highly charged emblems for
radical transformations of popular cultural affect that were occurring at the
time. This point can be illustrated by considering the most famous and clichéd
of Lee-Johnson’s images: the one of a smiling Opo embraced by Mrs Goodson,
a local schoolteacher (fig. 3.3). Such is our familiarity with this kind of image
nowadays that it is very hard to imagine how remarkable it must have seemed
at the time. But in the mid-1950s only mariners would have had any familiarity
with dolphins. The aqualung was not yet widely available; television wouldn’t
reach the country until 1960; and the first popular imagery of dolphins – the
series Flipper, for example – didn’t air until the mid-1960s. Nor was there any
significant public structure of feeling in favour of cetaceans at work during the
mid-1950s; New Zealand was still a decade away (and Australia more than two
decades away) from cessation of commercial whaling.
Sometimes the clichéd appearance of sentimental images or narratives indicates the thoroughness with which they have permeated the public imaginary.
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The staleness we have come to associate with political conservatism might
actually be the mark of an enduring achievement. Such is the case with the
dolphin smile. For it was during the 1960s and 1970s that dolphins became
visible – indeed ubiquitous – as icons of humans’ lost relation to nature and as
ambassadors of a planet in crisis. In their book Cosmodolphins Mette Bryld and
Nina Lykke assert that 1960 was the year in which the dolphin, ‘[m]ysteriously
smiling, . . . entered the American imagination’.38 Up until then, they assert,
very little research had been done on cetaceans. Not until that year did the
echo-locating or sonar abilities of dolphins become an established scientific
fact. . . . Because of their extra-terrestrial environment, these sea mammals were
extremely difficult to study, and of the Marinelands or oceanaria that became so
widespread later on there were at that time only a couple in the USA.39

Quite suddenly, however, within a few years, and certainly within a decade,
dolphins and whales began to gain enormous public popularity as ‘harbinger[s]
of a New Age’.40 More and more sentimental accounts began to emerge of
charged encounters between humans and cetaceans. And these stories and
images were encapsulations of a very large change in popular ideology – that
powerful challenge to modernity’s mastery over nature which we now recognise as embodied by the environmental and animal advocacy movements.
Placed in context, then, the Opo event becomes a vivid instance of new and
culturally significant kinds of emotional connection that were occurring at
the time between humans and animals, and especially between humans and
cetaceans. Antony Alpers anticipated this when, in evoking the mood that
permeated Opononi during the dolphin’s visit, he described an atmosphere of
reconciliation extending to interspecies relationships:
There was such an overflow of . . . friendly feelings that it seemed the crowds were
composed of people wanting to be forgiven for something – for the unkindness,
perhaps, that humans generally do to animals in the wild. The dolphin, who never
once snapped at a hand, seemed to offer forgiveness to all.41

Opo’s portrayal as gentle and peaceful ambassador from the seas gives the story
a messianic tone, especially in combination with the manner of her untimely
death. By general agreement she died from gelignite blasts set off by local fishermen. Whether or not Opo was killed deliberately by those who thought she
was scaring away their catch, or accidentally as the result of an indiscriminate
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and irresponsible form of fishing, the tragic suffering of an innocent victim
at the hands of a violent and exploitative system is typically sentimental, and
gives added force to the significance cetaceans would increasingly gain, by the
end of the twentieth century, as icons for the environmentalist critique of the
rape of the oceans.
The Opo narrative, then, exemplifies the kind of cultural event that ‘arouses
and excites action toward that part of the public future that is still open to
decision and alternatives’.42 It does so by inviting its audience, through sentimental effects, to ‘enter what are only temporarily exotic configurations of
experience’.43 To demonstrate this more explicitly, we need to put the Opo event
in the context of other similar dolphin conversion stories.
During the mid-1960s a New Zealander called Paul Spong – a graduate of
Canterbury University, subsequently trained in neuropsychology at UCLA –
was hired by the University of British Columbia (UBC) to undertake behavioural
research on Skana, a captive Orcinus orca at the Vancouver Public Aquarium.
Attempting to test the orca’s visual acuity, Spong was suddenly nonplussed by
a complete turnaround in his subject’s performance. After weeks of scoring
almost 100 per cent, Skana suddenly got ‘exactly the wrong answer eighty-three
times in a row’. Recognising that these results could not be explained as mere
mistakes, Spong began to suspect that Skana, having learnt how to pass the test,
was giving the wrong answers on purpose. As his wife Linda put it: ‘Is there a
Latin phrase for animal rebellion against scientists?’44
One day, as Spong sat dangling his legs in her pool, Skana swam up and raked
his feet with her teeth, causing him – not unnaturally – to jerk them out of the
water. This she did several times, until he decided to leave his feet where they
were. As soon as he stopped reacting in fright, Skana gave up the behaviour.
As Spong saw it, this was Skana experimenting with him.
Beginning to recognise not only that Skana was more intelligent than his
first experiments had supposed, but that she was an active subject rather than
a passive object in what he was doing, Spong began a series of more unconventional experiments. As with Opo, the cetacean’s agency, rather than that
of the human, began to define the encounter. At the same time, Spong, who
had no prior interest in cetaceans and had taken the UBC job only as a career
move, began to develop a powerful emotional attachment to the isolated
whale, who had been caught from the wild a few years earlier. This led to a
famous moment of sentimental connection. He would stand at the side of the
pool playing his flute to her, and she would listen and at times seem to reply
(fig. 3.4).
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Here again, then, the key elements of the sentimental narrative are at work.
Skana is both an animal and a prisoner, two of Fisher’s categories of likely
subjects for sentimentalism. The story represents the experimental – in every
sense of the word – extension of subjectivity, of affect and intelligence to this
being who was formerly denied it. There is a miraculous, but tragically brief,
period of grace during which Spong plays his flute and Skana responds, and
they learn to trust each other. Then Spong is sacked from his job for publicly
calling for the whale to be freed back into the wild. There is a tragic, just-toolate time-scheme: in 1980, just as Spong’s long campaign to free her comes close
to realisation, Skana dies in captivity and her body is sold for dog food by the
aquarium.
The broader political outcome of this sentimental narrative is one of the
most familiar historical phenomena of our time. Spong went on to become
a researcher of wild orca, and a campaigner against keeping cetaceans in
captivity. In 1973 he persuaded a group of Canadian activists, who until that
time had been concentrating on protesting against nuclear arms, to begin a
campaign to ‘Save the Whales’. And it was this campaign, and especially the
famous confrontation on the high seas with Russian whaling ships during the
International Whaling Commission meeting in 1975 – a moment Spong helped
orchestrate – that resulted in the emergence of this group at the forefront of
the environmental movement. The organisation in question was of course
Greenpeace.
Paul Spong’s sentimental engagement with Skana, then, was a formative
inspiration for the course taken by the contemporary environmental movement.
While trying to persuade the Greenpeace founders to get involved in the antiwhaling campaign, Spong took Bob Hunter, one of the group’s leaders, to meet
Skana in her pool. When Hunter leant down to meet the whale, Skana opened
her jaws and gently enclosed Hunter’s head between her teeth. Even Spong was
alarmed. ‘One moment I felt more fear than I’ve ever felt in my life’, Hunter told
Spong after this experience, ‘then the next moment I felt a shower of absolute
trust’.45 Hunter, too, came away from the encounter committed to the Save the
Whales campaign.
There are a number of other such stories from this period in history, in which
a radical conversion in personal beliefs resulted from emotional engagement
between human and cetacean, which in turn had broad and significant political
and cultural effects. Another well-known example is that of John Cunningham
Lilly. At the time Opo was visiting Opononi, Lilly was conducting invasive and
lethal neuropsychological experiments on dolphins at the Marineland Research
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Laboratory in Florida. Live dolphin subjects were immobilised in ‘coffin-like
plexiglass tanks’ while steel tubes containing electrodes were hammered
through their skulls in order to measure brain patterns suggesting motivational
and linguistic abilities. Surprised by the capacity for learning and communication demonstrated by his dolphin subjects, and moved at last by their evident
distress and their deaths, Lilly began to lobby his fellow scientists to halt the
use of invasive neurological procedures in both animal and human subjects.46
His published work increasingly transgressed the scientific principles of neutrality and detachment: Man and Dolphin (1961) insisted on the need for
‘bilateral kindness’ between humans and cetaceans, while Programming and
Metaprogramming in the Human Biocomputer (1974) blended ideas about information technology and extraterrestrial life to propose a model for biological,
emotional and metaphysical ‘interlock’ between humans and cetaceans.47
Meanwhile another cetacean convert was in the making. During the 1960s,
Ric O’Barry was one of the chief trainers for the captive dolphins at the Miami
Seaquarium, including the animals who played the eponymous role in the TV
series Flipper, which had a significant function in introducing the image of cetaceans as ‘friends in the sea’. According to O’Barry, his turning point occurred
after Kathy, one of the Flipper dolphins, died in his arms in what he believed
to be suicide as the result of her captivity-induced despair. Soon afterwards he
began campaigning for and assisting in the release of captive cetaceans, as he
continues to do today.48
A strikingly similar trajectory was followed in New Zealand by Frank Robson,
who was the captor and trainer of the first dolphins at Napier Marineland in
1965. Before long, Robson became concerned about the welfare of his charges,
and by the end of the 1960s he was campaigning for their release. During the
1970s, Robson also began to organise rescue operations for stranded whales,
and this work provided a primary inspiration and influence on the emergence
of Project Jonah, the volunteer organisation that continues to carry out such
rescues. Robson became a respected figure for his self-taught anatomical knowledge of cetaceans, and he was awarded a Queen’s Service Order in 1988 for his
contributions to marine conservation. More controversially, he attributed his
shift in direction – from the capture and training of cetaceans to advocacy for
their freedom and wellbeing – to his possession of a powerful telepathic link
with dolphins and whales, which he describes in detail in his books.49
Here again, then, as in the other stories of cetacean–human encounters
from the 1950s and 1960s, the catalyst – the element that flips exploitation into
advocacy – belongs to a realm conventionally and deliberately excluded and
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discredited by positivist science, whether it be the realm of sentiment, metaphysics or mysticism. The persistence and potency of these dispositions remind
us of two things. The first is that the structures of thought and behaviour that
comprise popular culture and everyday life are not shaped solely, and perhaps
not even primarily, by rationality. The second is that animality, in its relation to
humanity, always entails something beyond or in excess of our most carefully
constructed and authoritative systems for understanding and controlling the
world around us.
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Four
The Whale Road

Tere tohorā, tere tangata.
(Where whales journey, people follow.)
– Māori whakataukī
Leviathan maketh a path to shine after him.
– The Book of Job
Ofer hron-rād.
(Over the whale-road.)
– Beowulf

What are the origin stories or creation myths of Aotearoa New Zealand? Those
that come most easily to mind are big fish tales. Māui hooks a titanic stingray
that becomes the northern landmass. Kupe chases a prodigious wheke
(octopus) that leads him to discover these islands. Paikea travels here from
Hawaiki on the back of (or in the form of) a whale. The waka that carry the first
migrants are protected and guided on their journeys by taniwha, supernatural
sea-beasts in the shape of cetaceans.1 This recurrent motif is hardly surprising:
remote as it is from other landmasses, Aotearoa could only be colonised by the
most nautically proficient and adventurous of ocean-going peoples. It could be
that these marine megafauna mythologies preserve trace memories of ancient
navigational techniques: the migratory routes followed by cetaceans and the
distribution patterns of their food sources – the seasonal appearance of krill, the
locations of seals, squid, octopus and fish – are likely to have been important
elements in the data that Pacific voyagers used to make their journeys of exploration and settlement.2
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But of course we must also remember that these stories have come to us,
and achieved their cultural authority and pre-eminence, in large part through
the work of selection, translation and revision undertaken by nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century Pākehā ethnographers like George Grey, Elsdon Best
and Percy Smith.3 These myths were preserved in the forms familiar to us
because they served certain kinds of ideologically influenced intellectual construction – in particular, the view of Māori as the Aryans of the South Seas, a
great race of explorers, voyagers and conquerors. More recently, since the last
decades of the twentieth century, this corpus of origin stories has been again
revised and reinterpreted, this time in accordance with the emerging ideology
of environmentalism.
As a result, the Māori legendary narratives selected for inclusion in recent
publications are often those that can easily be read according to concerns about
ecology and sustainability. Here again, obviously, stories about marine megafauna provide the right kind of resonance. Thus, for example, Chris Winiata’s
2001 Legends of Aotearoa tells the story of trickster Tama-Te-Kapua of Te Arawa,
who, upon reaching East Cape, discovers the carcass of a dead sperm whale,
tied to a tree by earlier arrivals, the people of the Tainui waka. Because of the
value of beached whales (which provide a windfall – or a wave-fall – of meat,
oil and bone), and because the rope signifies not just a claim to the animal but
to the whole area, Tama comes up with one of his trademark ruses. He weaves
a rope from flax, scorches it to make it look weathered, ties it to the whale and
buries it in the sand. When the Tainui people return, Tama-Te-Kapua uncovers
his rope and asserts that his people have a prior claim to both whale and land.
Grumbling suspiciously, his rivals retreat further down the coast, ceding to
Te Arawa the place they name Whangaparāoa, Sperm Whale Bay.4
Such stories speak to a contemporary readership because they address
current issues in environmental politics, such as disputes over territorial rights
of access to marine species (beached whales, but also the associated coastline
and its populations of fish, shellfish, seals and so on). Many of the more famous
stories also lend themselves to such interpretation: Māui’s brothers fight over
their competing claims to a share of their pōtiki’s prodigious catch, and Kupe
seeks to kill Muturangi’s gigantic cephalopod offsider because they are hogging
all the fish. These narratives seem to yield cultural and moral messages that
are relevant to contemporary environmental conditions, in particular the need
for respectful treatment of nonhuman species. In their greed and impatience,
Māui’s brothers ruin the great fish before he has time to find a tohunga who
can remove the tapu on his catch. Reverence is due to the guardian taniwha or
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whales associated with many iwi, if they are to maintain the protection they
offer their human relatives. Beached whales may be regarded as a resource,
but if their consumption is marked by the kind of greed and fighting shown by
Māui’s brothers, the whales may reawaken and return to the sea, or their meat
may spoil in the oven.
Of course, this is not to say that such concerns could not have been part of
the stories’ meaning in their original, pre-Pākehā cultural context; it is merely
to point out that, from amongst the many and various attitudes to nonhuman
animals that were undoubtedly present in pre-European-contact Māori culture,
one particular tendency is being selected, emphasised and revised because it
seems to correspond with the ecological preoccupations of contemporary New
Zealand and global thought. One purpose of this chapter is to examine a few
examples of narratives that show this process of revision at work.
This will entail consideration also of New Zealand’s other, younger set of
whale origin stories: those of Pākehā settlers. It was the lure of whale oil and
spermaceti – raw materials for the factories and cities of the industrial revolution – that first brought European and American ships to these shores in
significant numbers at the end of the eighteenth century. Of the first permanent European settlers, many came here to work the shore whaling stations that
were established around the coast from about 1820 onwards. In the communities servicing these stations tangata whenua and tauiwi first worked together,
intermixed and intermarried.5 These narratives function as ‘creation myths’, too,
which have also been revised and reinterpreted over the last few decades – at
least since the mid-1980s, which seems to be a watershed for this process. It was
during those years that a vigorous rewriting of both Māori and Pākehā whale
tales took place, reflecting a more general reconceptualisation of the nation’s
identity and place in the world.
A Turn of the Tide
Historians, sociologists and cultural critics agree that 1984 constituted a historic
turning point for Aotearoa New Zealand.6 The Fourth Labour Government,
elected in that year, swiftly initiated a series of reforms – the dismantling of
protectionism and Keynesian economics, the scaling-back of the welfare state
– that launched New Zealand onto the choppy waters of globalisation. The
resulting loss of economic and political sovereignty was culturally compensated
for and disguised by a new kind of national identity, resonantly given voice by
Prime Minister David Lange, which relied on a few distinguishing motifs. The
first was the supposed independence of New Zealand foreign policy, epitomised
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by nuclear-free legislation in 1985 and dramatically reinforced that year when
the French DGSE (external intelligence agency) bombed the Greenpeace ship
Rainbow Warrior in Auckland Harbour, shortly before its departure to protest
against France’s nuclear testing programme at Moruroa. The second source of
New Zealand’s local difference in an increasingly interconnected world was
te ao Māori. The third was the supposed sublimity and purity of the country’s
natural environment.
The ideals associated with these motifs – non-aggression, protection of
the environment, respect for indigeneity, harmonious co-existence – were of
course the same ones invoked, since the 1970s, by the global peace and environmental movements, and embodied, thanks to the work of Greenpeace, in the
Save the Whales campaign. No wonder, then, that New Zealand writers began
in the 1980s to rework their own cultures’ stories about cetaceans. By drawing
simultaneously on local myths of origin and on the global symbolism of the
environmental, indigenous rights and peace movements, these writers set out
to reconceptualise what it meant to live in New Zealand, and what it meant
to be a New Zealander in the wider world. Novels as diverse in other ways as
Ian Wedde’s Symmes Hole (1985), Witi Ihimaera’s The Whale Rider (1987) and
Graham Billing’s The Chambered Nautilus (1993) all deployed narratives in
which the discovery and inhabitation of Aotearoa New Zealand, by Māori and
Pākehā alike, depended upon and were mediated via the relationship between
humans and cetaceans.7
Ihimaera’s novel vividly reworks traditional legendary material for the contemporary moment. The Whale Rider begins with a creation story based on
the Ngāti Porou legend of Paikea or Kahutia Te Rangi. In some tales Kahutia
Te Rangi becomes a whale, in some he rides on the back of one; in Ihimaera’s
version, whale and rider are a supernatural blend of whale and man, a mystical
union between human and nonhuman: ‘The dark shape rising, rising again.
A taniwha, gigantic. A tipua. . . . [A]stride the head, as it broke skyward, was a
man. He was wondrous to look upon, the whale rider.’8 This opening myth introduces a notion upon which the whole novel pivots: that tangata whenua and
tohorā are ‘interlocked’, that they share a relationship not of master and slave
but of benefactor and guardian. As the figure who brings together human and
animal, and combines culture, nature and supernature, the whale rider functions as the transfer point for that necessary reciprocity between nonhuman
nature and human inhabitation which Ihimaera will emphasise throughout his
novel:
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. . . he brought with him the mauri, the life-giving forces which would enable us
to live in close communion with the world. . . . They gave instructions on how
man might korero with the beasts and creatures of the sea so that all could live in
helpful partnership.9

This ideal interrelationship between the human and nonhuman domains
is embodied by whales, who have ‘always held a special place in the order of
things’, since they represent ‘the close kinship of man with the inhabitants of
the ocean, and of land with sea’. The ‘whale family’, as Ihimaera calls it – nicely
combining the zoological and affective connotations of the phrase – ‘became
known as the helpers of men lost at sea. . . . [A]s long as the mariner possessed
the necessary authority and knew the way of talking to whales.’10 After this
mythic prologue, however, The Whale Rider shifts to a contemporary and postlapsarian world in which the primal kinships between human and nonhuman
have been broken.
In the novels by Ian Wedde and Graham Billing, whales are the agents of settlement in a rather different manner. Both writers draw extensively upon the
history of cross-cultural engagement between Māori and the first European
settlers who came to the country’s coastlines to engage in shore whaling. The
most absorbing sequence in The Chambered Nautilus occurs at a whaling
station in the early nineteenth century. While the Pākehā and Māori whalemen
are dealing with a right whale calf and mother out in the bay, the station’s
children – whose variegated skin colours, ‘black . . . , brown, coffee-coloured
and spuriously white’, demonstrate the degree to which Māori and Pākehā
have intermarried – emulate their parents by lancing the swollen belly of a
dead and rotting whale that lies onshore. The resulting explosion of rancid krill
buries one of the boys, who is rescued from death and then baptised by the missionary Windseer: ‘This was Jonah, he thought, come not from the mouth of
the whale but from the womb, a man-fish with a sacred future, a Maori Jonah’.
Simultaneously tangata whenua and tauiwi, human and fish, Old Testament
prophet and Māori prophet, the rescued boy symbolises Billing’s project: the
creation of a syncretistic metaphysical epic for a bicultural nation.11
Wedde’s story of an originating baptism is less pungent but no less vivid.
Worser Heberley, the nineteenth-century protagonist of Symmes Hole, is tricked
into coming to New Zealand by whaleman Jacky Guard and marooned amongst
local Māori at Te Awaiti, a place that will host one of the country’s longestoperating shore whaling stations. Facing the radical foreignness of his new home,
Heberley undergoes an epiphany, a rebirth in which he accepts his place there,
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‘a moment of submerged vertigo, when he felt his ordinary breath rush out; and
then swung back, washed clear of everything he’d known – righted, dripping,
into this new world’.12 The sensation evoked here becomes recognisable when
we compare it with a fundamentally cetacean movement – that is, with the
porpoising of cruising dolphins or the sounding and breaching of whales: a
dive under water, followed by a reverse dive up into the air. Here, as elsewhere
in the novel, Wedde envisages for the settler a way of life that does not involve
aggressive occupation of land or displacement of other inhabitants: a mode of
inhabitation that operates not as a territorial stance – not as what Allen Curnow
calls ‘standing upright here’ – but as a movement back and forth between different environments, a fluent accommodation to their different demands.
Whaling Histories
While the active hunting of whales was not a significant part of pre-European
Māori culture, beached whales were regarded as bounty from the sea, to be
harvested for meat, bone and other materials.13 According to Wayne Ngata,
‘strandings have been (and still are) an occasion for awe, for sorrow (at the
death of a distant relative), and ultimately a cause for elation at the bounty
provided’.14 Moreover the first Polynesian settlers brought with them particular
rituals – usually performed by tohunga and focused upon a whale-shaped
mauri – designed to draw whales to the land. In a number of traditional stories,
strandings occur as markers of special beneficence from the sea deity, Tangaroa,
on the occasion of some socially significant event, such as a tangi. Yet, even in
such cases, respect had to be accorded to the whale in the process of harvesting:
rituals of gratitude for the animal’s sacrifice, and regulations ensuring that care
was taken in the processing of its carcass, lest it come back to life and return to
the sea.15
A story known throughout Polynesia encapsulates the injunction to
consume whales in a sustainable and respectful manner. Ngae (or Kae) visits
the village of Tinirau, where he is treated with great hospitality. Tinirau even
treats him to a slice of meat carefully taken from the latter’s pet whale, Tutunui.
With the same generosity Tinirau offers Tutunui as the vehicle for Ngae’s return
home, asking that he dismount and send the whale back before they reach the
shallows. However, Ngae treacherously forces Tutunui to swim right onto the
beach, where he strands and is butchered by Ngae’s people. When the smell of
cooking whale meat drifts across the water to Tinirau’s island, the latter realises
what has happened and sets out to take lethal revenge on his ungrateful guest.
The ‘simple moral of the story’, according to Ngata, ‘is to enjoy but conserve a
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resource’. He suggests the tale conveys the philosophy of Ngāti Porou in relation
to cetaceans: ‘Whales are revered relations in the tribal area, but despite this
they are a resource to be used, respectfully, in the Tinirau tradition.’16
This tradition provides an illuminating context for the climax of Ihimaera’s
novel, which pivots on the unanimous commitment by an East Coast Māori
community to return a pod of stranded whales to the sea. Instead of regarding
the beached animals as a consumable gift from Tangaroa to a depleted and
demoralised people, Ihimaera’s protagonists identify their own cultural survival
with that of the whales. ‘You have all seen the whale’, declares the patriarch
Koro, referring to the ancient bull whale who seems to have led the pod to the
shore:
‘It is a reminder of the oneness which the world once had. . . . [A]nd if we have forgotten the communion then we have ceased to be Maori. . . . The whale is a sign . . . .
It has stranded itself here. If we are able to return it to the sea, then that will be
proof that the oneness is still with us. . . . If it lives, we live. . . .’17

If this seems a bold departure from the tradition of harvesting stranded whales,
Ihimaera licenses it by reference to an alternative strand of local tikanga. During
an earlier whale-stranding incident, when three men use a chainsaw to remove
the jaw from a still-living animal, the narrator remarks that
that sequence of human butchery . . . triggered feelings of sorrow and anger among
the people on the Coast. Some would have argued that in Maori terms a stranded
whale was traditionally a gift from the Gods and that the action could therefore
be condoned. But others felt more primal feelings of aroha for the beasts which
had once been our companions from the Kingdom of the Lord Tangaroa. Nor was
this just a question of one whale among many; this was a matter of two hundred
members of a vanishing species.18

The last two sentences of this passage demonstrate the energetic switching
between cultural registers that is characteristic of Ihimaera. One sentence
appeals to a structure of feeling identified as endemic to East Coast Māori
tradition: that of aroha, familial love or loyalty, which countermands the
unconstrained exploitation of whales, even stranded ones. Ihimaera invests
this disposition with foundational authority by describing it as ‘primal’. With a
marked change of tone, however, the next sentence echoes contemporary global
conservationist discourse, deploying the language of species conservation.
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By closely associating these two perspectives, Ihimaera aligns philosophical
positions that have very different derivations. He suggests that this convergence
between the interspecies ethics of an East Coast Māori community and those
of the contemporary conservation movement can occur because fundamental
principles of respect for nonhuman nature have always been one element in the
multi-faceted attitude of Māori to whales.
The same convergence is at work when the novel describes the capacity for
communication between humans and cetaceans: ‘But as the world aged and
man grew away from his godliness, he began to lose the mauri of speech with
whales, the power of interlock.’19 The word ‘mauri’ signifies ‘life principle’ or
‘special character’, and can also refer to a talismanic object that has been ritually
endowed with the vitality of a person, a people or a place.20 Thus, in Ihimaera’s
opening chapter, the whale rider flings ‘small spears of mauri seaward and
landward’ in order to implant various kinds of beneficial vitality for the people
who will follow: one of these, presumably, is the mauri of communication with
whales, which is subsequently lost but will be renewed in the person of Kahu,
Koro’s granddaughter.21 But Ihimaera also provides a Pākehā equivalent for this
particular mauri when he refers to ‘the power of interlock’. As the italics suggest,
this word, when used as a noun and in the context of human relationships with
cetaceans, has a very specific derivation. In his 1981 book Dolphin Dolphin, New
Zealand marine adventurer Wade Doak announced what he called ‘Project
Interlock’: the establishment of protocols for communication between humans
and wild cetaceans who participate of their own free will and on their own
terms.22 Doak himself borrowed this use of the word interlock from dolphin
researcher and mystic John Lilly, who coined it to describe communication
between species, and especially between humans and cetaceans. ‘Dolphins’,
wrote Lilly, ‘correctly approached, seek interlock with those humans who are
secure enough to openly seek them (at all levels) in the water.’23 In this respect,
then, Ihimaera is clearly drawing on the blend of science and mysticism that
emerged from the change in Western attitudes to marine mammals during the
1960s and 1970s.
This two-way translation between tikanga Māori and the discourses of
Pākehā environmentalism does not operate merely at a metaphysical level,
however: it also takes place at the more pragmatic and material levels of ecology
and economics. The narrator tells us that as long as the descendants of Paikea
continued to honour Tangaroa, ‘ceremonials of respect were employed between
man and sea’; in particular, ‘fishing grounds became steeped in special rituals
to ensure their bounty’.24 It is this kaupapa, designed to ensure a sustainable
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relationship between local iwi and marine species, that Koro attempts to pass
on to his young initiates by describing to them the various forms of tapu, rāhui
and mauri that were once put in place to protect against overfishing.25 These
elements of kaupapa are presented as the equivalents of such contemporary
sustainability strategies as fishing quotas, marine reserves and declarations of
protected species status.
Yet Ihimaera has no intention of idealising these ‘conservationist’ elements
in Māori culture. On the contrary, he has Koro describe first-hand his own participation in his people’s dishonouring of their own tikanga. Since whales play a
special role as guarantors of the contract between ‘man and sea’, operating both
as ‘guardians’ of the regulated fishing areas and protectors of humans at sea, the
most egregious breach of contract occurs when Māori participate in the wholesale exploitation of whales – as they did when they joined Pākehā in operating
shore whaling stations: ‘the time came when man turned on the beast which
has been companion to him and the whalekilling began’.26 The novel’s recurrent
allusion to this history is integral to the dialogue it carries out between Pākehā
and Māori forms of conservationism. If, as the story of Tutunui suggests, Māori
attitudes to whales have always included both the licensing of consumption
and the injunction to respect and conserve, then Ihimaera’s narrative suggests
that contemporary Māori (and Pākehā) should emphasise the latter, precisely in
order to make amends for their abandonment, in the recent past, of any trace of
the former.
By the 1930s, shore whaling had undergone a rapid decline, but one or two
stations were still in operation and predominantly staffed by Māori on the East
Coast of the North Island.27 Koro describes his childhood memories of one of
these stations:
‘. . . down by the slipway, I could see the longboats being launched into the sea. I ran
down past the sheds and the pots on the fires were already being stoked to boil
down the blubber. All of a sudden my uncle yelled out to me to get on his boat with
him. . . . That’s when I saw the whales really close . . . . I have never forgotten, never.
They had mana. . . . Then the harpoons began to sing through the air. But I was
young, you see, and all I could feel was the thrill, like when you do a haka. . . . I can
remember that when a whale was harpooned it would fight like hang. Eventually
it would spout blood like a fountain, and the sea would be red. Three or four other
boats would tow it ashore to the nearest place and cut it up and share out the meat
and the oil and everything. When we started to strip the blubber of the whale in the
whaling station, all the blood flowed into the channel. . . .’28
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Enthusiastic participation in whaling by some Māori coastal communities
began with the very first contacts between Europeans and tangata whenua.
Ocean whaling vessels, hunting sperm whales, began to make landfall here
in the 1790s, and by the first decades of the nineteenth century were frequent
visitors in areas such as the Bay of Islands. The first extended contacts between
Māori and Europeans occurred as a result of these visits, and Māori began to
enlist as crew on whaling ships, where they soon gained a formidable reputation – no doubt due to their prior training in taiaha and related martial arts
– for their prowess as harpooners.29 In the 1820s, as sperm whales grew scarcer
in New Zealand waters, and as growing demand for whalebone made baleen
whales more profitable, dozens of shore whaling stations sprang up along the
coasts. In these small settlements, Europeans made the commitment to stay
for long periods, or permanently, in greater numbers than ever before. In so
doing, they formed strong and intimate ties with local iwi. The common form
of contract involved intermarriage, which brought into play the principle of utu
or reciprocity, so that the tauiwi whalemen would gain the protection of their
wives’ whānau and hapū, in exchange for assistance during times of war and a
commitment to labour- and profit-sharing from the station itself. These whaling
stations often constituted genuinely bicultural communities: English, in the
form of the whalemen’s argot, spread rapidly among the local Māori population,
while the Pākehā adopted terms and concepts from te reo and te ao Māori in
turn.30 It is this subculture or interculture that Wedde represents in the figure of
Worser Heberley.31
Water Men
In Symmes Hole, the primary means by which Worser Heberley learns to inhabit
his new location is by acquiring a finely calibrated sensitivity to the contours
and currents of the local environment: ‘the Tasman that dumped lines of green
water and yellow froth on the long ramp of pebbly beach and black sand with
its whitened tossed-up driftwoods was intimate to him. . . . It was familiar, you
knew where you were, rule number one.’32 Worser ‘knows where he is’ only when
he achieves intimacy with the tidal, seasonal, ecological and meteorological
conditions specific to the Marlborough Sounds – when they become second
nature to him. The reader is invited to approve and identify with what Wedde
calls (in the mock literary-critical introduction to the novel) the ‘natural terms
of [Worser’s] occupancy’. Yet in the novel this environmentalist or ecological
lesson exists alongside a significant contradiction: Worser’s ‘natural occupancy’
actually depends on a robber industry, indeed one of the most ecologically
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reckless extractive enterprises in a colonial history well supplied with examples.
In reality, the likely consequences of shore whaling were quite visible at
the time. Whalemen in the 1830s both knew and ignored the salutary history
of sealing in southern New Zealand, which began its short-sighted boom in
the 1790s and collapsed by the 1820s.33 In Wedde’s novel, Heberley’s sometime
mentor Jacky Guard refers to the cessation of his visits to Foveaux Strait ‘since
the seals run out’. Later Guard also mentions the decline in sperm whaling as a
factor in his attempt to promote shore whaling: ‘if you’d seen what I saw when
I climbed the ridge across the channel from that beach on Arapawa’, he tells
Heberley, ‘Rights close inshore a bloody nursery I looked down there they were
oil and bone could damn near have put an iron in them from where I stood, now
that your cachalots are getting scarce Rights are better business’.34
There were also observers at the time who explicitly decried the unsustainable practices of New Zealand shore whaling. German botanist Ernst
Dieffenbach, following his visit to Te Awaiti in 1839, noted that
[t]he female whale approaches the land merely for the purpose of bringing forth
and rearing her young. . . . To kill the calves in order to capture the mother, or to
kill the latter in the time of gestation, is an unprofitable and cruel proceeding;
but it carries with it its own punishment. In a few years this trade . . . will be
annihilated.35

Of course Dieffenbach’s prognosis was correct. During the 1840s the number
of right whales visiting New Zealand coasts began to decline dramatically,
resulting in the collapse of shore whaling after only two decades as an economically significant industry. A small number of stations – notably Te Awaiti
itself, along with others in the Sounds and the Bay of Plenty and elsewhere
– continued to operate into the twentieth century but they did so by turning
from right whales to the leaner, faster and less profitable rorquals (humpbacks,
finbacks and blue whales).
Worser Heberley’s engagement in this notoriously unsustainable enterprise creates a significant difficulty for Wedde’s attempt to associate him with
‘natural occupancy’ – that is, with a mode of Pākehā settlement legitimised by
its finely tuned engagement with the local environment. Wedde uses several
techniques to mitigate this contradiction. First, he maintains a clear distinction between transnational ocean whaling and local, small-scale shore whaling.
The only detailed description of the slaughter of a whale in Symmes Hole occurs
during Worser’s time aboard an ocean whaler in pursuit of sperm whales. The
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goriness and brutality of this sequence combines with Worser’s other experiences – the ‘animal-blood smell’ of the ship recalls the Smithfield gutters and
his memories of pollution and poverty in London – to align ocean whaling with
the violent exploitation of nature and working men in the pursuit of commercial
profit: a precursor to the other forms of globalisation that the novel critiques.
By contrast, the details of the shore-whaling industry are underemphasised to
the point of invisibility: there is one mention of Worser’s flensing a ‘big cow up
at the shears’ but at no point is his participation in shore whaling treated with
the graphic detail that accompanies the ocean-whaling sequence. Instead, the
passages conveying Worser’s life at Te Awaiti focus on his sensory attunement
to place: his keen observations of wind and tide, of birds and fish and plant life.36
Another technique Wedde uses to dissociate Worser Heberley from the longterm damage done by shore whaling is the avoidance of any focus on Worser’s
actual descendants – who of course remained stalwarts of the whaling station at
Te Awaiti well into the twentieth century. This real-life Heberley line is replaced
in Symmes Hole by the unnamed ‘researcher’ who is the focalising consciousness of the contemporary sections of the novel. This researcher is unrelated to
Worser but he becomes the contemporary inheritor of the habitus – that is, the
mode of cultural and environmental inhabitation – that the fictional Worser
represents. The connection between the researcher and Worser occurs through
a series of metaphorical and ritual identifications. For example, the researcher
re-enacts a particular meal on a particular beach, just as Worser describes it in
his journal: ‘[H]e’d done it for old Worser, sat on the beach at Cloudy Bay poking
fat cockles and tuatua out of the embers of his fire, and blackened emberroasted potatoes too. . . . [I]t was the savour of his meal that still took you right
there to the beach at Cloudy Bay in 1835 (now).’37 By performing this ritual beach
barbecue in Cloudy Bay the researcher assumes for himself the role of Worser’s
true legatee – that is, the inheritor of his mode of ‘natural occupancy’ – and in
the process once again sidelines the legacy represented by the real Worser’s real
descendants, the Heberley whaling clan, still resident beyond the hills north of
Cloudy Bay.
The third means by which Wedde detaches his version of Worser Heberley
from the depredations of whaling history is the boldest: both Worser and his
‘heir’, the researcher, explicitly identify with cetaceans at key moments in the
text. As he settles into shore life, Wedde’s Heberley becomes, metaphorically,
a kind of human–cetacean hybrid, somewhat like the amphibious man-fish
of Billing’s baptism scenario or the sea god of Ihimaera’s whale-riding narrative. As discussed earlier, Worser’s rebirth in his new location emulates
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the cetacean’s amphibious movement between water and air. At the same
time, Worser’s first attempt to repeat the syllables of his new name – tangata
whata, the second word of which will eventually become Worser – comes out
as ‘tongeter water’, water-man. These moments are part of a repeated identification with marine life that epitomises the ideal of ecological immersion: ‘he’d
looked down through water so clear he’d thought, I could breathe that’; ‘think of
the times the Sound water’s looked so clear you’ve thought, It’s like air!’; ‘[a]nd
he’d landed it, he’d salvaged it, he’d breathed water’. It is a short step from imagining water that can be breathed to imagining oneself breathing air in water: so
when Worser realises what the Wakefields’ plans for official colonisation along
capitalist lines will mean for the land, for its indigenous inhabitants and for
the likes of him, he at last becomes a whale himself, completing the shift from
pursuer to pursued, exploiter to exploited: ‘seemed like these days he went up
and down like a Right calf running out of puff, . . . no sooner had he breathed
than they were there waiting for him, no sooner had he sucked down a long
sweet breath than he felt the fear pierce him again like a lance’. As the novel’s
mock introduction puts it, Worser ‘senses that the natural terms of his occupancy are about to be over-run by the terms of an unnatural colonialism; by the
use of a model that will be fitted to a place whose contours will resist it’. Natural
occupancy, as distinct from unnatural colonialism, is a mode of inhabitation
whose contours fit those of its habitat, an ideal of interconnection between
human, animal and environment – the Pākehā correlative to Ihimaera’s whale
rider.38
Ultimately, then, despite the dependence of the historical Worser Heberley
and his kind on the exploitation of whales, the mode of ‘natural occupancy’ that
the fictional Worser comes to represent in Symmes Hole relies on identification
with the cetacean way of being. The climactic image of the whales’ graceful
inhabitation of place is offered to Wedde’s contemporary protagonist, the
unnamed researcher who is Worser’s alter ego and heir. He watches as two right
whales, a mother and her calf, swim together in Wellington Harbour, ‘moving
in an effortless choreography, their tons turning and sounding and rising to
blow with such a fluent accommodation to the medium in which they lived
that they were water moving in the water, they seemed to displace nothing as
they swam’.39 In contrast to human colonisation of territory or exploitation of
environments, these whales displace no one and leave no destructive ecological footprint. Indeed, such is their harmony with their surroundings that the
very distinction between habitat and inhabitant disappears, as suggested by the
virtuoso tautological rhetoric of this passage: the whales accommodate to the
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element that accommodates them; they communicate fluently with the fluid
they swim in; they are ‘water moving in the water’.
This mode of envious identification with animal life belongs to a very broad
phenomenon in late twentieth-century Western cultures. The increasing disillusionment with technological progress that gave rise to the contemporary
environmental and animal rights movements also exaggerated and expanded
the production of ‘biophilic’ or ‘biocentric’ feelings, images and stories.
‘Biophilia’ is a term proposed by biologist Edward O. Wilson to describe what
he regards as an instinctive desire or innate need in human beings for contact
with nonhuman nature, and to explain the contemporary intensification in
pet-keeping, wildlife tourism, zoo visits and so on.40 As Adrian Franklin argues,
however, Wilson characteristically fails to note that contemporary trends in
human–animal interaction (and indeed the emergence of the biophilia thesis
itself) are the products of social and historical conditions.41 ‘Biocentrism’
might therefore be a better term than ‘biophilia’ because it describes a cultural
rather than a biological phenomenon. Margot Norris describes the ‘biocentric
imagination’ as part of a long tradition that critiques or escapes modernity by
appealing to nature. In biocentric narratives the lives of nonhuman animals –
usually ‘charismatic megafauna’ such as cetaceans, great apes, elephants and
so on – are portrayed as full, natural, whole, self-contained and authentic, in
contrast to the empty, lacking, overcultivated, unsatisfying, fractured and artificial lives of modern humans.42 It is in exactly this way that Wedde’s researcher
identifies with Worser Heberley, and via Worser, with whales:
[H]e imagined with longing, as he had countless times, what it might be like to be
one of the great whales: sea-horizon all around, below the photic ocean fades into
the sunless abyssal zones, above the constellations and star-charts . . . lunar and
stellar tides, the subtle exertions of the planets . . . weather moving the mantle of
atmosphere . . . the enormous flows of warm surface and icy abyssal currents – your
mature racial occupancy of the planet dates from a time when human ancestors
were tree-shrews . . . your brain larger than a human’s . . . you carry on simultaneous conversations in different modes of language over hundreds of miles of
ocean . . . you don’t have to think about technology . . . you have songs without art,
you have routes without highways, you have life without time.43

Later in the novel, when the researcher and his lover Sashay get high and swim
naked together at Opoutama Beach, the narrative imagines them as dolphins.
The researcher ‘bursts up into green air feeling sand roar away beneath his feet’;
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he ‘comes up blowing where the swell heaves beyond the breaking water’ while
Sashay ‘porpoises past him as the wave begins to froth over into its final rush’.44
Here, at last, the researcher achieves the same ‘giddy capsize’ that his precursor
Heberley experienced before him – the fantasy of becoming cetacean.
The same envious identification with cetacean life occurs in Keri Hulme’s
1986 story ‘One Whale, Singing’, which alternates between the point of view of a
dissatisfied suburban housewife aboard a yacht and that of a female humpback
whale underwater. The whale is described weaving sounds ‘into a band of harmonious pulses’ while the woman wonders, ‘What would a whale do with an
artefact, who is so perfectly adapted to the sea? Their conception of culture, of
civilisation, must be so alien that we’d never recognise it’.45 Ihimaera’s whales,
too, have natural capacities comparable to the most advanced human technological and artistic systems.46 Their course across a hemisphere of ocean is
‘computed’ by an old bull ‘in the massive banks of his memory’. When they communicate with each other the old bull whale sings ‘bass notes’ like an organ in a
cathedral while his kai karanga produces ‘a three-tone sequence’ followed by ‘a
string of harmonics’, ‘sensuous major arpeggios’ and ‘soprano tones’.47 Ihimaera’s
whales are supernatural tipua, computers, keyboard virtuosi and opera divas all
at once.
It is very striking that writers as different in so many ways as Wedde, Billing,
Hulme and Ihimaera were all, during the same few years in the mid-1980s, using
their fiction to evoke the perceptual world of cetaceans in such similar terms,
crediting them with superhuman locational intelligence, linguistic genius,
acute sensitivity to tidal, climatic and astronomical information, an ancient
legacy of mature occupancy and an innate virtuosity in non-artificial cultural
forms corresponding to, but effortlessly exceeding, human music-making and
map-making. In each case, too, this envious identification expresses both a
local structure of feeling and a global one that were powerfully present during
the 1980s. The local structure of feeling, which springs from the external and
internal pressures facing Aotearoa New Zealand in that decade, is the desire
for nativeness without nation, home without borders, belonging without
possession, entitlement without title, location without locale. The global
structure of feeling, which partakes of the widespread late twentieth-century
disillusionment with scientific modernity, as represented in particular by
environmentalism, finds in cetaceans the apotheosis of non-technological,
uncontaminated and uncontaminating organic presence.
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Whale Crèches
Thirty years after publication of the fictions discussed above, another acclaimed
whaling novel appeared.48 Mary McCallum’s The Blue, set in a shore whaling
station in Tory Channel in 1938, demonstrates the continued use of the human–
cetacean narrative as a way of registering certain shifts and tensions in New
Zealand society. McCallum portrays cetaceans with more naturalistic caution
than Wedde, Hulme, Ihimaera or Billing, yet in the imagination of her characters the whales still take on some of the associations present in the earlier
fictions.
Although the male characters in The Blue have more to do with whales in a
physical sense, the female characters experience more intimate and thoughtful
encounters with them. While the men focus on hunting – especially the teenage
Micky, whose first successful kill provides a rite of passage to adult masculinity – the women are visited by whales as messengers and prodigies. Annie,
for example, is haunted throughout the novel by dreams featuring a whale who
unexpectedly nudged her boat one evening while she was fishing. Believing
this animal ‘wanted to communicate with her in some way’, she exasperates her
lover, the veteran whaleman Owen, by asking, ‘When [a whale] looks up at you
through the water, what does it see?’ Another female protagonist, Lilian, experiences an echo of maternal grief for ‘Baby Blue’, a bottled blue whale foetus
inherited by her family. ‘Lilian leaned closer to Baby Blue in his dusty jar with
his pale, blotched skin. Biggest mammal on earth, she thought, and look at its
little one . . . it could be one of ours.’49
This superimposition of human gender relations onto human–cetacean relations, which is a fundamental structure in McCallum’s novel, also pervades the
1980s whale narratives. Wedde, Hulme, Ihimaera and Billing all create fictions
in which the 1970s re-evaluation of gender intersects with the 1970s re-evaluation of cetaceans. They are able to do so because of another fundamental shift
in understanding whales and dolphins, occurring alongside the new estimation
of their intelligence: an increased emphasis on their possession of mammalian characteristics comparable with those of human beings, especially those
pertaining to reproduction and the rearing of offspring. By the 1980s, contemporary popular culture had become convinced that humans know whales best
when they are most like us, and that they are most like us when they are lovers,
mothers or children.
Drawing on this conviction, and combining it with a certain version of second-wave feminism, Wedde, Hulme and Billing all associate cetaceans with
idealised maternal femininity.50 For example, in Hulme’s ‘One Whale, Singing’,
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a contrast is maintained between the pregnant and disaffected suburban wife’s
alienation from her own maternal body – she thinks of the embryo as ‘a canker
in me, a parasite’ – and the humpback whale’s nurturing embrace of her unborn
calf, a ‘spark of light’ that ‘she feeds [on] love and music, and her body’s bounty’.51
The same association of cetaceans with maternal essence pervades Symmes
Hole. Both Worser Heberley and his modern-day alter ego, the researcher, are in
search of a durable and fulfilling relation to place, which they both understand
in feminine, and especially maternal, terms.52 Worser ramblingly declares that
what he wants is ‘woman, house, a home’. In the present-day plot of the novel,
when the researcher self-pityingly tells his lover Sashay that he’s ‘a castaway
. . . looking for something’, she responds sharply: ‘You’re looking for a mother.’
And indeed the researcher does seem to be in search of an idealised mother, the
kind of oceanic maternal principle embodied in the right whale mother and calf
he watches breathlessly in Wellington Harbour: ‘the Cetacea were Holy, it was
recognized that they were advanced beings, they were intelligent and peaceful,
they had warm blood, they made love and suckled their young, they sang’.53
At the same time that these narratives use whales to symbolise idealised
maternal femininity, they also portray them as victims of a violent, exploitative patriarchy. Hulme’s humpback, like all her kind, is under threat by the
techno-industrial order of things, represented by the arrogant and pompous
scientist husband aboard the yacht, who is composing a lecture on the superiority of ‘man’ over other species. Wedde’s researcher recalls that southern
right whales were almost exterminated during the 1820s and 1830s ‘in the
nurseries and whale-crèches of the New Zealand coast’, because ‘the whalers
would kill the calves first, and then get the mother when she came to help’.54
Billing’s novel includes an extended portrayal of this practice as a meditation on
gender, maternity and violence. This sequence begins by describing the migration of a right whale cow and calf up the south-east coast of New Zealand in late
August 1936, where they are discovered and attacked by shore whalers from
the fictional Puissance Bay whaling station. At first, the narrative point of view
requires the reader to identify with the whales, with the mother’s concern for
her calf, and the latter’s enjoyment of the waves. Once the whalemen enter the
picture, however, the narrative perspective shifts to them. Under the command
of station headsman Tudor Lynch, a whaleboat goes in pursuit and soon has the
calf fast. Instead of then harpooning the mother whale, which would require
the men to drag her body to shore, Lynch gives instructions to leave her and tow
the calf, anticipating that the mother will follow of her own accord. Instead of
escaping or fighting the mother whale ‘g[ives] herself over to grief’, follows her
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dead calf into shore and allows herself to be slaughtered in a display of passive,
yielding, loving self-sacrifice. This presents one pole in a bipolar cosmology propounded by the novel’s narrator, that of Io-ism, which seeks to reunite sundered
oppositions – black and white, Māori and Pākehā, female and male, passive and
active, nurturing and violent – and which is repeatedly associated with heterosexual union, with whales, and most powerfully with whales mating: a ‘mystical
. . . frozen moment’ in which the two animals appear as ‘flexed elastic halves of
the yin-yang, black and white, back and belly’.55
These narratives are strikingly similar, then, in their association of cetacean
being with an idealised maternal nurturing love. By contrast, Ihimaera’s novel
– although it too contains references to mother whales – addresses gender quite
differently, by dealing with it as a social construction. Instead of projecting onto
whales essentialist and idealised versions of the human roles of mother, child
and patriarch, Ihimaera portrays these positions as cultural forms, created by
particular customary modes of interaction – and consequently susceptible to
challenge, indeed necessarily adaptable to changing times and conditions.
The Whale Rider centres on the search by the patriarch Koro Apirana for a
fit successor to the leadership of his people – an inheritor of the ancestry of the
original whale rider Kahutia Te Rangi – and on his refusal to recognise that a
female might fulfil this role. However, Kahu, the grandchild who disappoints
Koro’s hopes by being born female, shows a recurrent disregard of patriarchal
convention by intruding on the tapu space where her grandfather holds his
wānanga or training classes for the young men from whose number he hopes
an alternative leader may emerge.56 Ultimately, it takes the mass stranding of
the whales, including the sacred bull whale identified as Kahutia’s own companion, to convince Koro he has been mistaken: despite their efforts his people
are unable to return the whales to the sea until Kahu mounts the bull whale and,
emulating the feat of her ancestor, rides him back out to sea so the others follow.
The novel repeats and underlines this challenge to patriarchal restrictions on
gender roles by projecting it onto the whales themselves. The epilogue consists
of a debate amongst the rescued whales regarding what they should do with
Kahu, who remains on the bull whale’s back. Ihimaera avoids the awkwardness of having his whales speak by portraying them as communicating in song.
And by giving the meaning of their songs only in te reo Māori, accompanied by
English paraphrases, he presents the reader with a recognisably Māori gender
politics that differs markedly from the forms of interrelationship between masculinity and femininity at work in the stories by Wedde, Hulme and Billing. The
various members of the pod are not given names but instead are identified by
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role – more specifically, by the roles distributed among men and women during
marae-based rites and protocols. Hence, the sacred bull whale is described as
the koroua or male elder, his accompanying females as kuia or female elders, the
senior kuia as the kai karanga, and a ‘phalanx’ of warrior whales that surround
the bull whale as te hokowhitu a Tu, who are led by a toa taiaha, who keeps them
in formation.57 The exchange amongst the whales therefore follows the gender-inflected politics of the marae. Gently and diplomatically but insistently,
the kai karanga persuades the koroua to relinquish Kahu, whom he considers
the reincarnation of Paikea himself. In so doing the kai karanga demonstrates a
mode of female power described by Māori feminists such as Kathie Irwin, who
argues – in contradiction to the common allegation that women are excluded
from speaking or exerting power on marae – that the roles allocated to women
constitute modes of influence that can circumscribe, subvert or overrule those
considered a male prerogative.58 One of Irwin’s main examples is the kai karanga,
the female elder who leads the karanga or chant, without which the most important of marae rituals – including the pōwhiri or welcome and the tangi or funeral
– cannot occur. Ihimaera’s whale kai karanga uses her position to evade the patriarchal discipline of the toa taiaha and disagree with the koroua. Her behaviour
echoes the role played in the human world by Nanny Flowers, who countermands Koro’s insistent denial of female mana by invoking what Irwin calls ‘kawa
wāhine’ – that is, traditions of female power: like Irwin, Nanny Flowers refers to
the chiefly female tupuna Muriwai of the Mataatua waka, and to her more recent
ancestor Mihi Kotukutuku.59 By creating social parallels between the whale and
human communities, then, Ihimaera engages with the debates about masculine
and feminine positions and forms of power that were occurring in te ao Māori,
and in New Zealand culture more broadly, during the 1980s.60
There He Slowly Swims
In associating whales with various values – natural occupancy, full presence,
ecological harmony, idealised maternal femininity, kawa wāhine – Wedde,
Hulme, Ihimaera and Billing are all pressing them into service of the representation of human meanings and concerns. In other ways, however, these writers
also attempt to go beyond this anthropocentric project, to represent instead
cetaceans’ otherness and interests, their capacity for forms of perception
beyond human comprehension and forms of agency not subservient to – even
inimical to – human designs.
At the close of Keri Hulme’s ‘One Whale, Singing’, for example, the hump
back whale suddenly breaches under the boat, unintentionally sending to their
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deaths both the scientific husband and his dissatisfied wife.61 The climactic
whale stranding in Ihimaera’s novel represents another devastating irruption of
cetacean agency, whose sources remain ambiguous. Niki Caro’s 2002 film adaptation of Whale Rider presents the whales’ agency straightforwardly: they beach
themselves after Pai (Kahu in the novel) and her grandfather Koro call upon the
‘old ones’ to come and save the iwi from decline. In the film, then, the whales
respond to a human need; their self-endangering agency is subservient to the
decisions of the human community. In the novel, however, the whales’ response
to the human call is less an act of obedience than a challenge, a demand that
local iwi remember their hitherto forgotten ‘oneness’ with the nonhuman
world. Rather than simply reacting to a human need, the whales act as intermediating agents from the nonhuman world – just as Opo was regarded by
some local Māori at Opononi as a messenger from Kupe. And additional motivations are also given for the whales’ actions, which remain altogether outside
their relationship with the local iwi at Whangarā. The koroua whale deviates
from the usual migratory route in order to ‘seek before time the silent waters of
the Antarctic’ and so come to ‘the dangerous islands’ of Aotearoa because of
the leaking of radioactive pollution from the Pacific seafloor. In other words,
the whales end up on the beach not just because of their link with local iwi, but
also as a result of their own designs, in particular their avoidance of nuclear test
activity, which threatens their communication and location systems: ‘a flash of
bright light had scalded the sea and giant tidal soundwaves had exerted so much
pressure that internal ear canals had bled’.62 Here Ihimaera again combines
Māori and Pākehā understandings of cetaceans, but in this case in order to
account for a form of animal behaviour – the beaching of whales – otherwise
unintelligible to humans.
In Wedde’s novel the agency shown by whales remains much more elusive
and oblique. Here, cetaceans embody the persistence of the incalculable and
the unpredictable within complex systems, the action of factors that escape,
resist or defeat human enterprises and systems of order. This wayward agency
is repeatedly associated with Mocha Dick, the White Whale, the real nineteenthcentury rogue sperm whale who was one of the models for Herman Melville’s
Moby Dick.63 Wedde’s novel often returns to the rumoured movements of this
über-leviathan, who becomes the antithesis of the many enterprises launched
in the Pacific by Euro-American modernity:
the Enlightenment looking for innocence; . . . Imperialism looking for territory;
industry looking for raw materials; . . . business looking for franchise and markets,
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capital looking for consumption; . . . Christianity looking for souls to bleach; . . .
Ahab looking for Mocha Dick; . . . untold weedy verminous little whalers looking
for fugitive crews along every beach in the South Pacific; . . . James Heberley
looking for a home wife and kids in Te Awaiti . . .64

Resisting, eluding or defeating all such ambitions, appearing unexpectedly
to attack whaleboats and ships, Mocha Dick cruises the Pacific: ‘the White
Knight, the Avenger . . . lone guerrilla defender of his peaceful folk’.65 He
embodies enmity to globalising capitalism, represented in the nineteenthcentury Pacific by the international fleet of whaling vessels, each one a floating
factory equipped to render whales into raw material, oil and spermaceti that
will lubricate the factories and light the cities of the industrialising world. The
novel exemplifies the twentieth-century legacy of this exploitative enterprise
by imagining a not-too-distant future in which wholesale commercial whaling
resumes and whalemeat can be purchased at fast-food outlets; the researcher
has a garish nightmare vision of a ‘huge flashing litesho’ that reads:
GET HEAVILY INTO HEBERLEY’S below a neon whale sectioned into 240th lays
like a Meatboard diagram of prime cuts . . . small boy with protein-poisoned tissue
sagging from atrophied musculature squizzes the alternatives: ‘Oh boy,’ he says.
There is no emotion in his voice. ‘Oh boy . . . Balaena Burgers, I want a Heavily
Balaena Burger . . .’66

Yet, throughout this history, Mocha Dick always escapes his fate. He bites
his way through ‘all the intricate darn and cross-hatch of [the] corporate grid,
like a barracouta in a gill-net’ and, ‘trailing fathoms of old harpoon line, festering wounds still gripping their iron – he passes finally from human records’.
Accounts of his death – of which there are many – are always exaggerated: ‘no
fluke-chain was ever heard to rattle down the hawse-pipe for Mocha Dick; . . .
There could be no literal end to Mocha Dick like that.’67
The White Whale’s survival, and his ongoing guerrilla campaign, rely not just
on appearance-when-least-expected as on non-appearance-when-expected:
‘[h]e can feel them plotting the interstices of his movements . . . he begins to
break pattern – like the best terrorist he becomes inconsistent; he’s never where
he’s “supposed” to be – hence the lack of “authenticated” sightings’.68 The same
is true for the other disruptive cetacean agents in Wedde’s novel. For instance,
in the second half of Symmes Hole the researcher searches for a whale-shaped
mauri brought to the East Cape by the region’s first human settlers:
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It’s up there somewhere on the flat under that headland. It’s a whale-shaped stone
and a spring of water comes out where the blowhole would be. The knowledge of it
is very old, much older than the priest Ruawhero of the Takitimu canoe who came
in here, who could cast spells over whales. Maybe it brought people here along the
whale migration routes.69

On this quest the researcher encounters various cetacean origin stories from
the region. Rather than making things clear, however, these tales repeatedly
demonstrate the mystery surrounding cetacean behaviour, the loss of human
narrative confidence in the face of nonhuman agency. Sometimes, as in the
case of Mocha Dick, cetacean agency operates by absence, or more precisely, by
the refusal of whales to appear when and where they are expected according to
human calculations or requirements. The researcher recounts the story of the
Whānau-ā-Apanui people of Te Ika a Māui in 1769, gathered at the sea’s edge
with their ‘empowered tohunga . . . summoning whales to the beach . . . calling
to the pakake to come and ground their vast meat and bone upon the sands –
chanting, maximum power! And around the point sails, hoy! James Cook!’ This
moment demonstrates an alternative to reliance upon Enlightenment, rationalist theories of agency in accounting for historical events.
How did it feel to [those] watching the great white ship of James Cook ghosting
grandly round Orete Point into the Whangaparaoa Bay, . . . – how would you feel?
‘Not quite what we had in mind . . .’
. . . see, Cook didn’t just come to the Bay of Plenty, he was summoned – that says
something about the philosophical ‘Problem of Choice’ in history . . .70

In this version of history, even the movements of Enlightenment hero James
Cook are impelled by a force other than calculated, deliberate and conscious
choice. At the same time, from the Māori point of view, the intentions of the
tohunga are not answered as expected either. Meanwhile, presumably, the
whales are doing their own thing, answering to no one. In this account, then, a
foundational turning point in modern New Zealand history, one of its characterforming moments of encounter, depends on the interaction among various
kinds of agency: human and nonhuman, natural and supernatural, rational and
irrational, conscious and unconscious.
Wedde’s novel thus locates a nonhuman unintelligibility at the heart of its
narrative logic. Furthermore, it reverses the anthropocentric projection of
human meanings onto cetaceans by reinserting this awareness – that there are
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forms of agency which resist and exceed human intentions and comprehension
– back into the human world. Elevated to mythic status by the whalemen of the
Pacific and those who come after them (including Herman Melville), Mocha
Dick becomes a ‘thought whale’, an imaginative ‘inspiration’ for all the forms
of agency resistant to modern rationalism and commodity culture: ‘There he
slowly swims, below the surface of your “present”. . . . He’s what the people
who’ve got it sense, but never see’.71 Here, as in the fictions of Hulme, Ihimaera
and Billing, narrative and symbolic links are forged between the unpredictable
movements of nonhuman agents and the ever-present capacities of humans to
break through constraining economic and historical structures.
Following the Whale . . .
The texts examined in this chapter, in conjunction with the preceding three
chapters, demonstrate some of the ways we use animals to shape our conceptual as well as our material world. By thinking about animals, we define what it
means to be human; we theorise about consciousness, rationality or agency; we
embody masculinity, femininity, the maternal and the patriarchal; we decide
what it is to be indigenous, to be Māori or Pākehā, to be a New Zealander. And all
the time we also exploit actual animals for our material benefit, to produce fuel
and fibre, meat and milk.
Yet animals – of course – are never merely passive raw material. On the
contrary, they are lively, unpredictable, busy, vigorous, moody, animated, shifty
and not-to-be-underestimated. They are both effective and affective. They are
sharp operators, movers and shakers. Inevitably, therefore, the representations of the nonhuman species discussed throughout this volume also share
an insistence – at various times delighted, rueful, astonished, alarmed or frustrated – upon the kinds of challenges posed by animals. Again these occur both
at the conceptual level, when our carefully cultivated concepts break down in
the fact of animal reality, and at the material level, when actual animals creep
out of, bite through, smash up or evade the structures built to contain them for
our profit.
So far the only case in which this conceptual and material challenge has
been fully accepted is that of cetaceans: we have gone from a whale-exploiting
people to a whale-respecting one within a few short decades. It remains to be
seen whether we are capable of going further – whether in following the whale
road we will be led towards more radical changes in our relationships with the
other nonhuman inhabitants of these islands and waters.
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PART TWO

Companion
Animals
Annie Potts

Five
Ngā Mōkai

The keeping of animals as ‘pets’ or companions in Aotearoa New Zealand
began with the arrival of the first human inhabitants of these islands. The early
Polynesian settlers brought with them from their ancestral lands domesticated
kurī (dogs), valued for their company, as well as their hair, bones and meat. They
found here native birds able to be tamed: tūī and huia were cherished for their
abilities to mimic, while kākā served a dual purpose as entertaining pets and
as decoys helpful in attracting others of their kind during hunting trips. This
chapter explores traditional Māori narratives and everyday practices involving
such pets (ngā mōkai).
The term ‘mōkai’ was employed by ancient Māori to refer to certain domesticated animals (such as decoy birds used by hunters to capture other birds).
‘Mōkai’ was also the word for a human slave (for example, someone taken
captive during an intertribal war). This dual usage of the term suggests something important about human–companion animal relations in pre-European
Māori culture – namely, that they were highly ambivalent and complicated,
encompassing a range of attitudes from exploitation to love, sometimes
simultaneously.
Traditional Māori human–animal relations are reflected in the creation
narrative in which the primal parents Rangi-nui (Sky father) and Papatūanuku
(Earth mother) are separated by their children, in particular by the action of
their son Tāne. The parting of Sky and Earth is the source of the sun, moon,
stars, world and all living beings. Specifically, birds and mammals (including
humans in some tribal whakapapa) trace their origins to Rangi and Papa’s
son Tāne-Mahuta (one of Tāne’s manifestations), god of the forests, rocks and
stones,1 while fish and reptiles derive from Tangaroa, god of the sea, rivers and
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lakes.2 Insects are sometimes affiliated with Tāne, sometimes with Tangaroa, or,
more specifically, with Tangaroa’s son, Punga, ‘god of ugly things’. The common
ancestry of all living beings thus fundamentally connects humans to animals in
tikanga Māori.
Indeed, most animals are understood as senior to humans because they
existed before we did.3 This relationship is complex: as older siblings (tuakana)
of humans, birds and other creatures command respect, while at the same time
humans may seek to exploit them.4 Animals deemed important for the survival
of people may be snared, hunted or sacrificed – they may also be caught, tamed
and kept as pets – but they are not simply regarded as inferiors of, or resources
for, humankind as they so often are in modern Western cultures. Hence, with
respect to the capture, slaughter and consumption of birds and animals inhabiting land or water, the removal of tapu (or sacredness) was required through
rituals or ‘placatory rites’ to avoid retribution from atua (gods) associated with
such beings.5 This perspective differs from widespread Western attitudes to
the place and role of nonhuman animals within the world, as exemplified by
three powerful traditions: first, belief in humans’ God-given supremacy and
dominion over animals (the legacy of Judaeo-Christianity); second, the conviction that humans are superior to nonhumans because only the former possess
rationality and language (a position most influentially articulated by the philosopher René Descartes); third, the assumption that humans represent a more
advanced, or even a perfect, state of development in comparison to the ‘lower’
animals (an attitude reached by combining the first two traditions above with
a reductive understanding of evolutionary theory).6 Pre-European Māori relations with animals, of course, were affected by none of these dispositions.
How, then, can we begin to think about traditional Māori understandings of
human–nonhuman relationships? ‘Myths’ and ‘legends’ offer us a starting place,
although of course (as was pointed out in the previous chapter) these stories,
and our interpretation of them, are filtered through the lens of Pākehā writing
and reading. Most of the stories relayed in this chapter are ancient and pre-date
the influence of Pākehā. Passed down through the centuries via oratory, they
then appeared in the written records of early explorers and European colonists, and were later collated by contemporary scholars of Māori culture and
New Zealand history. Current versions of these stories appear in comprehensive collections of Māori myths and legends and demonstrate tribal or regional
variations of particular narratives. It is important, therefore, to note that these
stories may have several versions and will have changed somewhat over time
along with social and cultural shifts. Any interpretation of these narratives will
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necessarily be filtered through current and intervening epistemologies; nevertheless, we can look out for those points at which the tales come into conflict
with Western understandings of animals and human–animal relations – these
might be the moments at which we draw closest to the stories’ original flavour
and significance.
Ngā Manu
New Zealand’s earliest human settlers discovered islands that were resplendent
with birds, reptiles and insects, yet devoid of mammals (apart from several
species of native bat). Because birds were so prominent in the environment and
everyday lives of early Māori, they featured strongly in kōrero pūrākau (legends),
peha (proverbs) and toi (art). Known as ‘ngā aitanga kapakapa a Tāne’ (‘the
wing-flapping children of Tāne’), birds originated when Rangi and Papa’s son
Tāne searched for a human woman to mate with. At first he only encountered
nonhuman females and these pairings resulted in the creation of different kinds
of birds. With Parauri (whose name means ‘dark’), Tāne fathered the korimako
(bellbird), kōkako and tūī;7 with Haere-awaawa (‘go through hollows’), the weka;
with Noho-tumutumu (‘sits on stumps’), the shag or kawau, and so on.8
Just as their existence had preceded that of humans, birds were present
when their teina (younger siblings) were condemned to mortality. In the legend
of Māui (the demigod trickster) and Hine-nui-te-pō (‘Great Lady of Night’, the
personification of death), Māui is accompanied on his quest to conquer mortality
by a small band of birds. As he creeps up to his ancestress, the sleeping Hine-nuite-pō, and begins to enter her body through her vagina (‘in the reverse direction
to the manner of man’s [sic] birth’), one of these birds – the tīwaiwaka (fantail)
– finds the vision of Māui’s tiny head enclosed by the goddess’s body so funny it
bursts into shrill laughter.9 Hearing the bird, Hine-nui-te-pō wakes up suddenly,
snapping her intruder in two as she closes her powerful legs. Māui’s attempt
to obtain eternal life kills him: the companionship of birds thus proves a very
mixed blessing, playing its part in death’s perpetual manifestation for humans.
Admired for their beauty, ability to fly and diverse vocalisations, birds
were given names influenced by the sound of their calls or songs. Some birds
acquired several designations: the fantail, for example, has around 20 name variations and the bellbird 26, while the huia, kiwi and weka have just one name.10
The raucous dawn chorus – which combines all the birds’ calls – was known as
‘māra o Tama’ and celebrated as the victory of light over dark. Birds were also
kaitiaki (guardians or protectors). The tīeke (saddleback) is, for instance, the
guardian of the mythical treasures of Māori.11
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It was believed that wairua (spirits) of ancestors could ‘take the physical form
of a bird [and] show friendliness or enmity towards the living’.12 The presence
of the deceased was announced by a bird’s behaviour or spontaneous arrival at
a tapu site.13 Birds associated with great mana were thought to be able to travel
to Hawaiki, returning to New Zealand with wairua from this sacred ancestral
land. Many birds also possessed oracular gifts, their appearance or activities
predictive of future events, their calls thought to contain special messages. The
beautiful song of the bellbird (described by James Cook as ‘a concert in eccentric parts’) led this bird to be called manuhiri by Māori, a ‘messenger’ between
the earthbound world and that of the gods.14
Certain birds are endowed with particular meanings or attributes in folklore,
with regional variations apparent. For instance, in the north where they were
common, the owl was both ominous and protective. The appearance at night of
Hine-ruru, the mystical owl-woman, was faced with some trepidation; however,
if she flew or walked ahead of a person then she was a protector.15 Ngāti Toa
possess a tribal atua or guardian called Kopa, who takes the form of a morepork
and is said to embody the wairua of a stillborn child: this bird ‘appears at the
windows of houses and even enters them, alighting on the heads of people
and conveying its message by means of signs’.16 In the south, where the now
extinct giant eagle lived (a predator whose wingspan was 3 metres), tales existed
of massive monster birds such as Te Pouākai, a man-eater residing on top of
Tawera (in today’s Canterbury),17 and Te Hōkioi, a colossal black-and-white
raptor with a red crest and yellow-tinged wings (also known as Te Hākuwai or
Hākawai in the far south).18
Māori legendary narratives about mōkai manu (companion birds) occur in
a number of different genres, no doubt fulfilling different cultural functions.
Several tales feature birds as the pets of supernatural beings.19 For example, the
riroriro (warbler) appears in legend as the loyal companion and messenger of
two malevolent ogresses. In the Canterbury region a tyrant known as Hine ō
te Mōrere, who had a special power over birds, is asked by Tāwhaki for permission to snare birds on her land.20 She agrees on the proviso he stays the night, all
the time intending to kill him while he slumbers. Much to the giant’s chagrin,
Tāwhaki cunningly places ‘cat’s eye’ seashells over his own eyelids while he
sleeps so he appears to remain awake, and the opportunity to destroy him
passes with the night. The next day when Hine ō te Mōrere goes out to collect
water for her thirsty guest, Tāwhaki slaughters her precious pet reptiles and
birds, all except for the tiny grey warbler who flies off to warn his mistress of this
calamity, shouting ‘Ko riro riro riro riro katoa!’ (‘Gone, gone, all gone!’).21
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The northern variation of this tale involves a giant bird-woman called
Kurangaituku, who possesses the head and breasts of a woman and the wings
and claws of a bird, moves by half-running/half-flying, wears huia feathers and
carved birds in her hair, and spears birds for food by ‘shooting out her lips at
them’.22 When Kurangaituku catches Hatupatu, an ancestor of Te Arawa, she
keeps him in her mountain cave, along with her other mōkai. When the giantess
is out hunting one day, Hatupatu slays all her birds and reptiles before fleeing
the lair. He fails to notice, however, that the tiny grey warbler has cleverly
escaped through a hole in the rock. This bird soars off to alert Kurangaituku,
frantically calling ‘Kua riro ā tāua taonga, riro katoa, riroriro rawa’ (‘Our possessions are gone, all gone, quite gone’).23 Hearing what has happened, the
enraged bird-woman chases Hatupatu through the thermal area known as
Whakarewarewa, until in a frenzied pursuit she wades carelessly into a hot pool
and is burnt to death.24 It is said the riroriro repeats its warning to Kurangaituku
each spring, hence the proverb: ‘Tangi te riroriro, te tohu o te raumati’ (‘When
the riroriro sings, it is a sign of summer’).25 These stories offer explanations
for how and when the grey warbler sings: the warbler’s song provides a timely
reminder to commence planting in the month of September, the start of the
traditional Māori summer.26
Other myths seem to arise out of the topography of a particular region.
Known as ‘te manu huna a Tāne’ (‘the hidden bird of Tāne’), the nocturnal kiwi
is said to have obtained its bent-over posture after being kicked by Mahuika
(the goddess of fire) for failing to comply with her request to bring water.27 One
legend involving this bird in the form of a companion explains the existence of
several prominent landmarks in the North Island. Rongokako, son of TamateaArikinui (captain of Takitimu), owned a kiwi so enormous the bird could not be
killed by humans. One day Pāoa (captain of Horouta) challenged Rongokako to
a race from the East Coast of the North Island to the far north: the prize would
be the chance to woo the famous woman leader Muriwhenua. In one rendition
of this story, Rongokako rides his giant kiwi while Pāoa paddles his canoe. Pāoa
plots to capture the powerful kiwi and kill his companion, but Rongokako spies
the snare his rival has set and disarms it with his taiaha. These events result in
the formation of several landmarks of this region: Tāwhitiapāoa (‘the snare of
Pāoa’); the three hills known as Aorangimaunga, Honokau and Taetae (created
by the impact of Pāoa’s trap being released by Rongokako); and Arowhana
mountain range, the place where Pāoa’s rope landed when the trap was triggered. Because he so successfully foils Pāoa’s trap, Rongokako and his kiwi go on
easily to win the race, as well as the keen attention of Muriwhenua.28, 29 This tale,
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like others of its kind, probably functioned as a repository of geographical lore,
to help travellers find their way around by reference to landmarks.
Other Māori legendary stories of mōkai are evidently quite closely related
to important cultural values such as mana, social hierarchy and utu. For
instance, two albatrosses (toroa) feature prominently in the cautionary tale of
Pourangahua (Pou) and his quest to bring kūmara from Hawaiki to New Zealand.
Having located land around the East Coast of the North Island suitable for
growing this vegetable, and aware that the planting season is imminent, Pou
paddles hastily to Hawaiki from Whakatāne in his canoe made from tree bark
and albatross skin. He reports the situation to his chief, Ruakapanga (Rua), who
offers the loan of his two treasured giant toroa to assist Pou’s journey back to
New Zealand so the tubers might be planted in time for spring. One of these
birds (named Hāro-ngā-rangi) carries Pou on its back, while the other (called
Tiu-ngā-rangi) transports the kūmara and special digging tools. 30 Before leaving
Hawaiki, Rua imparts clear instructions about the incantations required for
the birds’ safe travel, as well as the care they must be given while away. Once
in flight, however, Pou disregards the rituals, and once back in New Zealand
he neglects the wellbeing of the chief’s treasured toroa. The magnificent birds
weep copiously for Rua, until Pou finally realises his mistake and releases them
to go home. The reappearance of Hāro-ngā-rangi and Tiu-ngā-rangi in Hawaiki,
distraught and dishevelled, so upsets the chief that he retaliates by sending
three pests to forevermore invade Pou’s kūmara plants. ‘Roimata toroa’ is the
phrase used to describe the tears of the albatross, and also refers to a distinctive tāniko design woven into mats, cloaks and wall panels (the incorporation of
animal designs into artefacts is a feature that will be discussed in more detail in
chapter eight).31
Stories like this appear to be about the system of values and ethics by
which Polynesian and Māori cultures regulate the relationship between use of
nonhuman animals and respect or care for them. They also encapsulate the
importance of respecting the mana of those higher in the social hierarchy – as
represented, in this case, by the ‘pet’ toroa. And, like so many such stories, it
shows the operation of the social principle of utu – reciprocity for generous
deeds, and punishment or revenge for wrongdoing or ungratefulness.
Another such legend hints at tensions emerging from the relative distribution of mana and utu between the genders, and does not have a happy outcome
for its human protagonist, a woman named Hine-māhanga who is cherished
by birds. When a bellbird is given by Hine-māhanga as a present to her grandchild, other birds begin to notice how pleasurable the bellbird’s life has become
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in its new habitat in this woman’s garden. They arrive in great numbers to share
the fresh running water and many leafy branches Hine-māhanga provides for
all winged creatures. Hine-māhanga’s husband is not so impressed, however:
when he returns home after a trip to Patea and finds his wife’s garden abundant
with birdlife he feels so ashamed that she has been able to attract such a ‘fine
larder of birds’ – when he could not – that he kills her. The expression ‘ko to pua
a Hine-māhanga’ (‘the bird lure stand of Hine-māhanga’) refers to a place where
the snaring of birds has been successful.32
The interpretations above hint at one of the particular ways in which
cultural mediation via Pākehā narrative styles has shaped our reception of
pre-contact Māori stories. The genre of the ‘just-so story’ was very familiar in
nineteenth-century Europe, cropping up everywhere in popular collections of
animal narratives, from the Grimm Brothers’ German folktales at the start of the
century to Rudyard Kipling’s Indian-flavoured fables at its end. The European
collectors and translators of Māori myth and legend, such as George Grey and
Elsdon Best, would inevitably have been influenced by these precursors, and
selected and shaped the stories they presented accordingly. No doubt there
were a multitude of stories about mōkai that were never documented, and no
doubt those that have survived once carried meanings and associations to
which we no longer have access.
Yet, even though we cannot purify these stories of the influence of European
collectors, translators and interpreters, it still seems reasonable to make two
general points about them. First, their prevalence and vividness tell us that
human–companion animal relationships were widespread, significant and
complex in pre-European Māori culture. And second, these relationships were
formed and carried out in ways that were often very different from those that
are customary in modern and contemporary ‘Western’ societies. In some mōkai
stories, it even seems apparent that the bond between human and nonhuman
competes with, or exceeds, the value of relationships between humans.
The opening words of a Tainui lament, often sung for the dead, are: ‘Kaore
te aroha o taku nei manu’ (‘Overwhelming is my affection for my bird’).33 This
song recalls the great love a poet named Te Haupo had for his friend named
Korotangi, a grey duck (pārera) renowned for its abilities to forecast the arrival
of dangerous enemies. Angry at the special food and attention given to this bird,
the poet’s wife mistreats Korotangi whenever Te Haupo is absent. Eventually,
to escape her abuse, the duck flies away; and, although the poet searches for
his beloved companion, he finds only a few feathers which he then keeps in a
special box. Bereft, Te Haupo composes a song to lament his missing friend,
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while it is thought that upon death the duck’s remains turned to stone. In 1878,
between Aotea Harbour and Raglan, a bird carved from dark green serpentine
(in a style unfamiliar to Māori) was found in the roots of a mānuka tree felled
during a storm. This figurine, believed to be the blessed talisman of Korotangi
turned to stone, is said to have travelled across from Hawaiki on the Tainui so it
might ensure plentiful food through hunting.34
A variation of this tale concerns a young girl named Parewhaita from
Maukutea who makes friends with a lonely grey duck. They become inseparable companions, communicating with each other in a way unique to them,
and spending much of their time together at Pōhutukawa pool. Eventually
Parewhaita marries and has children, at which time she begins to pay less and
less attention to the duck as she becomes more concerned with the chores of
womanhood. Grieving for their lost friendship, the bird wanders off to join other
wild fowl, but rather than being accepted by its own kind, the duck is teased and
bullied. Returning to Pōhutukawa pool, the tragic bird performs a death dance
before plummeting into the water where it turns to stone and remains for many
centuries.35
Ngā manu mōkai
In everyday life pre-colonial Māori kept a variety of pet birds, including kākā,
kākāriki and kākāpō (parrots), tūī and bellbirds (honeyeaters), huia (insect
eaters), seabirds (seagulls, shags and oystercatchers) and kōtuku (white heron).
Some of these birds were kept because they were entertaining companions,
playful characters and good mimics. Often pet birds served other more utilitarian purposes as well. For example, once tamed, the noisy and gregarious
kākā was used as a decoy to capture others of its kind for meat and feathers. The
infectious excitement of the tīmori (decoy bird) upon being fed enticing scraps,
given a bone to peck or teased with a stick, would draw other kākā to the vicinity,
rendering them easier for the fowler to capture, spear or club. This method of
hunting was known as tūtū kākā.36 The rangatira or leader of the flock (usually
female) was considered the best bird to catch first as the others tended to follow
her. Fledglings were taken around November to be tamed as decoys. If a hunter
did not have a decoy bird then the first kākā caught on a particular day might
fulfil this function. This bird, known as a tionga, would be secured by a rope to a
branch or rod over the hunter’s head, and have its beak broken in order that its
cries of distress brought other kākā closer for slaughter.37 Thus different individuals of a single species could be subject both to companionate love and to
exploitative cruelty.
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It was believed kākā could fly to the ancestral homeland of Hawaiki and
bring back mana associated with the spirit world of this place. Specifically, they
carried back in their claws red or brown stones the size of marbles called ‘o
manapou’ or ‘o kākā’, and in their crops dark-coloured kernels called ‘manatawa’,
the stones of fruit growing in Hawaiki.38 Manatawa were swallowed by tohunga
(in this form they were known as ‘whatu kura’) in order to increase the potency
of sacred rituals.39
As well as being useful decoys and helpful familiars, kākā were entertaining
pets (fig. 5.1). They could be trained to talk and to perform (one Māori orator
remembered even having seen one play the kōauau or flute). Rare red (kākā kura)
or albino (kākā kōrako) kākā were particularly prized pets of Māori leaders or
rangatira. When men went hunting, planting or fishing and women remained
in villages, tame kākā would be placed outside whare to warn of passing visitors.
The women would call out a welcome to the guests, which was repeated by the
kākā. The bird might also ask the strangers for their names, a query that was
more socially acceptable coming from the kākā than from the women themselves.40 Many songs and sayings were created about kākā: for instance, a loose,
talkative person was a big-mouthed kākā (‘he kākā waha nui’), while ‘he kūkū
ki te kāinga, he kākā ki te haere’ was said of a man who was as quiet as a wood
pigeon (kererū) at home but as raucous as a kākā when he travelled.41
Another parrot cherished as a pet, and as food, was the flightless kākāpō
(‘parrot of the night’), by all accounts very affectionate once tamed.42 Ancient
Māori studied the slow and irregular breeding cycle of kākāpō, noting how
certain years devoid of kākāpō chicks coincided with poor seasons of particular
plant growth; this led to the belief in folklore that kākāpō harboured special
oracular powers. There is also speculation that Māori may have learnt the
practice of steeping food in water after observing kākāpō preserving in pools
berries and fern roots collected in season for later use as a summer food source.43
While parrots appear to have been more popular pets in the south, male tūī
were favourites in the north, largely due to their remarkable skill in mimicry
of humans and of other birds.44 Tūī were caught via snares, or simply taken as
they roosted at night, and their throats were permanently altered to enhance
their vocalisations. This involved enlarging the glottis by plugging it each day
until the tūī’s master, usually a man of high status such as a chief, was pleased
with the timbre of the bird’s new voice. Alternatively, the long tongue, typical
of honeyeaters, was trimmed of its hair-like appendages to permit clearer
speech (a practice named tohi).45 The intended outcome was for the voice of
a tūī, perhaps after several years of tongue-trimming and training, to closely
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resemble the loud and deep authority of a rangatira. Accordingly, pet tūī were
also sometimes named after important ancestors.
Before training was commenced, tūī were taken to enclosures (named whare
patahi) away from the everyday bustle of the village, so they would not learn to
repeat unwanted sounds such as dogs barking or children playing. Sometimes
these cages were placed near streams as it was thought the sound of rippling
water would enhance the bird’s learning and encourage a clearer voice. Caged
tūī were also placed on the chest of the teacher so birds became used to human
breathing. Some tūī became so tame that they were uncaged, as they would
reliably return. Teaching tūī to talk took several years and required intensive
daily lessons. Novices memorised a few syllables per day, their repertoire
growing eventually to include phrases up to 50 words in length. There are stories
of tūī who could recite whakapapa (genealogies) and long karakia (prayers).
Once trained, tūī were placed in prominent locations – on the porch of a
chief’s home, for example – and spontaneous vocalisations were listened to
with great interest for they could forecast things such as the weather and future
events. The chatter of tame tūī at dawn was called ‘wheko’; if tūī spoke at night it
was considered bad luck. Because it was impolite to ask directly for the identity
of a stranger, tūī were (like kākā) employed for this purpose; they were able to
make enquiries ‘even in a derogatory way, without giving too much offence’.46
For example, the tame bird might begin in this way (translated from Māori):
Let the visitor be asked who he is. Are you Tū (god of war)? Are you Rongo (god of
peace and all cultivated foods)? . . . Let peace prevail. Welcome. Welcome. There is
no food in the village! Afar off is the food! Come, welcome! Ehe ehe! Kai tahu! [The
final words are an imitation of the spitting noise made by the tūī.]47

Sometimes a briefer exchange prevailed, with the tūī asking: ‘Ko wai koe? Ko wai
ra to tupuna?’ (‘Who are you and who are your ancestors?’) Tūī were also used to
rebuke overly talkative people. If a conversation became monotonous or onesided, the tūī would say ‘E kiri he wai’, a ‘somewhat meaningless phrase’ in itself,
which nevertheless indicated one of the speakers had become a bore.48
Various proverbs derive from the connection between Māori and tūī. For
example, the compliment ‘me he korokoro tūī’ (‘like a tūī’s throat’) refers to
someone who is articulate and persuasive. If someone is thought to be speaking
an untruth they might be told ‘tapahia to arero pēnei me to te kōkō’ (‘cut your
tongue as that of the tūī is cut’).49 ‘Ui ngā tūī’ (‘ask the tūī’) is an enigmatic or
evasive reply to a question.50 There are also stories of tūī who were envoys, flying
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between pā to convey messages deciphered via knots in rope attached to the
bird’s neck, much the same way cuckoos were used as messengers in other parts
of Polynesia.
Talking tūī were valued so much that the small vessels holding their food
and water were intricately carved. The youngest child in a family might also be
affectionately called a little tūī (‘he kōkō iti’).51 An intertribal war was sparked in
the Wairoa region when a tame tūī by the name of Tāne-miti-rangi was stolen
from the rangatira Iwi-katere who had taught him how to narrate the chants
required at harvest time.52 Another war was initiated when Kahukino, rangatira
of Tawhitirahi pā, refused to give his cherished pet tūī to a visiting neighbour
from another iwi. The denial of the neighbour’s request for this tūī, whose reputation as both a beautiful singer and eloquent talker was unsurpassed, resulted
in the invasion of Kahukino’s village and the driving inland of its people from
Ōpōtiki to Whakatāne, where they eventually settled.53
Other birds kept as domestics included gulls and oystercatchers, which were
caught young, tamed by means of hand-feeding and then simply kept as companions; and kōtuku, kept primarily for their beautiful white plumage, which
decorated those of high status. Domesticated herons were kept in small low
cages, their feathers plucked every five or six months. The conditions of their
incarceration meant, however, that few survived for long.54
Described as a bold and friendly bird, the huia was revered for its tail feathers
which, being tapu, were worn only by chiefs of high rank. In the Kaimanawa
mountains, where huia were once plentiful, it was said they were in the care
of the goddess of thunder, Whaitiri. Like tūī, huia could be trained to talk.
One famous tame huia, known far and wide for its ‘defaming talk’, lived in the
Tararua ranges with Tautu of the Rangitāne tribe. This bird prompted a warning
in the lyrics of one waiata: ‘Let the ears listen to the whispering of the pet of
Tautu’, meaning that much could be found out from the tales told by the huia.55
From the accounts in this section it is apparent that mōkai manu played
important roles in the everyday life of Māori prior to European colonisation.
Companion birds (or their feathers) represented status symbols: they were used
to mediate social relationships and were agents in the maintenance of class
hierarchies. Humans borrowed the plumage – metaphorically and literally – of
birds for these purposes. Mōkai manu were also ‘flesh-and-blood’ metaphors
(present literally as well as being evoked proverbially), denoting the importance
of speech (and lineage) in Māori culture, from the recitation of whakapapa to
the conventions surrounding the welcoming of visitors.
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Ngā Kurī
Like birds, kurī (dogs) are prominent in Māori mythology, indicating their longstanding and vital connection to the peoples of the South Pacific. Ancient rock
drawings of dogs and humans, as well as artefacts resembling dogs, have been
found in New Zealand’s South Island, signalling the important role dogs played
in the lives of tangata whenua. Legends about kurī follow some similar themes
to folklore about birds: there are malevolent monster dogs, the helpers of giants
and ogres, as well as solitary man-eating dogs; there are beloved pet dogs whose
disappearance – or destruction at the hands of enemies – leads to much sorrow
and conflict between tribes. Another theme involves the transformation of an
ancestor’s dog into a part of the enduring landscape so future generations can
bear witness to the fact (or the lesson) of the tale.56
Significantly, dogs came into being through trickery, owing their existence
to the demigod Māui. Legend has it that Irawaru, the husband of Māui’s sister
Hinauri, upsets his brother-in-law during one of their fishing trips by catching
an enormous quantity of tāmure and hāpuku while Māui, despite having
brought along a special fish-hook carved from his grandmother’s jawbone, fails
to catch any fish at all. Suspecting Irawaru of casting a spell over him, Māui plots
his revenge. Once their outrigger returns to shore, he traps Irawaru underneath
it, jumps all over his back until it is stretched out, grabs his face and pulls it
forwards, and watches as his one-time friend’s legs shrink, hair grows over his
entire body, and a tail pops out between his legs.57 In this demeaning way the
first dog comes into being.
In the southernmost description of this myth, the infuriated Māui utters a
powerful incantation while Irawaru’s head lies in his lap (Māui has offered to
delouse his brother-in-law’s hair): ‘You are nothing but a greedy dog’, Māui
declares. ‘A dog you shall be all your days, crying “Au! Au!”’58 He then tells his
sister that she can find her husband from now on by calling ‘moi, moi!’ – a
phrase typically used when summoning dogs but considered insulting if calling
a man. Hinauri’s cries of ‘moi, haere mai’ are returned by her husband-dog’s
bark of ‘Au! Au!’ Despairing of her brother’s trickery, and the fate of her husband,
Hinauri throws herself in the ocean to drown.59
The legend of Irawaru demonstrates how closely related humans and dogs
are in Māori tradition: the first kurī is actually created from a human being.
Moreover, being made into a dog – or treated like a dog – is degrading for a
human (an association also common in other cultures, including European
ones). On the other hand, alternative origin narratives show dogs being ascribed
a very high value, as well as playing vital roles in important events. For example,
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stories about the first Polynesian voyagers to New Zealand often contain references to kurī, with some pet dogs playing pivotal parts in decisions to depart
for these new islands. In fact it is the death of a dog named Pōtaka-tawhiti that
leads to one of the major migrations here from Hawaiki. When the treasured kurī
of the great chief Hou-mai-tawhiti and his sons Tama-te-kapua and Whakaturia
unwittingly eats slough derived from the burst boil of a rival chief named
Uenuku (an act comparable to eating part of Uenuku’s body), the aggrieved chief
and his brother Toi-te-huatahi catch the dog and Toi devours him in an act of
retribution. Shortly after, Hou-mai-tawhiti sends his sons to search for their
missing companion. They wander through villages calling Pōtaka-tawhiti to no
avail until they reach the village of Toi-te-huatahi. Here their cries are answered
by a faint bark from inside the belly of Toi, and the brothers immediately realise
what has become of their pet.60 The dishonourable fate of this dog sparks several
reprisals, eventually culminating in the departure from Hawaiki of Tama-tekapua aboard Te Arawa.61
Kurī also accompanied Māori ancestors on their long sea voyages to Aotearoa.
Kupe, known to some as the first Polynesian discoverer of New Zealand,
brought several kurī on Matawhaorua, leaving one waiting behind for so long
at Hokianga Harbour that the animal turned to stone.62 On his travels here, Turi,
captain of Aotea, is said to have appeased the gods – and ensured continued safe
passage of his canoe – by sacrificing a dog while the vessel was stationed on the
Kermadecs.63 And it was a dog on board Tokomaru who first discovered the new
home of Manaia and his crew, and, upon smelling land, jumped into the water
and barked enthusiastically to guide the vessel through the darkness safely to
shore.64
Legendary pet dogs are also associated with the establishment of Māori place
names throughout New Zealand. One such kurī is Whakao, pet of Pawa (sometimes referred to as Pāoa), captain of Horouta, which reached New Zealand
around one hundred years before the main body of waka arrived from Polynesia.
When Whakao and Pawa become separated near Te Arai in Poverty Bay, the
lost dog loudly laments throughout his lonely night in the bush. At dawn
when Whakao is located, Pawa names the site of their reunion Pipi-Whakao
(Whimpering Whakao). He also gives the name Te Kurī a Pawa (Pawa’s Dog) to a
headland near Gisborne65 – the same landmark later dubbed Young Nick’s Head
by James Cook.
The relationship between Tara (son of Whatonga and grandson of Toikai
rākau) and his beloved kurī Pōtaka influences the Māori name of New Zealand’s
capital city, as well as several other place names around the East Coast of the
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North Island. Pōtaka was a skilful hunting dog who faithfully returned to
Tara whenever he played a particular tune on his pūtātara (trumpet). When
Pōtaka disappeared following a visit from the people of a nearby village, Tara
went in search of him, playing his trumpet and clicking his tongue to bring
the kurī to him. His quest to find Pōtaka resulted in the naming of a hill as
Whakatangihangapūatara (‘the blowing of Tara’s trumpet’), the entrance to a
lagoon Keteketerau (‘many clickings of the tongue’), and a lake where Tara stops
on his travels to eat eels, Te Rotoatara (‘the lake of Tara’). On reaching the village
to which he believes Pōtaka has been taken, Tara poses as a tohunga in order
to hunt for his dog’s wairua, which he locates inside the bellies of several men.
To avenge Pōtaka’s death, Tara asks the gods to produce a storm which drowns
many of the village’s fishermen. The impact of Tara’s retribution on this community results in the settlement, formerly known as Te Upoko o te Ika, being
renamed Te Whanganui a Tara. Usually translated as ‘the harbour of Tara’, this
title is also interpreted with respect to the persistent search for this dog as ‘the
long waiting of Tara’.66
Some landmarks in New Zealand have become distinctive because wairua
of legendary kurī are thought to inhabit them. The spirits of kurī are believed
to pass, like those of humans, to Te Rēinga (the World of Shadows) after death,
although they travel there by a different route. In the north it is said that human
spirits sing a farewell song before leaping down to the underworld, while the
spirits of dogs howl their own chorus at the end of each verse.67 On the other
hand, when dogs are killed their wairua may be required or commanded to
remain on earth, fixed at certain locations or within objects. One such story
describes the enduring fondness of the great traveller and name-giver Ihenga
(grandson of Tama-te-kapua) for his kurī Pōtakatahiti. While they are roaming
in a swamp in Waikererū, this dog is killed by a falling tōtara. Distressed, Ihenga
utters one karakia to return the tree to its upright position, and another to direct
the wairua of his kurī to enter the trunk, so that Pōtaka might always mock (in
dog language) others passing by this tōtara on their travels.68
In another story from both Ngāti Awa and Tūhoe tradition, Mariko, son of
the great ancestor Taane-atua (brother of Toroa, captain of Mataatua) owns a
kurī called Ōkiwa. One day this dog is killed by a person he attacks. The man
disposes of Ōkiwa’s corpse in a pool, but the dog’s spirit lives on in the water.
The wairua of Ōkiwa is believed to be present in the eerie wind that blows out of
the Whakatāne gorge, while the mist accompanying this breeze is the dead dog’s
breath.69 Although of ghostly nature, the wind associated with Ōkiwa’s spirit is
welcomed in winter as it keeps the frost from ruining crops.70 So it is that stories
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about the human–canine bond often account for place names, but also for the
topographical and atmospheric conditions that prevail in certain locations.
In all the above tales the crucial feature is the enduring faithfulness of dog
to human. Yet the mystical dogs of Māori legend are not always so benign;
some are quite monstrous. Two rocks at the western end of Lake Taupō are
really malevolent dogs in disguise. Their mischief consists of luring strangers
to their deaths by barking poignantly until an attempt is made to find the dogs
by calling ‘moi, moi’. At this point a wild storm arises and those visitors tricked
into summoning the kurī are drowned.71 In the Tūranga (Gisborne) region there
exists a dog-headed man who can outrun any human,72 while a baleful kurī
named Mohorangi dwells on Whangaōkena Island, and has, like the Medusa of
Greek myth, the power to turn people into stone. A rock jutting out of the sea off
this island is testament to the fate of a young woman called Pōnuiahine, who
encountered the ‘unwinking eyes’ of Mohorangi when she failed to follow the
protocol of covering her eyes near a sacred place.73
In ancient times Kāhui Tipua, a notorious band of giants, were said to stalk
the South Island with their frightening packs of two-headed hunting dogs.74 One
scaly giant with a dog’s head resided in the upper reaches of the Clutha River.
Named Kōpuwai (or Kōpōwai), this ogre now takes the form of a rock formation, popularly known as the Obelisk, which can be seen at the top of the Old
Man Range.75 The formation of nearby Lake Wakatipu is connected to another
ferocious giant and his two-headed dogs. This fiend, named Matau, steals away
a woman called Manata, the daughter of a local rangatira, and makes her his
wife. Her lover, the warrior Matakauri, sets out to rescue Manata, finding her
bound by strong rope derived from the hide of one of Matau’s malevolent dogs.
Believing her situation to be hopeless, Manata sobs onto the rope, breaking it
in two with her tears so she is released.76 Some time later, Matakauri burns the
sleeping Matau to death, the giant’s singed body forming a deep hole which fills
with water from the mountains’ rivers and becomes Lake Wakatipu.77
There are also tales of human-eating monster dogs (possibly stemming from
actual encounters with feral or wild kurī), such as that of Te Kurī-nui-a-Moko
(‘the great dog of Moko’). Said to dwell in a cave on Ngamoko mountain by Lake
Waikaremoana, this dog savages a group of hunters who go to the mountain to
snare kākā, tūī and kūkū (kererū). Horrified by this event, the people of the area
lure Te Kurī-nui-a-Moko into a taiki (large cage) they make of saplings and vines,
then lunge at him through the sides of the trap with spears until he lies dead.78
Some mystical kurī or dog-like figures have prophetic significance in Māori
folklore. The Tūhoe goddess Moe-kahu (daughter of the ogress Houmea and
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sister of the three rainbow gods, Kahukura, Uenuku and Haere) takes the form
of a dog, her appearance to the inhabitants of the Urewera region warning of
misfortune and even death. The banshee-like cries of the sacred guardian dog of
Mahu, said to live in Lake Te Rotonuiaha, prophesise the demise of a chief.79
Deities and supernatural entities are obviously powerful beings in Māori
mythology, but the mundane dog of the earthly domain can also become a
worrying soothsayer. If, for instance, a dog barks at someone in a meaningful
way this can signal impending disaster as Te Nganahau (the personification of
evil) may have influenced the dog to impart such a warning.80
Thus, as well as being figures of affection or derision, dogs were also sometimes figures of fear for Māori. The appearance of monstrous, malevolent or
aggressive dogs in traditional narratives reflects the use of kurī to guard and
attack, and also suggests that some domesticated dogs caused concern when
they escaped human control and went feral.
Ngā kurī mōkai
Written descriptions of distinct ‘Māori’ or ‘New Zealand’ dogs derive mainly
from the observations and stories collected in the journals of early European
explorers and nineteenth-century colonists, and include accounts provided
to these men by kaumātua.81 James Cook described the tame dogs he encountered living with Māori at Uawa (Tolaga Bay)82 as ‘very small and ugly’, while
the German naturalist Georg Forster, who accompanied Cook on his second
voyage to New Zealand, contended that the pet dogs of Māori were ‘rough longhaired [with] pricked ears’, resembled ‘the common shepherd’s cur’, and were
of different colours – ‘some spotted, some quite black, and others perfectly
white’ (fig. 5.2).83 Forster’s father Johann, also present on this second expedition,
depicted the ‘dogs of the South Sea’ as ‘a singular race’, possessing ‘a prodigious
large head, remarkably little eyes, prick-ears, long hair, and a short bushy tail’.84
They ‘did not bark, only howled plaintively at times’;85 the sound they made was
‘au, au’, rather than the ‘pahu, pahu’ or ‘haru, haru’ of European dogs. They were
fed on fish, birds, rats, and the bones of humans and other dogs.86 Because of
their diet, which differed from their ancestral Polynesian dogs who lived mainly
on vegetables, the skulls of kurī became longer and more pronounced. They possessed heavier jaw musculature and a stronger bite consistent with the crushing
and grinding associated with eating fish and bone, rather than vegetables.87
In the late 1800s a debate erupted concerning the origins and authenticity of te kurī Māori. In his 1877 treatise ‘Notes on the Ancient Dog of the
New Zealanders’, printer and traveller William Colenso argued purebred kurī
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had become extinct in New Zealand by at least the 1830s, replaced by mixed
breeds following contact with dogs introduced by the first European explorers.
He based this contention on the discrepancy between the descriptions of kurī
provided by Cook and his crew and later accounts of the dogs kept by Māori. His
own discussions with kaumātua persuaded him that ‘original’ kurī had vanished.
Anthropologist Edward Tregear was also sceptical that any nineteenth-century
British settlers had encountered authentic kurī, although ‘doubtless some of
[their] blood was running in the veins of the mongrels that roamed around the
native villages’.88 In 1893, some years after the release of Colenso’s paper, Taylor
White proposed that more than one ‘kind or size’ of ‘Māori dog’ had existed, and
that as well as being derived from Tahitian or South Sea dogs, kurī may also
have come from stock brought to New Zealand prior to Cook’s arrival by sea
voyagers from South America. This latter scenario would account for the use of
the term ‘pero’ by Māori in the upper North Island when referring to dogs (the
Spanish word for dog being ‘perro’). George Angas supported this supposition,
stating ‘the small species of wild dog’ in New Zealand ‘is probably descended
from a peculiar breed introduced by Spaniards’.89 White also postulated that
the Australian dingo and dogs of the Malay Archipelago may have contributed
to the various types of ‘indigenous’ dogs observed in New Zealand prior to and
during the 1800s.
Traditionally, several common nouns were employed by Māori to refer to
‘dogs’; these included ‘kararehe, kirehe, kurī, pero, peropero, pape and moi’,
although ‘moi’ was, as mentioned above, more typically the sound made when
calling a dog.90 The proximity in which humans and kurī lived in ancient Māori
society influenced people to make comparisons emphasising the lower status
of canines; the inferiority of dogs was reflected in and reinforced by the legend
of the first ancestor of kurī, Irawaru, who came into existence through Māui’s
demeaning trickery.91 Unlike birds, then, kurī were more likely to feature in
common sayings in derogatory ways. For example, an idle person – ‘he whiore
tahutahu’ (‘an often-singed tail’) – was compared to a dog lazing too close to a
fire; a coward was called ‘he whiore humu’ (‘tail between the legs’); and a person
easily duped was named ‘he kurī e potete ana’ (‘like a dog on a leading stick’).
The term ‘he ihu kurī, he tangata haere’ (‘a dog’s nose, a travelling man’) was an
insulting reference to a traveller who ‘sniffed out’ the food of others (a bludger);
however, if a voyager used this phrase when introducing himself he was likely to
be welcomed and treated hospitably.92
Despite these somewhat disparaging colloquial portrayals of the character
of kurī, early Māori appear to have been affectionate towards their canine
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companions, giving them proper names (Pōtaka being one of the more popular
pet names for a dog). When dogs suffered untimely deaths or went missing, their
loss was marked by songs of grief; and the stealing or killing of dogs by other
tribes often led to reprisals,93 as also seen in some of the legends narrated above.
Kurī were highly valued as guards and hunting companions (they were especially useful when catching ground game such as kākāpō, weka and kiwi),94 but
because they did not bark, kurī wore around their necks whalebone rattles –
known as rore, kākāra or tātara – so hunters could follow them and be led to
the prey.95 Dogs were also prized for their jawbones, which were turned into
fish-hooks, and for their skins, which were used as clothing and for decoration
(as discussed in chapter eight). Kahu kurī (cloaks made from dog skin) were
created for different purposes. They were worn by high-ranking men on significant occasions, and warriors donned special dog-skin cloaks called ‘“he tāpahu
o Irawaru” (the protective cloaks of Irawaru, god of dogs)’ to ward off attack
from spears.96 During winter, dog-hair coats could be worn inside out for added
warmth.
White-haired kurī were especially valuable, and cherished even more if they
possessed long tails. They were permitted to sleep inside houses on clean mats
‘so that their precious tails could be kept as white as possible’.97 The tails were
regularly shaved and the hair used for decorative purposes. The hides of whitehaired dogs were used to make mats. They would be stretched out on a frame to
dry, a role assigned only to men; so too was the task of sewing hides together and
fixing them to woven flax lining, while women were involved in preparing the
flax-cloth itself.98
Most kurī did not die naturally, but were killed for a purpose. Dogs were the
only domesticated mammals in Aotearoa prior to European colonisation.99
According to Jan Bay-Petersen, ‘each dog skeleton [uncovered from ancient
sites] represents a considerable economic investment by its Māori owner, who
determined the time and occasion of its death, not by chance, but for social
and economic reasons which presumably formed part of the total economic
pattern’.100 Considered sacred or tapu, dog meat was a delicacy reserved only for
those of important status, such as tohunga performing ceremonies involving
the children of chiefs, and those assisting in the tattooing of noble people.101
Pet dogs were relinquished for slaughter on these occasions. Despite such
strong customary expectations, the bond between human and dog was difficult for some to break. An account is given by Colenso, for example, of how
distressed one man became when commanded to surrender his dog for a feast
in honour of the chin tattoo completed on a powerful woman from Mangakahia
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near Wairoa (around 1832): ‘it was almost taken by force from its owner (a petty
chief) who cried and mourned greatly over his dog’.102
These stories show how dogs were important in two fundamental ways:
when alive, they helped with hunting and guarding, and were often cherished
companions; when slaughtered, they provided food, fibre and tools. The tension
between the material, social and emotional value of dogs explains something of
the intensity and vividness of traditional Māori narratives about canines.
Ngā kurī me ngā Pākehā
Despite the increasingly favourable position dogs were occupying as family
pets in upper-class British society by the end of the seventeenth century, the
practice of consuming kurī was also taken up by some of the early European
explorers who anchored and set foot in New Zealand. The accounts kept by
these sailors suggest that eating dogs was experienced with a mixture of dislike
and enjoyment, both feelings due to the obvious transgression of a European
taboo. As with Māori, dog meat was enjoyed on special occasions: for instance,
a dog was slaughtered on board the Endeavour for a feast in honour of a sailor’s
birthday, ‘the hindquarters roasted, the forequarters in a pie, and the guts made
into a haggis’.103
One reason that these visitors to the Pacific were initially able to stomach
dog meat – and thereby to bypass their own cultural values regarding the
unsuitability of dogs for consumption – relates to the ways in which they frequently trivialised or denigrated kurī, specifically because they were ‘Māori
dogs’. In general, European sailors depicted kurī as ugly, dim, unlikeable
and cannibalistic. Georg Forster claimed, for instance, that ‘the dogs [in New
Zealand] are the most stupid, dull animals imaginable, and do not seem to have
the least advantage, in point of sagacity, over sheep, which are commonly made
the emblems of silliness’.104 Perhaps at first it was also more acceptable to eat a
dog that was like a sheep, and indeed the flesh of kurī was often compared in
taste to that of sheep meat, Cook himself commenting that ‘South Sea Dog was
next to an English lamb’.105
Georg Forster also speculated that the fish diet fed to the dogs of New
Zealand may have served to change their natures. He proposed that their different ‘[e]ducation may perhaps likewise graft new instincts; the New Zealand
dogs are fed on the remains of their masters’ meals; they eat the bones of other
dogs, and the puppies become true cannibals from their birth’; while his father
Johann complained that they ‘seldom or never bark, only howl now and then;
have the sense of smelling in a very low degree, and are lazy beyond measure.’106
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Kurī were therefore perceived as inferior dogs, ‘emblems of silliness’, more
‘stupid’ than the dogs encountered back home, and ‘lazy beyond measure’.
These assumptions were no doubt shaped in turn by European prejudices
against the ‘native New Zealanders’, according to which Māori too were sometimes viewed as primitive and animalistic. Alexander Home, a crew member
on board Discovery, the ship that accompanied Cook’s Resolution on his third
and final expedition to New Zealand, narrated the story of a New Zealand dog
caught by one of his shipmates (and later consumed by the crew).107 This dog,
Home claimed, was ‘as savage a devil as the savages from whom [we] got it’.
Accordingly, Anne Salmond postulates that kurī were, like their Māori masters,
perceived by the European explorers to be ‘on a borderline between nature and
culture, half tame and half savage’.108
Such dislike worked both ways: there is anecdotal evidence kurī did not
take to Europeans either. On land and with their Māori companions, kurī were
seemingly peaceful; but when given to the newcomers, and once on board their
ships, these dogs were known to attack. This was interpreted at the time as the
dogs having a taste, like Māori, for European flesh;109 however, such behaviour
was no doubt related to the removal of kurī from their usual homes and people.
It appears that some kurī taken onto ships even became so homesick and forlorn
they refused to eat and starved to death.110
Importantly, however, it was not only ‘Maori dogs’ who were eaten by white
explorers. Gradually it became acceptable to kill and eat European dogs too: on
Cook’s second voyage to the Pacific, Georg Forster’s favourite dog – brought with
him from England – was served to the captain when he became gravely ill off
Easter Island; and the elder Forster, Johann, even came to muse in his journal
upon ‘the prejudice’ in his own culture ‘that treated cats and dogs as unclean
animals, unfit to eat’.111
These incidents of dog slaughter and consumption by early European
visitors to New Zealand indicate how these men and their customs began to
change. For Salmond, such changes in taste and attitude and ethics show that
they were already on the path to becoming Pākehā; that this path began with
their very first encounters with the Māori world.112 If so, then we can say that
dogs played a significant role in the ‘origin stories’ of Pākehā, just as they did in
those of Māori.
Te Mōkai me Te Tangata
It is clear that early Māori did not view animals merely as available resources
for human use, in the instrumentalist way that became so dominant in Western
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cultures from the seventeenth century onwards. On the other hand, an assumption that traditional Māori practices involving animals were fundamentally or
automatically attentive to the suffering or welfare of nonhuman creatures must
also be avoided. Certain birds and animals were respected due to whakapapa, or
because of the mana they embodied, but everyday rituals and other traditional
practices sometimes involved the infliction of great suffering upon individual
creatures.
Of course, as stated already, interpretations of ancient stories about Māori
and mōkai are at risk of the bias of twenty-first-century understandings of
animals, human–animal relationships, and the role of animals as human companions. What we can say about the stories presented in this chapter, though,
is that they demonstrate how widely ideas about animals and human connections to them differ among cultures, as well as within cultures: no culture
is ever entirely uniform, or remains entirely unchanging, in its beliefs about
or treatment of animals.113 In addition, both the differences and the similarities that exist between traditional Māori and contemporary Western forms of
animal companionship remind us that all human relationships with animals –
symbolic and real-life – are ultimately shaped by, and in turn shape, the values
(and interests) of the cultures within which they occur. These lessons are further
demonstrated in the following chapter, which traces the emergence and impact
of British welfare perspectives on human–animal relations in New Zealand,
from colonial to contemporary times.
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Six
Exotic Familiars

The history of dogs in New Zealand, discussed in the previous chapter, clearly
demonstrates how important kurī were to pre-European Māori culture. It also
shows how traditional Māori customs relating to dogs contrasted with contemporary British conventions about human–canine relationships. Dogs
undoubtedly played a significant role in early contact between tangata whenua
and Europeans (fig. 6.1). And while Māori and Europeans were getting to
know each other, so were their dogs: the introduction of kurī to dogs on board
eighteenth-century whaling and sealing vessels resulted in the rapid ‘breeding
out’ of the various unique breeds of Pacific dog. The emerging mixed-breeds
were soon shunned as food by Māori who, according to the nineteenth-century
botanist Ernst Dieffenbach, claimed their meat was ‘perfectly unpalatable’.1 Of
course it also seems likely that this dislike of the taste of the new mongrels also
reflects how Māori were being increasingly influenced by European ideas about
the taboo on eating dogs (just as they were, eventually, by the European taboo
on cannibalism), so that consumption of canine meat gradually became culturally distasteful and therefore physically distasteful. At the same time, of course,
a taste for European meat animals was quickly developing.
Like Homo sapiens and Canis familiaris, other species introduced to New
Zealand have origin and establishment stories of their own. These tales convey
much more than merely why and how different creatures came to be here;
they reveal the ways in which humans and other animals (as well as inanimate
things) converged to create and modify cultures, landscapes and commerce.
The origin story of cats in New Zealand, for instance, is one in which humans,
whales, seals, ships and land intersect. First brought here aboard James Cook’s
vessels, cats do not appear to have jumped ship then: it is more likely they first
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set foot on land via the early whaling and sealing boats on which they were kept
as ratters and companions. Feline newcomers were obviously present on the
mainland by the early nineteenth century: Major Richard Cruise, the military
commander of the Dromedary, which visited the Bay of Islands after transporting convicts from Britain to Australia, documented in 1820 that he was
offered a cat to cook and eat by local Māori.2 Dieffenbach noted that colonies
of wild cats were present in the Auckland region during the 1840s. By the later
nineteenth century, cats were popular pets among gold miners, surveyors and
shepherds, while in the 1870s farmers let loose scores of cats on their land in the
hope they might contain the growing numbers of rabbits.3 Deliberately released
and uncared for, such cats quickly established feral colonies, and their impact
on native birds was being noticed by the mid-1800s.4
Analysing the journals of some of the first Europeans to explore New
Zealand and encounter its indigenous peoples, Penelope Goode focuses on how
assumptions about animals’ meanings, and their uses to humans, influenced
perceptions on both sides.5 European explorers wrote about how perplexing
(and sometimes disturbing) they found Māori engagements with domesticated animals raised for food, such as pigs and fowl. They were bewildered, for
example, by the lack of adequate fencing or stewardship, as well as the ways
in which pigs were ‘mollycoddled’ by Māori women, breastfed and allowed to
sleep in beds. Similarly, Māori assumed things about introduced creatures that
fitted within their traditional worldviews, believing certain animals to be supernatural on first contact, and managing or adapting to the novel behaviours of
others (fig. 6.2). This chapter focuses on the stories of three species central to the
establishment of colonial New Zealand: pigs, horses, and chickens.
Pigs / Ngā Poaka
There is no archaeological evidence that pigs inhabited New Zealand prior to
European contact. Cook released pigs (a black breed now known as ‘Captain
Cookers’) in both the South and North islands during his second and third
voyages to New Zealand. He believed that pigs would please Māori as a sustainable source of food, whether wild or domesticated. At least two other kinds of pig
were also brought to New Zealand in the eighteenth century: the stout Berkshire,
and the small rotund kune kune (descended from an old Polish–Chinese breed),
whose Maori name means ‘fat and round’. Kune kune arrived in New Zealand in
1805, when 26 sows and four boars were given by Governor King of New South
Wales to a Māori chief in the Bay of Islands. These small pigs were adopted as
children’s pets and also used for food.6
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Māori quickly incorporated pigs into their repertoire of human–animal relations but retained, at least to begin with, their own cultural propensity to view
some animals as both pets and food (kune kune, as mentioned, were adopted as
children’s pets and also eaten). This attitude contrasted with that of Europeans
which, by the nineteenth century, and at least among urban-dwellers, involved
a sharp distinction between food animals and companion animals.
Once domesticated and wild pigs were established in New Zealand, pork
became a valued dish among Māori. Nineteenth-century artist George French
Angas, who travelled to New Zealand to sketch Māori and their everyday lives,
noted in particular the close relationships formed between Māori women and
pigs:
The suckling pigs [are] in great favour with them. They nurse and fondle them with
as much tenderness, as our ladies their lap-dogs; they even grant those favourite
pet-pigs the same privileges on their breasts, that are generally extended only to
babies.7

Similarly, Joel Polack recorded in his 1838 journal that he had seen two Māori
women sleeping on either side of ‘a sleek black pig [who] was sighing like a
furnace’.8
Polack was accompanied on his journey through New Zealand by a young
chief named Tamaroa and this man’s companion pig, who ‘followed him
with the fidelity of a dog’.9 The uneasy boundary between pets and animals to
be consumed – a feature of the burgeoning changes in European attitudes to
animals during this period – proves too much for Polack himself comfortably to
breach. When this same pig is killed to be eaten during a village feast, Polack is
unable to stomach the animal for whom he has developed affection:
The lively grunter belonging to Tamaroa, who had travelled with us remarkably
well, I determined to leave, as I could not bring myself to consent to the death of an
animal possessing such social habits and natural powers of pleasing.10

Europeans were at first perplexed by Māori modes of animal ownership,
farming, and commerce, often reading practices of stewardship or dominance
over animals according to their own cultural preconceptions, and thereby misinterpreting the different relationships Māori had with nonhuman species. For
example, whereas the British newcomers were familiar with pastoral practices
involving fencing and containment of ‘stock’, Māori ‘owners’ of animals such as
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pigs might have lived at some distance from their animals or else in closer proximity to them than occurred on English farms. Pigs belonging to certain Māori
may have been more or less free to roam wild until hunted by their owners; there
was also an implicit convention that pigs associated with a specific person were
not to be traded or killed by anyone else (this was the case even if the herd had
wandered far from an owner’s home).
Fencing was not instigated in the early days when Māori kept pigs because
the whereabouts of these animals (with respect to plants being cultivated for
food) was managed by keeping droves on outer islands or by having slaves
monitor the pigs’ location and activities.11 However, roaming introduced species
often created problems in relation to the protection of tapu sites. As Goode
points out, ‘tapu could operate with indigenous animals as the system appeared
to accommodate them’, having been developed and evolved around their
presence, ‘yet introduced species were outside control and therefore dangerous
and required new prescriptions for management’.12 When creatures unwittingly
transgressed tapu – by roaming on or disturbing sacred areas – the consequences could be brutal, for both the people and animals involved. Chickens
showed no consideration for tapu areas or objects, and could breach cultural
protocol by flight or on foot. The artist Augustus Earle, who first came to New
Zealand in 1827 (and later joined Charles Darwin on the Beagle), recounted the
quick dispatch of a mother hen and her chicks who nested in the shavings from
a respected waka taua (war canoe). Likewise, pigs and cows demonstrated indiscriminate wandering, intruding on and upsetting special sites. Polack described
in his journal how a war occurred because a pig fed upon the grass of a Māori
burial ground.13
Even more striking evidence of the complexity of the proscriptions and punishments regulating relationships amongst animals and humans is provided
by Earle’s account of a slave who left his pig-watching post upon witnessing
the arrival of Earle’s own vessel, only to be dealt a hefty punishment when the
animals ruined the crops: the man was killed, roasted, and his corpse then fed
upon by dogs – and also by the pigs.14 In this case, instead of the European categories that regulate diet and behaviour amongst humans and animals – and
that strictly separated humans from pets and both from food animals – a Māori
system is in operation that allows, under certain circumstances, for particular
categories of humans, in this case ‘mōkai’ (which Europeans would call ‘slaves’
or ‘servants’) to be eaten not just by other humans, but also by certain categories of animals, also called ‘mōkai’ (those creatures Europeans would call ‘pets’).
At the same time, therefore, that Māori were incorporating European animals
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into their existing cultural categories, those animals were challenging, modifying and extending those boundaries – both literally (by transgressing tapu)
and conceptually (by creating relationships that would eventually replace traditional pre-European Māori human–animal relations).
Horses / Ngā hōiho
The horse (hōiho) is another introduced species whose establishment in this
country quickly challenged and transformed the human–animal concepts and
practices of both Māori and Europeans, to produce peculiarly ‘New Zealand’
types of horse and styles of human–equine relationships.
The first horses introduced to New Zealand were two mares and a stallion
brought ashore on 23 December 1814 by Reverend Samuel Marsden who sailed
from Australia on the Active, along with several Māori chiefs, one of them the
Ngāpuhi leader Ruatara, who had worked on Marsden’s farm at Parramatta.
On arrival at Rangihoua in the Bay of Islands, Marsden demonstrated his
riding skills on the beach before an audience of local Māori.15 John Liddiard
Nicholas, an Australian farmer who accompanied Marsden on this journey to
New Zealand, noted the response of the onlookers: ‘To see a man seated on the
back of such an animal, they thought the strangest thing in nature; and following him with staring eyes, they believed at the moment that he was more
than mortal.’16 Nicholas’s records also indicate that when Ruatara explained the
notion of riding, and how horses could help draw carriages and ploughs, Māori
on the beach were initially incredulous, believing he was fibbing.17
One of the first horses brought ashore in Wellington was allegedly mistaken
for a supernatural being by the local Ngāti Tama people. Onlooker Maui Wiremu
Piti Naera Pomare recalled, ‘we who were gathered on the beach immediately
ran for our lives, for we knew a great taniwha was making straight for us’.18
And when a sailor tied rope around this horse’s neck to lead the animal to a
patch of grass, Māori supposedly declared: ‘Great is the mana of the pakeha.’19
The elderly chief Taringa Kurī (also known as Te Kaaeaea) was first to leave
the pā, approach, mount and ride this new creature; next was Pomare’s father
(who traded the horse for flax and pigs), and soon all the members of the tribe
had tried this novel activity. This proved too much for the horse in question,
however, who died a couple of days later: Pomare’s father lamented that they
had ridden ‘the monster to death’.20
While some Māori at first considered horses to be so other-worldly they were
treated as supernatural entities, others compared them to huge dogs, referring to them as kurī or kararehe21 (a Tūhoe chief described horses as ‘kurī waha
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tangata’ – people-carrying dogs).22 Another name for horses was ‘kaamia’, which
appears to be a transliteration of the Pākehā phrase ‘come here’.23
Marsden’s motivation had been to introduce domesticated horses to New
Zealand as a means to carry his missionary work across the country and facilitate British agricultural practices. Of the first horses to arrive, expensive
purebred stallions were most prized. On the long journey from Britain, these
stallions would be well looked after, but mares were given less consideration.
Easily purchased and transported from places such as Chile, mares were readily
replaced – they were not given names and were kept in less humane conditions
than the stallions during their sea journeys to New Zealand.24
The records from 1814 to 1840 are scanty regarding horses as companions of
Māori. Because they were rare and initially expensive, usually only chiefs owned
them; this, in turn, meant that possession of a horse implied both pre-existing
mana and increased prestige. Horses were valuable to Māori as they brought
people together, lessening the time required to travel to other hapū and iwi
(fig. 6.3). While Ngāpuhi was the first iwi to own horses, it soon became common
practice for tribes to give horses to other iwi, as a means of forging or maintaining relationships. Likewise, government officials sometimes gave horses to
chiefs as a sign of goodwill.25 As a sought-after new commodity, the price of a
horse in the 1840s was around 40 pigs.
By the 1860s, though, every iwi had horses and used them during the
New Zealand Wars. Horses were also employed recreationally for racing and
gambling, much to the horror of the early missionaries.26 As early as 1842, a
horse race for Māori was included at an Auckland race meeting, followed by
a similar race in Christchurch in 1851, and a ‘wahine’s race’ for Māori women
at the 1877 Ōhinemutu races in the Bay of Plenty. Under the patronage of the
Māori King, Maori organised their own race meets during the 1860s.27 These race
meetings were places of tribal competition; winning horses were ushered off the
course with a ‘haka of triumph’.28 And though horses were valued immensely by
Māori, they sometimes paid for their equine behaviour dearly. In 1875, when the
wife of Rawhira Te Ara-moana was killed after falling from her mount, the horse
was taken back to the scene of the tragedy by her husband and slaughtered in an
act of retribution.29
The significant historical involvement of Māori in the breeding and raising
of horses in New Zealand has led one scholar, Carolyn Mincham, to call for the
recognition of the ‘Māori horse’ (or bush pony) as a distinct breed closely identified with Māori culture and certain regions of the New Zealand rural landscape.
Mincham claims that ‘[a]lthough perhaps not formally recorded or registered as
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[were] many European horses, the bloodlines of Māori horses can be said to be
amongst the oldest in this country, going back to some of the earliest imports’.30
The Māori horse is similar to the mixed-breed station hack used for cattle- and
sheep-runs on hilly terrain, but is likely to be smaller and bred in a semi-wild
state up remote river valleys in Northland, the Bay of Plenty, King Country
and the East Coast.31 While different-coloured ponies are common, piebalds
or skewbalds tend to be most valued. Nowadays, as in traditional times, ‘Māori
horses’ tend to roam more or less freely within a given range, but they are not
wild and each horse belongs to someone. The continued breeding of distinct
Māori horses involves selective culling as well as the introduction of fresh
bloodlines.32
Māori also developed unique ways of ‘breaking in’ or taming horses. Early
settler Alfred Saunders recorded his observations of a colt being broken in by
Māori in the Nelson area. This first involved the creation of flax mats upon
which the horse in question would stand; next the colt and a docile older horse
were separated from the band. The older horse, familiar with the taming procedure, was led to a swampy area and encouraged to walk over the bog using the
flax mats as crossing stones. The colt followed the other horse, believing him
to be easily traversing the terrain, and was immediately stuck in the swamp.
Unable to move, the young horse was then mounted by men, women and
children, his head and ears handled, and, as reported by Saunders, even babies
were put on the colt so that ‘little naked feet danced on him from head to tail’.33
Once the colt no longer showed any fear of humans he was led to the other side
of the swamp, introduced to a flax bit and halter, and later released to his herd.34
Some Pākehā settlers wedded to styles of ‘mannered’ riding associated
with equestrianism in Britain were less than generous about Māori horsemanship. Māori were viewed as inadequate or rough riders, and their horses were
described as inferior due to their uncertain bloodlines. The involvement of
horses in Māori agricultural work was nevertheless generally approved of by
Pākehā, although William Colenso lamented how the intrusion of horses into
Māori lives resulted in poisoned traditions and the distancing of Māori from
their usual concerns for the welfare of others. He commented, for example, that
‘while those men who could afford a horse, rode everywhere, their wives were
forced to walk, carrying their own belongings as well as those of their mounted
husbands’. Another clergyman remarked that the purchase of horses by Māori
resulted in idleness and frivolity.35
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Early Pākehā settlers and horses
Obviously, various types of horses played their parts in the colonisation of New
Zealand, including station horses, thoroughbreds and mixed-breed ponies.
Mincham argues: ‘[T]he horse itself became an agent of colonisation by altering
the landscape and playing a crucial part in the relationship between Māori and
Pākeha [sic].’ Horses were also involved in the establishment of a national character, with a ‘strong work ethic along with an ethos of self-help and practicality
mark[ing] the successful horseman or woman’.36
Station horses were important helpers on early farms, while the ‘journey
horse’ offered both a means of transport and companionship during the initial
colonial exploration and mapping of New Zealand bush and countryside. This
human–horse task was essential if the land was to be appropriated.37 The records
kept by many of these early Pākehā travellers demonstrate the close reliance
on their mounts during risky journeys. Indeed, the horse is often described as a
partner who shares the ‘dangers, hardships and triumphs of travel’.38
Pākehā women were also heavily reliant on horses. In her memoirs of life
on a Canterbury sheep station in the 1800s, Lady Mary Anne Barker discussed
the distinct personality of a ‘horse friend’ who had been nicknamed the ‘Artful
Dodger’ due to his ‘trick of counterfeiting lameness the moment he was put in
the shafts of a dray’.39 She also wrote affectionately of a bay mare named Helen,
and in admiration of a wilful, solitary mare called Star. Her respect for the determination and independence of this latter horse perhaps reflects how these
qualities were also part and parcel of successful female pioneers.40
Close relationships with horses were also formed by the children of early
settlers and these relationships continued. Ponies, essential carriers of children
across vast distances to school, were treasured companions and playmates.
Recreationally, ponies were involved in local explorations and racing competitions. In her journal, which recounts a childhood lived in 1930s New Zealand,
Hannah White of Hokianga Harbour describes how she and her pony Meg would
race and win against boys and men on their horses. White’s accounts demonstrate how different the pioneer culture’s attitude towards gender relations was
in comparison to the values of the British backgrounds from which many of
these families had come. As Mincham points out: ‘such athletic boldness and
open fraternisation with boys and men would have been considered highly
unseemly for a daughter of a respectable middle class family in England at the
time’.41 The often courageous, competent and autonomous manner of colonial
girls extended to their modes of riding: Pākehā women began to forsake sidesaddle riding and took to travelling astride horses in the first decade of the
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twentieth century, and it was younger girls who led the way. They in turn were
most likely inspired by Māori horsewomen who usually rode astride and mostly
without saddles, ‘simply tying their gowns to their ankles to ride’.42
As previously mentioned, not everyone was impressed with the brash style
of horsemanship in the new colony; some settlers lamented the lack of formal
traditional approaches to riding and managing horses developed by the British
cavalry, and those who returned to visit ‘the mother land’ brought back the
latest instructions for ‘proper’ riding. But it was not until the mid-twentieth
century that these concerns were addressed by the establishment of the New
Zealand Pony Club Association (around 20 years after the inauguration of its
English counterpart) by Dorothy Campbell, a mother from rural Hawke’s Bay,
whose aim was ‘to standardize the way children were taught to ride’.43 In other
words, Campbell wished to curb the haphazard, gung-ho approach to equestrianism displayed by unruly Pākehā children, introducing instead the formal
order and discipline of the British tradition. Mincham aptly likens the teaching
of the Pony Club to the ‘taming of the wild colonial child’.44
Clearly, the establishment of horses in New Zealand challenged and modified
the human–animal concepts and practices of both Māori and European settlers,
producing peculiarly ‘New Zealand’ types of horses and styles of human–horse
relations. Māori methods of taming and riding disrupted European equestrian
traditions, and the British class associations of certain horse breeds and modes
of horsemanship, as well as gender conventions, were contested by practicalities of landscape and lifestyle.
New Zealand’s wild horses
While we have formed intensely rewarding personal and practical relationships
with domesticated horses, the wild horse elicits an equally emotional response
from many New Zealanders. If the tamed horse can be said to symbolise civilisation, order, dominion and control (over animals, the land, and other humans),45
the wild or feral horse represents freedom and independence – hallmarks of
both the Pākehā ‘pioneer spirit’ and Māori self-determination. Two groups of
wild or feral horses in New Zealand have special links to particular iwi: on the
East Coast of the North Island, Nati horses, associated with Ngāti Porou, are a
mix of breeds including Clydesdale and thoroughbred.46 Kaimanawa horses of
the Central North Island, first identified in 1876, are the re-wilded descendants
of horses originally domesticated and kept by Māori or Pākehā,47 and considered
taonga (treasures) and kaitiaki (guardians) by Ngāti Tūwharetoa, and particularly by the Ngāti Tami Whiti hapū.48
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In the 1970s band numbers of Kaimanawa horses were noticed to have
dropped, the result of hunting (for sport and petfood), live capture for rodeo
events, and loss of roaming land due to farming and forestry (fig. 6.4).49
Concerned supporters fought to have these horses recognised as a protected
species under the Wildlife Act of 1953, claiming the Kaimanawa ‘breed’ was
genetically unique to New Zealand (in a similar vein to wild mustangs in
America and brumbies in Australia), and of great significance to the nation’s
culture and heritage. When it later emerged, following new scientific evidence,
that Kaimanawa horses are not significantly genetically different from other
standard domesticated horses, opponents of their preservation argued for
their elimination on the basis of their negative impact on native fauna and flora
within their range. The debate culminated in a working party reporting back
to the Department of Conservation, which was advised that the only rationale
for maintaining wild horses in the area related to historical, aesthetic or sentimental concerns; these factors were, however, dismissed as they were deemed
to offer insufficient scientific veracity. A cull was ordered of the herds, but fierce
organised lobbying (citing cultural significance), alongside vocal public opposition (based on the very sentimental arguments rejected by the working party)
and local iwi protests (positing Kaimanawa horses were taonga), eventually
resulted in a reprieve of sorts for the horses.50
While the controversy surrounding culls of Kaimanawa wild horses is relatively recent, the hunting of wild horses in New Zealand is not in fact a new
phenomenon. It is very much a part of our colonial past, and one of the ways in
which wild horses became domesticated companions. Carolyn Mincham likens
early twentieth-century accounts of wild-horse hunting to British hunting traditions in which the prey is more likely to be a fox. The fate of the hunted animal
is, however, quite different: for the British fox it is death; for the feral horse in
New Zealand it is more often submission – the eventual subjection of the horse
offering no less of a thrill to the huntsman, as writer Harvie Morrow expresses in
his memoirs of capturing wild horses in the Waikato between 1916 and 1930:
I have roamed far and wide in pursuit of all kinds of game, including the mighty
tiger[,] but for sheer exhilaration, sheer thrill of movement, I know nothing to
compare with the thrill of riding a gallant horse in pursuit of an equally gallant
wild horse – both horse and rider attuned to the chase – the wild one straining
every nerve to preserve his freedom. . . . There was no bloodshed, no taking of life
(unless a horse was maimed which was seldom). Your quarry became your great
companion after capture.51
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The sentiment remains that wild horses, once tamed, make excellent working
horses and reliable partners in equestrian competitions. And of course they are
employed enthusiastically by aficionados of the rodeo, the brutal (and for the
horses, sometimes lethal) ‘sport’ that ‘ritualises the process of taming the wild’.52
Chickens / Ngā Heihei
The establishment of the horse, a majestic mammal, is readily recognised as
having a significant historical and cultural impact on New Zealand. The influence of an introduced bird, the adaptable chicken, is no less noteworthy, and yet
it is universally overlooked.53 Indeed, the now intensively exploited and often
trivialised chicken played no small role in the establishment of the new colony.
Roosters and hens were first brought to New Zealand and given to Māori by
Cook during his second voyage in 1773. These birds also travelled to their new
southern home on the ships of British colonists. They were so common on early
farms and in backyards that chickens quickly came to be associated in a way
unique to New Zealand (and Australian) settler culture. Resourceful, determined and energetic, ‘chooks’ symbolised the fortitude of the pioneering spirit.
Often portrayed as misfits or underdogs, they also came to be viewed as tough
little heroes.54 The very word ‘chook’ symbolises cultural difference for Australia
and New Zealand (elsewhere these birds are referred to as hens or roosters, or
simply as chickens), and is still proudly employed as a conscious marker of class
difference (or indifference, as the case may be). Speaking of the antipodean connection to chickens, Judith Brett has written that ‘whenever the word “chook”
occurs in conversations, at first people smile in the sophisticated way people
smile at childish things they have put behind them; but if the topic is pursued
most soon respond – with stories, memories, jokes and with the conspiratorial
pride of sharing a cultural touchstone’.55
Before the advent of factory farming – and the management system
known as vertical integration – in the second half of the twentieth century, it
was predominantly women and children who tended the farmyard chickens –
collecting eggs as well as raising, killing, plucking and cooking the birds (fig. 6.5).
Chicken husbandry was a feminised enterprise. And, because of the strong
personalities of individual chickens, hens or roosters were singled out as close
companions. Steventon Station’s Lady Mary Anne Barker dedicated a whole
chapter of her book Station Amusements (1873) to her relationship with one grey
Dorking hen named Kitty. ‘To see her was to admire her’, writes Barker, who was
given this hen when she visited neighbours in Hororata.56 Describing herself as
a novice poultry keeper who ‘tormented [her] ducks and fowls to death by [her]
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incessant care’, Barker was offered Kitty as a new breed of hen to ‘try her luck
with’. Bundled up into a pillow case with her head poking out one end, Kitty
travelled with Barker on a skittish mare called Helen back to the poultry yard
at the station, where she was then said to ‘adapt herself to her new home with a
tact and good humour most edifying to behold’.57
What most impressed Barker about the hen was her devotion months later
to first-time motherhood: ‘she exhibited [her chicks] to me, and after I had duly
admired them, used to carry them off to a nursery of her own, which she had
established among the tussocks just outside the stable door’.58 The proximity
of Kitty’s nest to the stable proved, however, to have disastrous consequences
as a friend’s flighty horse kicked the hen as she lay under the tussock, wings
outspread, protecting her chicks. The affection Barker held for this hen is
demonstrated in the care she took of her following this incident (during which
Kitty’s actions had spared the lives of her chicks):
I took her at once to the well hard by, and bound up her split head with my pocket
handkerchief, keeping it well wetted with cold water. Later on I put forth all the
surgical art I possessed, and dressed the wound in the most scientific manner,
nursing poor Kitty tenderly in the kitchen, and feeding her with my own hands
every two hours. She was for a long time incapable of feeding herself and, even
when all danger was over, required most careful nursing.59

Suffering from a permanent change in personality – ‘her poor little brain
remained clouded over’ – Kitty became plump and sedentary, refusing the
company of other hens and instead residing around the house and coal-yard
and mixing mainly with humans. The fate of this much-beloved hen was, in the
end, the fate of almost all farmed hens; one winter when the residents of the
station were snowed in, Kitty was killed by the cook and put into a stew, which
Barker consumed without knowing its true contents until later.
I was very angry; but Eliza only repeated, by way of consolation, ‘She had no wits,
only flesh . . . .’ But it was very hard to be made to eat one’s patient, especially when
I was so proud of the way her poor head had healed. If anybody wanted to teaze me,
they suggested that I had omitted to replace my dear Kitty’s brains before closing
that cruel wound in her skull.60

Barker’s account of Kitty demonstrates the ways class differences – in this
case, between Lady Mary and her cook – imported from Britain were reflected
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in conflicting ways of categorising and treating particular nonhuman animal
species. It also exemplifies the contradictory ways in which chickens, in particular, were understood: they could be trivialised and disparaged (Kitty had
‘no wits, only flesh’) but they could also be considered subjects with feelings,
thoughts and experiences that make them worthy companions for humans.
Such inconsistent attitudes towards ‘chooks’ persist today: chickens remain the
most commonly (and cruelly) exploited of domestic animals in New Zealand,
yet also the farm animals for whom it is easiest to muster public support (as
local animal advocacy campaigns have shown).61
From Farms to Cities . . .
It is not surprising that the first Pākehā accounts of pets occur in the context
of farms and farming. As discussed elsewhere in this book, New Zealand as a
British colony was from the start associated with pastoral endeavours, its new
economy increasingly dependent on the exploitation of animals. Keeping pets
purely for companionship was not a priority and something of a luxury for the
early settlers. Given the harsh circumstances of their new environment, human–
animal relations revolved more around introduction of new species to New
Zealand for farming, labour and transport. Nevertheless, as Barker records in
Station Amusements, special relationships were formed between humans and
dogs, cats, horses, and birds; and for some of the explorers and journeymen
their canine and equine friends provided their only company for months on end
(fig. 6.6):
A few years ago there were plenty of unwilling Robinson Crusoes in the Middle
Island; and whenever I came upon one of these pastoral hermits, I was sure to find
a dog or a horse, a cat, or even a hen, established as ‘mate’ to some poor solitary,
from whom all human companionship was shut out by mountain, rock, or river.62

Barker alludes to Daniel Defoe’s famous novel – often taken as a parable of
colonial settlement – in which the protagonist Crusoe does indeed find his isolation relieved by the companionship of his dog, cats, parrots and goats.63 And
similarly, one well-known colonial legend of ‘Middle Island’ (later renamed
South Island) even includes a dog named after the human companion acquired
by Crusoe in the second half of Defoe’s novel: in the stories that grew up around
the activities of Scottish sheep-rustler James ‘Jock’ Mackenzie in Central Otago
during the 1850s, a crucial part is played by his sheepdog Friday.64 The reliance
on interspecies companionship is apparent in other early colonial narratives
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too. In Samuel Butler’s Erewhon (discussed in chapter two) the pioneer protagonist as he explores in the Southern Alps refers to ‘a dreadful feeling’ experienced
by the lone explorer, a sense ‘of being cut off from all one’s kind’ so extreme that
‘[o]ne begins doubting one’s own identity’, and he adds: ‘I do not believe that any
man could long retain his reason in such solitude, unless he had the companionship of animals’.65 It was perhaps for this reason that the Austrian naturalist
and taxidermist Andreas Reischek, who collected specimens for Canterbury
Museum, was famously accompanied on all his expeditions by his dog Caesar
(fig. 6.7).66
Such animals, writes Barker, ‘are the faithful friends, and often the only
companions of the lonely man. Of course’, she adds, ‘there will soon be no
“lonely men” anywhere’.67 Presumably she is referring to the rapid growth of the
colony’s towns and cities; yet increasing urbanisation only brought, as it had
elsewhere, a greater demand for animals that could be kept purely for their companionship. Selective breeding of domestic animals, as well as exhibitions and
shows, took off in New Zealand (as elsewhere in Europe and North America)
during the late 1880s, with the establishment of the New Zealand Kennel Club
in 1886. And the twentieth century saw an increase in household pets – namely
cats and dogs – in New Zealand. It is to this era and its attitudes towards companion animals that the next chapter will turn.
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Today New Zealand has the highest levels of pet ownership per capita in the
Western world. A survey undertaken in 2011 showed that over two-thirds of
the nation’s homes contained at least one pet – a higher proportion than in the
United States and Europe, and considerably higher than in the United Kingdom.
We also boast the highest rate of cat ownership worldwide: half our homes
house at least one cat and more than a quarter house more. Around a third of
New Zealand homes contain dogs. There are, however, more pet fish kept in
homes than either cats or dogs; their popularity no doubt reflects the cultural
shift from living on a ‘kiwi quarter acre’ to apartment living. In all, there are
nearly five million companion animals in New Zealand – so they considerably
outnumber the human population.1
These findings suggest that ‘kiwis’ hold high regard for animals as companions. If we look beyond the mere statistics of ‘pet ownership’, however, other
stories emerge. New Zealand has a particularly poor record of pet animal abuse,
and if the definition of ‘pet’ is slightly extended beyond its conventional range
of reference to include farm ‘pets’, working animals, and animals used as entertainment, the rates of abuse become even more appalling. On the other hand,
New Zealand boasts some of the staunchest animal advocacy agencies, and a
strong history of fighting against animal neglect and cruelty. In short, a striking
paradox is apparent when we look at some of the manifestations of contemporary companion animal relationships in New Zealand. Children are encouraged
to foster and nurture pet lambs, calves and piglets, only to watch them grow up
to be loaded onto trucks destined for the meatworks. There is national outrage
at the actions of those who throw firecrackers at kittens and cats or otherwise
torture ‘pet’ animals, while at the same time New Zealanders are encouraged
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to be brutally lethal towards possums and other introduced species, whose
presence and behaviour are perceived as somehow malevolent and destructive
(an issue discussed at length in the final part of this volume).
This chapter will be haunted by the disturbing complexities of these animal
paradoxes, but it will also focus on the many positive examples of humans and
animals enjoying companionable lives together in this country.
The Shifting Role of the New Zealand Pet
The first half of last century saw an increasing demand for pets in Western
countries. However, their existence in homes across New Zealand, Britain,
North America and elsewhere was understood quite differently from today. Petkeeping was more likely to be subjected to suspicious scrutiny: fondness for a
pet animal was often taken to imply a failure of investment in other humans,
in family and community. In other words, it was inferred that those who were
demonstrably fond of the animals they lived with were socially or psychologically deficient and that their pets were merely substitutes for properly
meaningful relationships with other people – pets were surrogate babies,
spouses or friends. This largely disapproving attitude needs to be understood
within the context of a Cold War climate in which anxiety was prevalent about
the decline of certain traditional institutions, such as the marital unit, nuclear
family, neighbourly interactions and community spirit.2 Pet-keeping was thus
readily viewed as another symptom of potential societal disarray.
In New Zealand, until the 1960s at least, the continued relative importance
and proximity, even to urban-dwellers, of the agricultural sector – to a degree
unusual in comparable societies overseas – contributed to the suspicion of close
relationships with animals. The farming heritage of many New Zealanders
inclined them to consider that animals had functional or practical roles around
a house – cats as hunters of mice and other pests and dogs as guards or herders.
Farm ‘pets’ tended not to live in or even enter the home, even in the harshest
of climates. This cultural legacy also gave a peculiarly New Zealand force to
the tendency for pet-keeping to be either pathologised or trivialised – seen as a
quirky hobby, and the animals themselves as fancy ‘ornaments’, accessories or
playthings (figs 7.1 and 7.2).
Sociologist Leslie Irvine has labelled this stigmatisation of close human–
animal relationships ‘the deficiency hypothesis’.3 She argues that such
devaluation in contemporary societies is the equivalent of older versions of
ambivalence or antipathy towards special relationships with other species, in
which a fondness for animals is underrated and even besmirched as a perversity.
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This prejudice was manifested most infamously in seventeenth-century witchhunts, wherein affection towards an animal was enough evidence to accuse
someone of consorting with the devil. Although the force of this viewpoint has
obviously declined significantly, it still persists in other forms. Irvine argues
that today’s media perpetuate the idea that pet-keeping is somehow strange or
unseemly by focusing on stories of exotic pets, animal hoarders, or people who
spend lavish amounts or inflict cosmetic surgery on their pets.4
The devaluing of emotional responses to animals as irrational, sentimental,
absurd or trivial has religious, scientific and economic antecedents. Traditional
Christianity authorised humans’ power over nonhuman species by reference
to the Book of Genesis, in which God grants Adam dominion over animals,
including the authority to name them. Orthodox science since the late seventeenth century, and industrial capitalism since the early nineteenth, have
both tended to portray nonhuman animals as unthinking and unknowing
beings, thereby licensing their total exploitation for the betterment and profit of
humankind.5 The development of close and respectful bonds with animals – for
example, through (some kinds of) pet-keeping – has the potential to challenge
both the divine right to lord it over other species, and the logic of human exceptionalism. Obviously, orthodox Christian, scientific and capitalist ideologies
adhere to deeply anthropocentric assessments of humans’ status with respect
to other species.
However, these highly influential negative perspectives on human–animal
relations have been thoroughly challenged in the last few decades. In particular,
the notion that affection towards companion animals suggests emotional deficiency, distasteful sentimentality or ignorance has been supplanted since the
1970s by the conviction that human–animal relationships that are based on
respect, affection and companionship are, in their own right, psychologically
and physically rewarding and healthy for humans and animals alike.
Hence, for example, the assumption that humans who seek and enjoy the
company of animals lack the capacity to form healthy relationships with other
humans, and that pets therefore act as proxy spouses, friends or offspring, has
been debunked by studies proving that companion animals are most prevalent in family households with children.6 The previous supposition that ‘pet
owners’ are socially avoidant or incompetent is also refuted by surveys showing
pet ownership is ‘positively associated with some forms of social contact and
interaction, and with perceptions of neighbourhood friendliness’.7 Indeed, pet
owners tend to score higher than non-pet owners on scales of ‘social capital
and civic engagement’.8 Thus there appears to be a strong positive correlation,
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in urban environments at least, between having companion animals and an
enhanced sense of community.9
On the other hand, it is certainly not the case that pets today are always
respected and treated as valued members of the family. And even in the most
loving homes, certain modes of control and manipulation of animals are
commonplace. In 1984, analysing the kinds of power operating in all forms of
human relationships, geographer Yi-Fu Tuan tellingly distinguished between
two types of domination. He said: ‘[One] may be cruel and exploitative, with no
hint of affection in it. What it produces is the victim. On the other hand, dominance may be combined with affection, and what it produces is the pet.’10 In this
account, then, pet-keeping is a friendlier version of dominion, but nevertheless
still associated with manipulation and control. It is not hard to find examples
of such manipulation of animals in order to predominantly meet human interests – for example, the tail-docking of certain breeds to preserve human ideals
of canine aesthetics, and the declawing of cats to preserve the fabric on couches.
For Tuan, and others who subscribe to the belief that pets are more or less
our servants, ‘the pleasure of animals’ company originates in our ability to be
“masters” over them’.11
Tuan’s hypothesis provides a variation on the older assumption that we have
a need or a desire to dominate other beings; however, his theory, now 30 years
old, is but one of many contemporary analyses of pet-keeping. Like those before
him, Tuan was influenced by understandings and practices of the time, and
was writing on the cusp of an era in which the citizens of Western-style societies would begin to demonstrate a dramatic new interest and investment in
nature and in other species. The time of this resurgence, from the late 1970s on,
resulted in, amongst other things, a new terminology to express the relationship
we have with the animals we live with. The word ‘pet’ (which, as Tuan states,
implies a master/slave relationship) found itself in competition with the phrase
‘companion animal’, which – linguistically at least – positions the animal as a
more equal subject, a companion rather than an ornamental being, accessory or
thing.12 At the same time, this shift in phraseology also reframes the human as a
guardian rather than an owner. As Irvine explains: ‘Whereas a pet must please
and entertain a human “master”, a companion animal has a guardian or caretaker who acknowledges the animal as one whose ways of being in the world are
radically different but still worthy of respect.’13
The Benefits of Animal Companionship
In the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries ‘pets’ have thus progressed
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from being seen as playthings or accessories to being bona fide members of the
family;14 cohabiting with companion animals is considered a positive life choice
likely to have beneficial repercussions. Such shifts in attitude have occurred
concomitantly with a flurry of research over the last few decades. Prior to the
1970s, when pet-keeping was more likely to be understood as a somewhat quirky
hobby with no great social, cultural or economic significance, there were few, if
any, scientific studies of the benefits or pitfalls of living with pets. The increasing
volume of research on animal companionship since then, however, has helped
to overturn many of the familiar prejudices. Such research clearly demonstrates,
for example, that the company and friendship of nonhuman animals – and even
their mere presence – can benefit the emotional and physical health of humans.
As for the suspicion that those who lived with animals were inadequate in their
relationships with humans, studies have shown that the reverse is actually the
case: empathy towards animals is demonstrably connected to a more compassionate attitude towards other humans. Pet owners have also been found to score
higher than non-pet owners on measures of ‘interpersonal trust’;15 and – at least
in the case of older women – to have more close confidants than non-pet owners.
In fact, it seems increasingly clear that our connections with animals actually
teach us empathy for our fellow human beings: children participating in an
animal-focused humane education programme showed on completion of the
course (and continued to show, one year later) more empathy towards humans
(as well as animals) than children who had not undertaken the training.16
Likewise, a positive relationship in childhood with a companion animal has been
found to coincide with both concern for human wellbeing and animal welfare
later in life.17 Perhaps not surprisingly, given their greater cultural role in nurturing others,18 women score higher for empathy towards animals (and humans)
and are more likely to belong to both animal and human advocacy groups;19
while the overwhelming majority of perpetrators of animal abuse are male.20
Numerous medical, psychological and sociological studies also demonstrate
the direct physiological benefits and stress-buffering effects of close bonds
and relationships with animals. Pets have a calming effect on people, and also
contribute to feelings of safety and security. Sharing one’s home with a dog facilitates recovery from heart surgery or disease, and decreases the occurrence of
depression.21 The physiological responses of those under psychological pressure
are moderated more by the presence of a pet dog than by the presence of a
supportive human friend.22 Importantly, moreover, it is not necessary to have
a personal bond with an animal in order to benefit from his or her company:
people who are physically ill or emotionally distressed show improvements in
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health even after spending time with unfamiliar animals. Positive health effects
have also been noted following studies where participants merely observe
images of animals. Thus even low-key interactions are health giving – watching
fish, for example, can reduce blood pressure and produce a state of relaxation.23
Given the emotional and physical health benefits – and social advantages
– of animal companionship, it is not surprising that animals are now involved
more and more in therapeutic contexts. Animal-assisted therapy (AAT) involves
animals as ‘co-workers’ in specific goal-directed therapeutic interventions,
while animal-assisted activities (AAA) are less formal arrangements not tailored
to individual therapeutic objectives. AAA offers a form of ‘human–companion
animal’ social support for marginalised individuals, and entails visits of suitably
trained animals to rest-homes, hospitals, schools and prisons. In operation for
over 40 years, animal-assisted interventions have demonstrated favourable
outcomes for those with developmental, emotional, behavioural, social and
physical health issues.24
In New Zealand, Canine Friends is an organisation that takes companion
dogs into homes and hospitals to visit the elderly and incapacitated (figs 7.3
and 7.4). Another group is Outreach Pets, run by Auckland SPCA in conjunction with the charitable healthcare organisation St John. The regular presence
of dogs in an otherwise immobile life provides isolated, lonely and cognitively
compromised elderly people with an opportunity to connect and communicate
with another lively being. Typically, the first thing a person will do is touch the
dog, a gesture which often sparks memories of loved pets and younger days.
Maurie Joy, who has visited the Princess Margaret Hospital in Christchurch for
two days of every week for several years, notes that the elderly ‘often reminisce
about dogs they have owned’.25 Occupational therapist Jennie Harris describes
the work of Roxie, a qualified therapy dog whose training involved becoming
accustomed to the smells and sounds of a hospital and being around people in
wheelchairs or on strollers: ‘Roxie provides a real sensory and tactile experience
for people. She will “shake hands” with our patients. When this happens you can
see the delight on their faces.’26
Animal-assisted interventions in New Zealand cater for other groups as well
as the elderly. Canterbury University social work lecturer Nikki Evans, who
works with animals and children in her therapeutic practice, asserts that AAT
can be used to ‘increase protective factors and boost resilience against many
of the risk factors children and young people face’.27 Young groups especially
responsive to the presence of and interactions with animals include those displaying developmental, emotional or behavioural difficulties. Along with her
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daughter, Brontë Evans Pollock, Evans has written an illustrated children’s
book portraying the benefits of animal company for young people diagnosed
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In Eloise, Jerome and the
Jitterbugs, the protagonist who suffers from ADHD learns empathy and compassion through his interactions with a dog and some pigs.28 The book appeals to
children who are personally affected by the sometimes distressing behaviours
associated with this condition and at the same time attempts to normalise their
experiences.29
Those afflicted with behavioural difficulties such as ADHD are more at risk
of antisocial conduct in adult life, and of abusive actions towards animals.
Targeting such individuals early and helping them to develop a keen sense of
empathy for others by means of supervised interactions with therapy animals
helps prevent future abuse and social violence.30 When children develop
empathy for animals they are more likely to also demonstrate higher levels of
empathy for humans.31 Evans and Gray describe one occasion in AAT involving
young offenders and a dog named Puff, who was also being rehabilitated after an
unfortunate early history that had left him very anxious and at times aggressive:
The group were told about Puff’s history and the need for them to manage
themselves appropriately so as not to upset or scare him. At one stage in the
programme, John, a youth attending the session, struggling to contain his
emotions, got up, kicked a chair aside and yelled obscenities. . . . [O]ne of the other
participants stood up and said, ‘Shut up, John, you . . . idiot, you are scaring the
little dog.’ John looked at the dog, stopped his outburst and sat down.32

In 2008 at Auckland Region Women’s Corrections Facility, four women
serving life sentences (but considered low-security) were given the first opportunity to be part of Puppies in Prisons – an initiative involving prisoners’
training of puppies to become mobility dogs, companion dogs capable of performing up to 90 different tasks for disabled people, including taking off socks
and shoes, opening doors, pushing buttons and bringing newspapers and other
objects. Mobility dogs require full-time care and training up until eighteen
months of age and prisoners are therefore well placed to dedicate themselves
to the fostering and education of these dogs. As well as providing a valuable
service to the community that has been offended against, such programmes
have been shown to reduce recidivism in prison-based dog handlers as they
develop pro-social behaviours, build self-esteem and instil a sense of responsibility in the trainers.33
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While the new positive attitude towards companion animals comes in part
from the revised awareness about the various health-giving benefits of human–
animal relationships, it has also been linked, particularly by scholars in the
late 1990s, to the desire of those living in Western societies for a greater sense
of safety and refuge. Australian sociologist Adrian Franklin has speculated that
our modern-day attachment to animals is related to a decreased sense of ‘ontological security’ – by which he means that those things our ancestors assumed
would be stable and predictable in life are no longer assured for us or future
generations.34 Companion animals therefore offer a reliable experience of reassurance in a world that increasingly fails to guarantee constancy and calm. For
example, dogs and cats make long-term bonds with their humans: we trust them
not to run off with someone else (although some do!); they are (almost) always
pleased to see their humans; their love, especially that of dogs, feels unconditional. As veterinarian Alan Beck and psychiatrist Aaron Katcher put it in their
book Between Pets and People:
A pet’s greeting always has the same gestures and the same enthusiasms. It makes
no demands and has no ill feelings. A pet’s welcome is restorative and signals that
everything is as it was when you left; everything is safe, and you have not changed
either.35

Franklin suggests these qualities are very important in a society in which traditional relationships between humans – including the once-taken-for-granted
ubiquity and stability of heterosexual marriage and the nuclear family – have
substantially changed, along with factors such as employment and financial
security.
Franklin’s argument may seem, at first glance, to be a return to the ‘deficiency
hypothesis’ of pet-keeping described earlier, since he emphasises the solace
and companionship offered by animals when certain human relationships are
missing or problematic. However, whereas the earlier viewpoint regarded pets
as substitutes for ‘normal’ relationships with other humans, Franklin’s approach
views human–animal companionship as a useful and healthy way of recovering or adapting to what seems lost or damaged – namely, our connection to
the natural world and to other species. Thus, modern relationships with companion animals are also much more likely to be founded on an understanding
of, a respect for and a delight in the differences between humans and nonhuman
animals. If pets were once expected to be substitutes for ‘real’ relationships
with those of our own species, companion animals are now fulfilling our desire
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to communicate with and experience the worlds of other species. Companion
animals nowadays are valued because they offer a completely unique kind of
relationship that human beings do not provide.36
The widespread longing amongst human beings for closer connections
to other living beings is consistent with the less anthropocentric theories and
politics (such as those espoused by the environmentalist and animal rights
movements) that gained traction during the latter half of the twentieth century,
in the era sometimes referred to as postmodernity. These political movements
in turn represented a broader disaffection with technologisation and the faster
pace of modern consumer culture. We might also, in this connection, recall E.
O. Wilson’s development of the theory of ‘biophilia’, first discussed in chapter
four.37 For Wilson, biophilia is an inherent human propensity – the result of our
evolutionary heritage – to affiliate with other life forms. In other words, he sees
it as part of human nature to want to experience and bond emotionally with
other beings. As we pointed out in our earlier discussion, however, this aspect
of Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis is somewhat questionable because at various
times throughout history and in different cultures humans have not seemed
especially to enjoy nature; moreover, many species have been, and continue
to be, of interest only insofar as they may be of service to humans. While there
may be some validity to Wilson’s claims, it seems more useful to understand our
current relationships with animals as historically and culturally specific, rather
than unchanging and ahistorical. As Franklin points out, ‘[p]eople may have
always liked animals but history teaches us that they like them in profoundly
different ways under different historical conditions’.38 We need only to look
to the history of human–canine relations in New Zealand to appreciate this
distinction: a couple of centuries ago dogs were both friends and food (as discussed in the previous two chapters); today it is illegal to slaughter a dog for the
purposes of consumption (although this practice is of course conventional in
other locations and cultures).
Having surveyed the current concept of the companion animal, we are now
in a position to compare it with Tuan’s domination theory of pets, mentioned
earlier. Does using the term companion animal help reduce the domination
humans have over the domesticated creatures that live with us? Or does use of it
at least reflect that such a reduction is taking place? While a companion animal
would presumably not be subjected to the declawing, debarking or tail-docking
that might have been the fate of the pet, there are still ways in which humans –
even in the role of guardians – manipulate the bodies and behaviours of their
closest animal friends. Through sterilisation we ‘affectionately’ exercise control
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over a companion’s reproductive and perhaps also their emotional natures
(claiming that neutering or spaying is in their best interests). Through vaccination we alter their immunity. There is certainly dominion at work when we
‘break in’ horses – taming them so they permit us to ride them – using bridles,
bits and stirrups so they will respond to our commands.
We also train dogs so they might fit into our human worlds more easily
and safely. One striking instance is the current trend for ‘crate-training’ dogs,
which has become very widespread in New Zealand in recent years. This
method entails regularly locking the dog in a ‘crate’ (really just a small cage)
which the animal is supposed to come to regard as her or his ‘den’. It must be
asked whether this practice actually represents a return to a more objectified
and domineering form of human–animal relationship. Depending on how it
is used, crate-training might be seen as a retroactive exercise in domination,
whereby Canis familiaris goes from being one of the two most free-ranging of
indoor companion animal species (the other being the domestic cat), to being
another of those caged companion animal species – along with the budgerigar,
hamster and rabbit – that are free to roam only at prescribed times and under
strict human supervision.
In his highly authoritative Handbook of Applied Dog Behavior and Training,
Steven Lindsay argues that ‘[t]he advocacy of crate confinement as a way of life,
sometimes for 16 to 18 hours a day, for dogs is inconsistent with their biobehavioral needs and may lead to emotional and behavioral deterioration over time’.
In other words, it is too often the case that the crate comes to function as a way
of fitting the dog conveniently into the ‘owner’s’ crowded domestic environment. Considering the ethology of dogs and related species, Lindsay concludes
that the philosophical justification commonly advanced for crate-training is
also misleading. ‘Contrary to the popular hype’, he writes, ‘the crate is not a
“home”; nor is it a “den”: it is a place of confinement.’ He argues that the ‘inordinate attachment to their crates’ displayed by some puppies and dogs is not a
positive thing but a pathology that ‘may significantly undermine a developing
dog’s ability to habituate and adjust to the wider domestic social and physical
environment’, and even ‘interfere with the formation of a satisfying attachment
and bond between the owner and the dog’. Accordingly, crate confinement
should be ‘viewed as an aversive technique’ and used as such: ‘The goal of crate
training should be to get the dog out of the crate as soon as possible, and to use
the crate as little as possible’.39
So while the new shift to viewing pets as companion animals might seem
more respectful and egalitarian, we need to remain wary of the ways in which
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we can easily become complacent about the powers we have to alter our companions, and the ways in which we rationalise such control as being ‘for the
animal’s sake’.
Companion Animals and Consumer Culture
Pet-keeping was also belittled because it was viewed as a wasteful enterprise
that did not produce noticeable economic benefits. The same could hardly be
said for animal companionship today. Our ever-increasing population of furry,
feathered, hairy and scaled companions40 brings with it a significant rise in
expenditure. The petfood industry has witnessed substantial growth over past
decades, while an abundance of pet products and services discredits any suggestion that companion animals are unproductive burdens on the economy. In 2011,
New Zealanders spent around $1.6 billion on petfood, veterinary visits and other
products for their companion animals. An estimated $766 million per year is
spent on food alone for pets in New Zealand.41
In the 1960s most dogs and cats were fed standardised canned or dry food
made from slaughterhouse leftovers usually scraped up off the killing-room
floor – everyone knew where the food came from and the only differentiation
was likely to be in terms of labelling, with working-class pooches catered for by
one company and well-bred ones by another. Now there is a variety of gourmet
petfoods available for the more discerning cat or dog, so-called premium foods
containing ‘delicacies’ such as duck, rabbit, prawn and venison (although in all
likelihood these so-called higher-quality foods will be still predominantly comprised of chicken meat, sourced from newly hatched male chicks redundant to
the egg industry).42 In today’s consumer culture, the discriminating ‘pet owner’
is also enticed by a varied market offering everything from cute accessories to
‘lifestyle choices’ for pets. Over half of all petfood purchased in New Zealand
is of the ‘unprepared’ variety (derived from butchers, leftovers and homemade
food), while around 45 per cent of cat food and 29 per cent of dog food is of the
‘prepared’ variety (pre-packaged food sold by supermarkets, pet shops and veterinarians). Meanwhile, about $25 million is spent on kitty litter per year, $31
million on toys and accessories, and $33 million on grooming products.43
Services catering for companion animals have also diversified over the last
few decades. In the 1960s pet services were more or less confined to grooming
and kennelling; now most services offered to humans are available to pets,
and cover every aspect of an animal’s life, from cradle to grave. To begin with,
would-be pet owners may enlist the help of a ‘selection agency’, operating on
similar lines to human dating and introduction agencies (with the emphasis
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on matching the animal to the human). If your new human–pet relationships
break down, you can ask for help from an animal psychologist or therapist.
In anticipation of an animal’s future health issues, you can take out veterinary
‘insurance’ (a wise investment, perhaps, given we currently spend around $358
million per year in vets’ bills).44 There are also walking agencies, puppy play
schools, and bereavement counsellors on hand when a companion animal dies.
Instead of leaving the body of a deceased dog, cat or other companion at the
vet’s to be disposed of like a piece of biological refuse, many people now employ
the services of someone like Gaelym Beswick from Loving Tributes,45 who will
arrange an individual cremation for the deceased animal as well as memorial
urns, caskets or monuments.46
These figures clearly show how significant companion animals are in the
lives of New Zealanders today. No longer are pets primarily considered to be
living accessories, diverting hobbies or objects of entertainment (although of
course some animals will still be treated in these ways by their owners); instead
the nation’s companion animals are predominantly viewed as legitimate friends
and valued members of the family.47 The Christchurch earthquakes of 2010 and
2011 highlighted this fact when homeowners in dangerous Red Zones resisted
evacuation primarily because they did not want to leave their animals behind.
Later, evacuees also broke through cordons in their desperation to retrieve their
companion animals. Such was the public concern for animal victims of the
quakes that the Wellington SPCA’s Animal Rescue Unit was quickly deployed
to work alongside Civil Defence and emergency workers in the CBD in order to
locate and remove displaced pets; and, along with Canterbury SPCA, SAFE’s
Animal Aid, Pets on the Net, Dogwatch and other agencies, reunite these lost
animals with their families.48
The Dark Side of Companion Animal Relationships
A great many New Zealanders, then, regard companion animals as important
family members – and, as mentioned already, our nation has the highest rate
of pet ‘ownership’ per capita in the world. But our relationships with companion animals also have a dark side. Every year the RNZSPCA puts out a ‘List of
Shame’, highlighting the 50 most appalling incidents of maltreatment, neglect
and violence towards animals in this country over the past twelve months. The
2009–2010 list included the following: a Gisborne man feeds five live kittens to
his dog; a Dunedin schoolboy tortures his neighbour’s hens; a dog is tied to a
10-kilogram weight and drowned near Titahi Bay; a dog in Invercargill is doused
with solvent and set alight; a rabbit is swung by the ears in front of pedestrians
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in Auckland city; twelve heavily pregnant ewes are killed by vandals driving in
a paddock near Temuka in South Canterbury (one is set alight); a duck is shot by
a crossbow in Porirua; a mother duck with ducklings is hit by darts on a stream
in Napier; in Tauranga, Joney the kitten dies after being thrown against a door
(he is found next morning by the children of the family he lived with); in the
same neighbourhood an arsonist deliberately sets light to a garage that contains
three-year-old Atlas, a dogue de Bordeaux. The ‘List of Shame’ used to catalogue
the 30 worst cases of the 11,000 reported annually, but it had to expand to 50 in
order better to reflect the rates of animal abuse in New Zealand.49
Research in North America, the United Kingdom and Australia has established decisively that abusive relationships with animals within a family setting
are closely linked to domestic and social violence more generally. Such studies
have identified that animal cruelty occurs as part of a continuum of abuse:
violence towards pets is indicative of child abuse within the family, while
children who harm animals are more likely to show aggressive and antisocial
behaviours as adults.50
New Zealand’s domestic violence statistics are alarming to say the least:
annually around 60,000 family violence incidents occur, and a thousand cases
of elder abuse are reported from clients of Age Concern. New Zealand also holds
the third-highest infanticide record in the OECD.51 As violence towards children,
the elderly and other vulnerable groups rises in New Zealand, so do reported
cases of animal abuse. Animal behaviour and welfare expert Arnja Dale conducted New Zealand’s first concerted local investigation into the connection
between human–animal and human–human abuse (or ‘the link’, as it is called
by scholars in this area): 78 women recruited via domestic violence outreach
programmes and 88 from a community comparison group volunteered to
complete questionnaires. Dale found that men who abuse their children, or are
violent towards partners in front of their children, were 22 times more likely
to abuse companion animals (dogs and cats were the species most commonly
targeted, and cats were the most commonly killed). Moreover, children who witnessed animal cruelty were 41 times more likely themselves to behave cruelly
towards animals later. Importantly, 68 per cent of the women who had experienced domestic violence stated they would have sought refuge much sooner if
safe havens had also been provided for their pets: refuges in New Zealand do
not routinely take in animals. Of course these findings reflect the difference
between the ‘pet’ and ‘companion animal’ relationships described earlier in
this chapter: the fact that most people consider their companion animals to be
significant members of the family means not only that these animals will be
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subject to the same violent acts as human family members, but that they will
also require sanctuary from such abuse when their families seek shelter.52
Research has also been conducted on the willingness of veterinarians to
report suspected concurrent cases of animal and child abuse. A 2008 study found
that even though New Zealand vets were mostly aware of the human–animal
abuse link, when reporting animal cruelty many of them felt uncomfortable
drawing attention to the possibility that children were also at risk.53
While New Zealand research is just beginning on ‘the link’, several initiatives
have attempted to address it practically. In 2002 a New Zealand network based
on the American First Strike programme (and led by Arnja Dale) was launched
– its goal to ensure the sharing of information on cases of animal abuse and
human violence between social welfare and animal welfare agencies. In 2007
Auckland SPCA also instituted a high-profile education programme based on
the link, fronted by ex-All Black Norm Hewitt and called One of the Family;
and on 17 September 2008 New Zealand became the first country in the world
to adopt a formal national protocol between the agencies for child and animal
protection. And, significantly, as this book goes to press New Zealand has
just had its first organised conference on the link (hosted by the New Zealand
Companion Animal Council and featuring Arnja Dale and other members of
First Strike New Zealand).54
Alongside these advances, a campaign to educate and promote responsible
pet ownership and bring about harsher penalties for animal abuse was launched
in 2009 under the name Paw Justice. A petition associated with this campaign
was signed by thousands of New Zealanders, and supported by the RNZSPCA.
A Private Member’s Bill, proposed to bring about stricter sentences for abusers,
was readily adopted as a Government Bill, and supported unanimously by the
country’s Members of Parliament on 1 July 2010. The Bill increased maximum
fines for animal cruelty to $75,000 for individuals and $350,000 for corporations,
and lifted maximum jail sentences from three to five years. The Animal Welfare
Amendment Act of 2010 also created a new offence of ‘reckless ill-treatment
of an animal’ and allowed a far wider range of acts to be classified as cruel.55
Another advantage for animals in New Zealand is that a national legal advocacy
group exists that specialises in legal advice for cases of animal abuse, educates,
and lobbies to enforce animal welfare law and stricter sentencing. Established
in 2001, ARLAN, or the Animal Rights Legal Advocacy Network, is comprised of
over one hundred lawyers from around the country.
The most basic shortcoming of animal law in New Zealand, shared by other
Western legal systems, is its fundamental assumption that animals are the
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‘property’ of humans. Animal ‘owners’ have particular obligations under law to
provide for pets or other animals in their care, but because an animal is classified as property, owners also have tremendous power over the living conditions
of their pets, and the right to decide an animal’s time and mode of death. The
positioning in law of animals as property is controversial. Some advocates
believe this stance at least guarantees animals have some ‘rights’ to be free from
abuse and neglect; others claim that the very concept of ‘ownership’ is deeply
problematic as it implies animals are ‘things’ or objects (a relic from both religious doctrine and ignorant scientific discourses), and, like things or objects,
can be more or less easily and justifiably manipulated or disposed of when an
owner deems this desirable. Moreover, if cases of animal abuse come under
property crimes, emphasis is placed on an offence against a person’s property,
rather than on the experience of suffering and pain of the animal. If, as this
chapter has suggested, New Zealanders are coming more and more to regard
the nonhumans who share their homes as companion animals, rather than as
pets, it would seem increasingly vital for the law to reflect this attitude change
by shifting away from a paradigm of welfare for animals based on their status as
property.
The ‘Animal Paradox’ in New Zealand
The term companion animal denotes a more politicised understanding of our
relationships with animals, a conscious effort to accept and respect certain
animals ‘as animals rather than as workers, decoration, or entertainment’.56
For both animals and humans this is clearly a positive move, for the reasons
discussed above. Yet, as Irvine points out, there is of course no a priori difference between a companion animal and a non-companion animal: it is simply a
matter of convention that dogs are viewed as companions, or pets, while sheep
and pigs and chickens are eaten:
The norms and linguistic practices that allow us to distinguish animals from
humans or animals from pets are not given in any absolute sense. They are best
described as social constructions, and the human–animal boundary may well be
one of the first. The boundary is not ‘natural’; it is a vehicle for particular human
goals and conflicts. Its power lies in the way it is experienced as objective reality.57

Aiming to encourage a more inclusive understanding of human–animal friendships, the New Zealand Companion Animal Council (NZCAC), which formed
in 1996 to promote ‘the harmonious relationship between companion animals,
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people and the environment’, and is fronted by Bob Kerridge, executive director
of the Auckland SPCA, explains the term companion animal on its website as
an all-encompassing phraseology given to an entire spectrum of animals with
whom interaction and/or companionship is enjoyed by humans, and where a
responsible guardianship is established and accepted for their welfare by humans.
Where it is accepted that this degree of ‘companionship’ will vary by species, the
expression ‘companion animal’ acknowledges the important role all such animals
play in our society.58

The second part of this definition attempts both to recognise in a new way the
value placed on relationships with a wide range of species, while acknowledging
the priority often given in ‘pet culture’ to more conventional companion species
such as dogs, cats and horses.
In reality, however, New Zealand’s predominant investment in agriculture
facilitates the existence of a deeply contradictory approach to human–animal
relations and who may count as a companion animal. From an early age we
are asked to accept the socially sanctioned distinction between animals we
love (who share our homes and are part of our families) and animals we are not
supposed to love, including the millions who are bred and grown for our use
(and the economic benefit of the agricultural sector). Often this paradox most
powerfully affects children raised on farms, especially when they are asked to
relinquish the bond formed with a pet lamb or calf sent to the slaughterhouse.
Such children are expected to come to terms with this contradictory attitude
towards different species – to somehow make sense of the loss of a loved porcine,
bovine or ovine friend whose life is expendable and value is primarily monetary.
Of course some of these children rebel against the conventional practices of
animal consumption – an experience that will be discussed in detail in the final
chapter of this book.
Typically, however, the purpose and fate of farmed animals is not revealed
to children through popular culture. For the most part, New Zealand children’s
books about sheep, cows, pigs and chickens present a fantasy view of animals’
lives on farms and of farmer–animal relationships – one in which each lamb
and piglet will grow up to live happily ever after. Nowhere is this more clearly
demonstrated than in Shrek the Sheep, a picture book inspired by the mediacreated human-interest story of the rogue merino wether from Bendigo Station
discussed in chapter two. The children’s version presents Shrek as an outcast,
ostracised by the other sheep because ‘his wool looked dirty and scruffy’, who
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has to leave the flock and make his home in a cave. Fortunately he soon makes
friends with a family of rabbits, who dig beneath the snow to find food for him in
winter, in exchange for access to his exorbitant and warm fleece. When Shrek is
eventually rounded up by the shepherd, he appears on TV and becomes famous.
Like the real Shrek, he wears a special jacket with his name on it, goes to meet
the Prime Minister, and sells his wool to raise money for sick children. At the end
of the story he is pictured lounging on a blue armchair beside the concluding
sentence of the book: ‘Shrek, the sheep who started out being nothing special
to anyone, became something very special to everyone.’59 The book epitomises
the image of farming considered appropriate for children: one that relies on the
idea of the exceptional individual, who overcomes hardship and social rejection
to emerge victorious and successful. However edifying or otherwise this may
be as a lesson for youngsters, it resolutely obscures the actual human–animal
practices at work on New Zealand farms. It has nothing to say about the fate of
the country’s many millions of sheep other than Shrek, nor of course about the
fate of New Zealand’s actual rabbits.
If Shrek the Sheep demonstrates the rule in regard to stories for children
about the distinction between ‘stock’ animals and companion animals, Gavin
Bishop’s Bidibidi offers a surprising and bold exception. Here, the story hinges
on a realistic acknowledgement of the fate of sheep. Overhearing the farmer
offering someone ‘a nice leg of lamb’ to eat, the story’s ovine protagonist runs for
her life and eventually finds refuge with Rainbow Jackson, the rainbow maker.60
Animal Subject and Animal Object
The categorisation of nonhuman animals depending on their aesthetic,
economic or emotional value to us is ultimately arbitrary and based on our
cultural and historical beliefs about certain species. Perhaps this phenomenon
is best understood as a cognitive division between (special) animals we grant
subjectivity to and (dispensable) animals we view as objects. However, when
the division between ‘animal subject’ and ‘animal object’ is challenged – for
example, when we form friendships with lambs, hens or possums, or when we
hear that beagles have been used in laboratories – it turns out to be surprisingly
fragile.61 Such moments make it clear the distinction is a cultural rather than
a natural phenomenon, and the result of our very human ways of imagining
and managing the natural world. Nevertheless, such beliefs have a profound
impact on species and on the lives and experiences of individual animals. Those
animals objectified as ‘food’ or ‘pests’ or ‘prey’ or ‘tools’ are deemed exempt
from our respect and affection. While there is a cultural expectation that we
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will share a common understanding of the difference between special animal
subjects (such as protected native animals and those with whom we live and
form special bonds) and those objectified animals we are sanctioned to use
or harm, the boundary between these categories of animals has never been
completely contained, nor has human expression of care and fondness for marginalised creatures been completely suppressed: the presence in New Zealand of
the underground Possum Rescue Network demonstrates a major fracture in the
dominant ideology, as does the public outcry in the 1990s against the eradication
of the wild horses of the Kaimanawa, and the currently growing number of kiwi
vegetarians (matters to be discussed in detail in the final part of this volume).
The ‘animal subject’/‘animal object’ dualism can be focused within one
animal as well. Cats are a good example of ‘the extreme variability in human
perceptions of a species’; either revered or despised, few people say they feel
neutrally towards domestic cats.62 The polarity of human–cat relationships
stems from our assumptions about cats, from the ways we perceive these
animals in negative terms (as haughty, selfish, aloof and manipulative) or
ascribe them positive characteristics (such as independence, self-determination,
beauty and athleticism). They are never fully domesticated and ‘ours’; but they
may ‘take advantage’ of our homes and our affection when they so desire. These
are human-derived presumptions about cat natures, but it is perhaps the fact
that these animals, more than dogs, remain very much on the border of the
tame and the wild that irks us most.63
These images either ‘endear or demonize the cat according to the predisposition of the individual or society with which the cats interacts’.64 Cats were, for
example, persecuted in the Middle Ages; and, as recently as 1998, sixteen cats
were bludgeoned to death in a shelter in Iowa. Herbert Guthrie-Smith conveyed
his own unambiguous attitude toward cats in Tutira: ‘Nothing good can be said
of the wandering cat. The evil wrought by the roaming brutes outweighs far the
good.’65 This perspective remains today in those who vilify feral or wild cats;
however, it is by no means representative of this country nearly one hundred
years on. As mentioned, New Zealand currently holds the world record for the
number of households containing companion cats. Perhaps our strong affection
for felines has developed more in alignment with our respect for their adventurous free spirit. The previous chapter cited colonial settler Lady Mary Anne
Barker’s praise for her mare Meg’s wilful and independent nature. Our national
love of cats, most of whom many would believe also fit this mare’s description,
suggests how much we still value the pioneering ideals of self-sufficiency and
determination.
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When animal welfare law in New Zealand is scrutinised according to the
‘animal subject’/‘animal object’ dichotomy that we impose on certain species
(and even on individual animals), those we call ‘pets’ or companions are granted
the most ‘animal subjectivity’ and afforded the greatest protection (albeit still
very limited as pets remain objectified as property and it is the luck of the draw
whether they dwell in caring homes or not). Somewhere in between come
the native creatures, admired and protected as long as they do not overpopulate, bother or impose upon us. For those animals seen as objects or tools, the
scenario is very different. New Zealand veterinarians report at least 65 dogs are
poisoned by 1080 per year (25 per cent of these die as a consequence).66 Many
people saddened by the fate of these dogs will nevertheless support the sanctioned use of the same brutal toxin for the culling of possums. Even though we
know both dogs and possums possess intricate sensory and perceptual systems,
a dog’s experience of suffering matters more under law, mainly because this
‘pet’ belongs to a particular (upset) human. The law – and public opinion – can
therefore be seen to discriminate against certain animals and favour others,
depending on an animal’s utility or appeal to humans.
Companion or ‘pet’ species, then, are no more immune to human-imposed
suffering than any other animals, once they are caught up in objectifying
regimes – especially scientific or commercial ones. The recent exposure by TV
current affairs programme 60 Minutes of puppy mills in New Zealand demonstrates that the very breeding of dogs for pets is soured by greed and inhumane
practices. Puppy mills are ‘factory farms’ breeding puppies to be sold to the pet
industry and prominent pet stores in New Zealand. Scores of designer dogs,
such as labradoodles and spoodles, are birthed and raised to sale-age in small
cages in these outfits. In 2010 national animal advocacy agency Save Animals
From Exploitation (SAFE) cautioned consumers that such enterprises were
responding to consumer demand: ‘Puppy mills exist because people demand
“designer” dogs (whether purebred or cross-bred) with particular looks or
temperament.’67 Such commercial arrangements are also disastrous for the
thousands of unwanted dogs who end up being killed annually in this country.
Dog pounds and shelters such as Christchurch’s Dogwatch sanctuary are always
full of adoptable dogs while pet shops maintain supplies from such profit-driven
puppy mills. In puppy mills, a bitch is an object, a tool to be used for breeding,
her pups merely commodities.
Greyhounds are a breed particularly subject to commodification and
exploitation in New Zealand. Greyhound racing is a lucrative business: betting
on dog-racing exceeded $120 million in 2011, and $8.7 million was paid out to
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greyhound owners in stake money.68 Since these dogs are ‘valuable’ – at least
when winning – it may be assumed that their welfare is close at heart for those
in the industry. However, when the New Zealand Greyhound Protection League,
a voluntary organisation established to monitor and ensure the wellbeing
of greyhounds during and after their racing careers, researched the number
of registered greyhounds in New Zealand, they found ‘a staggering 10,000
dogs – including former racers and their offspring – [were] “missing”’.69 The
Greyhounds As Pets (GAP) initiative – which the greyhound racing industry
supports – results in only several hundred ex-racing dogs being adopted each
year as companion animals; the ‘sad plight of the missing 10,000’, as Aaron
Cross from the Greyhound Protection League has pointed out, is ‘the final indignation to dogs that have already endured years of abuse so punters can get their
betting fix’.70
‘Man’s best friend’ is also used as an object in scientific experiments
throughout New Zealand’s universities, polytechnics and schools, Crown
Research Institutes, government departments and commercial research facilities. In 2010, 814 dogs and 554 cats were used in research, teaching or testing
in New Zealand. The majority (98.3 per cent) of manipulations on cats and
dogs were categorised as ‘low impact’, the remaining percentage as ‘moderate
impact’. The companion animal species predominantly used in ‘high impact’
experiments in New Zealand is the guinea pig (in 2010, out of a total of 2316
‘research’ guinea pigs, 1113 were involved in high-impact and 740 in very
high-impact studies; 96 per cent of these experimental guinea pigs were killed
or died). In the same year, 840 horses and donkeys were involved in research,
while 17,938 mice (out of a total of over 84,000) were used in very high-impact
experiments (94 per cent of the total mice used were killed or died). Guinea pigs
and horses are primarily understood as companion species in New Zealand,
rather than experimental animals, although thoroughbred horses have been
used in invasive studies on fracture healing in legs (the findings of which are
useful for the horse-racing industry). Mice and rats are viewed as vermin, pets
and lab objects. One species, however, is far more confusing: the rabbit actually
falls into several of our categorisations for animals – rabbits are seen as pets,
pests, food, and laboratory objects. Nearly 2000 rabbits were manipulated for
research in 2010; only 5 per cent of these rabbits survived. Given the prominence of New Zealand’s agricultural industry, it is not surprising that sheep,
cattle, deer and chickens are extensively used in experimental studies here.71
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Future Interspecies Friendships
The trajectory predicted by today’s scholars of human–companion animal connections suggests that relationships between human and nonhuman animals
will continue to strengthen into more mutually rewarding and respectful associations. Such a development, however, depends upon an increasing awareness
of other species as unique thinking and feeling beings. Many of those who share
their lives with animals are already cognisant of the extent to which nonhuman
friends express their many likes and dislikes, moods and other distinctive
traits of personality. But now science is finally shaking the dust off its fallacious
Cartesian ancestry and also paying attention to the inner worlds of animals.
Ethologists have written numerous books on the emotional and cognitive lives
of different species,72 while psychologists show us that animals and birds – like
humans – also suffer from grief, frustration, anxiety, and even post-traumatic
stress disorder: the new field of trans-species psychology testifies to this move
towards acknowledgement of and respect for the different cognitive abilities
and perceptual realities of other species.73
The linking of concepts of ‘respect’ and ‘difference’ is crucial to developing
positive relationships with companion animals – of all species. To this end, we
require an ‘intersubjective’ approach to animal companionship. This perspective ensures we remember that animals, like us, have ‘subjective selves’; they
are not objects merely for manipulation and use. Each creature, human or
nonhuman, has the capacity to feel and think (within the range of capacities
a species has developed to live in its own world). As sociologist Leslie Irvine
argues, once we ‘consider an animal as having a subjective self and the capacity
to share intentions and emotional states, it becomes harder to think of him or
her as existing solely for amusement, use, and pleasure’.74 Of course considering
animals as subjects, as ‘sentient participants in interaction’, does not automatically ensure their wellbeing or safety; but it does mean that their ‘difference’ is
more likely to be respected and valued.
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PART THREE

Art Animals
Deidre Brown

Eight
Indigenous Art Animals

Our aim in the first two parts of this volume has been to survey the many different ways in which animals have featured in, and influenced, a broad range
of the cultural and social domains occupied by the human inhabitants of
Aotearoa New Zealand. In this third part, comprising the present chapter and
the one following, we narrow our focus to the role of nonhuman animals in the
visual arts, in order to offer a more detailed picture of the impact of human–
animal relations upon a specific mode of representation that is both relatively
self-contained and characterised by vigorous intercommunication amongst
its practitioners and traditions. In the process, these two chapters sharpen and
extend our overarching concern with the complex and intimate exchanges
between human–animal relations and ‘Aotearoan’ understandings of indigeneity, identity, location and settlement.
The present chapter deals with the animals of Māori art. These have, like
the animal companions of Māori discussed in the last part, shaped and been
shaped by the values and interests that brought them into being. They live in
a habitat far more complex than that which we might experience by simply
‘seeing’ them in a natural environment. Art is about knowing, rather than just
seeing, a subject. And for Māori, ‘known’ animals have not just included native
and introduced creatures that live in the ‘natural’ world, but also those in the
supernatural world. These animals are both transgenic and transformative and,
as art, have over many centuries transferred their mana to Māori bodies and
constructed and modified environments.
The existence of these art animals outside of any Western conception of a
natural environment means that they cannot be understood in a simple ecological sense: as we have argued in other parts of this volume, it is misleadingly
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easy to project contemporary environmentalist ideologies onto pre-contact
Māori society. Nevertheless, customary Māori art does suggest a distinctly
Māori view of the relationship between animals, people and land. There is
no depiction of geographical landscape or linear time (as might be denoted,
for example, by active poses) in Māori stone, bone and wood carving, so the
systems of ecological balance or imbalance that define ecology are not ‘visually’
articulated. However, in oral narratives which accompany and interpret these
art works there is a sense of location and equilibrium that is distinctively Māori.
It relies on the interpretation and contextualisation of these animal art works
through formally and informally delivered kōrero tuku iho (stories passed down
between generations), karakia (incantations that connect the work, speakers
and audience to the gods), and whakapapa (genealogies, of the animal, speaker
or, in the context of body adornments, the wearer). By means of these performative words, the animals depicted were and still are located in space and time
in ways appropriate to their context. ‘Activating’ the animals through performance brings them to life by manifesting their inherent mauri (life force) and
wairua (spirit). The balance implied cannot always be reconciled with the ecological history of Aotearoa New Zealand for the period between the arrival of the
Polynesian and European settlers, during which equilibriums were disturbed
through hunting and gathering activities, forest burnings and the introduction of the kiore (Polynesian rat). But as an examination of the animal in Māori
art will demonstrate, there are culturally valid reasons behind the depiction
of animals in particular circumstances at certain times that have more to do
with the animal’s role in defining human cultural identity than its role in the
environment.
The Art Animal in Whakapapa
Chapter five in the previous part explored the relationships between people
and birds and dogs in narratives passed down to us from earlier generations.
Art introduces other animals into this discussion, ‘hybrid’ creatures who sometimes defy definition as human or nonhuman animals, as well as supernatural
animals. Whakapapa remains an important concept in these discussions too,
because it explains all nonhuman and human relationships as a sequence
of ‘papa’ or ‘layers’ of generations.1 It is more than a family tree. It is also quite
different from the Linnaean taxonomic model and its focus on the ‘animal’ as
genus and species, which has such dominance in contemporary scientific
and ecological thinking about relationships between human and nonhuman
animals.
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While the taxonomic system is expressed as a tree of relationships,
whakapapa is depicted in kōwhaiwhai patterns. The repeating sequences of
kōwhaiwhai scroll designs on long architectural members, like rafters, are the
layers of each generation. Within each layer can be seen unfurling pītau (koru)
motifs, made complex through rotation and reflection, and largely abstract
in form except for the occasional figurative motif, such as the ngū (squid) and
pītau-a-manaia figures that may be bird–human hybrids (fig. 8.1). Another
important distinction from the Linnaean taxonomic system is that in whakapapa some phenomena can claim descent from more than one atua (god).
Interestingly, two of the creatures claimed to be the inspirations for the animal–
human hybrid manaia (discussed below), birds and humans, share the same
atua in Tāne and are therefore closely related through whakapapa.2 Reptiles,
however, are the offspring of Tangaroa, who is also the progenitor of sea creatures.3 At a tribal level, the whakapapa relationships and sequences between
different reptiles and birds change from region to region, most likely because of
local natural variation in the animal population.
Kōwhaiwhai provides the visual rhythm for elders to recount, usually in
chant, each generational sequence from its inception at the time of creation.
From the rhythm come stories that are explanatory kōrero and sometimes moral
allegories.4 This last point is important, because these stories demonstrate
that nonhuman entities are not in the service of humanity but are important
to human survival. Chapter five recounted some of these animal kōrero. Of particular relevance to human–animal hybrids, especially the manaia, are the
narratives about reptiles and birds that explain their social and spiritual relationships to people. There are stories of supernatural beings who were hybrid
creatures, such as the bird-woman Kurangaituku or the dog-headed men
Moeahu and Kōpuwai; humans who could willingly transform into animals,
such as Matuku who changed into a bittern to escape Rata;5 and animals who
could change into non-animal entities, like the esteemed migratory bird
Taiāmai (celebrated recently in the paintings of Shane Cotton) who evaded
capture by a jealous chief from another region by becoming a stone, and thus a
permanent fixture, in the Ngāpuhi tribal landscape. Other narratives record that
the wairua of one deceased creature could also inhabit the body of another quite
different creature.6 The legendary Māori culture-hero Māui assumed the form of
a bird when his mother made him a maro (apron) in the shape of a kāhu (hawk)
so that he could fly to the home of the goddess Mahuika.7 This story may explain
why Māori kites have the name and sometimes the form of kāhu (fig. 8.2).
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The Animal as a Human Hybrid
In whakapapa something occurs that might be regarded as hybridisation, an
effect also engineered by Māori artists in their various zoomorphic and anthropomorphic illustrations of manaia and marakihau.8 When these are performed
by atua they are supernaturally sanctioned; when they are performed by humans
there must be a clear cause for doing so, and appropriate tikanga and ritenga
(customs) must be followed in order to achieve the desired goal without invoking
the punishment of the atua.9 The tapu associated with art production is well
documented. Creativity involves the taking of risks through adapting and challenging customary practices and expectations, and tohunga (experts) engaged in
creative acts surround themselves, their materials and tools, and their work in a
protective mantle of karakia in order to achieve the sanction of atua.
Any attempt to interpret manaia solely as lizards, birds or humans is
defied by their ambiguous forms. Artists delight in this effect; scholars can be
frustrated by it. But this practice may have been more than just an aesthetic
convention, and could have served an important purpose in demonstrating
the whakapapa connections between these creatures, possibly for a specified
objective. This was risky behaviour, but the adaptability of the manaia concept
may have mitigated any supernatural ramifications, and the practice made
safe through the ritual observation of tapu. The long-running debate about the
origin of the manaia reveals the issues inherent in trying to define this character
form according to Western taxonomy. While it could be argued that manaia are
ambiguous creatures transmuted by Māori artists over time, another interpretation might be that they are ‘characters’ manifesting themselves in art and
stories in different forms, some of which are animate and others inanimate.
In his account of published discussions concerning the origin of the manaia
in Māori wood carving, ethnologist Roger Neich has argued that the artistic
licence to experiment has often been forgotten as scholars attempt to demonstrate specific animal origins or developmental sequences.10 ‘An awareness of
this sophisticated and conscious playing with ambiguities in representation’,
he writes, ‘tends to make one wary of tight evolutionary reconstructions, which
rely too strongly on a strict categorisation of the world in Western scientific
terms.’11 We should not be too quick to dismiss the earlier scholarship, however,
as it provides an insight into how the manaia might have been developed differently in different places with some cross-fertilisation of ideas.
Such discussions about the origins and development of the manaia fall
into three schools of thought. The earliest is that the manaia is a local variation of a speculative ‘bird-headed man’ cult associated with Polynesia. This
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proposition, made by the ethnologists H. D. Skinner (in the 1930s) and Terence
Barrow (30 years later), may have been a local manifestation of totemism, a
mid-nineteenth-century European theory founded on the belief that ‘primitive’
people related to certain elements of the natural world, in this case animals,
in their creation, conception and performance of group identity.12 In his contemporaneous critique of Skinner’s work, the zoologist and ethnologist Gilbert
Archey presented photographic evidence to propose instead that the manaia
was a human figure in profile and attempted to distance Māori, at least, from
totemism and the supposedly totemic cultures of Melanesia and Rapanui.13
Offering a third viewpoint, Jock McEwen, a scholar of Māori culture who was
himself a Māori wood carver (of Pākehā descent), took Archey’s proposition
further by diagrammatically demonstrating how each tiki figure has a corresponding manaia ‘profile,’ and that the tiki face was a split-representation of
the manaia face when reflected down its nose (fig. 8.3).14 He argued that the
absence of much information surrounding the ‘meaning’ of the manaia was
indicative of its status as a compositional device, since more would have been
remembered if it had corresponded to an actual animal. Any similarity to avian
or reptilian creatures was incidental, McEwen claimed, although Neich later
suggested that Māori artists have emphasised the manaia’s ‘animal’ features
as part of the process of contorting the figure to suit particular compositions.15
Augustus Hamilton, an ethnologist and biologist, also noted that manaia were
often depicted in conjunction with tiki, and claimed that the composition illustrated the role of personal atua, represented by manaia, in ‘giving energy’ to
chiefs, illustrated as tiki.16
One critical element missing from Archey, McEwen and Hamilton’s analyses
of the manaia is its transformation through time. In 1972 the Māori scholar and
wood carver Hirini Mead attempted to assemble a developmental sequence for
the manaia, beginning with the quadruped end figures of the Kaitāia carving
(AM 6341) (fig. 8.4), thought to be the oldest extant Māori wood carving. Mead
continued his developmental sequence by comparing the animal features of
the manaia of the Kaitāia carving to those on the Awanui panel (AM 10697) and
Doubtless Bay prow (AM 3078), which he claimed on other stylistic grounds were
made a short time later.17 He argued that the progression towards curvilinear
forms in Māori wood carving caused the transformation of the early zoomorphic manaia into the anthropomorphic manaia, the manifestation of the latter
apparent in some of the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century combs recovered from
Kauri Point (see Waikato Museum 1973/50/405) and continuing in carving to the
present day.
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Few scholars have taken into account the creative aspect of art production,
and the artist’s role in manipulating figures for innovative and ambiguous
effect. Contemporary carvers have a more programmatic take on the manaia’s
meaning, and generally regard it as a kaitiaki (spirit guardian) that protects an
accompanying tiki. So perhaps the term ‘manaia’ has been too broadly applied by
scholars to include creature forms that cannot be sufficiently embraced by one
design or developmental definition. Certainly, more work still needs to be done
on the symbolic significance of birds and lizards, and the relationship between
supernatural and human beings, before these roles are ascribed to manaia.
The Animal as a Kaitiaki
The animal’s role as a spirit guardian, or kaitiaki, is fundamental to the identity
of a number of tribal and subtribal Māori groups. Waikato river taniwha of
the Tainui tribal confederation are the most well known of these protective animal kaitiaki, and their relationship to people is revealed in the Tainui
proverb ‘Waikato taniwha rau, he piko he taniwha’ (‘Waikato of a hundred
taniwha, every bend a taniwha’). The proverb has two meanings. It describes
the prevalence of taniwha stories along the river and the many chiefs of Tainui,
metaphorically referred to as taniwha. From the late 1920s, when Tainui was
revitalising its carving tradition, taniwha became a figurative motif, first
appearing on the maihi (bargeboards) and poutāhū (ridgepole end support post)
of the Mahinarangi house opened in 1927 at Tūrangawaewae marae, and then
reappearing on subsequent buildings made by the tribe’s carvers.18 This development was no novelty. It was an assertion of Tainui identity at a time when the
confederation was restoring Ngāruawahia as its seat of power after the largescale land confiscations it had suffered following the New Zealand Wars. Since
the wars, Māori artists had moved towards naturalising formerly abstracted
human forms in wood carving and kōwhaiwhai painting in order to make their
identities and meanings more apparent to viewers. Tainui were not the only
group to develop the taniwha in this way. Mataatua confederation carvers and
painters in the Bay of Plenty were also experimenting with a fish–human hybrid
known as marakihau.19 Relatively quickly, the marakihau was transformed from
a serpentine creature carved in wood to a painted character with a fish body
and a tiki or human head (fig. 8.5).20 The change may have been instigated by
Mataatua’s engagement in the Pākehā maritime economy and a corresponding
hybridisation of mermaid and taniwha oral narratives. In these instances of
resistance and influence, the taniwha of art and stories embodies the complex
post-war relationships between Māori and Pākehā.
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Animal kaitiaki are not benign beings. Some, like the taniwha and its
land-based equivalent, the lizard, have commanded a respectful fear in their
protection of natural and constructed taonga (or treasures). Birds, as discussed
in earlier chapters, are pre-eminent in stories as spiritual and forest guardians,
personal deities, and the bearers of good and bad news. Ancient ties connect
the birds of Māori sculpture and body adornment to ancestral Polynesia. Red
feathers, in particular, were associated with gods, chieftainship, mana and tapu
in Polynesian art, but they were not as plentiful in Aotearoa as they were elsewhere in the Pacific. Kākā, along with the shining cuckoo, were an important
source of red feathers found throughout the country, and their supposed migration between here and Hawaiki only served to reinforce the relationship to the
source of mana, the gods.21 The tropical amokura, whose long red tail feathers
were highly prized as adornments and trade items, occasionally landed in
Northland.22 The sustainable harvesting of feathers from these birds could
not meet the demands of the chiefly wardrobe. The tapu of chiefs was instead
demonstrated through the application of kōkōwai, a pigment comprised of
roasted red ochre mixed with bird or sometimes other animal oil, to carved
wooden possessions and also bodies. Paint, in this instance, has replaced
feathers in the invocation of ancestral birds and Polynesian gods.
A more obvious means of invoking birds as personal kaitiaki was their use
as body adornments. Bird wings, heads, beaks, bones and feathers, either in
bunches or connected to bird skin, were worn as ear ornaments (fig. 8.6).23 There
are accounts of the heads of small live birds being pushed through ear lobe holes
and worn until, and sometimes beyond, their death.24 That the animal was constrained, or died, in this relationship appears not to have affected its role as
kaitiaki, since the everlasting wairua of the bird, and its whakapapa back to other
great ancestral birds, protected the mauri and wairua of the human wearer.
The feathers of certain birds invoked a particular kaitiaki relationship with
their human wearers. Perhaps the best-known example is raukura, the albatross feathers worn by the followers of Te Whiti-o-Rongomai and Tohu Kakahi
at Parihaka, which became a symbol of their peaceful resistance to Pākehā land
encroachment and their remarkable rebuilding of their settlement after its
occupation and partial destruction by government troops in 1881. Huia birds
were particularly revered for their beauty, foraging techniques and fidelity.25 As
discussed in chapter five, their distinctive white-tipped black tail feathers were
so coveted as chiefly head adornments that huia were sometimes raised in captivity for their provision. The tail feathers were sometimes kept in long wooden
boxes, known as waka huia, that were often heavily embellished with figurative
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and intricately patterned carvings. The time and skill involved in carving these
boxes gives us some sense of the mana of the adornment and its wearer, and the
tapu associated with head ornaments. Huia became extinct in 1907 largely due,
like many other native birds species, to environmental destruction and introduced predators, although their final demise was exacerbated by collectors and
a short-lived European fashion for the feathers as hat decorations after one
was presented to the Duke of Cornwall and York by a Māori guide at Rotorua in
1901.26
Becoming Animal: Body Adornments
Different types of body adornments waxed and waned in popularity. We know
from elsewhere in Polynesia that such changes were not simply fashion
choices, but demonstrations of allegiance in power struggles between
competing chiefly polities. The adornments were not only worn, they were performed to invoke the presence of an animal and allow the wearer to become the
animal.27
Zoomorphic pendants and animal parts were the prestige body adornments
of choice for chiefs up until 200 years ago, at which time the hei tiki rose to
prominence. Birds, manaia, marakihau, reptiles and fish were variously popular
as pendants at different times. Although some animals were regarded with
trepidation because of their spiritual power, they would have made potent talismans. Native bats or ‘pekapeka’, a name also applied to a bat-like double-headed
pendant worn in the Northland and Taranaki regions,28 are remembered as harbingers of misfortune in the Māori proverb ‘Pekapeka rere ahiahi, hokioi rere pō’
(‘The bat flies at twilight, the hokioi [a nocturnal bird regarded as a bad omen]
in the dark of night’). We can only speculate as to the benefit of adorning oneself
with pekapeka, but perhaps it acted as a protective device or allowed the wearer
to assume the bat’s spiritual power. As for other Māori art animals, ambiguity
is a characteristic of the pekapeka. The beaked heads on the majority of these
pendants could be bat, bird, lizard or manaia in origin. Some pekapeka have
profile human heads (fig. 8.7), and the figures on a pekapeka like this belonging
to Te Whiti-o-Rongomai were referred to as ‘men’ by his followers. Skinner
suggested that this was evidence of human and nonhuman animal interchangeability in art, although it might have also represented Te Whiti’s co-leadership
of the Parihaka community with Tohu Kakahi.29
Not all Māori art animals existed in an abstract and ambiguous state. A few
were more straightforward in their appearance. The fish disc pendant found at
Okains Bay, on Banks Peninsula, is a rare example of naturalism in Māori art
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(fig. 8.8). A pair of downward-facing fish is represented in relief on the serpentine stone disc, one filled with cross-hatching and the other by diagonal lines.
Each fish has two pairs of fins and a tail, leading to speculation that they might
be tuna, which were occasionally caught by Māori, or perhaps a remembered
form of the eastern Polynesian bonito, which were not present in the ocean
around Aotearoa.30 The notching around the circumference of disc pendants,
their rarity, and their fabrication in serpentine stone rather than pounamu, are
indications that they were made during the early period of Māori settlement.
Like other art from this age they were most likely inspired by Polynesian precedents – in this instance, disc pendants. But this pendant may have been a
particularly important taonga. If, like most provenanced Māori disc pendants,
it was made in the upper South Island, then it would have been either gifted to
a visitor, or taken during conflict, or traded to make its way to Okains Bay, and it
was certainly well cared for to survive the many centuries of its existence.
Fish have a cosmogenic importance in Māori art. Poutini, who in some
ancestral narratives is described as a fish and in others a taniwha from
Hawaiki, was responsible for the discovery of Aotearoa and the establishment
of pounamu resources in the West Coast rivers where he settled.31 His mortal
enemy was hinehōaka (sandstone). When, around the sixteenth century, Māori
discovered that the abrasive properties of hinehōaka could shape pounamu
into tools harder than anything made before, Poutini was effectively tamed
and a technological revolution began that transformed Māori life and art.
Unlike the Okains Bay example, most fish pendants are more generic in
form. These fish were depicted in profile and displayed a range of detail from
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic mouths, eyes and fins to abstracted ‘fishlike’ forms (fig. 8.9). Their occurrence around the country and in a variety
of materials may be an indication that they were not a distinctive ‘style’ but
rather independent pieces made for particular purposes. One found in a tree
stump at Mamaku in the Hauraki district was described as being a mauri stone
and possibly deposited by local Māori fleeing Ngāpuhi tribal invaders but
wanting to maintain their ‘mauri’ in the area during their absence.32 The pendant’s expression as a fish seems incidental to its forest role, and perhaps its
significance as a mauri stone might have been due to an accumulated history
of associations with earlier people or events. Another fish pendant from Pahia,
in the Southland district, was drawn through the water at the beginning of the
fishing season, presumably to bring good fortune to the fishers.33 Time has distanced us from the original meaning of these pendants for their makers and
wearers. What is clear is that their function could, at times, extend the mana of
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the fish and wearer and their group to the natural landscape, possibly complementing their role as talismans.
The relationship between wearing animals and demonstrating mana was
most apparent in the use of animal skin, fur and feathers in Māori clothing. Like
other forms of body adornment, the wearer also assumed the spiritual, and later
sexual, qualities associated with the animal. However, significant time and
skill was required to make these garments, and the investment of labour they
represented spoke of the wealth and authority of the person or group that commissioned their making.
Skin garments have a long history in this country. Bone needles and awls
thought to have been made for stitching skins have been rediscovered at archaeological sites around the country, the earliest at the Wairau Bar dated to the
thirteenth century.34 Cloaks and cloak fragments incorporating kākā, kākāpō,
kurī, weka and moa skins have also been recovered from burials in the Central
Otago and Fiordland regions of the South Island, one of which from Lake
Hauroko has been attributed to the seventeenth century.35 While the anthropologists Te Rangi Hiroa and David Simmons have both suggested that skin
garments were an early and ‘primitive’ type of Māori clothing, others claim they
demonstrate an adaptation to climate and environmental resources, and represent social status.36 Indeed, ancestral stories from the North and South islands
attest to both male and female leaders wearing maro (aprons) and cloaks made
of, or adorned with, bird, dog and seal skin.37
Kahu kurī, dog-skin cloaks, were the most important prestige garment for
Māori chiefs from at least the late eighteenth century. They were manufactured
either by fastening tufts or skin-attached strips of kurī hair to a twined flax fibre
foundation garment, or by sewing pelts together (fig. 8.10). As kurī began to
disappear due to interbreeding with the short-haired Western dog and Pākehā
attitudes began to erode the customary use of kurī as a resource (see chapter
five), the kahu kurī waned in popularity during the nineteenth century.
The gap in prestige cloaks left by the kahu kurī in the middle of the nineteenth century was assumed by the rau manu or feather cloak.38 Oral narratives
describe the making and use of feathered cloaks and aprons in earlier times, and
this is not surprising given the status of birds in Māori society and their relationship to Māori identity. That said, few rau manu feature in historical records and
collections made before this time.39 The earliest surviving rau manu is currently
at the Pitt-Rivers Museum at Oxford University (and featherless due to degradation over time) and was most likely presented to Johann Reinhold Forster on 19
April 1773 by a local man at Dusky Sound.40 One explanation for the increase in
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status of rau manu during the mid-nineteenth century is that Māori may have
become acquainted with Hawaiian feather cloaks and their mana through the
revival of Pacific travel. These remarkable garments, featuring the feathers of
red and yellow birds, were symbols of supreme leadership and the spiritual and
genealogical connections between chiefs and gods, who were thought to have
avian characteristics. In the mid-nineteenth century they were also closely
identified with the Hawaiian kingship movement. At this time Māori were
frequent travellers, as crew and passengers, on European and American ships,
and stories of feather cloaks, seen either in Hawai’i or as part of collections that
were travelling through the Pacific, might have returned with them to Aotearoa
New Zealand. Alternatively, Pākehā may have brought stories and illustrations
of the cloaks to the attention of Māori. If renewed Pacific ties are the basis for the
rau manu’s rise to prominence, then the chiefly mana the garment represents
rests on a reawakening of Polynesian identity and the reunification of Māori and
Hawaiian bird stories.
Compared to other animal-based garments, rau manu were resource-intensive in their manufacture, requiring the feathers of many hundreds of birds
and many hours of labour. This only served to heighten their prestige at a
time when Māori were increasingly looking towards their leaders for guidance
within the new colonial context. Like kahu kurī, rau manu comprised a twined
flax fibre foundation garment to which were attached rows of closely spaced
bundles of feathers, creating a dense mantle. They were generally worn over
Western clothing, which had become standard dress for Māori at this time, and
as a consequence were shorter than earlier cloaks. Their use affirmed leadership
on traditional ceremonial occasions, for some types of performance, and occasionally for the hosting of tourists in areas such as Rotorua.
Around 1870, the rau manu begin to change in status from being a garment
which distinguished chiefs from other Māori, to a signifier of ‘tradition’ indicating ethnic difference from Pākehā. The shift coincides with the widespread
distribution of photographs, often in postcard form, showing Māori wearing
rau manu,41 and it is possible that these images not only document change, but
are its catalysts. Whereas in the mid-nineteenth century rau manu were worn
by the highest-ranking chiefs who were usually male, late nineteenth-century
studio photographs show women wearing these garments. Some of these
women are known to have been high-born, and the photographs are commissioned portraits that emphasised their mana and independence. However,
others were subjects exploited for commercial gain in their presentation as
exotic maidens, occasionally in erotic poses, with ‘studio’ cloaks that had been
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acquired by the photographer (fig. 8.11).42 Often the same cloak would be worn
by different sitters. These images illustrate a contemporary Victorian association of feathered garments with primitivism, reversed gender roles and sexual
promiscuity – an association that influenced, and was influenced by, featherand fur-based European fashions. The European context for these fashions
was a complicated confluence of ancient history, imperialism and feminism.
The classical and biblical role of women, such as Medusa and Eve, as femmes
fatales with hybrid bestial qualities was a conceptual theme in Pre-Raphaelite
art at the time.43 Indigenous feathered garments, recently collected from the
Pacific, Africa and the Americas, were beginning to be exhibited in European
and North American museums which heightened the ‘otherness’ of indigenous
cultures and their supposed barbarism. Feminist emancipatory movements
were also gaining strength in Western countries, and women’s fashion began
to appropriate feathers as a signifier of independence and radical behaviour.44
Both the negative and positive stereotypes associated with feathered clothing in
late nineteenth-century Europe were applied to Māori female sitters who wore
rau manu in studio photographs. Their representation on widely distributed
postcards as independent and attractive women may have increased the feather
cloak’s popularity as a symbol of ethnic distinction at a time when Māori were
struggling to survive within the colonial economic and political systems.
The earliest fully feathered cloaks to appear in the mid-nineteenth century
were kahu kiwi.45 They have been regarded since this time as one of the most
prestigious rau manu, a status developed before and independently of the
Pākehā identification with the kiwi as a national symbol (as discussed in chapter
one). By the end of the nineteenth century, native and introduced bird feathers
were being used on rau manu, their selection often based on colour and sometimes arranged to produce striking chequerboard, triangular and diamond
patterns (fig. 8.12). But by the beginning of the next century, native birds such
as the kiwi and kākā were dwindling in number – mainly as a result of deforestation and the introduction of exotic predators rather than overharvesting
– which eventually led to the legislative protection of certain species as a conservation measure.46 Cloak-making was not among the arts that enjoyed revival
under the School of Maori Arts and Crafts in the late 1920s and 1930s, and it went
into serious decline until the Māori Women’s Welfare League inspired a renewed
interest in weaving from the 1950s. Feathers of recently deceased rare native
birds can now be obtained by Māori weavers for use in customary clothing and
other body adornments through the Department of Conservation.
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Animals and Mana
The mana of animals was inextricably tied to their ancestral land- and waterscapes and recalled in oral narratives, place names and art. While the original
circumstances of how these relationships came to be forged remain clear in
some art forms, the disruptions of European settlement have disconnected
other narratives from art. For several decades the meaning of animals in Māori
rock art has attracted speculation from artists, anthropologists and writers, but
the discussion has recently and rightfully been reclaimed by the Ngāi Tahu tribe
as part of their wider post-Treaty settlement cultural revitalisation. Rock art is
particularly prolific throughout the South Canterbury and Otago regions of the
South Island, and appears to have been made over many centuries, and into the
nineteenth century, by travellers and hunters. At some North Otago and South
Canterbury rock art sites, animals were, unusually in Māori art, located in both
space and time by being shown in conjunction with people (fig. 8.13). The South
Island rock overhangs where rock art is generally found were likely shelters for
travelling hunting parties, and the scenes drawn on them may illustrate hunts
either as a concept or at an instant in time. Other rock art images of reptiles may
have represented taniwha as kaitiaki of people or marked the location where
they lived. Similarly, it has been suggested that carvings of birds and fish made
by Chatham Islands Moriori to culturally modify trees may have signposted
hunting and fishing areas.47 In his study of Māori rock art, artist Tony Fomison
proposed that the naturalistic black charcoal images of birds, fish and people
in some South Island rock art sites pre-dated the more abstract and ambiguous
figures illustrated with red, white and other pigments.48 This is not an easy
hypothesis to prove, and if it is true, the shift from naturalism to abstraction
would seem to be a reversal of compositional conventions in other Māori arts.
Whales were an important part of the decorative scheme of pātaka (raised
storehouses) that contained the wealth of the user group and symbolised
their mana (fig. 8.14). As explored in chapter four, there were significant links
between mana and resource acquisition, in which context whales represented
an abundance, in meat, fat and bone, and the favour of the gods, who had
directed them to strand for the benefit of local communities. They are often
shown at the lower ends of pātaka and meeting-house bargeboards as a series of
abstracted spiral patterns in the process of being hauled up by tiki and manaia
with ropes. The ethnologist W. J. Phillipps suggested that this composition
may have originally been inspired by two natural rock formations on the Māhia
Peninsula. One is known as ‘Maota’ or ‘Mokotahi’, and is remembered as a whale
lookout, and the other ‘Ika Whenua’, which was a highly tapu mauri stone that
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attracted whales to shore – the same mauri fictionalised by both Witi Ihimaera,
in The Whale Rider, and Ian Wedde, in Symmes Hole (see chapter four).49 A local
kuia, Maata Kīra, told Phillipps that the mauri stone was discovered by the legendary explorer Kupe, and later activated by a founding ancestor and tohunga
Ruawharo, who sprinkled it with sand from his homeland. Whales were said to
have entered the channel that led up to the rock, and beside which they would
become stranded.
Te Rawheoro Whare Wananga, the most important prehistoric carving
school, was situated further up the coast at Uawa (now also known as Tolaga
Bay), and it was in this school of learning, Phillipps argued, that scenes of the
whale harvesting at Māhia were first depicted on the maihi of pātaka. Since the
whale harvest represented an abundance of resources, its representation on
pātaka reinforced the storehouse’s role as the repository of group wealth and
therefore group mana and identity. Phillipps observed that maihi made for
pātaka outside of the East Coast region had less refined depictions of the whale
harvest, supporting his argument that the original source of this composition
was the Te Rawheoro interpretation of the whale harvest at Māhia.50
Introduced Animals
The arrival of Europeans and their animals, recounted in the previous part of
this volume, initiated changes not just to the species of animals that appeared
in Māori art, but also in the styles and techniques and materials of Māori art
itself. Previously, animals were depicted in a timeless realm devoid of landscape features, their context determined through their adornment of people,
buildings and rock walls. But with the influence of Western art, animals were
depicted in instants of time, sometimes with implied locations, their meaning
made explicit through representational techniques that owed more to European
naturalism than Māori abstraction.
Māori hybridisations with, and appropriations from, Pākehā culture
should not be mistaken for mere assimilation to Western ways. Rather, they
were a means to reconcile the ancestral world with an often challenging contemporary present using animal, Christian, material, technological and
conceptual resources brought from the West. Taniwha became ‘hybridised’ with
venomous creatures and the serpent of Genesis, taking on new roles in new
media. A taniwha blamed for a destructive 1846 landslide in Taupō was drawn,
sometime before 1858, as a scorpion-type creature by a Māori illustrator who
further stressed its evil qualities with the label ‘hetarakona’ or ‘dragon’.51 The
characterisation of this new breed of taniwha was emphatically good or bad,
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perhaps reflecting Christian rather than Māori moral values. An 1855 drawing
from Northland shows a ‘nākahi’, a hybrid biblical serpent of Eden and taniwha,
flying above settlements in the Hokianga and Whangārei districts and possibly
protecting these places against a structure described as the ‘ko te w[h]are o
te mate, kei te moana e tere ana’ or ‘the house of evil on the water coming hither’
(fig. 8.15).52 The ‘house’ has been interpreted as a ship and it has been suggested
that it represents the introduction of epidemic diseases to the Māori community by ships’ passengers. Copied by hand many times, the illustration was
distributed and displayed in Māori households that believed the nākahi was a
talisman that could ward off disease. Protective taniwha were also a recurring
theme in the notebook drawings made by followers of the Pai Mārire Māori religio-political movement of the 1860s. Other animals in these notebooks include
birds, possibly representing ‘Rupe’, the owl agent of the spirit world, and in one
instance a pig, perhaps a symbol of Māori identification with Hebrew suffering
as described in the Bible (fig. 8.16).53
Photorealistic paintings of animals adorned many meeting houses built
by followers of the Ringatū religio-political movement in the late nineteenth
century. It is not surprising that birds were the most popular nonhuman animal
subject given their significance in ancestral culture. Examples of this practice
include the customary hunting of native birds, using spears and snares, on a
series of heke (rafters) in Te Whai-a-te-Motu, opened at Ruatāhuna in 1888, and
male and female huia on interior back and front wall posts in Uawhaki, opened
in Levin in 1898. A naturalistic kōkako was carved as a tekoteko (gable figure) of
the Huriwhenua at Rānana, opened around 1885.54 The purpose of these illustrations may have been to emphasise the continuing relevance of native animals
and customary knowledge in the colonised present, using photorealism to
underscore their ‘contemporariness’. They may also have represented the mana
and bounty of Māori land, in much the same way that whales had done on the
maihi of pātaka in the recent past.
Introduced animals provided new subject matter and raw materials. Horse
riding, which transformed Māori life in ways described in chapter six, was celebrated in a rock drawing made at Takiroa in Central Otago. Horse-racing, in the
form of a jockey in full riding colours astride a galloping horse, was depicted on
the base of a heke in the Rongopai meeting house completed in 1887.55 Racing
horses had become a popular pastime and spectator sport for Māori from the
mid-nineteenth century, with some communities even building their own
racecourses, one of which, the Otaki Maori Racing Club established in 1886, is
still in operation today. At a time when zoological parks were being established
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across Western Europe to demonstrate imperial control over nature in colonised
countries,56 there are at least two instances of Māori conceptually colonising
and counter-colonising the world of exotic animals through meeting-house art:
monkeys were shown on the maihi of Rongomaianiwaniwa, built during the
1890s at Tikitiki; and a heraldic lion – an animal of regal mana – was the koruru
(gable figure) of Kaiaio, opened in 1914 near Te Kaha.57 From the nineteenth
century, Māori were also killing introduced animals, increasingly with guns and
in slaughterhouses, to supplement dwindling native animal resources – with
an inevitable consequential effect on art. A variety of feathers began to be used
on rau manu, and cattle, sheep and pig bone replaced dog and human bone for
body adornments and musical instruments.
New hunting methods also changed the customary relationship between
Māori and animals. Māori engagement in commercial whaling increased the
supply of whalebone for weapon and body adornment manufacture, until that
resource became depleted. Today some Māori speak of animals as a resource,
guaranteed under the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi, to harvest in numbers unimaginable to our ancestors. The 1992 Fisheries Settlement was an outcome of the
Waitangi Tribunal process that involved the transfer of fishing quotas, commercial fishing companies and cash from the Crown to Māori. Article Two of
the Treaty recognised fish as a taonga Māori, and their reconceptualisation as
a commodity deserving repatriation was hailed as a demonstration of partnership between the tangata whenua and those here by treaty. Employment in the
meatworking, dairying, wool-production and cattle-farming industries has also
enabled generations of some whānau to remain on their ancestral lands, while
other relatives have joined the diaspora to cities where most Māori reside. In its
2011 ‘Wai 262’ report, the Waitangi Tribunal even considered whether Māori
had rights in the genetic and biological resources of animals, among other
nonhuman organisms, akin to Western ‘ownership’ (controversially it recommended that Māori did not).58 The centrality of the hunted and farmed animal
to the maintenance of Māori identity and mana cannot be denied. Yet, neither
can the absence of scenes depicting these commercial Māori–animal relationships in Māori visual art. Perhaps the moment when instrumentalist uses of
animals by Māori can be reconciled within customary knowledge systems, of
which visual art is a part, is yet to be realised. Considering the secularisation of
Māori–animal relationships entailed by these usages – a process decried by Witi
Ihimaera in The Whale Rider (as discussed in chapter four) – this artistic reconciliation might never eventuate.
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Conclusion
Western literature and visual art share a history of conflating indigenous people
with the natural world and, in particular, the animal. In examining the role of
the animal in customary Māori art it becomes obvious that animals were minor
but still important players in a world that was dominated by human concerns.
This importance was manifest in the way in which animals represented the
mana of people, a theme evident in their depiction as kaitiaki, sometimes as
animal–human hybrids, and use as materials in talismanic and transformative
body adornments. The ‘ecology’ in which they were presented was the same
as that for humans: a realm that, without temporal or spatial visual signifiers,
could only be activated through human intervention in the form of oratory or
adornment. Colonisation and the introduction of new animals brought about
enhancing and problematic changes in Māori art, as evident in the appropriation of new thematic and compositional ideas, deployment of exotic animal
materials, and the development of a Māori femme fatale complex based on
feathers and equivalent to the fur-clad European coquette. Between the
mid-nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries, as Māori sought to retain selfdetermination through religion and politics, the animal assumed new roles in
addition to its customary ones. However, since the Second World War and the
rise of the contemporary Māori art movement, the conceptual role of native
and introduced animals as signifiers of indigeneity and the ‘other’ to the now
dominant Pākehā population has also been the subject of interrogation, as
explored in the next chapter.
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As the last chapter made clear, a long tradition of animal art was already in existence in Aotearoa by the time European naturalists began to use their pencils
and paintbrushes to record the bodies and habitats of the new animals they
encountered here. It is likely that Māori were sometimes staring over their
shoulders. What has not been remembered is the Māori reaction to seeing
animals documented as specimens as part of a larger European scientific project
to understand the totality of the natural world. Understanding the world as a
complex network of natural and supernatural relationships had certainly been
one objective of customary Māori art; by contrast, compartmentalising it into a
whakapapa of different species based solely on observation and physical examination would have seemed unusual if not confounding.
From the other side of things, much has already been written about the roles
animals played in Pākehā art that followed the scientific tradition, and in modernist art – namely, nineteenth- and early to mid-twentieth-century landscape
painting. Accordingly, and since these roles were quite minor, it will suffice here
to briefly summarise these accounts before moving on to concentrate, as this
chapter does, on contemporary art.
In the art of Pākehā natural history and settlement, native animals were
depicted as part of God’s creation and were compositional devices; as such
they were treated similarly to Māori subjects within the ‘nature’ genre. But their
presence was always secondary in size and relative importance to the landscape.
The dominance of small birds in our ecosystem somewhat diminished artists’
respect for Aotearoa New Zealand animals as a subject worthy of attention.1 This
tendency is strikingly illustrated by the way in which, even when birds as substantial as the Dinornithiformes are depicted, as in Kennett Watkins’ Haunt of
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the Moa (1885; fig. 1.10), the centrally depicted moa are already almost ghosts,
diminished and shadowed among the overbearing trees, and about to be slaughtered by humans at the far right of the picture. By contrast, in other countries,
such as contemporaneous Australia, South Africa, North America and Britain,
landscape artists frequently illustrated the greater variety of native animals
with particular attention paid to the larger and more majestic creatures.
Later in the nineteenth century, and into the mid-twentieth century, working
and farmed animals appeared only occasionally in paintings as signifiers of
modernity and human control over the landscape. The most celebrated artists
of this period – Rita Angus, Rata Lovell-Smith, Bill Sutton and Toss Woollaston
– preferred to illustrate these themes with human constructions: farm buildings,
fences and machinery. As the twentieth century progressed, the great shift to
urban centres and industries further altered landscapes that were already radically changed by pastoralism and redefined Pākehā New Zealanders as urbanites
rather than colonists. In the visual arts, this change was typically signified by
the cut or burnt tree as a symbol of landscape loss and abandonment.2 With the
exception of a handful of Māori rock-art-inspired primitivist works by Theo
Schoon and Gordon Walters, the animal fell out of favour during the modernist
period as it carried the burden of association with the nineteenth-century picturesque landscape tradition, with historical painting and with pastoralism (see
chapter two for discussion of the latter). Yet, as will be explained below, once
artists themselves became generationally disconnected from the colonial
landscape, more familiar animals, estranged from nature in zoos, homes or on
television documentaries, began to assume the role formerly taken by the iconography of the dead tree, as the environmental and psychological victims of
progress.
Animals in the Artistic Landscape
While some contemporary artists have made the animal the subject of major
works, series, or even entire careers, there has been a general absence of interest
in animal art among curators and commentators, the people who largely
determine our art awareness. Until quite recently the animal – despite its thoroughgoing influence on Aotearoan identity across a whole range of cultural
domains, as discussed throughout this volume – has been regarded as a naive
and trivial subject for art, as demonstrated by its perennial representation in
children’s art exhibitions at local and metropolitan galleries. This curatorial
approach underestimates not only the animal but also the child. As the art critic
Bridie Lonie comments: ‘It is as though, societal change having constructed the
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notion of childhood, each individual child has to approach humanity through
a gradual climb up the evolutionary ladder.’ She also adds: ‘The extinction of
species [such as the moa] becomes the child’s first non-intimate grief experience.’3 Animal art exhibitions for children are usually framed as educational
outreach experiences based on personal development, rather than more serious
aesthetic or conceptual encounters with animals and art.
A small but growing number of recent exhibitions and art initiatives have
attempted to take the subject and viewers, of all ages, more seriously. The first
of these was as recent as 2002, when Auckland Art Gallery presented Birds:
Arrivals and Departures, a survey exhibition of historical and contemporary
art.4 Four years later, Helen Kedgley curated Birds: The Art of New Zealand
Birdlife (Pataka Museum of Arts and Cultures), a comprehensive survey show
featuring the work of nearly 60 contemporary artists, with some historical
contextual works, accompanied by a thoughtful catalogue essay outlining
the curatorial concepts. The catalogue steadfastly located bird art within a
conservation paradigm, while also discussing the close spiritual relationship between native birds and Māori, the destruction of birdlife and ecologies
through human arrival, and the bird as a symbol of vulnerability and freedom.
New Nature, curated by Rhana Devenport for the Govett-Brewster Art Gallery
in 2007, showed the work of Aotearoa New Zealand and other Pacific Rim
artists exploring the interface between the natural world and its human
cultural, political and poetic constructions. A growing awareness of animal
art as an emerging contemporary genre was the purpose of the group exhibitions Animality: Cultural Constructions of the Animal, curated by Angela Singer
in 2003 at Dunedin’s Blue Oyster gallery, and Animal Incarnations, curated by
Tracey Williams in August 2011 at the Papakura Art Gallery. Unlike earlier exhibitions, these two shows were informed by human–animal studies and were a
local response to a series of recent international exhibitions, publications and
events related to animal art. Primary among these influences were the work of
the author Steve Baker (especially his 2000 book The Postmodern Animal), the
establishment of Antennae: The Journal of Nature in Visual Culture in 2007, the
2008 Animal Gaze symposium in London, the follow-up Animal Gaze Returned
symposium in October 2011, and the Animal Spirits exhibition of Aotearoa New
Zealand and British Artists in Stockholm that opened in January 2011.
Major art works generally require significant institutional support, and
projects associated with the natural world struggle to find this in an arts funding
environment that generally favours social and urban projects, reflecting the
international currency of such issues. One exception is the Department of
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Conservation’s Wild Creations Artists in Residence Programme, run in partnership with Creative New Zealand since 2003, which has enabled a number
of artists to work within conservation parks and recreation areas on self-generated projects related to the natural environment. Residents who have produced
animal-related site-specific work include the film-maker Zoe Roland, the puppeteer Rebekah Wild, and the multi-media artist Louise Potiki Bryant. However,
within this funding regime, the art animal is firmly situated within a nationally centred conservation paradigm and the contemporary landscape genre
– contexts that are not especially conscious of current international discourse
about animal representation.
Similarly, few local arts writers have seriously engaged in the issue of
animal representation – even in the case of continuing bodies of work, or
specific series, where the animal is a recurring theme. Published exceptions
are Damian Skinner’s survey Don Binney: Ngā Manu/Ngā Motu – Birds/Islands
(2003), Felicity Milburn and Justin Paton’s retrospective Wonderland: Joanna
Braithwaite (2005), and Bill Hammond: Jingle Jangle Morning (2007), edited by
Jennifer Hay. These are all comparatively recent catalogues produced by younger-generation curators and commentators recognising the new and interesting
narratives and issues that emerge from examining animal-centric work, made
outside of the nationalist paradigm, by senior and mid-career artists.
Cultural prejudice, then, has hampered the progress of the art animal as a
concept deserving of the attention afforded to the landscape tradition and contemporary urban and social art projects. The animal is so closely associated with
popular national iconography or with children’s art that, in order to untangle
itself from these genres, it must be associated with international, rather than
local, discussions about the human–animal relationship. What these international discussions do not have is a space for our specific cultural condition
– namely, a legacy of colonial rule supported by the display, dissection and
hunting of native and introduced species – although this has not stopped some
artists from reflecting on and restoring identity to these collected animals.
The Collected Animal
Shot, poisoned or trapped, ‘stuffed’ or embalmed, and tagged for surveillance
or catalogued for storage/display as a live or dead specimen, the collected
animal has an (after) life that is inescapably in service to our needs. The
re-representation of collected animals in art reflects both a contemporary
unease and almost melancholic fascination about their non-natural scientific
and institutional uses, and their role as ‘game’ and trophy in hunting culture.
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The irony of still life is that it relies on death. The morbid stillness of museum
storerooms and displays of taxidermied animals speaks as much to our fascination with nature as they do to a deep need to understand the corporeality of
our own certain demise. John Lyall’s photographs of skeletal and taxidermied
animals in diorama, in a series entitled The Naming of the Parts (The Auckland
War Memorial Museum): a Natural History (1987–2000; fig. 9.1), capture that
moment of human self-actuality as well as the plight of the animals inside. It is
not just that we are looking in on the stilled animals. Lyall brings them to life,
and us to death, by suggesting that both parties are viewing their reflections on
and through the display glass in an endless mirroring of respective fates.
In another part of the museum, away from diorama, the public gaze, or any
possibility of fictional enlivenment, there are the research specimens. The processes of their preservation, dissection or dismemberment are rarely the subject
of discussion outside of anti-vivisection debates. One of the few exceptions
is Laurence Aberhart’s affecting photograph Albatross (Bird Skins Room #6),
Taranaki St, Wellington, 3 October 1995 (fig. 9.2), which juxtaposes the beauty of
the bird with the violation of its form by dissection.
For some decades now, museums have been weathering criticisms of their
role in constructing culture through collected animals and objects alienated
from their original contexts. The recontextualisation of taxidermied animals
has been much trickier than that of human remains, which are currently being
repatriated to origin communities where possible, and ethnological artefacts
that can be reconnected to communities through partnership agreements
concerning their display and storage as well as loans and returns. A common
characteristic of these responses is the return of identity. Art has offered an
avenue for this process to occur for collected animals. In 2004, Fiona Pardington
sought to find identities for skeletal and taxidermied birds from the collections
of the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa and Canterbury Museum
by photographing them as portraits (fig. 9.3) – portraiture having a long association with the recognition of social and community status in European and
Māori cultures. Pardington’s bird series continued a theme, begun two years
before, that involved the similar treatment of museum-held taonga Māori
(Māori treasures). This earlier work included animal-based taonga, such as huia
feathers and zoomorphic pendants, as well as humanoid forms like the hei tiki.
Her bird portraits also continue to identify the collection of ‘native’ culture, in
this case animal, as part of colonialism.
The original intention to ‘preserve’ these animals through taxidermy sets
them in a continuous past that denies them a life in the contemporary world and
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reduces their original power as signifiers of identity. A sense of cultural, mortal
and ecological loss is also engendered by the images, as is one of empathy, given
the artist’s Ngāi Tahu tribal background. As Pardington has said, ‘the photographic portrait is the contemporary site of both mourning and memory for
Māori’ – a comment that reflects on the practice of hanging photographs of
deceased recent ancestors within the wharenui (Māori meeting house).5 But
whereas the photography of living people who have since passed on captures
them in an ‘instant in time’, Pardington’s images of taxidermied birds in ‘active’
poses convey a sense of their permanent stillness.
Trophy-hunting taxidermy has its own aesthetics, related to whether all or
part of the skin is preserved, the pose in which a mounted animal is set, and
the context of the final display. In nineteenth-century Aotearoa New Zealand,
trophy animals or body parts were one of many types of objects displayed in
some Pākehā homes to demonstrate class and social aspirations.6 For wealthy
families, trophy heads were associated with the hunting traditions of British
aristocracy and the landed gentry, their inclusion in interiors a means of
deflecting attention away from a family’s more humble ‘home’ country origins.
For the working classes they were a demonstration of the ability to acquire
food by hunting and, as populations grew in towns and cities, a connection to
either one’s tūrangawaewae or pioneering origins. As hunting has become less
popular, through urbanisation and changing attitudes to animal killing, trophy
display has also waned, creating a market for unwanted taxidermied body parts.
This situation has generated the means and motivation for Angela Singer’s
work over the past ten years. An animal rights activist, she acquires the already
taxidermied bodies of animals and reconfigures them for the stated purpose
of ‘honour[ing] the animal’s life’,7 a phrase appropriated from trophy hunters
but used here to question their kills. The practice of working with taxidermied
animals outside of that aesthetic has been termed by Steve Baker ‘botched
taxidermy’,8 and as a form of assemblage art it mostly relies on the creation of
uncanny effects – the provocation of uncertainties, ambiguities, mixed feelings
and double-takes – to ask new questions about the original media.
Whereas Michael Parekowhai (see below) uses anthropomorphism in his
taxidermy assemblages to ask questions of the human, Singer’s work is a
direct response to the treatment of nonhuman animals. In reversing the taxidermy process she has revealed the mortal and post-mortem wounds inflicted
on, and the unwanted portions of, ‘trophy’ animals. Moving away from the
‘shock value’ associated with her earlier work and much of botched taxidermy
in general, Singer has more recently begun to adorn taxidermied animals with
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jewellery and buttons. The strategy draws viewers into the works, juxtaposing
the idea of a decorated animal with that of an animal decoration, and creating
a blended sense of attraction and repulsion, admiration and dismay (fig. 10.7).
For some animal rights activists, botched taxidermy is still tainted by the death
of the animal and irreconcilable with the objectives of animal rights. Singer
has responded to this criticism by arguing that ‘engaging directly with botched
taxidermy should invite the viewer to reflect on the wider cultural and ethical
implications of animal art practices’.9
Bill Hammond’s celebrated Buller series of the mid-1990s is Aotearoa New
Zealand’s most well known body of work dealing with the collected animal
(fig. 9.4). In these paintings, Hammond reveals his disdain for the collecting
practices of ornithologist Sir Walter Lawry Buller (1838–1906), who somewhat
contradictorily promoted the idea of conservation and bird appreciation while
actively acquiring specimens himself. Birds entered Hammond’s artistic
life in 1989 when he travelled with other artists to Enderby Island, one of the
predator-free sub-Antarctic Auckland Islands, which he later described as a primordial ‘birdland’.10 On his return he began to develop the concepts and visual
language which would translocate that experience to the mainland and describe
the historical and psychological transformations that occurred with its human
settlement. Buller’s paradoxical contribution to conservation has also been
critiqued by Shane Cotton and the sculptor Warren Viscoe, but Hammond’s
artistic investigation has been more enduring and profound. The stillness of the
sentinel birds and bird–human hybrids in this series can be likened to that of
the dead birds illustrated in the photographs of Aberhart and Pardington, with
the difference being that Hammond’s birds are waiting for an inevitable demise
and reconstruction as taxidermied statuary. Other conventions that heighten
the sense of doom in Hammond’s compositions include the illustrations of
cliffs as dangerous precipices; the birds’ mummified-like poses, limp wings
and depiction as lifeless skins; deforested and sometimes dystopic urbanised
landscapes or tomb-like Victorian interiors; tables for display, dissection and
possibly last drinks; and dripping paint runs suggestive of decay.11
Hammond’s paintings, like the botched taxidermy of Singer and photographs of Pardington, Aberhart and Lyall, speak of the collected animal as
an artefact of the past, literally and culturally. By varying their emphasis on
context and stillness, each has been able to elicit a different perspective on the
animal outside of its natural habitat. Collected animals are the expediently forgotten casualties of institutional programmes that have moved away from the
artificial ‘preservation’ of the natural world towards its interpretation. In death
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they are also a link to a once-celebrated hunting tradition connected to class
and cultural identity that has been superseded by other ‘country’ pastimes
and signs of upward social mobility, like camping, tramping and skiing. The
collected animal is one victim of the colonial project. The project of decolonisation reveals other ‘indigenous’ animals, introduced species who have become
‘native’, and natives who find form and expression in Western media.
Indigenous Animals
As discussed in the first part of this volume, both native and introduced animals
have been used extensively in art, literature and other forms of popular culture
to locate settler identities. They have also assumed roles that have expressed
contemporary indigenous identity, as is apparent in the work of writers such as
Witi Ihimaera, Keri Hulme, Hone Tuwhare, Lisa Cherrington and Tina Makereti,
and artists including Michael Parekowhai and Shane Cotton. The importation
of introduced species to Aotearoa New Zealand was supposed to establish an
intercultural partnership and an ecology that would be familiar to European
settlers. Further introductions were undertaken with similar intentions but, as
discussed in earlier chapters, these had disastrous consequences for native flora
and fauna and landscapes.
Even in art, representations of the relationships between native and introduced human and nonhuman animals can initiate highly divisive debates.
Michael Parekowhai’s employment of introduced animals as dual symbols
of coloniser and colonised attracted significant controversy in 2002 when he
proposed, as part of that year’s Christchurch Art and Industry Biennial exhibition, to place two superhuman-scale fibreglass sculptures of cartoon-style
rabbits – Cosmo and Jim McMurtry – in Cathedral Square (fig. 9.5). The concept
for the installation extended his previous work by substituting ‘victimised’ taxidermied animals with similarly contrived naive humorous animals. Between
2000 and 2006 he had exhibited a number of series of taxidermied sparrows and
rabbits in sometimes aggressive pairings and dressed as Beatrix Potter figures
or gunfighters along with large photographic prints of the same animals’ eyes
staring down the viewer (fig. 9.6). These installations evoked many layers of
juxtaposed meanings: the familiar ‘exhibited’ dead animal as a victim of colonisation; the translocated animal as foreigner and pest; the benign animal of
childhood denigrated through slaughter and display; the small vulnerable
animal as large beast or as frontier movie hero or villain; and the ‘common’
animal as aestheticised art object. The McMurtry rabbits similarly had a
dual message: the spread of colonial settlers was like the growth of the rabbit
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population, while the persecution of indigenous people could be equated with
the maligning of rabbits by farmers.
Many Cantabrians saw the project differently. It touched a raw nerve in the
main city of a farming region that had suffered enduring environmental damage
from the uncontrollable rabbit population descended from animals introduced
in the nineteenth century for recreational hunting. Highly sensitive to the role
of rabbits as ‘pests’, the local public responded bitterly, interpreting the installation as a facetious, rather than (as intended) reflective, response to a serious and
complex problem. News reports emphasised Parekowhai’s Auckland and urban
origins, and the artist became the unwitting target of a campaign that stressed
his ‘foreignness’, despite his membership of the indigenous culture. The project
was abandoned. Nevertheless, the rabbits were eventually fabricated and have
since been exhibited in Korea, Lithuania and Melbourne without controversy.
They even made a quiet return to Christchurch in 2007, to the foyer of the
Christchurch Art Gallery where their institutional containment as high art was,
perhaps, more palatable than the proposal to release them as urban sculptures
into Cathedral Square.12
Parekowhai’s creation of complex dialogues between local and global
cultures, expressed via animal art, continues to extend well beyond Aotearoa
New Zealand. The export of two full-size bronze bulls from his workshop in
industrial Henderson, West Auckland, to a palazzo at the 2011 Venice Biennale
took the Māori appropriation of Western art full circle, back to the font of ancient
and contemporary European culture. The bulls, one seated and one standing
on bronze grand pianos, were part of Parekowhai’s On First Looking into
Chapman’s Homer installation, and their placement near the road and Grand
Canal entrances to the exhibit spoke to their original Greek and Roman roles as
guardians and gatekeepers (fig. 9.7).13 The installation also included a Steinway
grand piano richly carved by Bryan Verey with manaia and tiki, inlaid with pāua
kōwhaiwhai and played by classical musicians sometimes accompanying opera
singers. This was not an appeal or homage to European high culture, nor was it
a form of repatriation; indeed any cultural loftiness was purposely undermined
by the working piano’s pāua veneer and coating in gauche red automotive
paint (evoking the coats of ‘museum red’ given to collected taonga). Like Witi
Ihimaera’s opera-singing whales in The Whale Rider (discussed in chapter four),
Parekowhai’s physically imposing bulls expressed the emotions and histories
of ancient cultures that have been linked through the European colonisation
of Aotearoa New Zealand and World War II.14 The bulls are sentinels, like the
manaia, that stand between worlds.
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Clearly, then, Parekowhai has drawn inspiration from his immediate context,
and from popular and European culture derived from a variety of media; the
animals in his works can come from any of these domains. For others, nontraditional representations of indigenous Aotearoan animals – portrayals via
the language, tools and aesthetics of Pākehā culture – have provided the means
by which to communicate Māori understandings of their ancestral significance
to a wide audience. The appropriation of Western animals to promote a Māori
worldview thus operates in tandem with the appropriation of Western forms of
representation to perpetuate ancestral understandings of indigenous animals.
The animals in such works are native species whose origins, abilities and histories are shaped by Māori experiences of them and remembered in ancestral
narratives. Māori literature about indigenous animals has been written in the
English language, and they have been carved and painted in traditional forms
with metal tools and paintbrushes. As Parekowhai has said: ‘we [Māori] have
been taught that being Māori does not necessarily depend on physical things
or the traditional symbols to express itself. Being Māori draws upon all that’s
around you so that we might understand its underlying spirit.’15
The bird as a signifier of indigeneity has been a long-term theme in the paintings of Shane Cotton. Taiāmai, the bird of Ngāpuhi legend (discussed in chapter
eight), first appeared in Cotton’s oeuvre as a name painted on works produced
from 1996 as a reference to the artist’s tribal origins. Since 2000, Taiāmai has
appeared with other birds in their figurative state (fig. 9.8). Rather than deriving
the forms of these animals directly from nature, which would not be in keeping
with customary Māori art, Cotton has, like Parekowhai, taken inspiration
from other accessible sources, in particular the illustrations made for Buller’s
ornithological studies. Given Buller’s ambiguous reputation, the appropriation of this formalism may be an attempt to recover the mana (prestige, status)
and tapu (sacred, restricted, prohibited) nature of the birds by placing them
in a more empathic cultural context akin to an ancestral landscape.16 In their
recovered state, the birds are given new intercultural roles. The fantail, robin
and miromiro witnessed the death of the culture-hero Māui during his unsuccessful attempt to kill the goddess of mortality, Hine-nui-te-pō. They and other
native birds are depicted in conjunction with images derived from waka kōiwi
(Northern Māori bone caskets), ūpoko toi (tattooed and dried Māori heads), and
shooting targets, as well as a nineteenth-century Māori Madonna and Child
sculpture (from the collection of Auckland Museum) and the figure of Jesus
(two of many Judaeo-Māori parallels that Cotton has explored in his work), all
with particular reference to the human qualities of mortality, self-sacrifice and
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martyrdom17 (fig. 9.9). Marakihau, manaia and kurī (Polynesian dogs) are often
illustrated by Cotton with tiki heads. They function in his work as references to
the valued tuna (eels) of his Northland ancestral district, the unpopular dog-tax
law of the late nineteenth century, and the promotion and conditioning of contemporary Māori artists, like Pavlov’s dog, during the 1990s.18 The animal in art,
under these historical conditions, remains in its customary guise as a hybrid
creature and kaitiaki Māori (Māori guardian).
The cyclical nature of Māori time accommodates the appropriation of contemporary media to express the customary significance of animals; moreover,
the status of Māori as Aotearoa New Zealand’s first people underpins their identification with native animals as the country’s first nonhuman settlers. Going
back in time to locate, if not validate, Pākehā inhabitation of Aotearoa New
Zealand is a more problematic proposition. Theo Schoon and Gordon Walters
grappled with this question from the late 1940s in their primitivist works based
on the formalism and content of Māori rock drawings. Primitivism had evolved
in late nineteenth-century Europe as one of a number of artistic reactions to
industrialisation, in this instance seeking to recover the ‘essential’ qualities of
humanity through the study of children’s art and non-Western material culture.
The hunting of animals as a ‘primitive’ activity was a theme in some of this work.
Both Schoon and Walters moved away from primitivism as their engagement
with Māori led them to a fuller understanding of the complexities of indigenous
culture. Following them only a few artists of note have attempted to return to
a primordial animal-filled landscape, the most significant of these being Bill
Hammond. Since 2003, he has situated his work in a pre-human and early Māori
Aotearoa New Zealand, prior to mass hunting and extinction. As Jennifer Hay
writes, ‘burial sites, bones and skeletons, rock drawings and the shape of the
landscape in and around Banks Peninsula inform these paintings, which take as
their subject matter the lost world of the moa and the giant New Zealand eagle’
(fig. 9.10).19 Hammond knows that these animals owe as much, if not more, of
their existence to Pākehā folklore as they do to Māori and ornithological knowledge. His work is successful because it acknowledges them as a fiction. He has
avoided primitivist associations and pretensions of indigeniety through the use
of a compositional technique that is informed by ancient Middle Eastern and
nineteenth-century Asian figurative art traditions. These are ‘civilised’ animals
that appear humanised or are shown in communion with human figures to
make them appear less naive.
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The Pasifika Animal
Animals were esteemed travel companions for Pacific voyagers settling Oceania.
Their resettlement in new lands was essential for maintaining companion relationships and continuing cultural diets. Along with the retention of customary
values, rituals and practices, their presence was integral to the sustenance
of a Pacific identity. They were not only immigrants. As discussed in chapter
four, it seems likely that Pacific navigators relied on the presence of particular
marine animals and the flight paths of birds for exploration and return voyaging.
Deities were native species remembered in ancestral stories as having especially
close relationships with humans. Whereas Māori writers and artists have often
had to reclaim these relationships, Pasifika people in Aotearoa New Zealand
have had to reconceptualise them within a majority culture that is resistant to
such practices as backyard slaughter and animal deification.
For contemporary Pasifika artists, the animal provides a connection between
the new and old homeland and has not been as over-referenced as a cultural signifier like the frangipani, barkcloth and tivaevae (Cook Islands quilting) patterns
and tatau (Polynesian tattoo).20 In order to develop their understanding of the
bird in Samoan culture, the New Zealand-based Samoan artists Lily Laita, Niki
Hastings-McFall and Lonnie Hutchinson undertook research and site visits to
tia seu lupe (ancestral Samoan bird-snaring mounds) where the chiefly classes
once demonstrated their mana and connection to avian deities by capturing
birds. Work produced from this investigation was exhibited as part of the 2002
VaHine project. Hastings-McFall and Hutchinson reinterpreted the mounds and
birds as repeating perforated patterns, the former in panels made from reflective road-sign vinyl, the latter in folded builder’s paper. In their works the bird
is a sign of indigeneity, mana and ritual practice. It sits beside other signifiers
of migrant identity, including the frangipani (reclaimed from popular culture),
the cruciform (representing the centrality of the church to Samoan identity),
and breeze-blocks (the contemporary manifestation of Samoan stonemasonry).
Among these signs, the bird is the least colonially influenced. It could be argued
that it still is showing the way home.
Animals also have a critical role in the construction of Polynesian gendered
identity, in which transgender is regarded as the third sex (in Samoan, for
example, the term fa’afafine is used for a woman living with transsexualism).
Shigeyuki Kihara has demonstrated in her photographic self-portraiture
the centrality of transgendered and transgenic relationships within Samoan
ancestral narratives. Sina ma Tuna: Sina and her Eel (2003; fig. 9.11) shows
Kihara, who is fa’afafine, as the female Pasifika ancestral deity Sina holding the
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legendary eel, whose loving concern for her continuing wellbeing was demonstrated when he asked during his dying moments that his head be planted. The
first coconut tree grew from the realisation of his last wish. Kihara also appears
surrounded by bats as Leutogitupa’ite, the Samoan wife of a titled Tongan chief,
in Tonumaipe’a: How She Was Saved by the Bat (2004; fig. 9.12). In one version of
the legend, an attempt is made to burn Leutogitupa’ite alive after she murders
the child of one of the chief’s other wives, but the flames are doused by urinating bats.21 The bats return again to save her by providing food when she is left
on a barren island. She is eventually rescued by and marries a Fijian chief. When
their son reaches adulthood she gives him three titles to return to her family in
Samoa, one of which is ‘Tonumaipe’a’ or ‘the right thing brought about by bats’.
Like the story of Sina, there are complex subtexts within the Leutogitupa’ite
legend that define the role of females as wives and mothers which, in these two
instances, are supported by animals. The animals might also be seen as supporters of Kihara’s role as a fa’afafine, as do other compositional aspects of the
work, most notably her appropriation of the velvet painting aesthetic as a way of
speaking back to the stereotypical portrayal of Pasifika women.
One of the most significant challenges created by the Pasifika adoption of
Western human–animal relations is the impact of commercial animal foods on
Pasifika health, both here and in the Pacific Islands. The environmental, social
and human impact of the farming of animals for the production of tinned food
is potently expressed by Michel Tuffery’s zoomorphic sculptures of cattle and
fish. From the mid-1990s, Tuffery began to build a series of full-scale bulls from
corned beef tins for exhibition and as performance objects that commented
on Pasifika societies’ dependency on Western imported goods (fig. 9.13). As an
alternative to fresh or frozen meat, tinned corned beef was quickly appropriated
into customary cooking, causing significant health problems because of its high
levels of sodium and fat.
The commodification of animal flesh through canning has also had a significant effect on the Pasifika economy. Although the Pacific Islands are small they
have large economic zones around them and, unable to sustain their own largescale fishing fleets and with few commodities to trade internationally, they have
had to sell fishing licences to overseas companies. A lack of resources has also
prevented them from establishing monitoring procedures to ensure that the
commercial fishery is sustainable, another issue that has not escaped Tuffery’s
attention. Around 2000 he produced a series of fish sculptures made from
tinned herring cans to highlight how customary fishing reserves had declined
through overfishing by commercial trawlers (fig. 9.14). In some Pacific nations
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tinned fish has replaced fresh fish, which is now difficult to obtain or afford.
The animal in these sculptures is not only portrayed as a commodity but as a
co-victim of colonisation and globalisation. Its containment in tins, and sale
as a product, removes the consumer from the animal’s life and death – a novel
occurrence for Pasifika cultures, but one which is now generationally ingrained
into Palagi (Western) culture.
Farmed Animals
The separation of consumers from the reality of food production in Aotearoa
New Zealand is one of the reasons why the farmed and working animal is largely
absent in the country’s contemporary art. This is despite their importance, up
until the 1950s, as animal symbols of nationalism and the domestication and
taming of the local landscape in art. Post-war urbanisation certainly moved the
nationalist eye away from the farmed landscape to a more sublime, primordial
one, although the ‘naturalness’ of this environment is now ecologically contested as much as artistically constructed. The current generation of Aotearoa
New Zealand artists has been raised, and practises, away from rural and farming
environments, knowing the animal mainly as companion, toy, representation
and exhibit, rather than as an object of husbandry and slaughter. This generation has also, perhaps, distanced itself from the animal-focused pastimes or
blood sports of other generations or social groups: for these artists the animal in
sport is an unusual subject (exceptions include Barry Cleavin’s 1981 Cart Before
the Horse etching, a rare depiction of trotting; fig. 9.15). What is also largely
absent from Aotearoa New Zealand animal art are the sorts of visual statements
about genetic engineering that characterise what the curator and art commentator Justin Paton calls international ‘bioart’.22 This is possibly because a largely
uncontested national stance against genetic modification has lessened the
issue as a theme of debate for many artists here.
Peter Peryer’s photographs are important because they are reminders of the
farming origins of Pākehā New Zealand and the inevitable mortality associated with animal husbandry. In his introductory essay to his eponymous 2008
catalogue, Peryer outlines his childhood on a Taranaki dairy farm including
accounts of witnessing the bloody practice of live cattle dehorning, collecting
duck eggs from mud, trapping and dispatching hawks, and the fear associated with being stung by hive bees and bitten by local river eels.23 He describes
his enjoyment of dissection in school biology classes as a form of exploration,
and role as a university laboratory assistant in collecting animals and insects
for dissection. The word-images he creates are visceral and at times sublimely
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grotesque, and these emotional responses are also apparent in a number of his
animal portraits. Farm Study (1986; fig. 9.16) shows penned sheep frustrated by
their cramped conditions but unaware that a more significant fate is impending.
The tension in this image and the underlying theme of consumption – reminiscent of the passage from Janet Frame’s novel Intensive Care discussed in chapter
two – distinguishes it from earlier sheep photographs such as the bucolic sublimity of Marti Friedlander’s famous Eglinton Valley, South Island (1972; fig. 9.17),
which shows a flock of sheep standing and grazing beside a misty tree-lined
lane.
The ‘other side’ of slaughter is depicted in Peryer’s photographs of butchered animals, such as Two Goats (2007), comprised of goat skins with heads
and legs attached drying on a wire fence, the trophy Trout, Lake Taupo (1987),
and Headless Chicken (1995; fig. 9.18), a supermarket-bought carcass nailed
to wall and awaiting cooking and consumption by the artist. The latter image
creates a corporeal echo of Christ’s crucifixion, implying in the process a sinister
comparison between the role of artist and the Roman soldiers respectively.
Alongside Maryrose Crook’s 2006 paintings of meat joints and cleaned carcasses,
as part of the Lamb of Constant Sorrow exhibition (fig. 0.1), Peryer’s photograph
is also one of the few contemporary illustrations of the animal as raw food in
Aotearoa New Zealand art. But as Peryer explains, ‘as a country boy, one of
my regular chores was to kill chickens for the evening table, so I was brought
up on the sight, and just as vividly, on the smells’.24 One of his most famous
photographs, the forgotten roadside Dead Steer (1987; fig. 9.19), expresses the
expendability of farmed animals; the animal’s shocking and bloated appearance
an uncomfortable reminder of the mortality to which many viewers (as drivers)
remain oblivious as they travel between urban areas. The unpredictable power
of such frank images of New Zealand agricultural animals is demonstrated by
the impact of this photograph in a 1996 exhibition in Frankfurt, where the association with mad cow disease in the minds of the German audience prompted
the New Zealand Government to attempt to have the image removed and to
direct its ambassador not to attend a subsequent opening in Aachen.25
Peryer’s most unusual contribution, in terms of the larger context of animals
in Aotearoa New Zealand art, has been the use of animals as props in selfportraits. The animal–human relationship is rarely explored at this intimate
relational level, possibly because animals as metaphorical props for human
concerns and depictions of animal–human proximity have been thought to be
encumbered by connotations of companionship (and therefore not regarded
as a serious concern) or inappropriateness. It is possible to read Peryer’s
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self-portraits with animals as a critique of these assumptions. In Self-Portrait
with Rooster (1977; fig. 9.20) Peryer, immaculately dressed in a suit, holds a live
rooster with the sort of expertise associated with someone who has regular
contact with such animals. The seriousness of his expression, the gritty masonry
backdrop behind him, and the placement of a hand around the rooster’s neck,
suggests that this may not be a relationship about companionship, however.
Companion Animals
The realities of the life and death of the farmed animal is perhaps just too confronting a proposition in the public’s imagination for it to be the subject of art
works or exhibitions. Companion animals, however, sit at the other end of the
animal art spectrum as subjects less deserving of serious cultural attention,
despite the unusually high rate of pet ownership in Aotearoa New Zealand.
As discussed in chapter seven, ‘pet ownership’ has often been easy to dismiss
in this country as a trivial or sentimental area of experience; and as discussed
in chapter three, a hatred of sentimentalism has been a pervasive and definitive
characteristic of high culture at least since the modernists. For these reasons,
the companion animal becomes a difficult subject to deal with conceptually and
compositionally in serious art. Yet some artists have been unafraid to confront
these prejudices. Barry Lett’s outdoor sculptures of dogs from the 1980s
onwards allude to their role as guardians of people and environments, while
Eileen Mayo’s continuous interest in cats as subjects explored modern urban
culture’s affection for domestic felines.
Of course, as also discussed earlier in this volume, New Zealand’s high rate
of pet ownership is accompanied by disturbingly high rates of animal abuse as
well, which could be thought to allow plenty of scope for those artists still afraid
of lapsing into sentimentalism. Yet, although many contemporary artists have
based whole careers on undermining popular culture by illustrating its dark
side, the creative critique of the darker side of pet ownership is problematic
given public abhorrence towards imagery of animal abuse outside of documentary photography. Margaret Dawson has been a lone advocate for the power of
art to critique animal cruelty. In her 2003 Shot over Summer exhibition, Dawson
spent a year taking photographic portraits of dogs – 263 images of well-cared-for
sitters living comfortably in their owners’ homes and another 110 impounded,
formerly pet, dogs at Christchurch’s Bromley Shelter that could not be adopted
and were later shot (fig. 9.21). The numbers of portraits represented 10 per cent
of the respective registered and unregistered dogs living in the city that year.26
As Dawson observed: ‘[T]he sad thing about the lives of so many dogs is that they
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start out lying on the bed as someone’s cute puppy then get thrown out and end
up at the pound. They often end up being shot. It’s a tragic ending, and insidious form of cruelty and it’s that aspect of sentimentality that is so distressing.’27
Animals and the Human Psyche
Animals are a popular allegory for the human psychological condition in literature, film and art. They succeed as our ‘stand-ins’ because representations of
ourselves carry the weight of our social identities. In standard portraiture, for
example, our personalities and social position compete with our emotions for
the viewer’s attention. That is why the Mona Lisa’s identity intrigues us as much
as the ambiguity of her smile. These considerations do not apply to animals who,
once out of the wild, are regarded as making up for a lack of social identity by
expressing their ‘animal’ feelings without reserve. Their existence within the
Western world, particularly as companion animals, is on condition of being vulnerable and naive – both common but socially undesirable conditions of the
human psyche. They also demonstrate allegiances to human companions that
exceed the expected loyalties between humans.
The family dog, for example, is a symbol of house and home. It can also be
an animal onto which owners ascribe human characteristics because of their
supposed unconditional love. In her 2000 Pack photographic portrait series,
Andrea du Chatenier likened the companion animal concept to constructed
public images of ‘family’ (fig. 9.22). According to du Chatenier:
The domestic dog is the cultural product of our human desire for both love and
a sense of belonging – qualities essential to the concept of an ‘ideal’ family. Bred
from the wolf the domestic dog has been genetically modified to fulfil a nostalgic
view of the perfect child. . . . It could be said that the dog has been bred to play the
role of obedient child better than any human son or daughter.28

The family portrait relies on the same method of substitution for its success,
and du Chatenier photographed members of her own family as dogs in group
portraits that comment on the desire for a perfect family and the recovery of lost
innocence. The concealment of facial characteristics behind false noses, ears
and cosmetics suggests that we have one face for the world beyond our family
and another for our complicated lives at home. ‘Just as there is a discomfort in
conforming to idealised notions of family’, notes du Chatenier, ‘there appears
to be something uncomfortable in the obsessiveness of this activity and the
extreme to which this game has been played.’29
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In a rather different way, as our closest animal relatives, nonhuman
primates sit uncomfortably between our perceptions of self and other. Simians
and apes thus make the perfect vehicle for exploring human anxiety as Ronnie
van Hout has discovered. His alter ego, the ‘monkey’, is the most recognisable of
his self-parodying characters, and its fall from ‘civilisation’ in a number of his
installations can be plotted as the ‘descent of man’ that Justin Paton describes
as ‘a cruel parody of evolutionary dioramas in which monkeys rise towards
straight-backed human triumph’.30 He hits rock bottom in the DVD House of
the Rising Son (2002) and the sculpture Sick Chimp (2002; fig. 9.23) as a vagrant
alcoholic. Joanna Braithwaite’s Monkey Puzzle (1997; fig. 9.24) also picks up
on human anxiety about our animal self and primal behaviour, in which the
human appears as an unsophisticated creature with a chimpanzee’s head or
mask, and a mischievous expression, on a naked boy-like body. To heighten
our discomfort the painting is purposefully ambiguous: is the chimpanzee
self-conscious or embarrassed about the nakedness of his ‘evolved’ body; or is
the human revelling in being nakedly ‘primitive’ yet anonymous in his animal
mask?
Reflecting on her own extensive body of animal-themed work, Braithwaite
has said: ‘I have used animals as a means to reveal a wider variety of things that
relate to human behaviour – our fears, our humour, sadness and so on. . . . I think
animals are sometimes an uncomfortable reminder of where we have come
from and how we don’t know as much as we would like to.’31 Braithwaite’s
comments summarise recurring themes within animal art that reference the
human psyche: the association of the animal with deep emotion, with primal
states of feeling and being, and with instinct rather than intuition. Raised on
an Otago farm, Braithwaite dealt in her early paintings with the uncomfortable
reality of animal husbandry and butchery. For example, Falling Ewe from 1990
recalls the disposal off a cliff of a bloated sheep. Braithwaite, then, like many
other artists, began to use painting to restore dignity to slaughtered, taxidermied and laboratory animals,32 and perhaps in attempting to overcome their
vulnerability she realised their potential to represent the human condition.
In the 2001 Menagerie series of 60 small paintings she illustrated humans in
their most vulnerable states – naked and miniaturised – and prone to the mercy
and dominance of animals such as insects, reptiles and birds who are carrying,
preying on, mating with or gestating them (fig. 9.25). If the animal is seen as representing basic emotions, then these human subjects are overwhelmed by them
to the point of helplessness.
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The Animal as Animal
The animal in Aotearoa New Zealand art has clearly functioned, in recent
decades, as a signifier of personal and cultural human identity. Less apparent
has been the animal’s representation as animal – that is, the depiction of
animals in ways that address (or at least attempt to offer a human approximation of) the being, or the interests, or the lives of animals themselves. Only a
small number of artists, including Joanna Braithwaite and Don Binney, have
dealt with animals in this way.
A transition period occurs in the development of Braithwaite’s animal art
from the point at which animals cease to be merely vehicles for human concerns
and start to be more emphatically animals. Between 2001 and 2005, Braithwaite
produced new series that situated hybridised, exploited and ‘knowing’ animals
within single or group portrait situations addressing the viewer through
direct staring as if to underline the marginal differences between animals
and humans, and subjects and viewers.33 The hybrids consist of genetically
engineered subjects or naturally evolved ones, like the Tasmanian Dog (2003)
that she painted while resident in Australia. The latter was one of a number of
mammals and marsupials that, when taken as specimens for the first time back
to Europe, were treated with scepticism as to their authenticity and ‘naturalness’, much like today’s cloned and engineered animals. The fate of the animal
under the human gaze is a central theme in the Little Wonder series of 2004,
which includes a lame sausage dog, a twin-headed chicken and a whistling
Chihuahua, all exhibited under spotlights (fig. 9.26). In fact the subjects of these
paintings could either be seen as an animal in a state of exploitation, or as a substitute human – ‘on show’ and making the best of her or his imperfections or
practised talents. Paton has also argued that Braithwaite is directly addressing
the animal as animal in paintings that show human figures suspended mid-air
by various creatures: bees in the case of Bee Being (1999), birds in Ascension
(2000), and monarch butterflies in Resting Place (2002; fig. 9.27). He writes: ‘[T]o
be a “wildlife artist” today, Braithwaite seems to be saying, one must agree to
abandon one’s old position of distance and submit to the alarming, exhilarating
otherness of the creatures under scrutiny.’34 In these paintings it is the artist who
is depicted as the passive, uplifted subject. But by the time Braithwaite painted
The Ancestors and Bird Lovers in 2005, the artist had disappeared altogether
from the work, and the animal ‘sitters’ were addressing the viewer with a direct
stare that suggests the viewer is the subject (fig. 9.28). The effect is unsettling in
an art gallery context, despite engagement with the direct stare of animals often
being cited as the reason for looking at them in the first place.35
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Don Binney’s primary interest in painting the animal as an animal stemmed
from his interest in birds and their connection to environments, natural
and built. Other concerns are reflected in his ‘bird paintings’, such as the
development of modernist painting and its relationship to nationalism and
Pākehātanga, but the integrity of the bird as an animal is always paramount.
Art historian Damian Skinner identifies three distinct phases in Binney’s treatment of birds over his four-decade career.36 The first occurs in the early 1960s,
when birds hover or are perched as abstract forms within abstract landscapes.
This quickly moves to the second – and perhaps best-known – period, in the
mid-1960s, when birds are shown in flight, delineated in black-edged colourblock formal compositions (fig. 9.29). After making occasional appearances
amidst a larger body of work produced in the 1970s and 1980s and concerned
with landscape and collage, birds return to Binney’s paintings ‘but in a way’,
Skinner writes, ‘that is primarily about exploring and revisiting his own past
as a painter’ (fig. 9.30).37 Situating Binney’s work within a larger oeuvre of bird
painting in Aotearoa New Zealand, Skinner argues that ‘they are modernist
paintings first and foremost, and the bird is one way that techniques of painting
can be worked through, and technical problems solved’.38 This is certainly true:
birds unquestionably have an aesthetic function in Binney’s work. Moreover,
Binney’s painted birds also function as explorations of ‘contemporary anxieties and concerns’.39 For instance, one important cultural facet of Binney’s work
has been his use of Māori bird names, rather than their more generally used
English and Latin language equivalents, in painting titles, which can be understood as part of a developing sense of Pākehātanga and respect for Māoritanga.
As Binney stated in 1977: ‘The forest is the abiding place of Tane, and when, as a
Pakeha, I go there I am prepared to acquiesce to the god of the Maori.’40
Underlying these social and artistic associations, though, Binney’s formal
experiments were a way of going beyond conventional human constructions
of birds in art: ornithological realism, taxidermy and display, portrayals of the
bird as quarry, pet or mythological hybrid. Thus, Binney’s paintings make no
claims to be realistic or scientifically objective depictions of birds, and therefore
differ from the work of artists like Raymond Ching or natural-life artists; neither
are they like those of Hammond, whose painting references different categories of animal, from the hunted animal to the hybrid. Even when engaging
with cultural and aesthetic questions, then, Binney remains less interested
in engaging with human constructions of animals, or with expressing anxieties about human experience, than with exploring the interactions between
his birds and their environments, natural and human-constructed, and with
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marking the changes in those interactions that are produced by imperial or
commercial interests.41
While the 30 years from 1980 are marked by disengagement with the animal
as a totem of national identity and an emerging interest in the animal as animal
in conceptual art, running in parallel to these developments is the continuing
presence of the animal in non-conceptual ‘illustrative’ art. In one sense, illustrative art contributes very little to an intellectual discourse about the animal
in Aotearoa New Zealand art, and by extension Aotearoa New Zealand culture.
In another, through the absence of premise and signification, illustrative art
has a greater capacity to represent the animal as animal. Raymond Ching, who
throughout his long career has often been criticised for the realism in his exquisitely detailed bird painting, is the best-known exponent of this type of work
(fig. 9.31). In his later and more conceptually driven works he has attempted to
use birds as metaphors for freedom and possibly expatriation through flight in
compositions that include women as inspirational figures.42 This work is less
convincing in terms of its intellectual resolution when compared to that of other
artists who work within a conceptual tradition. But it is nevertheless interesting
to compare Ching’s illustrative work with that of Braithwaite and Binney which
deals with the animal as animal, and ask what the difference is. Braithwaite and
Binney have gone on long journeys of artistic exploration as they work towards
a post-human conception of the animal, and perhaps this is where the distinction lies. Unlike illustrative art, Braithwaite and Binney’s work does not merely
invite the gaze of viewers, who are thereby licensed to bring their own conceptual understanding of animals to bear on interpretation of the work; instead
this work turns the gaze back on the viewers and asks them to question their
assumptions about animals.
Conclusion
The animal is one of a group of symbolic objects that have over time and across
cultures been useful as metaphors for a range of other concepts. Even in relatively recent times, and within the local setting, animals have taken on a
variety of roles in art. The demise of many animal populations and species in
the face of human settlement has raised important questions about conservation. Animals’ role as specimens in museum-held collections has served our
developing understanding of the natural world, as have artistic critiques of this
practice. Animals have also, via their respective status as native and introduced,
performed well as human substitutes in narratives concerning the indigenous
and colonial situation in Aotearoa New Zealand, and in Pasifika stories about
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ancestral landscapes, gender, environments, societies and globalisation. Even
with generational distance from our farming origins and nationalist discourses,
animals’ depiction as food or neglected companions confronts comfortable
urban- and middle-class-influenced understandings of them as cute and cuddly
creatures. And most pervasively, they have been useful embodiments of the
human condition with regard to familial relationships, devolution, behaviours
and vulnerabilities.
All of these roles restrict art animals to their service to humanity, yet perhaps
this is no longer tenable in an age in which it is clear that we must look beyond
our immediate human needs and recognise multivalent and subaltern narratives, as well as imminent ecological crises. In this light, it seems important that
the animals of Aotearoa New Zealand are being provided, through contemporary art, with a human voice that communicates concerns about how they are
regarded, treated and accommodated.
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PART FOUR

Controversial
Animals
Annie Potts

Ten
Kiwis against Possums

It will be clear from the preceding chapters that the place of animals in the histories and cultures of Aotearoa New Zealand is both a vast and very complex
topic. Our approach in this volume has been to concentrate on a few kinds of
animals in particular (moa, sheep, dolphins, whales), on a particular category
of animals (‘pets’), and on a particular genre of animal representation (visual
art) in order to explore coherently some of the interactions at work between
humans and nonhuman animals. Inevitably there are many examples and
issues that we have not been able to encompass, while the diversity of material
we have covered does not lend itself to neat conclusions. Accordingly, we have
chosen in this last part not to try to wrap things up, but rather to open them
up further. It is our hope that by doing so, this volume will function better as a
conversation-starter for a whole area of discourse and debate that is vigorously
represented overseas, but until now has been slow to emerge in this country.
The two chapters comprising this final part, therefore, deal with particularly controversial areas of human–animal interaction, and they approach
these areas from deliberately marginal or non-mainstream angles. Chapter
eleven considers the use of animals as commodities, and in particular their
consumption as meat, but with a special focus on the perspectives of those
New Zealanders most critical of such consumption, that is, ethical vegetarians.
Chapter ten analyses government-sponsored policies and widespread popular
attitudes to ‘pest’ animals, and especially the most vilified of all New Zealand’s
nonhuman animals, the possum, but in a way that refuses to assume these
animals are innately less worthy of respect and compassion than other species.
To live in Aotearoa New Zealand is to experience a sustained and vigorous
campaign against the brushtail possum; it is considered unpatriotic to question,
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let alone resist, the demonisation of possums here. We kiwis have a saying: ‘The
only good possum is a dead possum.’ Introduced from their native Australia in
the 1800s in order to establish a lucrative possum fur industry in New Zealand,
released possums found this new land, lush with vegetation and free from
predators, idyllic. Now it is estimated there are around 30 million possums
in this country,1 and their perceived impact on native forests and wildlife has
resulted in extensive possum control campaigns employing hunting, trapping,
poisoning and other methods of biological control. Originally viewed as potential assets here, possums now suffer the most miserable of reputations and are
extensively targeted as the nation’s number-one pests.
This chapter examines anti-possum sentiment in Aotearoa New Zealand,
identifying the operation of three distinct yet related perspectives negatively situating these marsupials as foreign invaders (threatening what makes
our nation unique), the subjects of revenge and punishment (and thereby the
deserving objects of exploitation and commodification), and recognisably
‘cute, but lethal’ (potent pests unworthy of the humane considerations granted
to other mammals). Each of these ways of viewing New Zealand possums is
shown to rely on the deliberate denial of sentience to these creatures, and also
to involve the suppression of empathy or compassion towards an animal constructed as the country’s foremost ‘enemy’.
While disparaging and unsympathetic constructions of possums over
whelmingly predominate in New Zealand, alternative viewpoints do exist,
especially in the creative domains of children’s literature and contemporary art.
Such examples of ‘possum advocacy’, almost always granted less publicity than
possum vilification campaigns, will be explored here because, in their capacity
to challenge existing mythologies about possums in this land, and to disrupt
public insensitivity towards ‘pests’ in general, they provide another excellent
opportunity to explore how our artificial (social, cultural and historical)
representations of animals come to be taken for granted, accepted as natural
truths.
1850s–1950s: Ambiguous Assets
Before investigating the various ways of thinking and talking about possums
that are prevalent in New Zealand, it is useful to revisit the rationale – and the
events – resulting in their presence on these islands. Brushtail possums were
first successfully introduced from Australia to New Zealand in 1858 during
acclimatisation projects under way to install in New Zealand those non-native
animals the non-Māori settlers were accustomed to in their homelands.2 While
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some possums were imported to New Zealand as ‘cuddly, if thorny, pets’,3 the
main reason for their introduction was to establish a profitable possum fur
industry in this new colony.4 Therefore the value of the possum was constructed
from the start within a discourse of exploitation. This venture was wholeheartedly supported by successive governments: hundreds of separate liberations
of predominantly locally bred possums were made by government agencies
and acclimatisation societies between 1895 and the early 1920s. The Auckland
Acclimatisation Society argued during this time that ‘we shall be doing a great
service to the country in stocking these large areas with this valuable and
harmless animal’.5 For a brief period in the early 1900s possums also enjoyed
protected status under the Animals Protection Act.6
Released possums flourished in both the native and exotic forests of
Aotearoa New Zealand, feeding on young leaves and shoots of trees, and,
because there are no natural predators of possums here (as there are in their
native Australia), the conditions suited them exceptionally well.7 While many
early farmers and orchardists were opposed to the release of possums, trappers
and furriers and some scientists were in favour of continued liberations
(fig. 10.1). In 1922, following much debate and after concerted pressure on the
government from farmers, the Department of Internal Affairs declined further
requests to release possums, although, according to historian Joan Druett,
illegal releases continued into the 1940s.8 Possums were classified as ‘noxious
animals’ in 1956, the same year the government initiated research on possum
control.
Following this change in status, anti-possum rhetoric intensified. This was
in part due to the growing environmentalist movement from the 1960s on, and
consequent greater public awareness of and concern for native wildlife and
habitats. It was also the result of a concerted propaganda campaign mounted
in the 1980s by government agencies, following the discovery of possums’ role
as vectors of bovine tuberculosis. This campaign sought to socially manipulate
New Zealanders into despising these marsupials.9
The perspectives on possums explored below reflect contemporary kiwi attitudes as they have been influenced by this crusade. They also reveal much about
current approaches to introduced versus native wildlife, and exemplify the paradoxical nature of our relationships with wild animals we categorise as good
(that is – native, worthy) or as bad (introduced, unworthy). Furthermore, contemporary discourses on possums in New Zealand demonstrate how unsettled
and disturbed we become when the ‘home border’ of our nation, constructed as
safe and secure, is disrupted ‘by the presence of “out of place” animals’.10
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Public Enemy No. 1: Possums as Foreign Invaders
One of the key ways in which possums are represented in New Zealand is associated with notions of invasion, and military tropes related to defence and attack.
The former Minister for the Environment, Simon Upton, states in his foreword
to The Brushtail Possum, a landmark volume covering biological and social
science perspectives on possums in New Zealand:
‘Know thy enemy.’ Sun Tzu’s timeless injunction in the Art of War applies as well to
New Zealanders facing the brushtail possum as it did to Chinese against invading
hordes in the sixth century BC. The possum has been a spectacularly cunning and
successful enemy.11

In this highly emotive way, Upton declares war on the possum. He employs terminologies such as ‘cunning’ and ‘invading’ to imply possums are deceptive
and dangerous: the possum is our ‘enemy’. He compares the activities of the
possum to those of human aggressors intending to kill each other as part of a
colonisation process. However, in reality the possum poses no direct danger to
humans; nor, ethologically speaking, is it an inherently warmongering species.
The strategic use of military metaphors facilitates a sense of threat and a desire
to defend against attack – in this case, against attack of those forests and native
birds that symbolise New Zealandness.
Upton’s comments may seem silly, but in fact the conservation domain consistently employs this metaphor of invasion to foreground the impact of possums
on native wildlife and plants. For example, Department of Conservation spokesperson Herb Christophers defends the use of the controversial poison 1080
(sodium fluoroacetate) as a vital weapon against possums, stating: ‘It’s critical
to our fight to eradicate pests. There may be moral issues over the use of toxins
to manage pests, but you don’t suddenly stop fighting a war because someone
doesn’t like guns.’12 Such militaristic terminology is also employed to convey the
threat possums pose to beef and dairy farming; the possum is positioned as an
aggressive trespasser contaminating the very ‘backbone’ of the nation’s economy.
As such, kiwis are obliged to show possums no mercy or empathy, but rather to
demonstrate ruthless determination in their efforts to exterminate them.
Take, for instance, the following narrative provided by ‘kiwi bushman’
Grant Latimer in an episode of the highly popular local documentary series
Wild About New Zealand, which focused on possums and screened on TVNZ
in January 2001.13 Latimer is deer-hunting with a friend, Roger, through the
Ruahine forests in the North Island of New Zealand:
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Trouble is [this forest] is also home to hundreds of thousands of possums who like
to gather in one tree at a time and nibble it to death. I mean, look at this – a once
mighty totara tree reduced to a dead skeleton by POSSUMS! You’d think possums
would have more sense than to chew out their own food source, wouldn’t you?
But then possums have really small brains. And they’re Australian, aren’t they?
[Latimer laughs]

At Roger’s hut in the forest, there are several fresh possum carcasses strung up
on a fence. Removing one and showing the viewer, Latimer says:
You can probably tell by this little exhibition that the folks around here aren’t too
fussed about possums either. They may look like cute little teddy bears, but they’re
not! They’re pests! They’ve got teeth as sharp as razors and these claws can give
you a nasty scratch. And they carry tuberculosis that can get into our cattle herds.

The scene then shifts to night-time on the edge of the forest as Latimer and his
friend head off to find and shoot possums. Latimer declares:
There are 70 million possums in New Zealand, each of them eating a rubbish sack
FULL of our rarest native plants every night. And we’ve found one up here especially for you, Rog.14

With the aid of the spotlight, Roger grins, points his gun and shoots a possum
who falls from the tree. We next hear the sound of scores of gunshots echoing
through the forest.
The next day the pair set off deer-hunting, and come across a possum control
officer from the Department of Conservation (DOC) setting poison baits. Despite
the DOC officer commenting that possum numbers are low in that part of the
Ruahine ranges, Latimer proceeds to tell the viewer:
Hard to believe there are so many possums in the bush. There are millions in fact.
Especially in the daytime – they’re hiding in their dens. But if you know where to
find them, they’re there all right. We’re just going to take a wee look over here.

Reminiscent of a scene from a cooking show in which the chef declares ‘and
now to one I prepared earlier’, Latimer walks a short distance to a part of the
bush where a possum is conveniently found sniffing the leaves on the ground in
the daylight (possums are nocturnal). Grabbing the possum, who screams as he
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tries to escape, Latimer says: ‘You can tell by their attitude that not all possums
play dead when cornered. They’ll have a crack at you if they can.’ The possum
is shown quietening down as he attempts to get a footing on the branches of a
shrub; he then looks directly at Latimer who states: ‘I think I’ll call this one Stu.’
The scene shifts back to the hut in the bush where we witness Latimer cooking
over an open fire; he tries some of the food from his pot: ‘Hmmm and not a bad
stew it is either.’15
These excerpts reveal the operation of several anti-possum narratives in
Wild About New Zealand. At the start of this episode, the viewer hears pensive
instrumental music while being shown panoramic shots of the Ruahine ranges.
This is accompanied by Latimer’s lament about the possums’ interference in
nature. Very early on, possums are constructed as unwanted dim-witted foreigners: they are described as having small brains – ‘they’re Australian, aren’t
they?’ New Zealand’s ambivalent love-hate relationship with her trans-Tasman
neighbour is invoked in a supposedly humorous way in Wild About New
Zealand, but nevertheless has the effect of positioning possums as unintelligent
outsiders.
Latimer also deploys numerical figures to persuade the viewer to realise
the seriousness of the possum problem in New Zealand (‘There are 70 million
possums in New Zealand, each of them eating a rubbish sack FULL of our
rarest native plants every night’). Again, possums are depicted as ‘devouring
machines’, devoid it seems of any ‘common sense’ in their ravenous determination to decimate the New Zealand native trees and forests. They are driven by
something that doesn’t even merit being called instinctual wisdom (or animal
intelligence) as they seemingly steer towards their own eventual demise by
ravaging the very resource that offers them sustenance.
Latimer also employs the ‘cute, but’ rhetoric, conceding that possums ‘may
look like cute little teddy bears but they’re not!’ – other cat-sized furry animals
with large brown eyes and fluffy tails might qualify as cute, but sentimentality
and compassion are to be avoided at all costs when it comes to possums. And
just to demonstrate the correct attitude to have towards these marsupials,
Latimer callously snatches one from his den, kills him (we hear what sounds
like a series of thuds), and turns him into a broth: ‘I think I’ll call this one Stu.’
The viewer is informed in no uncertain terms of the attitude that must prevail
towards possums in New Zealand: no mercy. Possums may look delightful, but
they are to be treated as if they are treacherous and savage (‘they’ve got teeth
as sharp as razors and these claws can give you a nasty scratch’), unpredictable
(‘they’ll have a crack at you if they can’), disease-mongering villains. They are,
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after all, pests – and Australian pests at that. The live possum that becomes Stu/
stew can be seen as a visceral example of the next discourse examined here –
revenge and punishment: ‘The only good possum is a dead one.’
Demonising Possums: Seeking Revenge, Ordering Punishment
He strips our forests bare . . . so we pluck his fur and tan his naked hide.
– The Naked Possum Café and Tannery, Golden Bay

As conveyed in Wild About New Zealand, a peculiar rationale occurs in relation
to possums in New Zealand. Alongside the disparagement of possum brain size,
intelligence and reasoning, a contradictory discourse positions possums as
knowingly – even duplicitously – wreaking havoc on forests, as well as native
wildlife and domesticated farm animals. It is as if the possum is inherently and
deliberately evil, hell-bent on damaging the land and destroying its indigenous
animals. This rhetoric functions alongside a desire to punish possums – to seek
revenge for their presence here and its impact. This relationship is explicit
across a range of domains including environmentalist educational material,
promotional material for the local possum fur industry, and New Zealand
fiction for both adults and children.
For instance, the slogan of The Naked Possum Café and Tannery, located in
Golden Bay, declares it is in the business of ‘undressing the possum to redress
our forests’. ‘Our mission is to support the eradication of the brushtail possum (a
destructive pest in NZ) in order to ensure that our diminishing native forests are
protected and preserved.’16 In order to achieve this mission, The Naked Possum
encourages customers to purchase ‘a potted rata tree wrapped in a possum
leather planter and smile at our “rata’s revenge”’.17
Another example of the ‘revenge and punishment’ perspective occurs in
Barbara Else’s novel Gingerbread Husbands. Here Else, a New Zealand author,
employs a hapless possum as the justified target of the frustrated protagonist.
When Sophie, frazzled by ‘the daily crises of three kids, a crumbling Gothic
house to restore, and bloody midnight possums’, encounters one of these
noisy marsupials in her home, she determinedly pursues the animal until he is
trapped in the bathroom and attempts to escape via the toilet. At this point:
‘Enough!’
She lunged and swiped at the same time. The possum leapt, but by some fluke
she hit it. The broom twisted from her hand and clunked under the tubs, the
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possum fell back, landed on the toilet rim and, pointy ears first, slid in. Of their
own accord, the seat and lid slammed down. Sophie flung herself across the heavy
oak.
A crunch of chain, a crack of wood, a screech, a furry tail dangling out, a jerk as
it zipped past her eyes into the toilet.
...
The possum began to snort and grunt, to splash, to scratch and bump the lid
beneath her belly. . . .
...
She had to fight to keep the seat down: the possum’s claws were scraping on the
porcelain. One tiny frantic hand struck through the gap and flexed its sharp black
talons.
At utmost stretch, she grappled the extension lead into her fingers. . . .
Oh reader, don’t try this at home! Sophie leapt up, heaved the lid back, tossed
the plug into the bowl and hurled herself at the far corner.
A sizzle, blue-green flash, deafening bang! and the light went out.
For a moment, the outline of a possum’s head was limned in flame. Splashing, a
dreadful hiss (the possum), a scream (hers), the lid crashed down again.
Spectacular.18

In this excerpt we witness a woman’s revenge against the creature who would
pester her. We are informed, very graphically, of the suffering of the possum as
he or she is trapped and killed, but in the context of kiwi culture this is acceptable and appropriate – even ‘spectacular’ – and the scene is no doubt intended
to be amusing. Moreover, the possum’s trap is a human toilet, indicating this
is the appropriate end for such vermin, understood and often described in
terms of pollution, contamination or defilement, and experienced as disgusting,
unclean and vile.
Retribution against the possum is so accepted in New Zealand that it is
even showcased in popular public sites and tourist attractions. Zealandia
(formerly known as the Karori Wildlife Sanctuary) in Wellington city is upheld
as the epitome of conservation in action, ‘[r]ecognised worldwide as a benchmark in urban ecological restoration’.19 The sanctuary consists of 225 hectares
of regenerating native bush and wetlands protected by an 8.6-kilometre
predator-deterring fence. The area inside the fence is populated by native
birds, fish, insects and reptiles. What is striking about this sanctuary, however,
is perhaps not so much the sounds of native bellbirds, tūī and kākā which the
visitor, local or international, anticipates hearing and hopes to observe in this
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natural habitat, but the quite immediate, palpable focus on unwanted introduced mammals, especially predators.
Although Zealandia has a ‘500-year vision to restore [the] valley as closely
as possible to its pre-human state’,20 guests who enter the sanctuary from the
admission house are at first bombarded, not by the serenity of an environment devoid of human interference, but by a series of signs and contraptions
educating about the pest problem in New Zealand, particularly as this relates
to possums (but also to stoats, rats and feral cats). Before choosing which path
to take for a peaceful walk in the bush, visitors are subjected to a literal wall
of information about different pests and ways of killing them (fig. 10.2). The
odour of a decaying mammal, killed in a trap and now on display, may follow
the visitor for several metres along the path.21 The smell and sight of death is
not only apparent at the entrance of Zealandia; every 5 to 10 metres along the
pathways possum bait stations have been set. These are highly visible and while
warning notices are given as to the purpose and potential danger to humans of
these traps, one cannot help but glimpse now and again to see if an animal has
been caught. For international guests, this must seem like a strange phenomenon. It is one thing to, over many years, enculturate a local into the benefits of
traps or poison baits for possums, but quite another to convince a traveller to
this country who has two or three weeks to experience New Zealand and form an
impression. The national retaliation against possums is flagrant in Zealandia;
their punishment is highly visible – and sometimes also highly olfactory.
Anthropologist Lee Drummond has argued that Steven Spielberg’s film
Jaws became a blockbuster upon its release in 1975 because it gave American
audiences of the time an animal they were allowed to hate.22 The success of
Jaws, Drummond argues, owes much to the socio-economic and cultural frustrations associated with this era, including the ascendancy, since the 1960s, of
environmentalist and animal rights activism (popular political movements
that encouraged people to respect the planet and all its creatures more). For
Americans in the 1970s the great white shark – depicted in Jaws as profoundly
inhuman, devious and murderous – was easy to despise: a clear-cut case of
‘Them vs Us’, the shark ‘deserved to die’.23 In Aotearoa New Zealand a similar
attitude has prevailed towards brushtail possums over the past 40 or so years,
perhaps – in the way that Drummond proposes – a reaction (at least in part) to
the late twentieth century’s pressures upon us to rectify our destructive actions
against the environment and other species. New Zealanders’ national loathing
of possums allows us to direct our exasperation about the economy, domestic
events and our position globally (and especially in relation to Australia) – not to
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mention our ambivalence towards those animals we live with on a day-to-day
basis (the pets we love, the animals we eat, the ‘wild’ creatures we observe at
the zoo) – onto a ‘beast’ that we are licensed to regard uncritically as an agent
of destruction and mayhem, and who therefore deserves or even demands our
hostility.
Drummond’s contention about the displacement of socio-cultural, eco
nomic and emotional frustrations onto animals we are permitted to hate (and
mistreat) seems clearly evident in 2012 in New Zealand. In a recent issue of the
Listener, Radio New Zealand interviewer Kim Hill was asked about her dealings
with the late scientist Paul Callaghan. Hill mentioned his ‘so-called mad idea
about a pest-free New Zealand’, but went on to speculate: ‘I think it could really
become a decent mass movement. It sounds quite mad, but I think people feel
quite impotent about a lot of things at the moment. The economy, climate
change . . . . So, get a trap, go out and join the neighbours and actually catch
the predators.’ ‘Pest control as social therapy’, as the reporter of this story Diana
Wichtel concluded.24
The possum as resource: furriers are national heroes
A further key representation of possums in New Zealand, associated with
both the ‘foreign invader’ and ‘revenge and punishment’ narratives, relates to
their use as a resource. This may sound somewhat paradoxical, given the overwhelming opposition to possums and the very ‘kiwi’ resolve to annihilate these
creatures. However, the two positions have been made to seem compatible: it is
considered constructive (part of the kiwi ‘can do’ attitude) as well as patriotic
to exploit killed possums for economic purposes. Possum carcasses harvested
through hunting, trapping or poisoning may be transformed into clothing,
accessories, home apparel and food (mainly petfood, although some possum
meat is sent to Asian markets for human consumption). Clothing and accessories made from possum fur (or using other possum-derived materials) are hot
fashion in New Zealand at present, particularly sought after by the ecologically
concerned middle class. Because of the status of possums as pests, possum fur
can be marketed as a solution to the problem posed by live possums; those who
choose to purchase and wear it are depicted as environmentally friendly and
loyal to their country.
In its recent advertising campaign, the upmarket national fashion label
Untouched World quotes Cameron Silver, a world-renowned fashion reviewer,
who describes the company’s product line as ‘the definitive modern luxury
casual brand for the active and conscious globe trotter’.25 The mission statement
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for this business reads: ‘Untouched WorldTM finds its whole philosophy summarised in a symbol representing a Maori Kite, the emblem of an ideal relationship
between man [sic] and nature.’26 Of course the ideal relationship that is envisaged here between humans and nature relies upon, and in some respects
cannot help but perpetuate, a complex history of very non-ideal human modifications to nature. These modifications include, as discussed elsewhere in this
chapter, the original introduction of possums to New Zealand and their ongoing
slaughter using a range of problematic methods from lethal traps to guns to
1080 and other poisons; as well as the introduction of sheep and the concomitant destruction of native ecosystems (as discussed in chapter two), and the
continued subjection of merinos to such practices as ‘mulesing’, which involves
slicing away a large patch of skin around the sheep’s tail without anaesthetic
or pain relief. Avoiding all mention of these issues, pervaded instead by terms
such as ‘serene’, ‘unique’ and ‘natural’, and assisted by imagery of spectacular New Zealand beaches or alpine scenery, Untouched World’s promotional
material insists that the company is organic, ecological and GE-free. This appeal
to environmentally conscious kiwis is coupled with the recycling of possum fur
in combination with merino wool to produce a ‘luxuriously soft and durable’
knitwear collection unique to Untouched World known as Merinomink.27
The reference to ‘mink’ blatantly flies in the face of anti-fur sentiments:
while declaring the product comprises fur, there is an assumption that those
who might usually have reservations about this material will accept the use of
fur obtained from New Zealand’s number-one pest. After all, possums are not
worthy of the ethical consideration other furry mammals (even minks) might
deserve. Moreover, it is patriotic to support the possum fur industry; and businesses such as Untouched World can exploit this anti-possum nationalism
through the use of an obvious fur terminology.
The original problem with possums started in New Zealand because of a
desire to import these animals to exploit the properties of their fur. Now, nearly
200 years later, possum fur is again in demand, but for a different reason. We see
a twist in the tale, as this contemporary desire for possum fur is now associated
with retribution against the possum for being such a successful coloniser of their
new environment in Aotearoa New Zealand.
What else is different about the modern promotion of possum fur, and the
‘mission statements’ of these post-1990s furriers and fashion designers is their
proclaimed commitment to helping the nation return to (or in fact become) what
is uniquely New Zealand. They take revenge against possums by encouraging
consumers to appreciate the aesthetics of possum fur as beautiful, luxurious,
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soft, warm and ecologically friendly. In an article appearing in the British newspaper The Independent, Auckland designer Teresa Angliss (engaged at the time
in making a bedspread from 66 possum skins) explains her allegiance to the
possum fur industry in New Zealand: ‘I call it eco-fur. . . . I wouldn’t work with
anything endangered, it would be against my conscience. But this is a national
pest, so it’s really appealing. I’m exploiting a commercial demand to help
contain an environmental disaster.’28
In the same article, the reader is also informed that anywhere else in the
world ‘designers who work with fur earn the wrath of animal rights activists. But
in New Zealand, they are considered national heroes. Indeed, environmentalists and wildlife campaigners.’29 This sentiment is echoed by Kevin Hackwell
of the New Zealand Forest and Bird Society, as an encouragement (and reassurance) for those consuming possum fur: ‘Anyone who buys possum fur is
doing New Zealand’s biodiversity a favour.’30 On the website of New Zealand
Geographic, in a news article titled ‘Making Possums Pay’ – and thereby explicitly invoking the discourse of retribution – we are told that ‘possum is becoming
the fur de rigueur, the designer fibre’; during L’Oréal New Zealand Fashion Week
in 2002, six of the 50 featured designers used possum fur in their creations,
either as trims or borders or, in one case, for a full-length coat.31
While possum fur and its offshoots (such as Merinomink fibre) are fashionable again in New Zealand, possum carcasses are also being exploited in
less conventional commercial enterprises. For sale on the web are ‘authentic’
Captain Cook maps of New Zealand printed on possum-skin pelts: ‘by buying
one of these maps you will be helping save New Zealand’s native flora and fauna
from this introduced pest’ (fig. 10.3).32 The potential buyer is advised that the
skin is marked with the map of New Zealand as it was seen and recorded at the
time Captain Cook sailed here in the years 1769 and 1770, ‘complete with errors
that were assumed by the great navigator’. The blurb continues: ‘It is printed
on to a genuine possum skin pelt giving it a real old world look.’ This is ironic to
say the least, considering possums were not present in New Zealand at the time
of Cook’s sightings of this land; his association with the European discovery
of this country heralds their introduction by European settlers some 50 years
later. This somewhat nostalgic rendition of old-world New Zealand is therefore
(literally) based on the myth of the existence of mammals (and in particular,
marsupial pests) in a pre-colonial Aotearoa.33 Possums became a problem here
only as a result of this country’s colonisation by Cook’s successors.
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The laboratory possum
Fashion designers and other entrepreneurial industries specialising in possum
products argue they are cultivating eco-friendly businesses by recycling dispatched pests. But is the only good possum in New Zealand necessarily a dead
possum? Apparently not. Live possums are also used as ‘resources’, the most
obvious cases being those kept in animal laboratories around the country for
the purposes of testing traps, poisons and other methods of possum control.34
A less obvious use of ‘the possum as lab animal’ has been promoted in a nationally released advertisement highlighting the innovative research occurring at
the University of Otago in Dunedin. Accompanying the picture of a bright-eyed
young possum enjoying a piece of bread, an inscription reads: ‘Move over Rover:
Man’s new friend might just be – the possum. It’s true that these unwanted
invaders are eating our forests and our native wildlife, and we can’t seem to get
rid of them. But their resilience could help to improve the quality of life for older
men.’35 The research involves testing what stimulates and inhibits growth in
possum prostates. Possums are proclaimed to be ‘the perfect animal model’ for
research on prostatic hyperplasia because their prostate glands are very similar
to men’s.36 In New Zealand, therefore, a cute animal can be positioned as the
blatant object (and, indeed, visual representative) of scientific experimentation.
To the public, vivisection on possums is not assumed to be controversial or provocative, in the way such manipulation of dogs or cats might be; instead it is
openly celebrated.
Children’s books
Western literature catering for younger children has a tradition of engaging
with animal characters and producing anthropomorphic imagery and narratives involving animals. New Zealand children’s picture books are no exception,
and there is a vast array of local children’s stories focusing on native birds in
particular. Illustrated children’s books featuring possums tend to represent
these creatures as cunning, ruthless and unlikeable characters. In Erin Devlin’s
As Kuku Slept, for example, a family of kererū are threatened by millions of
possums they see around them in the forest, eating leaves and stealing eggs
and chicks from nests.37 In Oh, No Mister Possum! written by the same author,
possums are described as ‘very greedy’, ‘bad’, ‘naughty rascals’; the illustrations
of possums (by Greg O’Donnell) do their best to dispense with any ‘cuteness’ by
showing possums with menacing facial expressions and long, nasty claws.38
Frank Saxton has written several books for school-age children about
possums in New Zealand. The Possum Hunt follows a father, Warren, and his
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daughter Shannon (aged about eleven) and son Blair (aged about nine) as they
set out for a weekend trapping and killing possums.39 The story is accompanied by actual photographs of the family over this time. They take with them a
kill trap supplied by a farmer, and two live traps. Apple bait is used to lure the
possums. After dark they decide to go hunting possums with a .22 rifle and spotlights, in different locations from where they have set the traps. The following is
an account of the hunt (and is accompanied in the book by photos):
They soon find a possum up a tree. Blair takes a shot while his father holds the
spotlight. After a couple of shots, the possum falls dead out of the tree. It is
a young one. . . . It is Shannon’s turn to shoot the next possum. ‘Actually, I’ve
decided I don’t like killing them,’ she announces. Her father can’t change her
mind.
Blair is dead keen to have another go. Closer in, he sees four red eyes through
his rifle-scope and aims at the top set of eyes. He can see that these eyes belong to a
young possum on its mother’s back. . . . They shoot both a mother and her joey.
The next morning Blair finds a possum in his trap. His father shoots it. The
next trap they check is Shannon’s. It has caught a mother with a young one on its
back. Blair wants to kill them too. ‘They are mine and I am letting them go,’ says
Shannon. And she does, too.40

The released possums run across the paddock but the baby falls off her mother’s
back. They catch and stroke her, then release the joey where her mother disappeared into scrub. At this point in the book there is a large image of Blair holding
the baby possum gently as he smiles down at her: ‘“I’ll come back and shoot that
one when it gets older,” says Blair. “You are really mean,” says Shannon.’41
The Possum Hunt seems to function for the most part as an introduction
for children to the importance of pest management, and the safety issues
surrounding hunting and the use of guns. With side columns educating the
reader about the natural history of possums and the lives of joeys, the impact
of possums on New Zealand bush, native birds and their habitats, and the agricultural industry here, the central message appears to be one about the need for
possum control via hunting and trapping while encouraging sensible shooting
practices.
The story and images portray a gendered picture of possum-hunting. While
Blair enthusiastically embraces the opportunity to trap and shoot possums,
his older sister resists this practice, opting first to liberate a mother possum
and joey targeted in the spotlight by her father, and later on to release another
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mother and joey from a trap she has set (it is made clear in the text that this
release is to be kept secret). Shannon therefore displays the kind of ambivalent,
sentimental approach to possum-hunting seemingly more befitting of a girl,
while Blair delights in every aspect of the possum hunt and kill. Despite the predominant narrative of Blair enjoying slaughtering possums, both young and old,
and without any obvious misgivings about their suffering or demise, the book’s
imagery is ultimately ambiguous. In the section of the story where brother and
sister catch the tiny joey whose mother has been released from Shannon’s trap, a
full-page photograph appears of Blair holding and gently patting the frightened
infant possum while they gaze at each other. Here we view a child’s enjoyment
of the animal he decrees he will later return to kill. Space for a young boy to
genuinely empathise with the deserted infant possum is, however, denied on
the next page of The Possum Hunt where we view Blair examining a trap in
which a large male possum has clearly suffered during the process of strangulation (we are informed ‘both the possum and the trap have rolled down the hill’
as the animal tried to free himself; the possum’s legs are shown clenched and
his head is twisted back exposing bloodied mouth and teeth). Blair then drags
the trapped possum back to camp by the legs, the trap clumping along behind
him containing the possum’s head.
As The Possum Hunt demonstrates, from an early age most children living in
New Zealand learn to view possums as fiends to be callously destroyed. While
such attitudes are encouraged through local children’s literature, hatred of
possums is also indoctrinated in more practical ways. In May 2010, for example,
the community newspaper Bay Harbour News reported that residents of
Lyttelton, ‘ready to wage war on possums’, were setting up possum traps in their
own backyards as part of a new pest control management scheme involving
local families and businesses.42 The same year the Southland Times ran an
article about secondary school students in Invercargill who were being taught
how to kill possums by Lincoln University’s science outreach co-ordinator (the
photo accompanying the story showed girls making wax replicas of possum
bites).43 And, of course, the annual family possum-hunting competition is a
well-known school fundraiser in rural communities, with children as young as
five being encouraged to ‘have a shoot’ (figs 10.4 and 10.5).44
A possum-tossing competition involving children, hosted in 2010 by Colyton
School in the Manawatu,45 raised some eyebrows (especially across the Tasman)
but was justified by the school which insisted that anyone believing it promoted
‘indignity and abuse to animals’ should come along to the annual pet day to
see ‘lambs that have been lovingly hand-raised and brushed running to their
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owners’. Despite the fervent protests against this event launched by the SPCA
and local vets, an online poll of 2129 people, conducted by stuff.co.nz, found
about 60 per cent of readers thought possum-throwing was just ‘harmless fun
for kids’.46 It seems our abhorrence of cruelty towards animals (also proudly
regarded as part of the fabric of this nation) makes an exception for possums –
such is the strength and extent of our indoctrinated hatred for them.
Combating Cuteness
Because the language associated with possum control is predominantly derived
from conservationist frameworks, it is expressed in pragmatic ways befitting the
supposed objectivity and neutrality of science. As Murray Hosking, the Deputy
Director-General of the Department of Conservation, declared as he addressed
the New Zealand Institute of Public Administration seminar Animals and the
Law in February 1995: ‘You have to be mean to be green! . . . We are obliged to be
efficient and effective animal killers on a wholesale basis.’47 In ecological terms,
there is no time for sentimentality, naive or ‘unrealistic’ notions; it’s about practicality – facing a problem head on, finding out the facts, rigorously testing out
best interventions and, in the case of the possum, ruthlessly applying these.
Distinctions of value across animals may be made, as in the following excerpt,
and these are deployed to drive home the need for hard-nosed, down-to-earth
interventions to take precedence over compassion:
We have to remember that humaneness has to be seen in context of the need
to control pests. . . . How willing are we to chance the extinction of our native
animals and plants to mitigate the suffering of the pests that predate them? When
a decision is made on what forms of animal control are acceptable, we must
remember that we are making this decision to protect the kiwi, not to protect the
pest.48

Part of this campaign for supposed objectivity, pragmatism and scientific
rationalism in our attitude to the possum involves a deliberate and dedicated
discrediting of any emotional or empathetic response that people might feel
for them. This aspect of anti-possum discourse thus brings into connection a
number of the constructions of possums previously mentioned in this chapter:
an animal deemed to be attractive (cute) and engaging is also persecuted and
demonised – the target of a ‘national military campaign’. Consider the following
quotes from a range of domains:
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Possums are nice animals, don’t get me wrong. They’re kind of cute. But they are a
conservation pest. They scoff everything, and they’re not wanted here.49
– Herb Christophers, New Zealand Department of Conservation
Possums have now been in New Zealand for 150 years. They are an engaging
animal in their own right. However, they have caused enormous damage, trouble
and expense.50
– Frank Saxton, author of Possums
With its bushy tail, tall ears, and pink nose, Australia’s brush-tailed possum could
be the poster child for cute critters. But here in New Zealand [the] marsupials are
possums non grata.51
– S. Markey, in National Geographic News

This ‘cute, but’ rhetoric is rampant across conservationist, news media and
popular cultural domains in New Zealand.
Irish anthropologist Kay Milton has studied the different attitudes and treatment of possums in New Zealand and Australia, particularly as these relate to
what has been termed ‘the cute response’ (an emotional reaction considered by
evolutionary psychologists and biological anthropologists to be universal across
humans). The cute response relates to the experience of wanting to have contact
with, hold, cuddle or protect a being whose appearance is considered endearing,
sweet or delightful. It is believed the cute response is beneficial in evolutionary
terms as it induces certain social behaviours advantageous to parenting: ‘The
strongest stimuli for the cute response are therefore expected to be human
babies.’52 Certain nonhuman animals also invoke the cute response, particularly
those whose features conform to a human version of cuteness – namely, round
faces, relatively large eyes, short noses, short thick limbs and clumsy movements – and this rationale has been used to explain the attachment humans
feel towards puppies and kittens. Moreover, cuteness is thought to be associated
with innocence, whereas facial features on animals such as long, pointy noses
tend to result in the animal being deemed dangerous or unlikeable (take, for
example, rats).53
The possum complies with the standard features of cuteness, having ‘large,
forward-facing eyes . . . it is soft and furry, about the size of a cat, has short thick
limbs and, on a flat surface, moves clumsily’ (fig. 10.6).54 According to Milton,
this should result in people finding this animal endearing and likeable: and, in
an Australian study, around 70 per cent of participants found possums cute.55
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However, New Zealanders confound this assumption. Milton explains this in
terms of experiences and perspectives of possums that are not merely being
influenced by level of attractiveness or cuteness, but also mediated by cultural
meanings attached to possums. Her comparative analysis shows that Australian
images and narratives of – and thereby also attitudes to – possums are largely
positive, while New Zealand depictions and responses are overwhelmingly
negative: ‘While Australian websites and public information leaflets educate
people on how to live with possums, the equivalent media in New Zealand
describe and recommend efforts to get rid of them.’56 Milton argues that ‘like
many other species, possums are valued as long as they stay where they belong,
in the Australian bush. When they become “matter out of place” [by] invading
spaces where they do not belong, and especially when they do so destructively,
they can be despised.’57
The public dislike of possums, which is so important to the agendas of conservation and agriculture domains in New Zealand, does not come ‘naturally’.
Instead it must be programmed into children from an early age (Milton terms
this learning to suppress the ‘cute response’), and continued by repeated and
frequent bombardment in public forums. She believes this is accomplished in
New Zealand through two influential ideologies: contamination and nationalism. If the message takes hold that possums are unclean and infected (for
example, the carriers of bovine tuberculosis and other diseases), this helps to
disrupt the cute response. Likewise, indoctrinating kiwis to predominantly
view the possum as an alien invader damaging the uniqueness of their country
diminishes any positive emotional response based on cuddly appearance:
Every document I have read on possums in New Zealand mentions that they are
not native to the country but were deliberately introduced by people. Many do so
in the opening lines, creating the impression that it is considered one of the most
important things to say about possums, as if their foreignness outweighs their
other characteristics and determines their value.58

Milton argues that the possum not only is an intruder to New Zealand; it also
threatens those very aspects of the country (native flora and fauna, agriculture)
which are integral to kiwi national identity. This sense of attack and destruction
helps in the literal and figurative war against possums. It has been used recently,
for instance, in the rhetoric of New Zealand’s Parliamentary Commissioner
for the Environment, Jan Wright, who, in mid-2011 provided a report on the
effectiveness of 1080 as a means of controlling possums, rats and stoats. In this
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document, Wright claimed, controversially, that rather than decreasing or eliminating use of 1080 and moving to other methods of pest management, even
more of this poison should be dropped on native forests. She also cautioned:
[T]he possums . . . that have invaded our country will not leave of their own accord.
Much of our identity as New Zealanders, along with the clean green brand with
which we market our country to the world, is based on the ecosystems these pests
are bent on destroying. We cannot allow our forests to die.59

Noticeably, in this brief statement, Wright makes use of the ‘invasion’ metaphor,
implies possums are consciously and deliberately destructive, appeals to
the patriotism of kiwis, and implores us to save our forests and the (dubious)
‘branding’ of New Zealand as clean and green.
Importantly, kiwi attitudes towards possums are not always translatable or
acceptable to human foreigners in this country; tourists are still likely to hold
positive emotional responses to ‘cute’ animals such as the brushtail possum.
For instance, one American reporting on his blog about a visit to New Zealand
recalled an event involving two Wellington students spotting and killing a
possum in the centre of the city:
Last night, two Kiwi friends of mine . . . taught me just how serious possum eradication is to the typical New Zealander. . . . I felt weird. Pelting critters with rocks is
nothing new – I did it when I was eight years old myself. What was weird was the
seriousness of Bob and Tony’s faces – these guys weren’t smiling at all. They were
no longer drunken Kiwi students causing a rumpus; these guys were performing
their civic duty. . . . I can see possum eradication being a problem in actual ‘bush’
– national parks and such. But surely, the odd possum citizen of Wellington isn’t
deserving of such a fate. . . . I find Kiwis’ unilateral attitude towards possums fascinating. I can’t think of a single issue back home in the U.S. that is so one-sided.60

Similarly, immigrants to New Zealand may be disturbed by the anti-possum
campaign here, as described in this interview with a German immigrant:
I find the attitudes towards possums in New Zealand really callous. It is one thing
to acknowledge an ecological problem, it is quite another to demonise a species,
and kill them, in some cases, with enthusiasm. I was quite shocked to see one
of the government’s adverts where a mother driving in a car tells her children
very gleefully ‘Let’s count squashed possums!’ On coming to New Zealand, we
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were also asked on a couple of occasions to ‘please run over possums when you
see them on the road’, and that, sadly, seems to be a widespread attitude still. . . .
Wearing possum fur collars is seen as some form of environmental activism, and
also somehow as an act of ‘revenge’, as if the problems were caused by possums
on purpose.61

Indeed, the need to better manage the ‘public relations’ aspect of possum
control does not go unnoticed here. In his presentation at Animals and the
Law (the same seminar in 1995 at which the Department of Conservation’s representative argued the suffering of pests was required for the benefit of native
animals), the Chair of Animal Welfare Science at Massey University, Neville
Gregory, commented: ‘[I]t would be unwise for New Zealand as a trading
nation to dismiss [important animal welfare issues] as dewy eyed sentimentality.’62 Based on his own research, Gregory identified several issues relating to
animal welfare which produced a negative image of New Zealand in the eyes
of other Western countries; these included animal neglect, lamb mortality, live
exports, velvet harvesting, induced calving, rabbit VHD, the poor body condition of cows, animal handling, ewe hypothermia, tail docking of cows, mulesing,
feedlots, and possum control. To demonstrate the risk to New Zealand trade of
inhumane killing of possums, he employed a hypothetical situation involving
the filming by a British reporter (who happened to also be an animal activist)
of the agonising and prolonged death of a possum captured in a leg-hold trap;
the footage leads to a campaign in the United Kingdom for New Zealand to ‘stop
being “cruel”’. ‘Fanciful example, but not altogether unreal’, says Gregory.63 It
seems the kiwi war against possums requires its own careful PR management.
Alternative Talk about Possums
To read about or hear reactions to possums in New Zealand across a range of
forums, one could be forgiven for thinking there was unanimous support here
for the persecution and destruction of these animals. But while negative depictions of possums certainly prevail in New Zealand, they do not exist without
competition. More positive portrayals are also evident, although these are rarer
and have arguably received less publicity. Such alternative representations
suggest that the various stakeholders pushing the kiwi imperative to despise
possums still have some work to do: there are fissures in the scaffolding of the
nation’s anti-possum rhetoric.
Increasingly, criticism of New Zealand’s crusade against possums is evident
in the public arena. For example, in 2010 the Auckland SPCA published in its
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quarterly magazine Animals’ Voice an article entitled ‘Preserving beauty – Who
plays God?’, which questioned ‘why some animals [are] treasured, pampered
and protected while others are declared pests and slaughtered’.64 Citing
high-profile cases such as the mass shooting by DOC of wild horses (herds of
which have existed in the Kaimanawa ranges for more than 230 years) and a
rare breed of Old English goats endemic to Arapawa Island since 1777 – as well
as the more routine though no less ruthless poisoning of possums – CEO Bob
Kerridge lamented how animals labelled ‘pests’ were ‘managed’, stating: ‘Once
[DoC] have decreed pest status, there is nothing the Animal Welfare Act, animal
groups or even a mass caring public can do to protect the animals. . . . We boast
a clean, green image and in many ways it’s true, but in other ways we’re the
worst [country] in the world in terms of animal destruction.’65 Kerridge also lambasted the use of 1080: ‘[I]t typifies the sort of measures DOC is willing to go to
in order to eradicate what are seen as evil animals. . . . We do know the possum
[has] to be controlled [but this poison] causes pain, suffering and distress to
target and non-target species alike. . . . Might they be controlled by contraceptive methods . . . ?’66 Similarly, New Zealanders are publicly voicing their
disapproval of possum persecution by the Department of Conservation,67 and
of so-called events such as school possum-throwing competitions.68 There is
also a growing – largely ‘underground’ – possum rescue and advocacy network
in this country; those who are part of this movement work to, amongst other
things, save joeys from the pouches of killed mothers, promote more accurate
understandings about these marsupials and their impact here, and increase
awareness of possum sentience and suffering. Another two forums from which
empathy and compassion for possums have materialised are children’s stories
and art.
Friendly possum tales
As noted earlier, local children’s literature plays a part in producing antipossum sentiment in New Zealand; however, it is also in stories for children that
alternative depictions of possums – and of human–possum relations – may be
found. In Tadpole’s Possum Joe (2003) an old hunter of the same name finds in
one of his traps a young silver-furred talking possum who pleads as Possum Joe
raises his club: ‘Please don’t hit me, Mr Hunter . . . I am young and want to live
my life.’69 After consideration, Possum Joe releases the possum who races away
saying: ‘I’ll remember your kindness.’70 At the next trap, Possum Joe finds a red
possum, who also asks for his life to be spared: ‘I don’t know’, says the hunter,
‘my job has always been to trap possums but I really must be going soft in the
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head for I really do feel sorry for you’, and he lets the trapped animal free.71 At
the last trap he finds a black possum who also begs for his life and is released
by the hunter. A year later, with a winter storm brewing, Possum Joe falls down
a steep bank and breaks his leg. Just when he thinks he will end up dying in
the snow, the silver possum finds him and takes a message to the ranger. As the
night grows colder, the red possum comes along and helps him to light a fire
by retrieving some matches from his pack. The black possum joins Possum Joe
as the night grows colder and darker, and ‘all through the long, cold night the
old hunter and the black possum talked. By morning they were good friends.’72
When the ranger’s helicopter arrives to rescue Possum Joe, ‘the old man smiles
happily at his friend the ranger. “In future,” he [says], “just call me Joe.”’73
Possum Joe is unorthodox in the context of contemporary New Zealand
picture books as it conveys empathy towards possums. Possum Joe experiences meaningful contact with the creatures he has spent a lifetime trapping
and killing; this contact brings about respect and, ultimately, a change of heart
(he will no longer hunt them). In turn, the possums help out the old man who
has spared their lives and is now injured in the forest. In contrast to the photographic depiction of possums as villains to be shown no mercy in Frank Saxton’s
The Possum Hunt discussed above, Possum Joe portrays these marsupials as
sentient creatures deserving of our compassion: they are frightened, innocent,
and ultimately non-threatening – certainly not the unclean, intrusive and deliberately harmful demons we are used to hearing about.
Contemporary art and possum advocacy
Another domain in which anti-possum discourse is being challenged is art. The
work of Wellington-based taxidermist and artist Angela Singer (as discussed in
the preceding chapter) is influenced by her commitment to animal advocacy.
Using donated or discarded hunting trophies and stuffed animals, Singer
modifies the original taxidermy figures to disrupt the conventional, taken-forgranted view of the stuffed animal.74 Singer calls her art ‘de-taxidermy’:
My work goes against correct taxidermic practice by emphasizing aspects the
taxidermist down played. For example, where a gun shot in the skin has been concealed I highlight the wound. By ‘stripping back’ the taxidermy to the underlying
mount and cutting the animal out of its serene pose, I create a more realistic form.
To make an animal more noticeable, I sculpt a new ‘flesh’ or I might decorate the
animal with jewels and funereal flowers.75
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In other words, Singer re-creates the killed animal in order to emphasise the
violence of an animal’s death at the hands of humans or human-made technologies. She aims to disturb New Zealand hunting culture ‘by giving the animal
back its presence, making the killed animal more confrontational, less easy to
ignore’.76
Some of Singer’s work involves possums. The piece shown in figure 10.7 is
called 1080, a reference to the poison that is used extensively around New
Zealand to eradicate possums from forests and farmland. Singer juxtaposes
the stiff carcass of a possum killed by 1080 with the vividness and gaiety of
red beads and jewellery. The positioning of the beads at the mouth, paws and
stomach of the possum symbolises the suffering and blood associated with
death by this poison. The glamorous aspects of the beads contrasts with the
morbid positioning of the possum (note the awkward angles of her arms, paws
and claws); this is reminiscent of postures adopted by the possum during the
death throes of poisoning by 1080.
Those features of the possum assumed to generate ‘the cute response’ are
still evident in Singer’s 1080, and work to create a greater contrast between the
innocent and endearing appearance of the possum and the fact that she has
suffered an interminable death. In a later 2003 exhibition, the cute features of
the possum are absent from Singer’s art; instead she presents the incongruent
image of a skinned possum reclining with a tribute of flowers and colourful
beads growing from those parts of her body the poison has affected. Singer
refers to this as her possum memorial work.
Singer’s art draws the viewer’s attention to those inconsistencies found in
human approaches to nonhuman animals; her work disturbs any complacency
about the effects – in terms of suffering and pain – of hunting or poisoning
nonhuman animals deemed pests. This is particularly effective as a means of
challenging New Zealand attitudes to and treatment of the possum, our most
maligned introduced species.
Another artwork that goes against the grain of New Zealand’s blanket
loathing of possums is Māori artist Rei Hamon’s pointillist painting Albino
Possum, which depicts a white possum peeking out from between coprosma
fruit and maratata leaves, which the possum is eating (fig. 10.8). Of this painting,
Hamon wrote:
In my younger years and many times whilst in the forest at night around our
Te Karaka home just north of Gisborne, us brothers would come across these furry
little animals. We would switch our torches on and provided we kept still this
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would be the scene we would witness. Yes, big questioning eyes . . . nibbling teeth,
a cuddly little chap. Even though man introduced and curses the little animal for
being here. Over the years spent in NZ forests of the thousands I’ve seen, only one
was an albino . . . this is the picture from that memory.77

By drawing attention to the individuality of this possum (who also happens to
be a distinctive member of his own species), Hamon makes it harder for the
viewer to dismiss all possums en masse. The description of the possum’s ‘big
questioning eyes’ also implies a kind of innocent ‘looking back’, and can be contrasted with the menacing expressions on the faces of possums in Erin Devlin’s
illustrated children’s tale Oh, No Mister Possum!
The Compassionate Response to Possums: Why Aren’t We Ready for it?
No one in New Zealand seems to object to the killing of possums; indeed, many
people try to help out by squashing them on the roads.
– K. Marks, ‘Alien Invasion: How the Possum Became Public Enemy No 1’,
The Independent, 2006

The way New Zealanders talk about the possum dilemma points the finger of
blame squarely – though unfairly – at these animals. Possums are positioned
not only as unwanted and dangerous foreign invaders, but also as unworthy of
compassion, and deserving of persecution: it is as if possums are responsible for
the prejudice and malice they now face. Yet possums were originally released in
New Zealand for the purpose of commercial exploitation by humans; they were
forcibly relocated to a land that happened to be ideal for their survival. The use
of emotive terminologies such as ‘invasion’, ‘attacking’, ‘preying on’, ‘destroying’
conveys that these animals infiltrated New Zealand independently, wilfully and
maliciously, when the truth is they are as much victims of human colonisation
and exploitation as the native species of Aotearoa. Looking beyond this kind
of rhetoric, and playing the possums’ devil’s advocate, we might also wonder
whether it is possible that New Zealand actually has an investment in maintaining possums here – not least for the huge ‘pest’ control industry, and the
lucrative possum fur and by-product trade, including the souvenir shops selling
possum fur nipple and belly button warmers as well as the upmarket fashion
houses like Untouched World – but also because if the spotlight were taken off
the possum as the enemy of native New Zealand, it might refocus somewhere
less comfortable and convenient.
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Redressing the possum dilemma entails a complex, more just and respectful
response. What would happen if, rather than continuing to frame the brushtail
possum as a scapegoat for the mistakes made during European colonisation,
we were to adopt a more compassionate attitude to the history and fate of these
animals in our country? How would this change our sense of kiwiness? We
owe these inhabitants of New Zealand a fairer and kinder approach: this is the
challenge that faces a more mature nation, ready to acknowledge the human
mistakes of the past and take responsibility for the impact these errors have had
not just on this country’s native wildlife and its economy, but on so-called ‘pests’
themselves. Recognising the sentience of possums is a vital first step towards
overcoming ignorance; finding more responsible and dignified ways of adapting
to possums’ existence in this country is an important second step. Whether or
not they ‘belong’ here is a matter for open debate, given possums have inhabited
these islands for as long as Pākehā, and have now clearly altered what was, is,
and will be Aotearoa New Zealand.
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Eleven
Consuming Animals

In this book we have aimed to provide a sequence of overlapping cultural histories of the relationships between humans and nonhuman animals in Aotearoa
New Zealand. As a culmination of these narratives, and as an indication of what
may be to come, this final chapter1 offers a snapshot of some of the changes and
tensions currently operating in some New Zealanders’ approaches to animals.2
It does so by presenting an account of a recent national survey into the perspectives and experiences of people identifying as cruelty-free consumers.3 Simply
by choosing to respond to this survey, participants identified in themselves a
heightened awareness of the place of animals in their day-to-day lives. For
this reason their viewpoints and ways of living offer an appropriate final focus
for our book, which has been concerned from the outset with examining the
‘taken-for-granted’ and ‘common-sense’ understandings of human–animal
interactions that shape Aotearoa New Zealand culture and everyday life.
The survey was primarily designed to investigate the most pervasive and
powerful form of material human–animal relationship in this country: that
is, the consumption of animals as food. This entailed a necessary and fundamental questioning of national mythology about the status of agriculture and
the place of ‘food animals’ here, and about the promotion of New Zealand as
a clean, green, ‘100% pure’ natural haven. By inviting responses from those
who consciously eschew the consumption of animals, the survey gained access
to a perspective that, despite its eloquence and growing authority, has so far
received little attention – indeed a perspective that, as the survey found, tends
to be disqualified from the outset by its refusal of the conventional markers of
‘New Zealandness’. Opposing the cultural privileging of both meat consumption and the associated rural ideal, and questioning the image of Aotearoa New
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Zealand’s iconic pristine wilderness, survey participants described feeling
alienated from a strong sense of ‘kiwi’ identity obtained through an association
with these traditional emblems of their nation.
In order to understand the force of this critical viewpoint and the marginal
position from which it comes, a brief overview is required of the place of animal
farming in this country, as well as some discussion of the symbolic status conferred upon meat here and in other Western-style industrialised countries.
Idealising Agriculture and Rural Life
In his historical account of rural life and agriculture in this country, Gordon
McLauchlan hopes that ‘for New Zealand anyway, farming is forever’. ‘No one
of my generation’, he insists (he was born in the 1930s), ‘in any walk of life could
possibly have escaped the knowledge that New Zealand earned its living in the
world by selling wool, meat, dairy produce, and apples and pears. . . . I feel a
great unease now as some of the finest grassland in the world recedes, yielding
to urban subdivisions and their barren, monotonous houses that will one day
spawn barren, monotonous children.’4 McLauchlan’s rhetoric demonstrates
some of the antipathy that has traditionally divided rural and urban sectors
in New Zealand: farmers have been venerated as self-sufficient, hard-working,
stoic types with a ‘natural’ understanding of the land. Urbanites, on the other
hand (and, according to McLauchlan, especially those whose dwellings infringe
on what otherwise might have been valuable farmland), are bland and uninteresting with little to contribute to the important fabric of New Zealand.
In Paradise Reforged, James Belich traces the early beginnings of what he
terms ‘the cult of the farmer’ and ‘the Farmer Backbone mantra’ (so clearly
endorsed by McLauchlan), claiming that as early as 1930 this ‘mantra’ had
become local ‘fact’:
The tradition of regarding farmers as the ‘backbone of the country’ has become
firmly established not only in the minds of rural-dwellers but in the estimation
of most of the townsfolk as well. The farmers contend that the urban industries
are parasitical in that they depend for their very existence on the lifeblood of the
farmer. Curiously enough there is no violent country versus town controversy –
the country wins hands down.5

Such a rural bias in New Zealand’s image of itself came about, historian Jock
Phillips speculates, because of the early European colonists’ desire to distinguish New Zealand, as a more wholesome and natural place of habitation, from
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the heavily industrialised, urbanised and ‘degenerate Britain’ of the time.6
According to Phillips, ‘once that value system had become established as the
defining essence of both a masculine type and a national type in New Zealand
and then was constantly reinforced from overseas’, it was extremely hard to
break.7
The myth of the farmer as the epitome of ‘kiwiness’ persists today despite the
demographic reality that most New Zealanders are not farmers and the nation
is in fact heavily urbanised. Historian Helen Robinson has pointed out that the
workforce engaged in agriculture and ‘livestock’ production has been steadily
declining here: in 1951, workers on farms made up only 22.6 per cent of the total
workforce (‘hardly enough to make them representative’, Robinson asserts); by
1991, this had dropped to 12 per cent; and by 2001, farm workers comprised only
7.8 per cent of the total workforce.8 Statistically, those living in the country or
rural towns make up a minority within New Zealand: in 1951, 39 per cent of the
population lived in rural areas, a figure that decreased to 18.5 per cent by 1971.9
Indeed, Robinson disputes whether the very idea of rural areas as ‘real’ New
Zealand even had a basis in any earlier reality:
Despite the conception of the bush-dwelling pioneer as the typical Pākehā citizen
of colonial New Zealand [the] rural pioneer was never the norm. As in other ‘new’
countries, urbanisation occurred early: by 1881 nearly 40% of the population lived
in urban areas. Yet the pioneer has often been seen, both by contemporaries and
historians, as essentially representative, in the face of demographical reality.10

Robinson suggests that the cultural importance of farming, pioneering and
rural life (also a feature of other colonial societies, such as the United States
and Australia) reflects the high status traditionally granted to those who control
and dominate nature. Power over the natural world (in the case of farming, over
animals, plants and land) is essential to the West’s myth of its own ‘civilisation’,
its supremacy over so-called ‘primitive’ humans and nonhuman animals: ‘In
taking control, farmers assert human superiority and create a world in which
nature is made to serve human ends [and] as a product of this control, meat
gains status along with the farmer.’11
The Meanings of Meat
Even today, the promotion both of meat and of New Zealand itself rely on a
notion of dominating and taming nature – a notion, moreover, that draws on and
reinforces particular conventions about gender. As Helen Robinson explains,
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that controlling nature is widely seen as a good thing can be seen in an examination of New Zealand’s icons: the bush-felling pioneer, the hard-working farmer,
and the tough, rurally raised soldier and All Black. That none of these icons quite
match the reality demonstrates a need to idealise the process of dominating the
natural world. It is from this idealisation that meat draws some of its power. As the
product of tamed and slaughtered nature, meat provides a compelling symbol
of human mastery, and for this it is valued. These are also the ideals which meat
advertising relies on. The masculinity of the pioneer, the farmer, the soldier and
the All Black are also valued since [the] discourse of meat and domination is highly
gendered.12

In Western culture at least, meat has been consistently read as symbolising
control over nature in a specifically masculinist way.13 Traditionally, red meat
has signified strength, potency, energy, life force, virility (it is no coincidence
that an astronaut’s ritual pre-flight meal is steak to ensure vigour for the ordeal
ahead); bloodless white meats, conventionally viewed as more delicate foods,
have been more the domain of women and children. The association of red
meat with potency is connected with the notion that eating it means devouring
the essence of the animal; to eat muscle tissue becomes, as though in a literal
way, an ingestion of strength. The symbolic potency of meat also expresses the
dominance of humans over other species, as enacted by the slaughter, dismemberment and digestion of animals.14
This might all seem rather speculative – yet it is consistent with a study conducted by Australian psychologist Michael Allen and his colleagues at Victoria
University in Wellington. Comparing the values and beliefs of omnivores and
vegetarians, the researchers found meat-eaters tended to endorse a belief in
hierarchical domination (authority and control over others), while vegetarians
placed greater emphasis on equality, social justice and peace. The ‘thinking
style’ or ideology of omnivores was also found to be more prone to objectification and emotional distancing, resulting in the easier dismissal of animals as
sentient beings.15 Given the connection of meat and meat-eating with masculinity, and the cultural association of masculinity with values such as rationality
and control (rather than sensitivity to and nurturing of others), it is perhaps not
surprising that there are many more women vegetarians than men.16
Over a century ago, the lives and deaths of animals raised for meat (or for
eggs or milk) were far more visible and more widely understood than today.
Intensive farming methods had not yet been introduced (although their ‘invention’ in the United States was under way) and the killing of animals, including
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infant animals, was more openly acknowledged – perhaps because it was so
much less extensive. The establishment in the countryside of slaughterhouses
(or ‘freezing works’, as they are sometimes more euphemistically called), in
which many animals could be killed at once, away from the observation and
hearing of most people, enabled city-dwellers (and some country folk too) conveniently to avoid the ‘facts’ of their food. The creation of factory farming (an
outcome of the convergence of science, technology and agribusiness), and its
proliferation from the mid-twentieth century onwards, resulted in enormous
changes in farming methods, including the number of contact hours with and
caring for animals – in the poultry industry, for example, many more broiler or
meat chicks were able to be raised intensively in ‘grow out’ barns, where their
six or so weeks of life were monitored much less frequently by human farmers
as automatic machines took over lighting schedules, as well as the dispensing of
food and water.17 As a result of industrialisation, chicks destined for the dinner
table now live anything but natural lives: selective breeding ensures that, within
a few weeks of hatching, their bodies outgrow their skeletons and they are no
longer able to stand. However, the intensive farming for meat of chicks – these
birds are technically still baby chickens when killed – is effectively removed
from everyday visibility, as are the lives of all factory-raised animals.
In 1990 American scholar Carol J. Adams argued that it was through processes such as intensive farming and hidden slaughter, as well as our use of
terms that function to conceal the true nature of meat – we refer to flesh from
pigs as pork or ham (not pig), chicken meat becomes nuggets, and baby calves
become veal – that we are afforded easier denial of the once active and feeling
creatures whose lives have been terminated for culinary purposes.18 In other
words, the cultural construction of meat and its methods of production enable
various kinds of distancing from the actual animal from whom flesh is taken,
obscuring the origins of meat and thereby facilitating its everyday use as food.
More recently, however, consumers have demonstrated increasing ambivalence
towards meat, partly as a consequence of the greater visibility of its production resulting from the sometimes very graphic campaigns of animal advocacy
groups. As an interview in 2011 on National Radio’s Nine to Noon show exemplifies, even the staunchest omnivores may now find it problematic to avoid
the somewhat squirmy subject of the animal behind the meat. In the following
extract, radio host Kathryn Ryan describes a springtime drive through the
Central North Island to her guest chef of the day, Hester Guy, who was to go on to
recite a recipe for a lamb dish:
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Ryan: Suddenly they just appear from nowhere, lots of little lambies frolicking,
little sort of wavy tails, feeding up and getting just to the right size before we
do [loudly] TERRIBLE things to them, but [in a whispered voice] they do taste
wonderful.
Guy: Well, I think the public actually hates the relationship between the actual
animal and what appears on the plate. I remember once we were doing a demonstration in the square in Palmerston North with Venison Savannah and we had
these wonderful Bambi deer beside us, and here we were barbecuing the meat.
That was a total PR disaster. . . . It actually doesn’t work because if you’re buying
the product you actually don’t want that association.19

This discussion demonstrates a kind of tension between two structures of
feeling that now exist in contradiction. According to the first and older of these
dispositions the acceptance of meat still relies on avoiding or denying that
meat derives from the killing and dismemberment of sentient beings (in this
case, baby sheep). The second, emergent disposition involves a newly bold and
unapologetic acknowledgement of the link between meat consumption and
animal death.
Thus, at the same time as meat in supermarkets destined for family meals
and barbecues is conveniently sanitised and packaged to draw attention away
from its origins, Western countries in the twenty-first century are hearing about
‘New Carnivorism’, a movement whose ideology, according to New Zealand
researcher Jovian Parry, is to ‘reintegrate the animal into the discourse surrounding meat, not as a deterrent to flesh consumption, but as an incentive’.20
While the life and death of an individual broiler chick (culminating in a wholesome-looking ‘nugget’) may remain out of sight and concern for the average
customer, there is a new breed of consumer who is interested in witnessing, and
sometimes participating in, all parts of the process of transforming ‘animal’ to
‘edible’. It is possible this bold carnivorous punter has emerged in reaction to
the increasing popularity of and mainstream attention granted over the past
couple of decades to vegetarianism, publicity itself in part a consequence of the
myriad food scares that affected meat sales and consumption during the 1980s
and 1990s. New Carnivorism seeks to ensure that meat-eaters cannot be accused
of hypocrisy for being ‘disconnected from the realities of meat production [or]
wilfully ignorant as to the death and violence that made possible the meat on
their plates’.21 Instead, ethical concerns over killing animals for food are dismissed as sentimentalism by the public enactment, broadcast and celebration
of the killing, butchering, cooking and consumption of animals.
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Several big names are associated with New Carnivorism, including Jamie
Oliver, whose 2008 Fowl Dinners showed a live audience – as well as viewers at
home – several hens being killed on stage, and then prepared for dinner; and
Gordon Ramsay, who on The F Word (2005) followed the lives and death of seven
turkeys and two pigs kept by his family since infancy. In a similar vein, two
local television programmes, Kiwi Kitchen (2007, 2008) and Hunger for the Wild
(2006–2009) have showcased cuisine comprising wild or farmed animals first
seen alive and later killed, sometimes by the chefs themselves.22 More recently
the Sunday Star-Times indulged in promoting New Carnivorism in a local
context when it exposed ‘former vegetarians and the meat that turned them’.
In an article called ‘Animal Attraction’, journalist Kim Knight asked, ‘What’s with
all the ex-vegetarians?’ and went on to discuss comedian Jesse Mulligan’s fall
from nineteen years of vegetarian grace, having been seduced by ‘rump steak’.
In true New Carnivore style, Mulligan conveyed to Knight that he was ‘doing okay
by the world by committing to buying well-raised, loved animals’ to eat.23
As Parry points out, however, all these examples of a supposedly refreshing
matter-of-factness about the origins of meat are carefully constructed to
showcase certain ideologies and tastes – in particular the organic, environmentalist and humane sensibility of their adherents – by way of contrast with
older-fashioned, ‘invisible’ forms of industrial meat production. In the process
a kind of extra value is added to the meat, for consumers can ‘demonstrate their
sophisticated and discriminating tastes while simultaneously purporting to
marry virtue with pleasure’.24
The annual Hokitika Wildfoods Festival is also dedicated to celebrating the
creature behind the food in this way. At this event various ‘wild’, ‘raw’, ‘exotic’ or
‘native’ foods such as huhu grubs, live crickets and insects, and unusual parts
of mammals and birds, are all available, catering for middle-class ‘foodies’ who
want to exercise their gourmet palates while at the same time showing off their
adventurous spirits in a replication of their pioneer ancestors.25 Attendees at the
festival are encouraged to eat whatever most resembles the living animal – or to
try those meats most abject, such as horse semen shots,26 rams’ testicles and raw
scorpions – rather than the usual kinds of meat that have been euphemistically
renamed to conceal their origins. Once again, though, this relish for reinstating
the connection between the edible substance and the living animal involves
some rather complex cultural processing. In the case of the Hokitika Wildfoods
Festival, this includes sourcing and preparation of supposedly wild local ‘game’
via an urban gourmet meats franchise, careful filtering of products to avoid
contamination from the kinds of pesticide (such as 1080) with which the local
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‘wilderness’ is saturated, and the introduction of exotic ‘wild’ commodities from
overseas (ostrich, emu, biltong and so on).27 As Parry remarks, the ‘search for
origin and authenticity’ through which New Carnivorism seeks to add to the
value of its meat ‘is undercut by the selectivity and superficiality of the knowledge offered’; seen in this way, the New Carnivorism becomes ‘a heady brew of
certain ignorances and certain constructed knowledges’.28
Modes of meat production and consumption have therefore shifted over a
century in New Zealand. They have been shaped by the greater or lesser visibility of farming and killing, and by the challenges posed by food stemming
from animal flesh: from small-scale killing on the premises of individual
pioneer farmers to large-scale slaughter in the closeted factory-style slaughterhouses of contemporary New Zealand; from common knowledge of meat as the
flesh of once-living animals to ignorance created by dismemberment, artificial
treatment to preserve the ‘fresh’ colour of meat, and preservation and packaging for supermarket shelves; and now an attempt to celebrate the origins of
meat, at least partly in reaction against declining global meat consumption and
the rising popularity of meat refusal.
Hence, popular understandings of and consumer engagement with meat
continue to shift in accordance with socio-cultural, economic and demographic
factors. So it is that, on the one hand, New Zealand remains nostalgic about its
farming history and largely dedicated to a certain idea of country life. This continued enthusiasm is reflected in public occasions today – a notable one being
the annual National Agricultural Fieldays event held at Mystery Creek in the
Waikato, the largest agricultural fair in the southern hemisphere and the highest-grossing public event in New Zealand, where rural culture is glorified via
exhibitions of farm animals, meat, machinery, shearing and so on. On the other
hand, however, the iconic place of farming in this country is increasingly subject
to challenge. Ten or so years on from James Belich’s discussion of the source of
the myth of farming as New Zealand’s backbone, it is not hard to find examples
of the weakening status of the agricultural sector. The assumption that ‘townies’
feel subordinate to country-dwellers has eroded, and it seems the tables may
even have turned. For instance, in January 1990 the Press ran a piece titled
‘Town versus Country’, in which it was argued that while farmers and urbanites are growing increasingly suspicious of each other, it is now farmers who are
feeling devalued and misunderstood. Charlie Pedersen, then outgoing president of Federated Farmers, apparently lamented to his Christchurch audience:
‘[T]here is now this horrible presumption of guilt. Farmers are a bunch of profiteering, red-neck polluters until they can prove otherwise.’29 Rural sociologist
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Alison Loveridge has also noted in her studies on changing perceptions of
farming and animal welfare in New Zealand that farmers are feeling increasingly marginalised or devalued, now that urban consumers of animal products
are more vocal about animal welfare issues, particularly the industrial-style
confinement of chickens and pigs.30
This substantial turnaround in the reputation of farming can be attributed
to several factors. The obvious first factor is that New Zealanders today (and
particularly the 80 per cent living in cities) are now more well informed about
the details of various farming practices, as well as the effects on the environment associated with intensive farming and dairy farming in particular: land
degradation, pollution of waterways, carbon footprints and so on. The romanticised nostalgia of pastoral life has been sullied as farming has come under
the scrutiny of more savvy consumers influenced by political movements such
as environmentalism and animal rights, and by activists’ effective use of the
internet for the purposes of lobbying and disseminating information. Nowadays,
for instance, cruel farming practices can be visually exposed online, sometimes
in real time as the offences are taking place (see www.nzopenrescue.org.nz).
Moreover, the kinds of transformations occurring in human–animal relationships post-1960s, as discussed in earlier chapters, have also reshaped attitudes
towards animal farming. As more and more has been revealed about the cognitive, affective and social lives of all domesticated animals (including chickens,
cows, sheep and deer), creatures traditionally farmed for food can no longer be
so easily or routinely dismissed as unfeeling and unthinking ‘livestock’.31 Avian
ethologists, for example, have recently proven that in their communication
with each other, chickens demonstrate syntax and semantics, once thought to
be the hallmarks of human language.32
The various changes and tensions outlined above are perhaps nowhere better
captured than through the stories of the growing cohort of contemporary New
Zealanders who refuse to eat meat and other animal products. In any nation
predominantly defined by its farming history and its capacity to raise and kill
animals, this refusal is bound to appear, at least during the first phase of its emergence, defiantly iconoclastic, unconventional, and perhaps unpatriotic – which
makes these counter-narratives the ideal means by which to examine the iconography and conventions that shape hegemonic (or mainstream) ‘kiwi culture’.
Gnawing at the Backbone: Vegetarians Disrupting Kiwi Meat Culture
Studies of vegetarianism have been conducted in countries with some similar
characteristics to New Zealand – for example, the United Kingdom and the
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United States. However, little empirical research has been undertaken in New
Zealand, where meat and farming remain powerful and primary symbols of
nationhood. A handful of informal or unpublished surveys and studies exist,
such as Penelope Beynon’s 2002 anthropology MA research, which examined
the philosophies, objectives and tactics of individuals engaged in grass-roots
animal rights activism in the Dunedin area.33 This work included some discussion of participants’ vegan politics and lifestyle choices. Also in 2002, the
Wellington branch of the New Zealand Vegetarian Society produced a book that
discussed nutritional issues for vegetarians as well as chronicled the lives of
several (mainly older) vegetarians.34 A comprehensive history of vegetarianism
in New Zealand is currently being written by author Catherine Amey. Other
studies include a small quantitative survey of New Zealand vegans conducted
on behalf of the Vegan Society of New Zealand;35 and a report on meat, meateating and vegetarianism throughout the Western world commissioned by the
New Zealand Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.36 This latter report relied
largely on overseas studies, and was dedicated to exploring the various issues
impacting on a perceived local downward trend in meat consumption in the
1980s and 1990s.37 The same downward trend in meat consumption coincides
with an increase in numbers of vegetarians and vegans in Western countries,
including New Zealand, since the 1970s.38
In 2007, as part of the research for the present volume, Annie Potts conducted an extensive nationwide open-question survey on the perspectives and
experiences of self-identified ethical or cruelty-free consumers in New Zealand
(the methodological and demographic details of this study appear in the
endnotes to this chapter).39 A comprehensive descriptive report on this study,
co-written by Potts and her colleague Mandala White, was released by the New
Zealand Centre for Human-Animal Studies in 2007.40 The vast majority of those
who completed surveys, and therefore identified as ethical consumers, were
vegetarians or vegans. It is to their accounts the rest of this chapter now turns:
specifically, what ideas or events influenced their decision to reject meat; how
that decision impacted on their opinions about New Zealand and its prevailing
meat culture; and how they experience living here as non-meat-eaters.
Shaping ‘Kiwi Vegetarians’
Studies of vegetarians and vegans conducted in North America have identified catalytic experiences that raise awareness of cruelty towards animals and
prompt behavioural changes such as the refusal to eat meat and other animal-derived products. Such experiences are usually highly charged, fuelled
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‘by the recognition of the power relationship between human and nonhuman
animals [and] fed by negative emotions, such as guilt, sadness and anger’.41
For the New Zealand vegetarians contributing to the survey that informs this
chapter, transformative experiences tended to occur in the context of farm life,
or as the result of having witnessed or become aware of particular farming practices. Those who grew up on or around family farms (or worked on farms after
leaving school) described negative, disturbing and even traumatic experiences
occurring in farming contexts during their childhood or teenage years that were
influential in their decisions to reject meat. Mostly, these events related to the
pragmatics of farm life such as the slaughter of chickens and other animals
for food, the separation of newborn calves from cows, the culling of animals
considered to be pests, and various other practices such as docking, mulesing,
beak-searing and shearing. One 50-year-old vegetarian woman wrote as follows:
As a child I was terribly distressed by the bobby calves waiting for the truck to take
them to the works for slaughter. I could identify with them and appreciate their
new and beautiful life, and couldn’t accept that they should be taken from their
mothers and destroyed. Similarly, seeing the anger and distress of a cow whose
calf was being taken from her was terrible to witness, and endure the guilt of afterwards. I knew it was wrong. These animals told us so and my family ignored it for
reasons I found unjustifiable.

A generation later, the same kinds of experiences were having the same effects
on some children, as shown by the recollections of a 27-year-old vegan woman:
When I was a young child I saw many farming practices that were harmful to the
animals: motorbikes being rammed at cows’ back legs to get them moving, instruments being put up their backsides to stop them kicking in the shed. I remember
always being upset by these practices and it made me mad at my father for doing
them.

Several people in the study commented how, for them, certain rural attitudes
and practices had even engendered concern about New Zealand as a violent
nation. A vegetarian woman in her fifties had this to say:
I used to help in the woolshed and was sickened if there was a rough shearer who
cut the sheep. And I was frightened when we were mustering when one of the dogs
bit the sheep and harried them. This was my whole image of New Zealand as a child.
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I became convinced as a young woman that the violence endemic in New Zealand is
related to the farming and meat and dairy industries and their inherent brutality.

A vegetarian man from the same generation made a similar suggestion:
I think we’re a very violent and aggressive country – I’m not sure if the killing
and abuse of animals has anything to do with it – but suspect it does. I think now
that we have a sort of mass state of denial or delusion about the relationship we
have with animals. My image now is of a country that is perfecting the efficiency
of farming and slaughter of animals and they are seen simply as an input to an
increasingly industrial system of farming based on the exploitation of animals.

Those raised on farms spoke, in particular, of the contradictory attitude towards
‘pets’ versus ‘edible’ animals that is explicit in farm culture. Forming an emotional attachment to pet animals often resulted in loss and grief, and a sense of
guilt, when these animals were sent to slaughter (and sometimes eaten by the
family). Often the relinquishing of a ‘pet’ sheep, cow, pig or chicken (usually
for the purpose of food) had caused great distress for these people as children,
marking for some the turn towards – and continued motivation for – a life
refusing meat. One 40-year-old woman put it as follows:
I saw animals on the farm as friends rather than food sources. I got to know their
temperaments, personalities – saw them as unique life forms. Seeing sheep having
their throats slit left an impression upon me as to the brutality of killing. I ate meat
with my parents; however, the seeds of vegetarianism had been planted for me.

Another vegetarian woman, aged 45, wrote that
[t]here was a difference between pets and farm animals. . . . I saw tails docked off
cows and lambs, dogs whipped and semi-starved, stock left out in areas without
shelter from storm or sun, stock trucks go off to market. I accepted it as [a] fait
accompli and gave my pets another hug. When I was twelve and my pet lamb was
taken to the works, I decided I would not eat my friends as soon as I left home and
was away from my parents.

And a vegan woman in her late twenties recalled the ‘pet’ cow she ‘used to visit
every day after school’, whom she still thinks of as her ‘motivation to always
continue with vegetarianism and animal activism’.
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Experiences of school life provided some of the more graphic accounts of
animal abuse and slaughter witnessed by vegetarians who grew up in urban
environments. Some reported having been taken, at around seven to ten years
of age, on school visits to farms or freezing works, where they observed animal
killings. ‘Farming stories and images are the ones I remember most when I think
back to being a kid’, wrote one 30-year-old vegetarian woman, attesting to the
lasting impact of such scenes:
One in particular sticks out. I’m about sevenish, and the class is standing in a
paddock looking at the cute sheep. The farmer says ‘pick out your favourite’. We all
point ‘that one, the cute fluffy one’; the farmer grabs it and takes it to this weird
white shed. And while we’re all standing there giggling and patting the cute sheep,
he slits its throat.

Similarly, another vegetarian in her forties recounted ‘one ghastly memory
[that] stood out from my teenage years’; this was the experience of being made
to help catch broiler chicks for slaughter:
As a fundraising thing for a school trip we all went ‘chicken-picking’. This task
involved going into these big sheds filled with chickens and you were supposed
to pick them up by their legs, holding them upside down, and carry them out of
the shed into a truck or some cages or something. It was so revolting. A kind of
intense personal and cultural dissociation took place in that kind of situation
for me.

Clearly for these respondents any romanticised notion of farming has been
profoundly disturbed: before the eyes of children, ‘cute sheep’ and chickens
were transformed into objects and commodities, carcasses and ‘units’ for transportation to slaughter. Yet the apparent universality of this experience of a close
encounter with the graphic realities of farming, even for those children raised
in cities, suggests that it operates, quite systematically, as a kind of educational
rite of passage, a cultural induction into the fundamental business of being a
New Zealander. If so, it is also clearly a rite that can have sharply contradictory
outcomes.
One woman in her thirties even discussed how as a teenager she had resisted
what she termed the ‘propaganda’ of the New Zealand education system; she
defaced her textbooks as a form of rebellion against the positioning of animals
as commodities:
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I was upset by the way my New Zealand economics textbook referred to animals
by such words as ‘commodity’. I was told off by my teacher for going through my
textbooks and crossing out this language for the damage to school property, but
I considered the nation to be largely barbaric and ignorant of the rights of animals
and looked disdainfully upon the agricultural basis of the New Zealand economy.

Challenging New Zealand’s ‘Clean, Green’ Image
Alongside the personal feelings about human–animal relationships described
above, the vegetarian sensibility represented by participants in this survey
also entailed a challenge to the ‘clean, green and beautiful’ stereotype of their
country – the cliché that sociologist Claudia Bell refers to as the New Zealand
‘nature myth’.42 According to Bell, this nature myth includes two versions of a
romanticised New Zealand landscape: in one, the landscape is depicted as magnificently scenic yet potentially dangerous (rugged, untamed, and inspiring);
in the other, it is portrayed as handsomely cultivated, ‘a tribute to both nature
itself and to the efforts of human labour’.43 Both images of landscape are related
to animals: the first version evokes New Zealand’s native fauna, namely birdlife;
the second version is a tribute to introduced animals brought to New Zealand for
meat, dairy and other animal products. While these two depictions of natural
New Zealand continue to predominate, they have weakened and modified in
various ways over the past 20 or so years in response to greater awareness of
environmental matters and animal welfare concerns.44
As the survey makes clear, vegetarianism provides one of the stronger counter-perspectives to the prevailing vision of New Zealand (figs 11.1 and 11.2). Most
participants reported that as they had grown ‘older and wiser’ they came to see
the conventional image of New Zealand as ‘naive’. This realisation was attributed to an increased awareness of animal farming practices, as well as a greater
understanding of the links between animal exploitation and the New Zealand
economy. The following comments by a vegan man, aged 41, from a South
Island background exemplifies this position:
I definitely bought into the ‘clean, green, paradise’ view of New Zealand when
young. The sight of farm paddocks stretching off into the horizon was iconic,
natural, and something to be proud of. Farmers were good, hard-working men of
the land – the backbone of our country. And animals stood in fields, eating grass,
because that’s what they did. They were then milked or killed because that’s what
they were for. I may have had mixed feelings about it, but that was clearly my
problem. After all, I was a city kid who couldn’t possibly understand the harsh
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reality of it all. If it wasn’t for farming, we’d be a third-world country, so I should
just ‘get real’ and buy into the folklore of it all.
My image of New Zealand has changed drastically. I’ve learnt more about
farming practices and the harm they do to animals and to the environment. . . .
My image is now of people leeching off a wonderful natural resource. We’ve been
able to hide the damage but it’s starting to show. Already it’s unsafe to swim in
most of our rivers due to pollution, and the sea-life is being overfished. Because of
the high economic value of farming, animal welfare laws are toothless and virtually ignored here. But we’re able to point to remaining wilderness areas to attract
the tourists and make ourselves feel better.

This account calls into question both aspects of Bell’s ‘nature myth’; the ‘iconic’
farmed fields are seen as sources of pollution, while the rugged wilderness is
viewed as a misleading compensation for or distraction from the degradation
taking place due to ‘the efforts of human labour’.45 Perhaps most crucially,
this account disputes the notion that farming is ‘the backbone of the country’.
Instead, farming is conceptualised as ‘leeching’, a parasitic practice that
disregards the welfare of both nonhuman animals and the environment (figs
11.3 and 11.4). As another participant (an urban-dwelling woman in her fifties)
puts it:
The clean green image that I did have has proved to be a total and absolute myth,
possibly generated for tourism reasons. The fact is we have sewage run-off, and
dairy farm run-off into the water supply, plus the effluent from the pig farms,
tonnes of it a day, spreading over the ground, and we are not the slightest bit clean
and green.

Along with disregard for the wellbeing of the environment, participants in the
survey accused stock farmers of a widespread disregard for the suffering of their
animals. One woman in her thirties claimed that
farmers in general would have us believe that they care for these animals because
this is their income, yet I see animals out in paddocks with no water, no shade and
no shelter belts. Year after year hundreds of thousands of lambs die in late winter
or early spring snows because of inadequate shelter provided by farmers who have
artificially bred animals early to get fatter lambs for Christmas. These are not the
practices of people who care for their animals.
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The popular belief that New Zealand is a leader in humane farming practices was
frequently disputed by respondents. One 29-year-old vegan stated that while she
once viewed New Zealand as ‘far superior to other countries’ in terms of farm
animal welfare and environmentally friendly farming practices, she was now
convinced such ‘positive hype’ about the nation’s agricultural sector was false:
‘I now believe farmers and the farming community are based on profit, exploitation, ignorance and an unwillingness to evolve, listen, or show compassion.’
Those surveyed in this study were also critical of the New Zealand
Government and its associated agencies for being ‘held hostage’ to the demands
of farmers, and for prioritising economic concerns over animal welfare responsibilities. Concern was expressed about a range of animals (pigs, rabbits),
birds (chickens, turkeys, ducks and other game birds) and fish (salmon) currently being intensively farmed in New Zealand. One vegetarian in her thirties
asserted that ‘there is no excuse for animals to suffer in order to put food on our
plates. Our government is too scared of upsetting farmers to step in and enforce
the legislation that we already have that would outlaw any caged farming of
chickens.’46 Another 48-year-old vegan pointed out what she perceived to be a
conflict of interest at the heart of animal welfare regulation: ‘The Minister of
Agriculture should not be the person deciding on animal welfare issues. There
needs to be a separate focus on animal welfare that operates independently of
this structure because it is so inherently biased.’47
Respondents felt the majority of New Zealanders were now more aware of
the conditions of intensively farmed animals, and that consumers were therefore in a position to make better-informed choices about purchasing food and
other animal products; however, they were also highly sceptical about the likelihood of ‘kiwis’ becoming more ‘practically thoughtful’ consumers in this regard.
‘New Zealanders prefer to live in a type of self-imposed anaesthesia rather than
acknowledge their part in animal abuse’, wrote one vegan woman in her thirties.
Another remarked: ‘I think New Zealanders, in the main, believe animals are a
commodity. I don’t think they give them any thought as sentient beings. It’s the
culture.’ For these respondents, the cultural significance of animal consumption
in New Zealand was still so powerful that it would override even an increased
knowledge of the facts about how stock animals are raised and killed. One vegan
man in his thirties gave a specific example of what he perceived as a kind of complicity between veiled farming practices and the consumer’s desire not to know:
I think it’s amazing that almost no one in New Zealand realises that all the frozen
chickens in the supermarket or in their KFC takeaways are actually terribly
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maimed baby birds, only six or seven weeks old, that have been selectively bred
to put on weight so fast they can hardly stand up, and their legs fracture, and they
get heart problems and other diseases. And this is chicken – the so-called ‘healthy
meat’!48

Dairy farming practices were also cited as contradicting New Zealand’s popular
image as a land of happy farms. Vegetarians who also refused to drink milk or
consume other dairy products expressed concern about the separation of calves
from their mothers, the routine slaughter of around one million bobby calves
(male newborns) per year,49 and the killing of dairy cows as soon as they are considered no longer ‘viable producers’. Women in particular voiced disgust at the
exploitation of the reproductive lives of female animals by the dairy industry,
namely through enforced pregnancies, premature inductions of calves, prolonged lactation, and the removal of infant calves from their mothers following
birth. ‘It’s against nature to separate mothers and their babies’, said one 43-yearold, adding that ‘there is no dairy industry without a meat industry. The two go
hand in hand.’ Another woman, 29 years of age, described her feelings about
this issue very evocatively:
After being exposed to a horrific night of listening to cows crying for their newborn
calves, I decided that dairy production was hell on earth for these gentle creatures. The cries from the cows after their calves were taken away went on for days.
I couldn’t imagine anything more painful than having my baby taken away from
me like that.

Deviant Kiwis: At Odds with their Nation
Given that they hold attitudes towards animal consumption that are vastly different from those of the majority of New Zealanders who endorse farming and
meat-eating, it is not surprising many vegetarians feel outside mainstream kiwi
culture. This sense of alienation was expressed in a variety of ways; comments
included: ‘I feel like a minority’; ‘I don’t fit in’; ‘I feel like an outsider’; ‘I feel like
a freak’; ‘I feel quite alone really’; ‘I feel almost like an outcast in every sense’; ‘I
am generally treated as an alien’. These comments attest powerfully to the way
in which a sense of belonging in New Zealand involves an early and permanent
acceptance of the view that animals are commodities. Becoming vegetarian or
vegan therefore entails a radical departure from this taken-for-granted position,
a conscious challenge to the cultural privileging of animal-based agriculture
which has to be lived out through the everyday rejection of certain habitual
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social customs involving meat and animal products – including such iconic
‘kiwi’ rites as barbecues, but also extending to family weddings and workplace
dinners. It is often in these contexts that even urban vegetarians find their antimeat stance viewed by friends, colleagues and even strangers as a threat to New
Zealand’s collective cultural identity. One 31-year-old woman recounted having
‘some stranger confront me at a barbecue when he saw I wasn’t eating meat.
He said I should be ashamed of myself for not supporting New Zealand’s agricultural industry.’ Another woman in her twenties remarked that, since ‘meat is
a large proportion of our national exports and GDP, eating meat almost seems
an expression of our nationality and national pride, and to not eat meat is
letting down the team’. One 64-year-old vegetarian man had even experienced
this kind of reception overseas: ‘[W]hen in the United Kingdom years ago, on
finding I was a vegetarian I was asked, “Are you allowed to be vegetarian in New
Zealand?”’
Many other comments reflected the same association between eating meat
and patriotism. One 39-year-old vegetarian woman stated she felt ‘like a deviant
kiwi really. Most kiwis do not seem to take vegetarianism seriously. In some
ways, it feels unpatriotic to be a veggie.’ ‘I think it’s very counter-cultural to
refuse meat in this country’, wrote another vegetarian aged 46. This woman also
admitted to ‘feeling immense discomfort with the place of farming and meat in
New Zealand. I feel profoundly at odds with “my culture” in that regard – never
able to fully be a full “member”.’ She also commented on how unlikely it would
be for a vegetarian to be accepted in certain professional roles here: ‘I’ve often
thought how impossible it would be to be a vegetarian Prime Minister . . . how
“un-New Zealand”, almost unpatriotic, it would seem.’
Not surprisingly, perhaps, it is a common experience for vegetarians and
vegans (in this country and elsewhere) to be called to account for their unorthodox dietary behaviour.50 The social privileging of animal flesh in New
Zealand and similar Western-style cultures means that omnivores are very
rarely asked to explain their food preferences: because meat-eating is socially
normative, a diet comprising meat is assumed to be ‘balanced’ according
to ‘common sense’. As Wellington-based psychologist Marc Wilson and his
colleagues have argued: ‘“balance” counsels inclusion and moderation – all
things in appropriate proportions, placing the onus on vegetarian arguments
to demonstrate balance while accounting for absence’.51 Consequently, vegetarians are commonly challenged by meat-eaters to explain themselves, while
the reverse is very rare. One woman aged 36 remarked that ‘some people just
get very defensive about eating meat and can’t handle that I’m vegan’; another
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woman in her late fifties commented that she is ‘always being questioned “But
what do you eat?”’, and protested that vegans ‘can’t have dinner with someone
without explaining all our views; the more polite people question us, then justify
eating animals in some way or say they don’t eat much meat now either; the less
polite people argue with us’. Another vegetarian woman in her thirties agreed,
stating ‘people always ask me how I get enough protein/iron not eating meat.
It seems to be a way to attack my beliefs, when most of them cannot tell me what
their own iron count is!’
Conclusion
The increasing visibility of vegetarians and vegans in this country reflects a
general trend found in other Western nations.52 A survey of magazines and
newspapers in 2011 demonstrated how veganism, in particular, was generating
considerable new positive interest. Recent articles in the Sunday Star-Times,
the Press (in a broadsheet called ‘The Carnivore Edition’ there actually appeared
a page-long spread on the vegan wine market!), the Christchurch Star (‘Vegan
Delights Pack a Taste Punch’), Metro and Next magazines (‘Veganmania’)
revealed that a life free from the consumption of meat and other animal-derived
products was not only easily accomplished in New Zealand, but of more and
more appeal to a curious mainstream culture.53 This coincides with a report by
the United Nations Environment Programme urging a global move to a meatfree (and dairy-free) diet in order to save the earth from the worst impacts of
climate change;54 and with the advent of the ‘Meatless Monday Movement’,
which advocates reducing meat consumption to curb heart disease, bowel
cancer and other chronic illnesses, as well as improve the ‘health of the planet’
(see www.meatlessmondays.com).
In Aotearoa New Zealand the decision to adopt a vegetarian lifestyle is, as
this chapter has shown, accompanied by a wide-ranging critique of the country’s agricultural sector and the various myths and social norms that stem from
it. The critical view of farming espoused by vegetarians directly challenges New
Zealand’s historic national identity. Not only is the rural ideal rebuffed, along
with the notion that farmland is ‘beautifully cultivated’, but the concept that
New Zealand is a pristine land of untouched native forests, pure rivers and lakes
is challenged in a rigorous and judicious way. The taken-for-granted sense of
national pride in New Zealand as the home of a people who are fundamentally
close to nature is clouded by the realities of inhumane farming practices and
agriculturally modified or contaminated environments. In rejecting the very
products for which New Zealand has traditionally been famous (meat, dairy and
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wool), kiwi vegetarians are enacting an embodied resistance against the rural
ideal and the nature myth.
As part of this embodied resistance, it is also the case that some vegetarians
in the study aligned themselves with an alternative source of kiwi identity and
pride in New Zealand. Interestingly, this sense of ‘vegetarian kiwiness’ is related
both to a love of nature and to an investment in characteristics valued in New
Zealand (Pākehā) culture such as fairness, independence and self-sufficiency.
For instance, one 43-year-old woman remarked that ‘the “fair play” principle is
certainly a strong kiwi value and it is a guiding principle for me as a vegan. I do
not believe it is fair to exploit animals.’ Another vegetarian woman in her thirties
stated: ‘I’m sure growing up in a country that values [its] anti-nuclear policy, and
being around nature a lot – beaches, native bush and so on – these things have
had a positive effect on me’; while a woman in her twenties declared that ‘being
kiwi’ meant ‘proximity to animals’, and being ‘aware of endangered species and
ecological fragility’, factors that had facilitated her becoming vegan. Political
factors in the country’s history, such as our stance against whaling and nuclear
power, were also viewed positively – as examples of New Zealanders’ courage to
think independently and compassionately – and had influenced respondents
to have empathy towards other creatures. As one 36-year-old woman put it: ‘As
a teenager, with events like becoming nuclear-free, the bombing of the Rainbow
Warrior, Save the Whales campaign, and the Springbok tour in the 1980s, my
eyes became open to a bit more reality.’
It remains to be seen how, as the twenty-first century progresses, the peoples
of Aotearoa will be defined by the conflicted relationships with nonhuman
animals discussed here. Yet one thing is certain: the lives of kiwis in the new
millennium will continue to be bound up with the lives of all the other species
who share with us inhabitation of these islands, waters and skies; we have no
choice but to keep rethinking and revising New Zealand’s book of beasts.
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book, Mary Taylor), 28
Old Man Range, 115
Oliver, Jamie, 232
On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer
(sculpture installation, Parekowhai), 184
One of the Family (education programme), 149
‘One Whale, Singing’ (short story, Hulme), 90,
91–92, 94–95
Onward (painting, Williams), 30

Opo, 62–66, 68–70, 71–72, 73, 95
Opo: The Gay Dolphin (children’s book, Acres), 63
Opo the Happy Dolphin (children’s book, Julia
Graham), 64
Opononi, 63–65, 69–70, 71, 73, 95
‘Opononi: The Town that Lost a Miracle’ (TV
documentary, Barclay), 64
Ōpōtiki, 111
Orbell, Geoffrey, 27
orca, 72–73; see also Skana
Otago, 38, 171, 193; see also Central Otago
Otago Museum, 9
Otaki Maori Racing Club, 173
Out of Extinction (painting, Brown), 29–30
Outreach Pets, 141
Owen, Richard, 10, 14, 27
oystercatchers, 108, 111
Pack (photographic exhibition, du Chatenier), 192
Pai Mārire, 173
Papakura Art Gallery, 178
Papatūanuku, 101, 103
Paradise Reforged (non-fiction book, Belich),
21, 227
pārera, see grey duck
Pardington, Fiona, 180–1, 182
Parekowhai, Michael, 181–2, 183, 184–5; see also
On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer
Parihaka, 165, 166
Parliamentary Commissioner for the
Environment, 218–19
Parry, Jovian, 231, 232–3
Pasifika art, see art, animals in
Pasifika stories, 188, 196–7
‘Passing of the Forest, The’ (poem, Reeves), 26
pastoralism, 1, 2, 3, 39–44, 48, 50–51, 52, 53, 59–60,
124–5, 134, 177, 234
pātaka (raised storehouse), 171, 172, 173
Pataka Museum of Arts and Cultures, 178
Patea Maori Club, 9
pāteke (brown teal), 27
Paton, Justin, 179, 189, 193, 194; see also
Wonderland: Joanna Braithwaite
Pedersen, Charlie, 233
pekapeka, see bats, native
Pelorus Jack, 61
Penguin History of New Zealand (non-fiction
book, King), 19
Penguin, SS, 61
People-Faces, The (children’s book, Cherrington),
64
Percy, Graham, 30; see also To Get into Where the
Wild Pigs Live, The Kiwis Have Made a Giant
Moa – Just Like the Wooden Horse of Troy
Peryer, Peter, 189–91; see also Dead Steer; Farm
Study; Headless Chicken; Self-Portrait with
Rooster; Trout, Lake Taupo; Two Goats
pest animals, 2, 137, 152, 155, 183–4, 201–2, 204–5,
207, 208, 209, 210–12, 213, 215–17, 221, 223, 225,
236
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pest control, 6, 202, 204, 208, 209–10, 213, 214–15,
218–21, 224; see also 1080; hunting; poisoning
of animals; trapping and snaring, of pest
animals
pet services, 146–7
petfood and petfood industry, 131, 146, 210
pets and companion animals, 5–6, 36, 89, 101,
104, 109–11, 112, 113, 117–19, 121, 123, 124, 125,
133–5, 136–56, 191–2, 197, 201; see also birds,
as pets; budgerigars, as pets; cats; dogs;
farm animals as pets; fish, as pets; hamsters;
rabbits, as pets
Phillips, Jock, 227–8
Phillipps, W. J., 171–2
pigs: domestic, 123–6, 142, 151, 174; farming of,
234, 237; feral, 123, 124, 125; images of in Māori
art, 173; Berkshire, 123; kune kune, 123, 124
Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford University, 168
pīwakawaka, see fantail
poisoning of animals, 202, 205, 208, 209, 211, 223,
232–3; see also 1080
Polack, Joel, 11, 124, 125
Pollock, Brontë Evans, 142; see also Eloise, Jerome
and the Jitterbugs
Pomare, Maui Wiremu Piti Naera, 126
Possum Hunt, The (children’s book, Saxton),
213–15, 222
Possum Joe (children’s book, Tadpole), 221
Possum Rescue Network, 153
possums, 6, 137, 152, 153, 154, 201–7, 213–25; as fur,
210–12, 220, 224; as meat, 206–7, 212; as pelts,
212; images of in art, 222–4
Postmodern Animal, The (non-fiction book,
Steve Baker), 178
Potter, Beatrix, 183
Potts, Annie, 235
pounamu, 167
predators, see exotic animals, introduction of;
pest animals
Prime, Kevin, 17
Primeval New Zealand (TV documentary,
Natural History New Zealand), 12
primitivism, 170, 177, 186
Programming and Metaprogramming in the
Human Biocomputer (non-fiction book, Lilly),
74
Project Jonah, 74
pūkeko, 26
rabbits, 152, 155; as pests, 56, 57, 123, 184; as pets,
145, 155; images of in art, 183–4
rāhui, 17–18
Rainbow Warrior, 77, 245
Ramsay, Gordon, 232
Rānana, 173
Rangihoua, 126
Rangi-nui, 101, 103
Rangitāne tribe, 111
Rangitata River, 40
Rangitikei River, 22

rats, 155, 208, 217, 218; see also kiore
rau manu, see feather cloaks
Reeves, William Pember, 26; see also ‘Passing of
the Forest, The’
refrigerated shipping, 21, 39–40, 60
Reischek, Andreas, 135
religious art and iconography, 1–2, 185–6, 190
reptiles, 25, 101, 103, 104, 105, 161, 164, 166, 171,
193, 208; see also tuatara
Resolution (sailing ship), 120
Resting Place (painting, Braithwaite), 194
Ringatū, 173
riroriro (grey warbler), 104, 105
Riwaka, 22
Robinson, Helen, 228–9
Robson, Frank, 74
rock art, 112, 171, 172, 173, 177, 186
Roland, Zoe, 179
Romantic art, literature and philosophy, 25–26
romanticism, 234, 238, 239
Rongomaianiwaniwa meeting house, 174
Rongopai meeting house, 173
Rotorua, 166, 169
Ruatāhuna, 173
Ruahine forests and ranges, 204, 205, 206
ruru, see morepork
Ryan, Kathryn, 230–1
saddleback (tīeke), 103
Salmond, Anne, 120
Samoa, 187
Saunders, Alfred, 128
Save Animals From Exploitation (SAFE), 154
Save the Whales campaign, 73, 79, 245
Saxton, Frank, 213–14, 217, 222; see also Possum
Hunt, The
School of Maori Arts and Crafts, 170
Schoon, Theo, 177, 186
Science and Art (non-fiction book, Butler), 48, 49
scientific experiments on animals, 155, 213; see
also vivisection
Scott, Tom, 23
Sea Fisheries Act 1904, 61
seagulls, 108, 111
sealing, 25, 39, 86, 122
seal skin, use of, 25, 168
seals, 76, 77
Self-Portrait with Rooster (photograph, Peryer),
191
sentimentalism and sentimentality, 2, 36, 62,
64–65, 66, 67–70, 72–73, 131, 138, 191–2, 206, 215,
216, 220, 231; see also cuteness
Shadbolt, Maurice, 64, 68–70; see also This
Summer’s Dolphin
Shadwell, Thomas, 35–36; see also Virtuoso, The
shags (kawau), 103, 108
sharks, 209
sheep, 1–2, 3, 5, 33–35, 39–40, 45, 60, 128, 136,
151–2, 155, 174, 201, 211, 220, 231, 234, 236, 237,
240; agency of, 51–52, 54–56, 57; as biblical and
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cultural symbol, 1–2, 3, 5, 35–39, 43, 44, 60, 190;
as meat, 1–2, 3, 35, 38, 39, 119, 152, 161, 188, 190,
230–1, 238, 240; images of in art, 1–2, 190, 193;
see also Canterbury, sheep-farming in; merino
sheep; mulesing; Shrek; Shrek the Sheep; wool
shellfish, 77
Shepherd, Michael, 30–31
Shot over Summer (exhibition, Dawson), 191–2
Shrek, 37–38
Shrek the Sheep (picture book), 151
Sick Chimp (sculpture, van Hout), 193
Silver, Cameron, 210
Simmons, David, 168
Sina ma Tuna: Sina and her Eel (photograph,
Kihara), 187–8
Singer, Angela, 178, 181–2, 222–3; see also 1080
Skana, 72–73
‘Skeleton of the Great Moa in Canterbury
Museum, The’ (poem, Allen Curnow), 13–14
Skinner, Damian, 179, 195; see also Don Binney:
Ngā Manu/Ngā Motu – Birds/Islands
Skinner, H. D., 163, 166
skins, use of, 35, 37, 60, 106, 168; see also dogs,
uses of: as fibre; fur, use of; kahu kurī;
possums, as pelts; seal skin, use of
Smith, S. Percy, 15, 77
Smither, Michael, 64
Smithies, James, 50–51
South Canterbury, 171
Southern Alps, 22, 135
Southland, 167, 215
SPCA, 141, 147, 149, 151, 216, 220–1
Spielberg, Steven, 208; see also Jaws
Spittle, Bruce, 24; see also Moa Sightings
Spong, Paul, 72–73
squid, 76, 161
St John, 141
Station Amusements (memoir, Barker), 132–3, 134
sterilisation, of animals, 144–5
still life, 179–80
stoats, 208, 218
Stowe, Harriet Beecher, 67; see also Uncle Tom’s
Cabin
Stuart, Thomas, 52
supernatural creatures, 76, 79, 90, 97, 104,
116, 123, 126–7, 159–61, 162, 164, 176; see also
manaia; marakihau; taniwha
Sutton, Bill, 177
Symmes Hole (novel, Wedde), 79, 80–81, 85–90,
92, 96–98, 172
Tadpole, 221; see also Possum Joe
Tainui, 164
Tainui (waka), 77, 108
takahē, 27, 28
Takiroa, 173
Tāne-Mahuta (Tāne), 101–2, 103, 105, 161, 195
Tangaroa, 81, 82, 83, 101–2, 161
taniwha, 76, 77, 79, 126, 164–5, 167, 171, 172–3
Taranaki, 27, 166, 189

Tasmanian Dog (painting, Braithwaite), 194
tattoo: Māori, 118–19, 185; Pasifika, 187
Taupō, 115, 172
taxidermy, 179–83, 193, 195, 222
Taylor, Kevin, 23
Taylor, Mary, 28; see also Old Blue: The Rarest
Bird in the World
Te Arawa, 77
Te Arawa (waka), 113
Te Awaiti, 80, 86, 87, 96
Te Kaha, 174
Te Rangi Hiroa, see Buck, Peter
Te Rawheoro Whare Wananga, 172
Te Tangi o te Moa/The Death of a Moa (painting,
Lloyd), 12
Te Whai-a-te-Motu meeting house, 173
Temple, Philip, 34; see also Beak of the Moon
Temuka, 148
Tennyson, Alan, 9; see also Extinct Birds of New
Zealand
This Summer’s Dolphin (novel, Shadbolt), 68–69
tīeke, see saddleback
tiki, see hei tiki
Tikitiki, 174
tinned food, 188–9
tīwaiwaka, see fantail
To Get into Where the Wild Pigs Live, The Kiwis
Have Made a Giant Moa – Just Like the Wooden
Horse of Troy (painting, Percy), 30
Toi, Piwai, 63, 64, 65
Tokomaru (waka), 113
Tolaga Bay, 116, 172
Tonumaipe’a: How She Was Saved by the Bat
(photograph, Kihara), 188
toroa, see albatross
tourism, 9, 11, 69, 169, 208, 219, 240; wildlife, 89;
see also ‘clean, green’ image, of New Zealand
trapping and snaring, 47, 49, 179, 189; Māori
practices of, 32, 47, 107, 115; of pest animals,
202, 203, 208, 209–10, 211, 213, 214–15, 220,
221–2
Treaty of Waitangi, 11, 171, 174
Tregear, Edward, 15, 117
Treskon, Ivar, 28; see also Noah the Moa
Trout, Lake Taupo (photograph, Peryer), 190
Tuan, Yi-Fu, 139, 144
tuatara, 9, 26
Tuffery, Michel, 188–9
tūī, 26, 101, 103, 108, 109–11, 207
Tūranga, see Gisborne
Tūrangawaewae marae, 164
Tutira: The Story of a New Zealand Sheep Station
(non-fiction book, Guthrie-Smith), 52–55, 57,
58, 153
Tuwhare, Hone, 183
Twain, Mark, 11, 30; see also Following the
Equator
Two Goats (photograph, Peryer), 190
Uawhaki meeting house, 173
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Uncle Tom’s Cabin (novel, Stowe), 67
Unconscious Memory (non-fiction book, Butler),
48
United Kingdom, 11, 12, 21, 25, 39–40, 41, 42, 60,
123, 127, 128, 133, 136, 137, 148, 177, 220, 228, 234,
243
United Nations Environment Programme, 244
United States of America, 136, 228, 229, 235; see
also North America
University of British Columbia (UBC), 72
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), 72
University of Canterbury, 23, 24, 72, 141
University of Otago, 213
Untouched World, 210–11, 224
Upton, Simon, 204
urbanisation, 41, 135, 181, 182, 189, 228
VaHine project (art exhibition), 187
van Hout, Ronnie, 193; see also House of the Rising
Son; Sick Chimp
Vancouver Public Aquarium, 72
Vegan Society of New Zealand, 235
vegans, 44, 235–6, 237, 239–40, 241–2, 243–5
vegetarianism and vegetarians, 6, 44–45, 46–48,
153, 201, 229, 231, 232, 234–45
Venice Biennale, 184
Verey, Bryan, 184
veterinarians and vet services, 146–7, 149, 154
Victoria University of Wellington, 229
Virtuoso, The (satire, Shadwell), 35–36
Viscoe, Warren, 182
vivisection, 36, 44, 68, 180, 213; see also scientific
experiments on animals
von Haast, Julius, 14–15, 16
von Hochstetter, Ferdinand, 12
Waikato, 131, 164, 233
Waikato Museum, 163
Wairau Bar, 16, 26, 168
Waitangi Tribunal, 174
Wakefield, Edward Gibbon, 41, 88
Walker, Ranginui, 20
Walters, Gordon, 177, 186
Ward, J. E., 11, 29, 30
Watkins, Kennett, 26, 176–7; see also Haunt of the
Moa
Way of All Flesh, The (novel, Butler), 40
weasels, see mustelids, introduction of
Wedde, Ian, 79, 80–81, 85–87, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95–97, 98, 172; see also Symmes Hole
weka, 26, 103, 118, 168
Wells, H. G., 36; see also Island of Doctor
Moreau, The

West Coast and Westland, 24, 29, 31, 167
wetlands, drainage of, 25, 40, 53
whakapapa, 101, 110, 111, 121, 160–1, 162, 165, 176
Whakatāne, 111
Whale Rider (film, Caro), 95
Whale Rider, The (novel, Ihimaera), 79–80, 82,
84, 88, 93–94, 172, 174, 184
whale species: blue, 86; finbacks, 86; humpbacks, 86, 90, 92, 94; southern right, 25, 86, 88,
92; sperm, 86
whales, 5, 71, 74, 76, 79–81, 88–89, 201; as food,
77, 81, 84, 96, 97, 171; beached/stranded, 77–78,
81–82, 95; images of in Māori art, 171–2, 173;
uses of, 77, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 97, 118, 171, 174; see
also myths and legends, about whales
whaling, 39, 71, 78, 80, 81, 84–87, 98, 122, 174, 245
Whānau-ā-Apanui, 97
Whangārei, 173
whio (blue duck), 27
white heron, see kōtuku
White, Hannah, 129
White, Mandala, 235
White, Taylor, 117
Wichtel, Diana, 210
Wild About New Zealand (TV documentary
series), 204–6, 207
wild animals, see cats, feral; dogs, feral; horses,
feral; Kaimanawa horses; Nati horses
Wild Creations Artists in Residence Programme,
178–9
Wild, Rebekah, 179
Wildlife Act 1953, 131
Williams, Caroline, 30; see also Onward
Williams, Raymond, 62
Williams, Tracey, 178
Wilson, Edward O., 89, 144
Wilson, Marc, 243
Winiata, Chris, 77; see also Legends of Aotearoa
Wonderland: Joanna Braithwaite (art catalogue,
Milburn and Paton), 179
wood pigeon, see kererū
wool, 33, 35, 39, 42, 43, 59, 151–2, 174, 211, 227,
236, 245
Woollaston, Toss, 177
Wright, Jan, 218–19
Wylie, Joe, 9
yarrow, 58–59
Young Nick’s Head, 113
Zealandia, 207–8
zoos, 89, 173–4, 177
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Figure 0.1: Maryrose
Crook, Lamb of
Constant Sorrow,
2006. Oil on canvas,
1200 x 1000 mm.
Brooke Gifford
Gallery, Christchurch.
By permission of the
artist.

Figure 1.1: Joe Wylie, Kahui rere – Ngarauru, cover art for the album Poi E, 1984. Acrylic on paper, 309 x 621 mm.
1998-0008-1, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa. By permission of the artist and Jayrem Records.

Figure 1.2: Professor Richard Owen
and moa skeleton, 1879. 19xx.2.178,
Canterbury Museum.

Figure 1.3: J. E. Ward, Maori and
Moa, c. 1900–1930. NON-ATL0038, Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 1.4: Daniel Carter Beard, Off Goes His
Head, 1897. Gouache on board, 711 x 558 mm.
1945245, New York Public Library.

Figure 1.5: Trevor Lloyd, Britain defeated by the All
Blacks, 1908. C-109-020, Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 1.6: Trevor Lloyd, The Moa and the Lion, 1905.
Eph-A-RUGBY-1905-01, Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand.
Figure 1.7: Trevor Lloyd, Te Tangi o te
Moa/The Death of a Moa, 1907. Watercolour,
520 x 380 mm. 1983/17, Auckland Art
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki.

Figure 1.8: Kiwi (Apteryx) and Moa (Dinornis), the wingless
birds of New Zealand, woodcut from Ferdinand von Hochstetter,
New Zealand: Its Physical Geography, Geology and Natural History,
J. G. Cotta, Stuttgart, 1867, p. 176. Auckland Public Libraries.

Figure 1.9: Paddy Freaney, The Moa Photo, 1993. By permission of the photographer.

Figure 1.10: Kennett Watkins, The Haunt of the Moa, a Scene in Puriri Forest, 1885.
Oil on canvas, 910 x 1725 mm. U/332, Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki.

Figure 1.11: Nigel Brown, Out of Extinction, 1991. Oil
on canvas, 600 x 490 mm. By permission of the artist.

Figure 1.12: Caroline Williams, Onward, 1987.
Oil on canvas, 1520 x 1825 mm. VUW 1987.5,
Victoria University of Wellington Art
Collection. By permission of the artist.

Figure 1.13: Graham Percy, To Get into Where the Wild Pigs Live . . ., 2005.
Ink and acrylic, 460 x 440 mm. Reproduced by permission of Marianne Percy.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2: Vegetable lamb, after Mandeville, and
Vegetable lamb, after Claude Duret. Reproduced from
Henry Lee’s The Vegetable Lamb of Tartary, 1887.

Figure 2.3: Roger Makepeace’s
photograph of New Zealand vegetable
sheep (Raoulia). By permission of the
photographer.

Figure 3.1: Eric Lee-Johnson, Dolphin Daze, 1956. F.005049/03, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.

Figure 3.2: Eric Lee-Johnson,
Funeral of Opo the dolphin,
Opononi, 1956. F.005063/05,
Museum of New Zealand
Te Papa Tongarewa.

Figure 3.3: Eric Lee-Johnson, Mrs Goodson
and Opo, 1956. O.006623/06, Museum of
New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.

Figure 3.4: Paul Spong and Skana,
c. 1968. By permission of Rex Weyler.

Fig 5.1: Kennett Watkins, A Native Pet,
c. 1900. Chromolithograph on postcard,
144 x 105 mm. Printed by A. D. Willis;
drawn by K. W. Wanganui. E-279-q-020,
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington,
New Zealand.

Fig 5.2: Kurī, Canis lupus familiaris.
LM000828/2, picture 12025, Museum of
New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.

Figure 6.1: George French Angas, Evening Scene: Encampment at Maurea on the Banks of the Waikato, 1847. Tinted
lithograph, 97 x 149 mm. PUBL-0029-033, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 6.2: William A. Price, Maori
Woman with Cat and Kittens, c. 1909.
1/2-001534-G, Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 6.3: John Sawdon Harland, Maories Going to Market, 1861. Ink drawing, 65 x 210 mm. A-159-036, Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 6.4: Kaimanawa
horses being mustered.
For the photographer,
Kelly Wilson, this
poignant image
symbolises a turning
point in the lives of these
wild horses: ‘It is the last
time they will be in their
natural environment and
allowed to interact with
the dynamics of a wild
herd.’ By permission of
Kelly Wilson from Keeping
Up With the Kaimanawas,
www.showtymhorses.
co.nz.

Figure 6.5: Woman Feeding a Sheep, c. 1910. 1/2-075601-F, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
Figure 6.6: Edward Immyns Abbot, A High Country Surveyors’ Camp in Bleak Conditions, Otago, c. 1847. Watercolour,
241 x 349 mm. B-155-010, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 6.7: Austrian collector and
taxidermist Andreas Reischek poses for a
formal portrait with one of his dogs. The
most famous of these was Caesar. The pair
made trips into wild areas of New Zealand
in pursuit of birds for Reischek’s collection.
Like many men alone in unknown
territory, Reischek depended on his dog,
and credited Caesar with saving his life on
several occasions. Atelier Adele (Vienna),
Andreas Reischek, 1870s. 1/2-005238-F,
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington,
New Zealand.

Figure 7.1: In 1947 the SPCA was refused
permission for a street collection during its
World Week for Animals and instead used a
German Shepherd and two Great Danes to
collect money from the public. Dog used to
collect money for the SPCA, 15 October 1947.
PAColl-0785-1-053-001, Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 7.2: The SPCA has also been integral to challenging the early twentieth century’s trivialising attitudes
towards ‘pets’; it has fostered respect for and improved the welfare of the nation’s companion animals. Cat Receiving
Treatment from the SPCA, c. 2 October 1951. 114/358/05-G, negatives of the Evening Post newspaper, Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 7.3: Canine Friends Pet Therapy is an organisation in New Zealand that brings dogs into hospitals
and the homes of the elderly. Here Misty the collie shares a special moment with Bob Duckett.
By permission of Canine Friends and Jane Worthington.
Figure 7.4: Tama and Jean’s uplifting friendship. By permission of Canine Friends and Rachael Staples.

Figure 8.1: Ngū, shown as a repeating, bulbous white form on the kōwhaiwhai pattern known
as kape rua and associated with the Uawa region (Poverty Bay). ‘Maori Rafter Patterns’, plate 4 in
Augustus Hamilton, Maori Art, New Zealand Institute, Wellington, 1901.

Figure 8.2: Māori kite, c. 1886, made
by Wiremu Kingi, Rongowhakaata.
4698, Auckland War Memorial
Museum Tāmaki Paenga Hira.

Figure 8.3: Manaia (right-hand
side of each pair) and their
corresponding tiki. Origins are:
a Te Arawa, b Tūhoe, c Ngāti Porou,
d North Auckland, e Taranaki,
f Hauraki. Diagram by Rebecca Jewell
(c. 1996) after Jock McEwen.
By permission of the British Museum.

Figure 8.4: Kaitāia carving. 6341, Auckland War Memorial Museum Tāmaki Paenga Hira.

Figure 8.5: Marakihau on right of doorway
of the Te Tokanganui-a-Noho meeting
house, Te Kūiti, c. 1885 (detail view at left).
Photograph taken by the Burton Brothers.
PA7-36-24, Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington.

Figure 8.6: Isaac Coates’s painting of Te Rauparaha
wearing an albatross-feather ear adornment and
a feather in his hair, c. 1843. Ink and watercolour
on paper, 277 x 185 mm. A-255-018, Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 8.7: Pounamu pekapeka
with humanoid head. 5015,
Auckland War Memorial
Museum Tāmaki Paenga Hira.

Figure 8.8: Serpentine hei ika (fish disk pendant), Okains
Bay, Banks Peninsula. E148.79, Canterbury Museum.

Figure 8.9: Fish pendants as identified by H. D.
Skinner. Left: Pounamu, 60 mm, excavated at
Omihi, near Kaikoura. D32-654, Otago Museum;
Right: Pounamu, 95 mm long, excavated at
Waipapa Landing. D33-879, Otago Museum.

Figure 8.10: This kahu kurī is one of four collected by Sir Walter Lawry Buller and is thought to be
associated with the prominent Northland chief Te Tirarau Kukupa (Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Rāhiri, Ngāi
Tāhuhu, Ngāti Whātua) of Whangarei. Kahu kurī, unknown weaver. Muka (flax fibre), dog skin,
dog hair, 1240 x 1520 mm. ME 002052, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.

Figure 8.11: Carte de visite portrait by Samuel Carnell
of a Māori woman from the Hawke’s Bay district
wearing a kahu huruhuru, probably owned by the
studio, c. 1880–1890. G-022228-1/4, Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 8.12: Kahu huruhuru in chequerboard pattern, made by Miriama Te Kapu of Maungapōhatu, c. 1896.
Harakeke, tūī and kererū feathers, 1170 x 1420 mm. 297, Auckland War Memorial Museum Tāmaki Paenga Hira.

Figure 8.13: Māori rock drawing of animals in conjunction with human figures, Ford’s Hanging Rock,
Opihi River, South Canterbury, 1948. Photograph by Theo Schoon. Silver gelatin print 190 x 240 mm.
PA1-o-330-09, Maori Rock Drawings Album, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 8.14: Augustus Earle, A tabood house belonging to Shulitea, Kororadica [Kororareka], Bay of Islands,
N. Zealand, 1827. The maihi carvings show stylised whales being hauled up. Watercolour, 140 x 260 mm.
nla.pic-an2822446, Rex Nan Kivell Collection, National Library of Australia.

Figure 8.15: Nākahi drawing, 1855. C. 10624-1/2,
K. A. Webster Collection, Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 8.16: ‘Pig’ drawing produced by
Pai Mārire follower, ‘Ua Rongopai’ notebook.
7-A11470, Sir George Grey Special Collections,
Auckland Public Library.

Figure 9.1: John Lyall, The Naming of
the Parts (The Auckland War Memorial
Museum): a Natural History (1987–2000).
The University of Auckland Art Collection.
By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.2: Laurence
Aberhart, Albatross
(Bird Skins Room #6),
Taranaki St, Wellington,
3 October 1995, 1995. Platinum
print, 191 x 241 mm. O.002311,
Museum of New Zealand
Te Papa Tongarewa.

Figure 9.3: Fiona Pardington, Whekau Laughing Owl, 2004. Collected on Stewart Island, 1881.
Silver gelatin print. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.4: Bill Hammond, Buller’s Table Cloth, 1994. Acrylic on canvas, 1682 x 1675 mm. 1997/6,
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, gift of the Patrons of the Gallery, 1997. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.5: Michael Parekowhai,
Cosmo and Jim McMurtry proposal,
Cathedral Square, 2002. By permission
of the artist and courtesy of Michael
Lett, Auckland.

Figure 9.6: Michael
Parekowhai, Elmer Keith,
2000. C-type photograph,
1070 x 1265 mm.
C2000/1/17, Chartwell
Collection, Auckland Art
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki.
By permission of the
artist and courtesy of
Michael Lett, Auckland.

Figure 9.7: Michael Parekowhai, A Peak in Darien, 2011. Bronze, stainless steel, two pieces.
On site in the Palazzo Loredan dell’Ambasciatore, Venice. Photograph by Michael Hall.
By permission of the artist and courtesy of Michael Lett, Auckland.

Figure 9.8: Shane Cotton, Eden to Ohaeawai, 1998–2000. Oil on canvas, 2000 x 3000 mm.
2012/16, Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, gift of the Patrons of the Gallery, 2012.
By permission of the artist and courtesy of Michael Lett, Auckland.

Figure 9.9: Shane Cotton, Broken Water, 2003. Acrylic on linen, 1400 x 2800 mm.
By permission of the artist and courtesy of Michael Lett, Auckland.

Figure 9.10: Bill Hammond, Giant Eagle, 2006. Acrylic on canvas, 1200 x 1800 mm. 2007/3,
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.11: Shigeyuki Kihara, Sina ma Tuna: Sina and her Eel, 2003. C-print on dibond
aluminium, 1200 x 900 mm. Photograph by Sean Coyle. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.12: Shigeyuki Kihara, Tonumaipe’a: How
She Was Saved by the Bat, 2004.
C-print on dibond aluminium. Photograph by
Sean Coyle. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.13: Michel Tuffery, Povi Christkeke, 1999. Mixed media, 1760 x 3110 x 1100 mm.
99/253, Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetu. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.14: Michel Tuffery, Asiasi II, 2000. Fish tins and recycled copper and aluminium with rivets,
1000 x 2500 x 600 mm. 2001-0032-1, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.15: Barry Cleavin, Cart Before the Horse, 1981. Etching, aquatint, 238 x 297 mm. 1982/45/20,
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, gifted by Ms Jeanette McCracken. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.16: Peter Peryer, Farm
Study, 1986. Gelatin silver print,
125 x 121 mm. O.003902, Museum of
New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.
By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.17: Marti Friedlander, Eglinton Valley, South Island, 1972. Gelatin silver print,
toned with gold, 323 x 478 mm. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.18: Peter Peryer, Headless Chicken, 1995.
Gelatin silver print, 428 x 278 mm. O.031262,
Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa.
By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.19: Peter Peryer,
Dead Steer, 1987. Gelatin
silver print, 180 x 180 mm.
C1998/1/18, Chartwell
Collection, Auckland Art
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki. By
permission of the artist.

Figure 9.20: Peter Peryer, Self-Portrait with Rooster, 1977. Gelatin silver print, 229 x 229 mm.
O.003898, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.21: Margaret Dawson, dog at home (left) and dog at Bromley Shelter (right)
from Shot over Summer series, 2003. By permission of the artist.
Figure 9.22: Andrea du Chatenier,
(clockwise from top right) Zeb and
Sako (in-laws), and Pepsie and Zolton
(father and daughter), 2000. C-type
prints, 700 x 500 mm. By permission
of the artist.

Figure 9.23: Ronnie van Hout, Sick Chimp, 2002. Resin, plastic, rubber, fabric, 1250 x 500 x 320 mm.
2005-0014-1, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.24: Joanna Braithwaite, Monkey Puzzle, 1997. Oil on canvas, 1400 x 2400 mm.
Private collection, Wellington. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.25: Joanna Braithwaite, all untitled works, Menagerie series, 2001.
Oil on canvas, 155 x 185 mm each. All private collections. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.26: Joanna Braithwaite, Little Wonder, 2004. Oil on canvas, 1120 x 1370 mm.
Private collection, Auckland. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.27: Joanna Braithwaite, Resting Place, 2002. Oil on canvas, 650 x 1060 mm.
Private collection, Auckland. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.28: Joanna Braithwaite, The Ancestors, 2005.
Oil on canvas, 1025 x 1415 mm. By permission of the artist.

Figure 9.29: Don Binney,
Pipiwharauroa Mating, 1963. Oil
on board, 1219 x 917 mm. 1964/14/1,
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki.
By permission of Philippa Binney.

Figure 9.30: Don Binney, Ngataringa Return, 2002. Oil on canvas, 1100 x 755 mm.
By permission of Philippa Binney.

Figure 9.31: Raymond Ching, The Kiwi and the Goose, 2009. Oil on board, 915 x 1067 mm. By permission of the artist.

Figure 10.1: Possum trappers in the early twentieth century, Lake Waikaremoana district,
c. October 1931. PAColl-8983-05, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Figure 10.2: ‘Wall of Pests’, Zealandia (Karori Wildlife Sanctuary), Wellington. Author’s photograph.
Figure 10.3: Captain Cook’s map of New Zealand
on possum skin. Author’s photograph.

Figure 10.4: Pet possum Poppy is kept
clear of the Te Ranga School possum
hunt. Bay of Plenty Times, 26 June
2008. By permission of the newspaper.

Figure 10.5: Uriti School’s best-dressed dead
possum competition. Taranaki Daily News,
30 July 2012. By permission of the newspaper.

Figure 10.6: Possums have all the usual features of cuteness. Author’s photograph.

Figure 10.7: Angela Singer, 1080, 2007. Recycled taxidermy,
mixed media, 260 x 550 x 180 mm. By permission of the artist.
Figure 10.8: Rei Hamon,
Albino Possum, 1980.
Pointillism, 230 x 170 mm.
By permission of Awanui Hamon.

Figure 11.1: Vegetarianism is growing
in New Zealand, as in other western
nations. Here activist Tom Wright
protests against meat consumption
outside Museum of New Zealand Te
Papa Tongarewa, Wellington, 2007.
Courtesy of Save Animals From
Exploitation (www.safe.org.nz).

Figure 11.2: A ‘Quit-Meat’ cake from
the Wellington protest in 2007.
Courtesy of Save Animals From
Exploitation.

Figures 11.3 and 11.4: Rebecca Lee, Fonterror – milking the land for all its WORTH.
Protest t-shirt and photograph by Rebecca Lee.

